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Summary
This study sets out to explore the relationship between grammatical patterning and the organisation of 

discourse in Modem Standard Chinese. Chapter 0 lays the groundwork for the theoretical framework and 

the descriptive methodology of the thesis. Chapter 1 discusses the questions of what constitutes a text, 

and how a text relates to the context in which it is produced. It introduces the three functional components 

or metafunctions of systemic functional theory according to which language use may be understood - the 

textual, the interpersonal, and the experiential - and shows how these metafunctions can be used in the 

description of a text to make connections between its context of situation (register), its overall 

organisation as a text (discourse-semantics) and the form of its wording (lexicogrammar). It describes the 

lexicogrammar of a single Chinese text in terms of the basic grammatical systems which build up the 

meaning of the clause, and the functional clause elements which realise those systems. Chapter 2 reviews 

the grammatical description put forward in Chapter 1 in terms of the different structures constituted by the 

textual, interpersonal and experiential elements of the clause in Chinese. It discusses the relationship 

between the central lexicogrammatical unit of clause and the other units o f which it is constituted, and 

shows how the different functional components of the lexicogrammar define structures whose scope does 

not always coincide with the clause. It then examines how clauses are joined together, analysing the text 

in terms of a fvirther functional structure - the logical, and shows how these four types of grammatical 

structure come together to express the meanings of the whole text. Chapter 3 examines the grammatical 

systems that lie behind the different function structures of the clause. It compares the single text used in 

Chapter 1 with other Chinese texts which contrast with it in terms of their textual, interpersonal, 

experiential or logical patterning, and discusses the ways in which a grammatical description is influenced 

by features of the texts chosen as data. It then contrasts the parameters of this systemic functional 

description of Chinese grammar with other descriptive frameworks.

Chapter 4 sets out the systemic meaning options available in the verbal group in Chinese and the 

structures through which they are reahsed, and shows the relationship of the verbal group systems to the 

clause systems already described in previous chapters. It traces the changes in verbal group marking 

through the unfolding of a particular Chinese text by describing the meanings that are taken up from 

verbal group systems at different points in the text, and identifying the various factors that trigger this 

marking. Chapter 5 sums up the issues raised throughout the thesis in setting up a framework for 

describing Chinese clause and verbal group systems through their contribution to the organisation of text. 

It characterises the relationship between the different layers of meaning in text - the grammatical 

meanings embodied in clauses and groups, and the semantic meanings realised over the text as a whole - 

and shows how grammatical description needs to be both top-down, i.e. in terms of the contexts of 

grammatical structure, and bottom-up, i.e. in terms of its realisations. In putting forward this small-scale 

functional description of the grammar of a number of Chinese texts, it is concerned to develop a text- 

based process of grammatical description which can be applied for purposes, such as language teaching, 

which depend on interpreting the meaning and wording of texts.
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Chapter 0: Aims and organisation of the study

0.0 Grammar and discourse in Chinese

The basic issue this study sets out to explore is the relationship between grammatical 
patterning and the organisation of discourse in Modem Standard Chinese. It is 
increasingly being recognised among linguists working in a functional perspective (e.g. 
Tsao 1979,1990; Li & Thompson 1981; Chen 1984,1986; Chu & Chang 1987; Tao 
1996) that the description of grammatical systems in Chinese depends on placing them in 
their discourse context. This is partly because of the often indeterminate nature of the 
boundaries between granunatical and discourse units (Tao 1996), partly because of the 
great economy in the use of grammatical marking in Chinese with the consequent 
dependence on context for its interpretation (cf Li & Thompson 1978). Both of these 
tendencies make it difficult, if not impossible, to restrict the explanation of grammatical 
patterning to its traditional domain of the sentence.

If the interdependence of grammar and discourse is taken as a sine qua non in the analysis 
of Chinese, how can the relationship between them be theorised? The traditional tripartite 
division of labour between syntax, semantics and pragmatics (cf Carston 1996, Seuren 
1996) posits three levels of quite distinct modes of organisation, which are difficult to 
reconcile with each other within a single description. Such a model, furthermore, tends to 
be applied piecemeal, revealing many significant pattems of language in context, but not 
showing how the system of language as a whole is utilised for the various demands 
placed on it.

Explaining grammar via discourse also raises the problem of the status of the description 
vis-a-vis the data: that is, if the analysis is attempting to account for grammatical 
patterning in authentic discourse, on what basis are descriptive categories derived from 
the data, and where are the explanatory generalisations to be sought? The notion of 
"motivation" in discourse studies is often located in some vague space inside the heads of 
language users (e.g. Tai 1989), or somewhere out in the world which they inhabit (e.g. 
Huang 1994) - anywhere, in fact, but embodied within the language they use.

The present study grounds the description of grammar and discourse in the text, that is, 
within a stretch of discourse that has an overall unity of purpose and which is both 
cohesive within itself and coherent with respect to its context of use. The conception of "a 
text", i.e. a complete unit of cohesive and coherent discourse, or "text", i.e. a stretch of



cohesive and coherent discourse (cf HalUday & Hasan 1976; de Beaugrande & Dressier 
1981), is thus contingent on a number of factors, and so its identification is a matter of 
degree rather than kind. Working with this notion, however, does enable the analyst to 
keep the focus of the analysis equally on the observable patterns in the language and on 
the context in which those patterns make sense. Text thus has a two-way implication of 
language in context, with the relationship between them understood not causally, but 
semiotically, with language both realising (expressing) and constituting (creating) context 
(cf Martin 1992).

0. Aims and organisation of the study

0.1 The theoretical framework of the present study

Placing the text at the centre of the description calls for a conception of language quite 
different from the modularized syntax-semantics-pragmatics model, a model which 
theorises an interdependent relationship between the context in which a text is used and 
the language through which it is expressed (Halliday 1978). The theory known as 
systemic functional hnguistics (SFL), an offshoot of the London School or Firthian 
functional tradition in linguistics, has always been concerned with accounting for texts 
within their contexts of use. Linguists working within this theory have developed a text- 
based model of language in context by positing three levels of increasing degrees of 
abstraction, linking the wordings of a text - the level of lexicogrammar, to the 
meanings of the text as a whole - discourse-semantics, and to the context of situation 
in which the text takes place - register (Martin 1992) i.

This model differs from the syntax-semantics-pragmatics one in two important respects. 
Firstly, it ties the description of these levels to specific linguistic units; the description of 
lexicogrammar to clauses in text, that of discourse semantics to the text in its own context 
as text, and register to the text in its context of situation. Secondly, this model motivates 
patterns at these different levels in terms of three generalised functions of language in 
context; textual, creating relevance to context; interpersonal, negotiating social 
relationships; and experiential, construing experience (Halliday 1994; 36). Situation, 
text and clause can all be analysed in these three ways, with each kind of functional 
organisation at the more abstract level being expressed by the equivalent kind of 
functional organisation at the less abstract level.

• The conception of the relationship between strata as it will be applied in the present study is taken from 
Martin 1992; in other versions of SFL (e.g. Halliday & Hasan 1976, Halliday 1978), the relationship 
between semantics and register, for example, is conceived of as the latter being a "skewing" of the 
meanings of the former.



Such a model, which allows explicit and principled links to be drawn between 
grammatical and discourse patterning, also puts commensurately greater demands on the 
analyst, in that the description of the grammar of a language is likely to involve aspects of 
text organisation and contextual features. Perhaps for this reason the bulk of work within 
the SFL framework has so far dealt with English (e.g. Halliday 1967-68, 1985/94; 
Halliday & Hasan 1976,1989; Fawcett 1980; Martin 1992; Matthiessen 1995), the 
language on which the major descriptive work has been carried out, and for which there 
exist many descriptions of both grammatical and discourse organisation in other 
frameworks. Within SFL, a clear distinction is drawn between theoretical categories, the 
basic parameters of the model of language intended to be applicable to all languages, and 
descriptive categories, derived from a particular language and intended to be specific only 
to that language (Halliday 1993: 4-6). However, in practice, the descriptive categories of 
English tend to be used as a guide in the description of other languages, a procedure 
which is perfectly defensible as a heuristic, but which rather begs the question of the 
influence of the descriptive categories derived for EngUsh on the theoretical categories of 
SFL as a whole.

Historically the development of a theory of grammar in SFL (e.g. Halliday 1961, 1967- 
68,1985/94; Matthiessen 1995) preceded that of a theory of discourse (e.g. Halliday 
1973, 1978; Halliday & Hasan 1976; Ventola 1987; Martin 1992), and studies in SFL on 
the relationship between grammar and discourse in English have tended to take for 
granted a highly-developed description of English grammar. Such studies usually proceed 
by identifying features of the grammar which can be systematically related to features of 
the text and / or situation. Thus, although the relationship between the three levels of 
register, discourse-semantics and lexicogrammar is theorised as a semiotically 
interdependent one, in actual descriptive practice the other two levels are largely 
characterised in terms of the description of the lexicogrammar.

0. Aims and organisation of the study

0.2 Applying a systemic functional framework to Chinese

Applying the SPl. framework to the description of Chinese texts therefore runs the risk of 
merely refracting the patterns of Chinese through an existing lens shaped for English. The 
problem of adapting to the description of Chinese a framework originally derived from 
the description of other languages is of course not confined to SFL: in some ways, this 
has been the problem of Chinese grammatical studies since the beginnings of European- 
influenced descriptions of Chinese grammar in the late 1800s (cf Norman 1988: 152- 
154). However, the clear distinction in SFL between theoretical and descriptive



categories, as well as the strong emphasis on accounting for texts suggests a way in 
which the theory could be applied to Chinese to produce a description that was made truly 
accountable to the data.

In many theoretical enterprises, the notion of applying the theory could be characterised 
as a process of finding equivalents of certain basic notions or "categories" such as 
sentence, verb, subject, etc in the language under description. The categories themselves 
are often treated as unquestioned givens, and much energy is put into ensuring that the 
linguistic evidence can be used to justify the (pre-existing) category, without questioning 
whether that category is actually needed. For example, in her comparison of the category 
of "sentence" in Chinese and English, Cummings reacts with bewilderment to a proposal 
by another linguist to do away with this category in English, at least for conversational 
data, because "it would involve the abandormient of a unit which has been universally 
assumed by linguists for centuries to be the basis for linguistic organisation" (Cummings 
1984: 371).

Many such studies involve a confusion between what Halliday terms "descriptive" and 
"theoretical" categories, with the basic categories of the theory actually deriving from the 
descriptive tradition of one language or a group of related languages. In the medieval 
European tradition, Latin was the yardstick by which all other languages were compared; 
in modem linguistics English seems to have taken its place. As Halliday points out, a so- 
called "universal category" is not in fact theoretical categories but rather a "descriptive 
category that is said to be present in every language" (Halliday 1993: 6). Even in a 
functional tradition such as SFL, there often seems to be confusion about what applying 
the theory to a range of different languages actually involves. This confusion seems 
unfortunately to have been perpetuated by a misunderstanding of the title of Halliday's 
magnum opus on English grammar. An Introduction to Functional Grammar (Halliday 
1994), as though the grammar he sets out there is somehow equivalent to the theory as a 
whole. The present study does not set out to apply a functional grammar to 
Chinese, in the sense of taking the categories Halliday has developed for English and 
forcing them on the Chinese data; rather it seeks to apply systemic functional 
theory to Chinese, in other words, to see how the theoretical categories of SFL can be 
used to develop descriptive categories for the lexicogrammar of Chinese, in order as 
much as possible to describe it on its own terms.

Of course, as Halliday points out, it is perfectly defensible to "use the descriptive 
categories of one language as a guide when working on another", as long as a particular 
descriptive category "is redefined in the case of each language" (Halliday 1993: 5). There

0. Aims and organisation of the study



will therefore be a number of descriptive categories used for Chinese in the present study 
that have close counterparts with those developed in SFL descriptions of English. 
However, each category will be carefully justified in terms of the Chinese evidence, and a 
number of familiar terms from the English descriptions may not be present, or may be 
defined quite differently: for example, the terms "Subject" and "Predicator" are used in 
the present study for categories realised in Chinese very differently to their English 
counterparts.

The other issue, often glossed over when applying theories to different languages, is the 
question of accountability: in other words, what is it that a description developed in a 
particular theoretical framework is actually describing? For linguists working with text 
data, and particularly now that computer technology has enabled analysts to process large 
amounts of authentic data in the form of corpora, this is an issue that can no longer be 
avoided. The present study is based on a small corpus of Chinese texts: four spoken and 
one written. They form a corpus only in the restricted and non-representative sense of a 
body of texts chosen as the basis for the description (compare a more formal corpus- 
based study such as Tao 1996). All examples used in the description are taken from these 
texts, modified in only a few cases; I have not used any invented examples. The 
description put forward in this thesis makes no claim, therefore, to be describing the 
"Chinese language" as a whole. Rather it takes the idea of accountability very seriously, 
particularly in Chapter 1 & 2, by ensuring that descriptive categories are directly and 
exclusively derived from the text.

0. Aims and organisation of the study

0.3 The nature and organisation of the present study

The present study is based on only a small number of spoken and written texts in Modem 
Standard Chinese, and thus the description of Chinese grammar presented here makes no 
claims to be representative. Instead it concentrates on making as explicit as possible what 
it is the description is accounting for. In order to maintain this focus on the text, this 
study builds up both the descriptive framework and the description itself in progressive 
stages. It starts with a broad characterisation of the clause lexicogrammar of a single 
spoken text, contextualising this description by way of the register variables and 
discourse-semantic patterns of the text, and organising the description at all three levels 
according to the three functional types of textual, interpersonal and experiential. It then 
focuses on modelling the structure of the clause, suggesting that these three types of 
meaning call for distinct models of grammatical stmcture, and bringing in a fourth type of



meaning - the logical 2 - to characterise relationships between clauses. It then goes on to 
compare the description of this text with that of other texts which contrast with it in terms 
of their textual, interpersonal, experiential or logical meaning, and finally applies this 
descriptive framework to a complete written text, focussing on the grammar of the verbal 
group, and showing how grammatical marking is conditioned by and contributes to the 
organisation of the text as a whole.

If the scope of this description seems rather narrow, it is because the present smdy is 
concerned not simply with applying a particular framework to the description of Chinese 
grammar, but also with problematising the nature of grammatical description itself. The 
earlier part of this study. Chapters 1 & 2, reverses the usual deductive methodology of 
setting up the descriptive categories first and then applying them to the data. Instead it 
proceeds inductively, deriving the descriptive categories from the text, and at every 
stage of the description making explicit the evidence on which particular categories are 
based, and the purpose for which they are posited. It is for this reason that the initial 
description of the grammar is based on a single text: a fixed body of data, whose 
organisation as a whole relationship to its context of situation can be determined with 
reasonable certainty. It is also for this reason that these two chapters do not seek to justify 
the description by contrast with previous studies, but rather concentrate on maintaining 
the intemal consistency of the description of this specific text, as if no other texts in the 
language existed.

Such a procedure is, of course, a descriptive fiction. All description is based on implicit 
or explicit comparison: comparison of the data under focus with that outside the scope of 
the description, and comparison of the descriptive framework being developed with 
alternative frameworks. Chapter 3 addresses both these kinds of comparison. In 
comparing the description derived from the initial text with that derived from a number of 
other texts, it shows that descriptive categories are conditioned equally by the availability 
and form of the data and by the state of development of the descriptive framework. In 
comparing the theoretical categories of SFL with those of other theoretical frameworks 
that have been applied to Chinese, it shows that the sorts of grammatical patterns 
highlighted depend on the model of language being used, and the kinds of explanations 
defined as theoretically significant.

0. Aims and organisation of the study

2 In many SFL accounts (e.g. Halliday 1970, 1994) the experiential and the logical perspectives are 
referred to collectively as the ideational metafunction; I will not be using this cover term here because 
the experiential and logical lexicogrammar relate to the organisation of the text in quite distinct ways (see 
below, sections 1.4.2-1.4.3, 2.3.1).



With the status of the present description of Chinese grammar and the theoretical 
assumptions of SFL thus clarified. Chapter 4 then applies this framework deductively 
to one of the major descriptive problems in Chinese grammatical smdies, the role of the 
verb in grammatical structure, by examining changes in verbal group marking through the 
unfolding of a text. This description, like that in Chapters 1 & 2, is based on a single text, 
but in this case draws on the full descriptive potential of the SFL framework, in order to 
reverse the direction of explanation: not motivating grammatical patteming in terms of the 
text but rather motivating text patteming in terms of the grammar.

The final chapter sums up the impUcations of this approach to grarmnatical description by 
linking it to yet another type of context - the context of application. Many of the problems 
to do with the presentation of the data, the relationship of description to data, and the 
nature of descriptive generalisations and explanations, are raised most sharply in the 
context of the overall purpose to which the description is put. The context of application 
most directly related to the present study is that of language teaching, but the issues raised 
here are relevant to any area in which texts are a focus, and where analysts must deal with 
the vexed question of how language form relates to language use.

0. Aims and organisation of the study



Chapter 1: The grammar of a Chinese text: 
developing a descriptive framework

1.0. The description of grammar; system and text

Any description of a language must mediate between the patterns observable in the data 
and the meaningful contrasts which those patterns embody. In the terms of the present 
study, this may be expressed as the problem of deriving the system froiri the text. 
Given this requirement, there are two basic approaches that may be taken, as exemplified 
below by two major studies of the lexicogrammar of Chinese:

a. focus on the text, and derive the system from the text:
The Language of the Chinese Secret History o f the Mongols (Halliday 1959)
b. focus on the system, and use the text as source of examples
A Functional Study o f Topic in Chinese: the First Step towards Discourse 
Analysis (Tsao 1979)

The present description of the lexicogrammar of Modem Standard Chinese takes the first 
approach, one which highlights what I see as the essential relationship between 
grammatical systems and the text data. The implications of this approach will continue to 
be explored throughout this study. It must be acknowledged, however, that the second 
approach is far more common in descriptive work. What might be called the "standard 
discourse" of linguistic description very much follows this kind of progression: first 
setting up the theoretical / descriptive framework, usually in explicit contrast with 
previous descriptions, and then classifying the data according to the relevant parameters 
of the framework.

I have chosen not to follow this standard progression for two main reasons. Firstly, 
going from system (framework) to text (data) tends to cast the system as primary and the 
text as secondary, even with studies based on actual textual data, where the researcher 
usually feels free to modify or even invent examples to show up some aspect of the 
system which is not exemplified in the text. Secondly, such a procedure tends to gloss 
over the crucial difference between the system of the language itself and the descriptive 
system set up to account for it (this point will be examined in more detail in Chapter 3 
below), and thus ignores or downgrades contingent factors such as the purpose of the 
description and its relationship to the data.

In order to keep the text in the centre of focus, the first two chapters build up the 
descriptive framework in stages, in tandem with an increasingly detailed and theoretically



informed exploration of patterns in the text, attempting as much as possible to keep the 
focus of attention on the text itself, and restricting examples almost exclusively to the 
actual text data. In these two chapters, therefore, I have adopted some of the features of a 
pedagogical discourse, exemplified for SFL in textbooks such as Eggins 1994 and Lock 
1996, as opposed to the standard academic discourse normal for a study of this type. 
Thus rather than proceeding from general to specific, stating theoretical generalisations 
and then providing evidence for those generalisations, I have adopted a "spiral 
progression" from most specific to more and more general. Such generalisations as I do 
make, rather than being exphcitly framed as building on previous research (they do of 
course draw on a large body of previous research, both in systemic functional linguistics 
and other frameworks), have been justified only in relation to the text data, leaving 
detailed comparison with other descriptions for Chapter 3, when the complete descriptive 
framework of the current study has been elaborated. In this way, I can progressively 
contextuaUse both the increasingly detailed understanding of the text and the increasingly 
sophisticated framework.

Since the description unfolds in stages, I will therefore be careful to note significant 
points that may reemerge in later discussion, and to identify areas of the description that 
may be subject to change with a larger data set or a more elaborated descriptive 
framework (these issues will be discussed fully in Chapter 3). I will initially set up the 
basic theoretical categories (Halliday 1993) of SFL according to which the description 
will be organised - stratification and metafunction, and give a definition of text, its 
relationship to its context of situation, its own context as text and the wording of the 
clauses which make it up - corresponding to the strata of register, discourse semantics 
and lexicogrammar respectively. The description will be carried out separately at each of 
these strata according to the three metafunctions, starting with the textual, then the 
interpersonal, and finally the experiential.

The description of the clause built up in Chapters 1 and 2 revolves around the two poles 
of the paradigmatic, in terms of the clause systems, and the syntagmatic, their realisation 
in clause strucmral functions. Chapter 1 will emphasise the system as the descriptive 
interpretation of patterns in the data, with functions as the realisation of systemic features. 
Chapter 2 will then examine the concept of function in more detail, discussing the 
different types of sUxicmre which clause functions make up, and how the different 
metafunctional meanings correspond to different strucmral mechanisms (cf Halliday 
1979) - cumulative for the texmal, prosodic for the interpersonal, constituent for the 
experiential, and recursive for a further type, the logical, introduced to characterise 
relations between clauses.

1. The grammar of a Chinese text



Chapter 3 returns to the system, exploring its potential for grammatical description along 
a number of dimensions. Firstly it reemphasises the link between system and text by 
comparing systems derived from two different texts, the original text and other texts 
contrasting with it in terms of their textual, interpersonal, experiential or logical meaning. 
Then it theorises the link between system and stmcture by setting out realisation 
statements that explicitly relate systemic features to their structural realisations. Finally it 
compares the main features of the description as a whole with comparable descriptions in 
other theoretical frameworks. This completes the account of clause systems and 
structures. Chapter 4 then moving on to a similar examination of the verbal group.

Such an exposition reverses the normal method of presentation in order to explore the 
relationship between system and text from a number of different points of view, 
emphasising at all times the two way nature of the relationship between them. The present 
description might thus be regarded not only as a description of a text, or a number of 
texts, but also as a description of a description: that is, as a critical evaluation of the 
description carried out in the process of setting it up. This type of self-critical and 
reflective approach is necessary in order to make absolutely clear the relationship between 
the system and the text, and between the language and the description (on this latter point, 
see section 3.0 below).

1. The grammar of a Chinese text

1.1 Contexts of the grammar: text and its relationship to context

I will begin the examination of the grammar of a single Chinese text by contextualising it 
stratificationally, i.e. by examining it at different levels of abstraction relevant to the 
observable patterns in its wording. In order to understand the wording of a particular 
text, i.e. how it is expressed in grammatical and lexical items and structures, we first need 
to define the nature of text itself, and the relationship of the text to its different contexts. 
In the following sections I will first introduce the text. I will then analyse this text in 
terms of two different types of context: the context of situation in which the text 
appears, and the context created by the text itself - its cotext. The emphasis throughout 
will be on characterising the nature of these contexts in ways that will enable us to make 
principled links with the wording of the text.

1 . 1 .0  The text presented: Memory

The text for which I will progressively build up a grarrmiatical description in these two 
chapters is a short dialogue taken from an episode of the television program Dragon's



Tongue (Chang et al. 1991), a set of video materials designed to "assist learners in 
communication skills" (Preface, p.i) using Modem Standard Chinese, and dealing with 
contemporary life in mainland China. This particular text, entitled Memory,^ is taken 
from a segment of the program known as Beijing Dynasty, "a kind of small-scale soapie 
drama" (p.i) set and filmed in the city of Beijing, the area whose dialect forms the basis 
for the standard language. The items that make up this drama are "self-contained short 
stories...each has the same main characters, members of the Wang family" (p.i).

The text is a dialogue involving three members of the Wang family 2; Dad, an engineer 
aged 46, Mum, an accountant aged 45, and their son Xiaoming, a high-school student 
aged 15. The general situation in which this text is embedded may be summarised as 
follows:

The action takes place one Saturday afternoon after work (at the time this series was filmed, 

Mainland Chinese commonly worked a five and a half day week). As the title Memory suggests, 

it hinges on a disagreement between Mum and Dad in regard to their differing recollections of the 

morning's events: specifically whether Dad had asked Mum to borrow a book for him from the 

library. Dad accuses Mum of forgetfulness; and the two of them wrangle over this point for some 

time, trying to establish the precise time when Dad claimed he had made the request, of which 

Mum has no recollection. Finally they decide, with some frustration on both sides, that there's 

nothing to be done about it. At this point Xiaoming enters, and reveals that it was him his father 

had asked to borrow the book, not Mum after all, who is then able to turn the accusation of 

forgetfulness back on her husband.

For the purposes of the description, it was important to choose a spoken dialogic text, 
both because of the relevance of intonational patterns to the description of the textual and 
interpersonal lexicogrammar (see sections 1.2.3 and 1.3.3 below) and because of the 
importance of dialogic exchange for exhibiting certain interpersonal features (see sections
1.3.2 and 1.3.3 below). This type of text, which may be characterised as "scripted 
spoken", has been chosen over genuine conversational texts for practical reasons: i.e. the 
very problematic and time-consuming nature of the collection and transcription of spoken 
texts - particularly dialogic ones. Although this text is not an actually occurring 
conversation, it has been constructed as an imitation of ordinary casual conversation - like 
some kinds of play script - and may therefore be taken as reasonably "authentic" for the 
aims of the present study.

1. The grammar of a Chinese text

1 Originally entitled "Memories", a title which was however felt to have misleading connotations.
2 The fourth member, their daughter, Xianqing, does not appear in this episode.
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The full text is presented below. In its original form, the text is audio-visual, though 
obviously derived from a previous written script. In transcribing this for the purposes of 
analysis, I have used as a guide a version of the script provided by the authors of the 
course, making some slight changes according to the audio-visual recording. For the 
purposes of grammatical analysis, the text has been divided into clauses, numbered from 
1 to 75. This division may be taken as given at this stage, since the recognition of clause 
units in Chinese is somewhat problematic; the relevant criteria are discussed later in this 
study (see sections 2.2 and 2.3 below). The identity of the speaker is indicated by a 
capital letter (M for Mum, D for Dad, and X for Xiaoming) preceding the number of each 
clause; this is understood as remaining constant for following clauses until changed.

Each clause is set out on three separate lines. The top line represents the Chinese text 
given in the alphabetic script hanyu plnyln, the official romanisation in use in the People’s 
Republic of China. This orthography was chosen over Chinese characters (a version in 
characters appears in Appendix 3) for the reason that it distinguishes word boundaries, 
and thus is more useful for grammatical analysis (specific spellings follow those set out in 
Wu 1986). The middle line represents a "literal" translation into English, glossed word 
for word, with grammatical items indicated by abbreviations in small capitals; a key to 
these abbreviations is given on at the beginning of the thesis. The bottom line represents a 
"situationally equivalent" translation, enclosed in single quotes ',  intended to indicate 
how the meaning of the Chinese clause might be expressed in an equivalent context in 
English. For the purposes of analysis this keeps fairly close to the literal translation, and 
has been supplemented where necessary by further information, enclosed in brackets (), 
in cases where the Chinese original omits information essential for a normal English 
equivalent. This most commonly involves cases of certain clause elements that have been 
omitted as presumed information (see sections 1.2.2 and 1.2.4 below), or of logical links 
between clauses that have been left implicit (see section 2.3.1 below).

1. The grammar of a Chinese text
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M :l. Aiya, jintian mang-si le!
oh-dear today busy die ASP
'Oh, today (I've) been really busy!'

D;2. A, mang shenme ya?
oh busy what MOD
'Oh, what have (you) been busy with?'

M:3. Aiya, shang ban, 
oh-dear go-to work 
'Oh, going to work,'

4. xia ban, 
finish work 
'finishing work,'

5. mJi cm; 
buy food 
doing the shopping;'

6. hui-Iai, 
return come
'(now that I've) come home,'

7. hai dfii zuo fM. 
still must cook meal 
'I still have to do the cooking.'

8. ZhongwiI dao youjii 
midday reach post-office 
'At lunchtime (I) went to the post-office

9. ji le yi feng xin, 
post ASP one MEAS letter 
'and posted a letter,’

10. jingguo cmshichSng, 
pass-by market
'(and as I) went past the markets,'

11. hai mSi le diSn cM. 
still buy ASP little food 
'(I) did some more shopping.'

D:12. Hai, xiawiS xia ban ylhou,
hey afternoon finish work after
'Hey, in the afternoon after finishing work,'

13. cmshichang hai kai men ma!
the markets still open door MOD 
'the markets would still be open!'

M:14. Aiya nSr ydu shijian ne?
oh-dear where exist time MOD 
'Oh, where would (I) have had the time?'

15. xia le ban 
finish ASP work 
'Having finished work,'

16. wfi hai dSi qii baihuodaldu
I still must go department store
'I still had to go to the department store'

17. gSi XiSoming m3i qiiixie. 
for Xiaoming buy sandshoe 
'to buy sandshoes for Xiaoming.'

1. The grammar of a Chinese text
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1. The grammar of a Chinese text

D:18. Ei, wfi yao de nei bSn shu, nl gSi w6 jiM ai le ma?
oh, I want SUB that MEAS book you for me borrow come ASP MOD 
'Oh, that book I wanted, did you borrow (it) for me?'

M:19. Shenme? shenmeshu?
what what book
'What? What book?'

D;20. Nl zfinme zheme ji^ w ^ g ?  
you how so forgetful 
'How could you be so forgetful?'

M:21. Ji^wm g?  
forgetful 
'Forgetful?'

22. nl shenme shihou gen w6 shuo guo?
you what time with I speak ASP
'When did you mention (it) to me?

D:23. Chi zSofan de shihou shuo de.
eat breakfast SUB time speak MOD
'(I) mentioned (it) when (we) were having breakfast.'

M:24. W6 mei ting-jian...
I NEG:perf listen f>erceive
'I didn't hear...'

25. Nl zfinme bii zijl qu jie?
you how NBG self go borrow 
'Why didn't you go and borrow it yourself?'

D:26. W6 shangwil shang ban,
I morning go-to work
'In the morning I went to work,'

27. zhongwii pei wMguo kehu, 
midday escort foreign client 
'At lunchtime (I had to) look after a foreign client,'

28. xiawii kai hui... 
afternoon hold meeting 
'In the afternoon (I) had a meeting...'

29. NSr ydu shfjian? 
where exist time
'Where would (I) have had the time?'

M:30. W6 bii zhidao,
I NEG know
'I didn't know,'

31. nl mei gen wfi shuo.
you NEGrperf with I speak
'you didn't tell me.'

D:32. ZSoshang yl ql chuang
early-morning once rise bed 
'First thing this morning as soon as (I) got up,'

33. jiii ti - qi guo zhe shi’r.
then mention up ASP this matter
'(I) mentioned this matter.'

M:34 Wfi ya, yl ql chuang 
I TEXT once rise bed
'As soon as I got up'

13
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35. jiii gSi nlmen zuo zaofan... 
then for you PL make breakfast 
'(I) made breakfast for you both...'

D:36. W6 chi zilofan de shi'hou hai shuo le! 
I eat breakfast SUB time still speak ASP
'I also spoke of (it) when (we) were having breakfast.'

M:37. Na mingtian qujie ma!
well tomorrow go borrow MOD
'Well go and borrow (it) tomorrow then!'

D:38. Mingtian tiishuguSn bii kai men.
tomorrow library NBG open door
'Tomorrow the library's not open.'

M;39. Na jiii houtian qu jie!
well just day-after tomorrow go borrow
'Well borrow (it) the day after tomorrow then!'

D:40. W6 jintian wSnshang yao yong.
I today evening need use
'I need to use (it) this evening.'

M:41. Na mei b^fS.
then NEG-exist means
'Well (it) can't be helped.'

D:42. Ai, zhen tSoy^!
oh-dear really annoying 
'Oh, how annoying!'

M:43. Shenme? 
what 
'What?'

44. N1 shuo 
you say 
'Did you say'

45. w6 taoy^?
I annoying
'I'm annoying?'

D:46. Bu, bii... w6 shi shuo 
no no I be say
'No, no...I said'

47. mei yfiu nei bSn shu zhen taoyan.
MEG exist that MEAS book really annoying
'not having that book is really annoying.'

M:48. A 
ah
'Ah!'

X:49. Ba, Ma...
Dad Mum 
'Dad, Mum...’

M:50. Shang nSx le?
go-to where ASP 
'Where have (you) been?'

51. Z5nme zhenme w3n a?
how so late MOD 
'Why are (you) so late?'

14
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X:52. Jintian xlngqlliu, 
today Saturday 
Today's Saturday,'

53. xia le ke 
finish ASP class 
'(when we) finished class'

54. hai y6u kewM huddong. 
still exist class-outside activity 
'then (we) had after-class activities.'

M;55. Qiao nl m3n - tdu - da- hm de!
look you full head big sweat MOD 
'Look at you all covered in sweat!'

56. 6 ,  nl yao de qiuxie, w6 gSi nl m5i le.
oh you want SUB sandshoes 1 for you buy ASP
'Oh, those sandshoes you wanted, I got (them) for you.'

X:57. Aiyji, tm hao le!
oh too good ASP
'Oh, great!'

58. W6 hm pa
I still fear
'I was afraid'

59. nl w ^ g le ne.
you forget ASP MOD
'you'd forgotten.'

60. ZM nffr? 
be-at where 
'Where are (they)?'

61. W6 kankan.
I look look
'I'll have a look.'

M:62. Yihul’r zai kan, 
a-while further look 
'Look at (them) in a while,'

63. nl xian qii xl yi xi.
you first go wash one wash 
'go and have a wash first.'

X;64. Ei.
okay
'Alright.'

65. Huodong jieshu, 
activity conclude
'(By the time) the activities were over'

66. yljing wil diSn le, 
already five o'clock ASP 
'(it) was already five o’clock,'

67. w5 hai qu le tiishuguSn 
I still go ASP library 
'then I went to the library'

68. ggi baba jie shu. 
for Dad borrow book 
'to borrow a book for Dad.’
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D:69. 6?  
oh 
'Oh?'

M:70. Shemne? 
what 
■What?'

X:7I. Ba, nlrangwd g2i nl jie de shu, w6 jie - hui - lai le.
Dad you get I for you borrrow SUB book I borrow return come ASP
'Dad, that book you got me to borrow for you, I got (it) for you.'

72. Tiishu-guanllyuan zh3o le bantian...
library attendant look-for ASP half-day
'The library attendant spent ages looking for (it).'

D:73. 6 .. .  
oh
'Oh...'

M:74. Hai shuo 
still say 
'And (you) say'

75. w5 j i^ w ^ g  ne!
I forgetful MOD
Tm forgetful!'

Text 1: Memory

1.1 .1  The nature of text

A coimnonsense understanding of the concept of text would be to equate text with 
wording, specifically the wording of a written document, as reflected in the Chambers' 
Twentieth Century Dictionary definition below (quoted in Halliday & Hasan 1989: 52):

the actual words of a book, poem, etc., in their original form or any form they have been 

transmitted in or transmuted into...

Such an understanding provides the basis for a preliminary definition of text as "a stretch 
of discourse", but fails to account for two other, perhaps less obvious, aspects of our 
commonsense understanding of text: 1. that it has unity, in other words, it "hangs 
together" as a whole (Halliday & Hasan 1989: 52), and 2. that it is functional, i.e. it is 
"doing some job in some context" (Halliday & Hasan 1989: 10). In discourse studies of 
the last twenty or thirty years (cf de Beaugrande & Dressier 1981, Coulthard 1985), these 
features have come to be seen as the defining characteristics not only of written language 
but also of spoken language. In other words, all language use is in the form of text.

What is the significance of this conception of text for grammatical analysis? First of all, 
when we use language, what we actually produce are not isolated sentences, the 
traditional domain of grammatical smdy, but rather texts, that is, unified instances of 
language functioning in context. In this sense, then, analysing texts is descriptively more

1. The grammar of a Chinese text
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valid, in that what we are examining is the language that people actually produce, not 
examples made up to exemphfy a theoretical point 3. However the use of texts has a 
deeper significance than just as a mine for examples; after all, most linguistic traditions 
have always used and continue to use texts in this way. In the theory of language being 
applied in the present smdy, systemic functional theory (SFL - see Halliday 1967-68, 
1978 1994; Halliday & Hasan 1976,1989; Martin 1992), a text is in the first instance 
defined as a meaningful whole, i.e. as a "semantic unit" (Halliday & Hasan 1989:10). 
While this semantic unit must obviously be "expressed, or coded in words and 
structures" (Halliday & Hasan 1989:10), regarding a text as primarily a unit of meaning 
allows us to systematically relate the meanings of a text to its context.

1 . 1 . 2  The relationship of text to context

If a text in this sense is a collection of meanings expressed in either spoken or written 
wordings, how then do we define context? Etymologically, the term context referred to 
the " 'con [i.e. 'with'] - text'; that is to say, the words and sentences before and after the 
particular sentence that one was looking at" (Halliday & Hasan 1985: 6) - a conception 
reflected in the Chinese equivalent shangxidwen literally the "text above and below". In 
common usage, this original meaning has been metaphorically expanded to include the 
surroundings or environment, not just of language, but of actions and interactions in the 
material world (in Chinese, hudnjing).

In analysing texts as semantic units, we can draw on both of these conceptions of 
"context", redefining them in a way that reflects this double link between context and 
wording, in other words redefining them both as "language contexts" - as in the 
abbreviated Chinese form, yujingifvom yiiydn hudnjing "language context"). Context in 
the sense of "environment", perhaps the most common usage of the term in current 
parlance, can be more closely defined as the context of situation (Chinese qingxing 
yujing) of a text, i.e. the "total environment, including the verbal environment, but also 
including the situation in which the text was uttered" (Halliday & Hasan 1985: 6). This 
conception of context of simation characterises features of the text which reflect its 
situation of use, such as the purpose for which language itself is being used, the role 
relationships between the people involved in using language, and the activity within 
which language use is taking place.

1. The grammar of a Chinese text

 ̂As noted above, the scripted text in this study does not fall into the category of invented examples. 
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Context in the sense of "surrounding text" can be more precisely formulated as the 
context created by the language of the text as it unfolds, the way in which its separate 
parts are linked together into a whole. In the SFL framework, this may be referred to, 
using a slight modification of the original term, as its cotext (the original Chinese term 
shangxiawen fits very well here), and covers such aspects of the text as how the 
information in the text is kept track of, how the meanings in the text are negotiated 
between the people involved, and how the text is related to its subject area. Describing a 
text in terms of these two contexts emphasises the double nature of text as a semantic unit 
linked both to its situation and to its wording. In the following sections I will briefly 
characterise the text Memory from these two points of view.

1.1.2.1 Text and its context o f situation
The concrete situation in which any particular instance of language use takes place may of 
course be bafflingly complex. If we take the case of the opening scene of Memory (as 
seen in its original audio-visual form), we could describe the physical setting (the 
courtyard house), the actions being performed by the interactants (Mum wheeling her 
bike. Dad watering the plants), the appearance of the interactants (the clothes they are 
wearing, the expressions on their faces, their body language), the weather, and so on.

The conception of context of situation is more abstract than this, however, in that it 
concerns only those "aspects of context [that] make a difference to how we use language" 
(Eggins 1994: 52). In the systemic fiinctional framework these different aspects of 
context are analysed according to three broad functional principles or metafunctions 
that govem language use, as set out below (adapted from Halliday 1994: 36):

1. texmal: creating relevance to context
2. interpersonal: enacting social relationships
3. experiential; construing a model of experience

These three metafiinctions can be used to characterise the context of situation of Memory 
in the three ways set out below (definitions adapted from Eggins 1994: 52; a fuller 
version of this analysis is given in sections 1.2.1, 1.3.1 and 1.4.1):
1. Mode: the role language is playing in the situation

The text is dialogic, i.e. created by the interaction of two or more speakers; it is 
information-oriented, i.e. it focuses on the exchange of information between 
the speakers rather than the performance of some activity; and it is highly 
context-dependent, i.e. things like the identity of the speaker can only be 
interpreted by reference to the immediate context.

1. The grammar of a Chinese text
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2. Tenor; the role relationships between the interactants
The interactants in the text play two roles of equal status - husband and wife, 
and two roles of unequal status - mother and son. Due to these differences in 
status, interactions between husband and wife are largely reciprocal, whereas 
those between mother and son are systematically non-reciprocal.

3. Field: what the language is being used to talk about
The text covers two main subject areas or topics: the first to do with "daily 
activities"- going to work, shopping, cooking, going to school, and school 
activities; the second to do with the more specific area of "borrowing books".

The context of situation of the text as characterised in terms of these three metafunctions 
can be shown to be systematically reflected in the language of the text itself The first 
stage in doing this is to look at the context of the text as a text, i.e. its cotext.

1.1.2.2 Text and its cotext
The cotext of a text can be understood as its " 'intratextual' context" (Halliday & Hasan 
1989:49), that is, the context the text itself creates as it is being produced. As we saw 
above, this is closer to the traditional idea of context as "preceding and following text" 
(Chinese shangxiawen), but in the light of our definition of a text as a meaningful whole, 
i.e. as a semantic unit, we can define cotext in terms of the meanings created over the text 
as a whole, i.e. the semantic relationships that "weave" the text together.

These semantic relationships within the text can also be characterised in terms of the three 
metafunctions (definitions adapted from Eggins 1994: 109; a detailed analysis of the text 
in these terms is given in sections 1.2.2, 1.3.2, and 1.4.2 below):
1. textual: how interactants identify and keep track of the information put

forward in the text as either presented, i.e. introduced for the first time; or 
presumed, mentioned before or understood from the situation

2. interpersonal: how interactants negotiate the exchange of meanings in
dialogue by adopting roles in each of their individual contributions or moves, 
e.g. asking questions (demanding information), making statements (offering 
information) etc, and organising groups of such moves into meaningful sequences 
or exchanges

3. experiential how interactants relate the text consistently to its area of focus
by talking about different sorts of things in the text and developing particular 
relations between these things

Characterising the cotext of the text in this way allows us to describe the meanings created 
by the text as expressed through the wordings over the text as a whole. However, there is

1. The grammar of a Chinese text
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one further step we need to take in order to complete our understanding of the Hnk 
between context and wording, that is, to look at the form of the wording itself.

1 . 1 . 3  Text as a bridge between context and wording

In setting out in the preceding sections the ways through which this text relates to its 
contexts, I have been drawing on the SFL model of language (Halliday 1970, 1994; 
Matthiessen 1995) in which language is divided into different levels or strata. The 
traditional terms for the strata of language are semantics (meaning), grammar or morpho- 
syntax (wording) and phonology (sound) - neatly captured in their Chinese equivalents 
yiiyi 'language meaning', yiifd 'language rules' and yiiym 'language sound'. These terms 
are modified in SFL to bring out a broader conception of both meaning and wording and 
to relate these strata to specific units of language. In this model, a text is the basic unit of 
the highest stratum of language, known as meaning or discourse-semantics (Martin 
1992), (Chinese yupidn yuyi) which is expressed or realised by units on the stratum of 
wording, in turn realised by units on the stratum of sound. The term "discourse- 
semantics" is meant to imply that pattems on this stratum of language face in two 
directions at once: both "outwards" across the text as a whole and beyond that to its 
context of situation, and "inwards" to its wording.

We saw above how a text, as the basic unit of discourse semantics, can be analysed 
according to two kinds of "outward" context: its context of situation; and its cotext. 
Once we move further "inwards", into the nuts and boUs, as it were, of the wording 
itself, we need to break the text into smaller units which exhibit different kinds of pattems 
from those found over the text as a whole. These units, known as clauses, are the basic 
units of the stratum of lexicogrammar (Chinese cihui yufa) renamed to show that lexis 
and grammar form a continuum, rather than being dicreet modules (i.e. "(morpho)syntax" 
and "lexicon") as in many other models. Once we have reached this point we are back in 
the traditional domain of grammatical smdies. The difference is that, in the SFL 
framework, the same sort of connections that hold between a text and its context of 
simation can also be traced between a text and the clauses making up that text. In other 
words, the basic metafunctional principles - textual, interpersonal, and experiential - can 
also be recognised at the stratum of lexicogrammar by interpreting the stmcture of each 
clause in three distinct ways, as set out below (definitions adapted from Halliday 1994: 
34; a detailed analysis of the text in these terms is given in sections 1.2.3, 1.3.3 and
1.4.3 below):

1. The grammar of a Chinese text
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1. textual;
2. interpersonal

3. experiential

the clause as a message, i.e. as a quantum of information; 
the clause as an exchange, i.e. as a symbolic giving or 
demanding of commodities;
the clause as a representation, i.e. as a construal of experience.

When we move further "inwards" from the stramm of lexicogrammar to the innermost 
stratum of sound or phonology, this tri-fiinctional principle cannot be applied in the 
same way. I will therefore not discuss this stratum in any more detail at this stage, 
although we will see in sections 1.2.3.2 and 2.1.2.1 below that certain kinds of sound 
patterns do have a functional interpretation. Fig. 1.1 below sunmiarises this conception of 
language and context.

level o f  

abstraction

context of 

situation 

qingxing yujing

context of text

(cotext)

shangxiawen)

wording of text

cuoci

sound

shengyin

stratum register

yuyu

discourse- 

semantics 

yupidn yuy'i

lexicogrammar

cihu'i yuf&

phonology

yuyin

unit o f analysis text as

communicative

event

text as cohesive 

unity

clause as function 

structure

syllable (not 

examined here)

Figure 1.1: Strata and units of analvsis

In the following sections I will give a detailed characterisation of the text Memory, 
moving "inwards" from its context of situation, to the patterns of its cotext at the stratum 
of discourse-semantics ("semantics" for short), and finally to the structure of its clauses at 
the stratum of lexicogrammar ("grammar" for short)^. I will show how these three levels 
of organisation are related to each other metafunctionally, as revealed through the 
following correlations (adapted from Eggins 1994: 78):
1. textual

The texmal organisation of a text is reflected in the role the language is playing in 
its context of situation, how information through the text is identified and kept 
track of, and how this information is expressed as messages.

 ̂ In some versions o f SFL (e.g. Martin 1992), strata are also recognised within context: namely, register 
(context of situation) genre (context of culture), and ideology. In a contrasting model, Halliday (1995) 
defines register as a (contextually-motivated) subsystem within the system of the language as a whole, 
and genre as an "instance type" of the semantics, i.e. a set of like texts. Since context per se is not the 
main concern of the present study, I will not explore these issues further here.
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2. interpersonal
The interpersonal organisation of a text is reflected in the role relationships 
between the interactants in its context of situation, how the interactants negotiate 
the exchange of roles, and how moves are expressed as a symbolic exchange of 
commodities.

3. experiential
The experiential organisation of a text is reflected in the activity in which language 
is involved in its context of situation, how this activity is organised through 
language, and how individual experiences are expressed.

As noted above, my emphasis at this stage will be on building up a basic description of 
the text as much as possible on its own terms - that is, largely without reference to other 
texts or other descriptions. I will attempt to highlight the sorts of things a text-based 
grammatical description of Chinese must take account of. In building up this description 
of the lexicogrammar of Chinese, I will implicitly be taking as a guide not only previous 
work on Chinese in an SFL framework (e.g. Hu 1981; Long 1981; Zhu 1985; Fang 
1989; McDonald 1992,1994; Fang et al. 1995; Zhou 1997) but also a large body of SFL 
work on the grammar of English (e.g. Halliday 1967-68, 1985/1994; Martin 1992; 
Matthiessen 1995) as well as more preliminary work on other languages: e.g. Tagalog 
(Martin 1981,1990, in press), French (Caffarel 1992, 1995), Vietnamese (Thai 1998), 
and Japanese (Teruya 1998). Shared terms will of course be redefined specifically for 
Chinese (cf discussion in section 0.2 above), but the reasons for choosing particular 
terms will not be elaborated at this stage.

1. The grammar of a Chinese text

1.2 Functional organisation (i); Textual

Since this study is concerned with tracing the relationship between the context and the 
wording of a particular text, it makes sense to start the discussion with the very systems 
whose function is that of "creating relevance to context" (Halliday 1994: 36) - the textual 
ones. The textual context of situation of the text, i.e. the role the language is playing, is 
expressed through the following patterns in the strata of language:
• discourse semantics: identifying and keeping track of information
• lexicogrammar: organising information into messages
I have chosen to lead into the discussion of grammar from a textual viewpoint, rather than 
dealing first with the more familiar type of grammatical organisation (i.e. in terms of the 
present study, the experiential - see section 1.4 below). The aim of this is to emphasise 
the equal importance of all three types of functional meaning in the interpretation of
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grammatical patterning in text. In this section on textual organisation, and the following 
section on interpersonal organisation, I will show how much is "going on" in the 
grammar even before we come to what is commonly considered to be its central (i.e. 
experiential) component.

1. The grammar of a Chinese text

1 . 2 .1  The role the language is playing: textual situational variables in 
Memory

We can look first at the text Memory from the point of view of the role language is 
playing in the text’s context of situation. This can be understood as involving the 
following variables (Halliday 1989: 12):

...what it is that the participants are expecting the language to do for them in that situation: the 

symbolic organisation of the text, the stams that it has, and its function in the context, including 

the channel (is it spoken or written or a combination of the two?) and also the rhetorical mode, 

what is being achieved by the text in terms of such categories as persuasive, expository, 

didactic...

From this point of view, the text has the following characteristics:
a. it is information-oriented, i.e. it focuses on the exchange of 

information between the speakers rather than the performance of some 
activity; although the speakers are interacting face to face in a concrete 
situation, the main thrust of the text is not towards their interaction with 
this situation but rather their interaction with each other, relating and 
discussing other situations removed from the present

b. it is highly context-dependent, i.e. it cannot be interpreted without 
reference to its context of situation: for example, the identity of the 
speaker and addressee is left implicit through most of the text

c. it is dialogic, i.e. it is created by the interaction of two or more speakers, 
and much of the forward movement of the text is created through 
interaction (and argument!) between the speakers

d. it is persuasive, i.e. it involves the interactants attempting to bring each 
other round to their own point of view.

Some of these features, especially (b) context-dependent and (c) dialogic, are common to 
many spoken uses of language, and Memory, as a scripted dialogue, is obviously 
attempting to mimic some of the features of normal casual conversation. These variables 
of the text's context of situation provide a profile of the role language is playing in this
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text which can be used to guide an exploration of the textual meanings expressed in the 
text and how they are realised in wordings.

1 . 2 . 2  Identifying and keeping track of information: 
textual semantics in Memory

The situational variables of the text as set out in the previous section identify certain links 
between the text and its context of situation. In this section, we can begin to see how 
these variables are reflected in the meanings of the text, specifically, how the 
information in the text, is organised. We are concerned here not so much with what the 
interactants are talking about, but how they keep track of what they are talking about. We 
could summarise the main types of information in the text by arranging them under the 
following headings:
• interactants in dialogue
• times of day
• work
• shopping
• borrowing books
• school and extra-curricular activities
In terms of their status as information, these kinds of information may be either 
presented, i.e. introduced for the first time, e.g. as in Xiaoming's first mention of 
'activities' (in this and following examples, the relevant items of information are indicated 
in itaUcs):
54. hai y6u kewai hudddng.

still exist class-outside activity 
'(I) had after-class activities.’

or presumed, i.e. already known about, e.g. the subsequent mention of 'activities' by
the same speaker:
65. Hudddng jieshu, 

activity conclude
'(By the time) the activities were over'

Information may be presumed in a number of ways apart from simply being mentioned
before, as in the above example. It can also be presumed from the simation, e.g.
'Xiaoming' in the following example:
17. gti Xiaoming mSi qiiixie. 

for Xiaoming buy sandshoe 
'to buy sandshoes for Xiaoming.'

Even though Xiaoming has not been previously mentioned in the text, both speakers, as
members of the Wang family, are aware of his identity; he is of course their son.

1. The grammar of a Chinese text
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Information can be also presumed from other information already present in the text, as in
'the library' in the following example:
38. M ingti^ tushuguan bu kai men. 

tomorrow library NEG open door
'Tomorrow the library isn't open.'

There has been no previous mention of tushuguan 'library' in the text, but in the context
of borrowing books, which has been mentioned, the identity of the library can be
presumed by both the interactants. Finally, information can be presumed by introducing
new information along with the necessary details for it to be identified precisely, as in
Dad's first mention of 'book':
18. k \,w o ya o  deneibenshu, rii gSiwdjie- lai le ma? 

oh, I want SUB that MEAS book you for me borrow come ASP MOD 
'Oh, that book I  wanted, did you borrow (it) for me?'

Here Dad, in order to specify exactly which book he means, indicates that it is the one 'he
wanted' or 'had asked for' (this specification of course becomes a point of some
controversy in the following exchanges).

The different statuses of the information in the text can be generalised as the semantic 
system of REFERENCE^, as set out in Fig. 1.2 below. In the sense used here (cf Halliday 
1967-68, 1978, 1994: xxvi), a system, in the first instance, is a collection of alternative 
options or features stemming from a point of choice. A number of systems may be 
organised into a network that follows on from an initial entry condition specifying 
the unit within which the systems operate. This network of systems may be regarded as 
forming a system in a broader sense, i.e. a general area of meaning, in this case the 
system of REFERENCE (system labels in SFL are conventionally indicated by small 
capitals), understood as "ways of introducing and keeping track of information".

1. The grammar of a Chinese text

text
l— presented

p  from context of situation
-  presumed — ^

— from within text _
— from previous mention

— simultaneously

Figure 1.2: The semantic svstem of REFERENCE

We can thus read the formalism in Fig. 1.2 from left to right as follows. Our initial 
condition is that we are examining whole or part of a text. The initial choice is between

® The more delicate (i.e. specific) features in this system are commonly given technical terms as follows 
(Halliday & Hasan 1976, Martin 1992): from context of situation, exophoric ("outside referring"); from 
within text, endophoric ("inside referring"); from previous mention, anaphoric (upward referring"), 
simultaneously esphoric ("referring to"); the feature cataphoric ("referring downwards") for prospective 
reference which is also included is not exemplified in this text. Since semantic systems are not the main 
focus of the present study, I have used instead more easily interpretable equivalents.
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presented or presumed, with this "either - or" choice symbohsed by a square right- 
facing bracket. If we choose the feature [presented] (feature labels in running text are 
conventionally enclosed in square brackets) there are no further feature options (for this 
text, or perhaps at this state of the description - see discussion in section 3.1.1 below). 
However if we choose [presumed], there are two different ways in which information can 
be presumed: [from context of situation], or [from within text]. This last feature leads into 
a further choice between information [from previous mention] in the text and that which is 
identified [simultaneously] with its mention.

1. The grammar of a Chinese text

There are four main ways in which these types of reference are realised in the wording of 
the text (in the examples below, the relevant items are indicated in italics, the type of 
reference and a brief gloss are given in brackets):
1. by repetition: e.g.
10.

13.

jingguo caishichdng, 
pass-by market
'(and as I) went past the markets,'

caishichdng hai kai men 
the markets still open door 
'the markets would still be open!'

(i.e. presented: first mention, particular 
markets not specified)

ma!
MOD

2 .

M;l.

D:2.

3.
16.

17.

(i.e. presumed from within text: second 
mention, understood as referring to same 
markets as previous mention)^

by omission, i.e. leaving out information that can be presumed from the
context (omitted items in parentheses): e.g.
Aiya, jintian (w(5) mang-si le! 
oh-dear today I busy die ASP
'Oh, today (/)'ve been redly busy!' (i.e. presumed from situation: speaker 

referring to herself)

A, {m) m ^ g  shenme ya? 
oh you busy what MOD
'Oh, what have (you) been busy with?' (i.e. presumed from situation: speaker 

referring to addressee)

by using expressions that uniquely identify a piece of information: e.g.
w6 h^  dfii qu baihuodMou
I still must go department store
'/ still had to go to the department store'

ggi Xidoming mSi qiuxie. 
for Xiaoming buy sandshoe 
'to buy sandshoes for Xiaoming.'

(i.e. presumed from situation: speaker 
identifies herself as doer of action )

(i.e. presumed from situation; the 
speaker identifies her son as beneficiary 
of action)

 ̂Although caishichdng is translated as 'the markets' in both cases, information at the end of the clause 
in Chinese is normally understood as "indefinite", that at the beginning of the clause as "definite" (Chao 
1968: 76) - see also section 1.2.3.2 below. The "definite" English translation in (10) would probably be 
understood as indicating "generic reference" (Martin 1992: 105).
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4. by using expressions that conditionally identify a piece of information in
relation to something else in the text: e.g.

33. wdjiiJ ti-  qi guo z.he jian shi'r.
I then mention up ASP this MEAS matter
'I mentioned this matter.' (i.e. presumed from text from previous

mention: Dad's previous request for 
Mum to borrow the book)

D:18. Ai, wo ydo de nei ben shu, ni gfii w6jie-Iai le ma?
oh, I want SUB that MEAS book you for me borrow come ASP MOD 
'Oh, that book I  wanted, did you borrow (it) for me?’

(i.e. presumed from text simultaneously: 
the book Dad (claims that he) asked 
Mum to borrow)

Using these kinds of evidence, we can identify patterns of reference running throughout 
the text. Those in the opening section of Memory (clauses 1- 17) are presented below in 
Table 1.1 (the reference analysis of the whole text is given in Appendix 2). Items of 
information in different clauses linked by some type of reference pattern are arranged 
under each other in columns: this occasionally means that the order of elements within 
each clause (reading across the page) has been modified. Omitted information is supplied 
in brackets (). In order to save space, presented information which is not taken up later in 
the text is omitted from the analysis.

1. The grammar of a Chinese text
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1.

2.

4.

5.

7.

8 .

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

15.

16.

17.

jintian
today

(w6)
I

(rfl)
you

mang-si 
busy die

mang
busy

sh ^ g  ban 
go-to work

xia ban 
finish work

m3i cm 
buy food

zhongwii
midday

(w6)
I

(w6)
I
(w6)
1

(w6)
I

(w6)
I

ZUO fM
cook meal

xiawii
afternoon

(w6)
I

w6
I

(w6)
I

cmshichSng
market

mSi diSn’rcai 
buy a-little food

xia ban 
finish work

cmshichSng
market

xia ban 
finish

kai men 
be open

m2i
buy

g6i Xiaoming 
for Xiaoming

qiuxie.
sandshoes

Table 1.1: Reference chains in the opening section of Memory

As we can see from this table, there are a number of reference patterns running over this 
stretch of the text - we may refer to the information in these patterns as forming 
reference chains (Halliday & Hasan 1976; Hu 1981; Chen 1984; Martin 1992: 140). 
The most consistent reference chain, both in this initial section of the text and through the 
rest of the text is set out in the second column from the left, representing the interactants 
in the dialogue, i.e. wO 'I, me' and nl 'you', since the majority of clauses in the text either 
explicitly or implicitly identify either or both of these interactants. Another consistent 
reference chain, both in this section and through much of the text is that to do with the 
times of day, which is set up at the start by Mum's mention of jintidn 'today' (1). Both 
speakers keep referring back to this by specifying zhdngwu 'midday'(8), xidwu 
'aftemoon'(17), and so on. We know from the context that these still refer to jintidn 
'today' as set up in (1) - i.e. (jintidn) zhdngwH 'midday (today)' in clause (8), (jintidn)
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xidwii '(this) afternoon' in clause (18) - but this is presumed in the following instances. 
Other shorter chains have to do with the specific activities of the interactants, e.g. shdng 
ban, xid ban 'going to / finishing work', (3-4, 12, 15), mdi cdi, cdishichdng ' shopping, 
the markets' (5, 10, 11, 15).

Similar reference chains can be identified in the rest of the text. A long-running chain 
which begins just after this extract, is that to do with shu 'book', introduced by Dad in 
(18), repeated by Mum in (19), picked up again by omission in (25), (37) & (39-40), and 
restated explicitly by Dad in (47). A fairly short chain in terms of number of mentions, 
but which stretches over almost the whole text, is that to do with jidnwdng 'being 
forgetful', introduced by Dad in (20) as an accusation against Mum, and then thrown 
back in his face by Mum in the very last clause of the text (75). Such long-running 
reference chains show what kinds of information are most prominent in the text - times of 
day, the interactants in the dialogue, the main point of contention ("who borrowed the 
book?") and the speakers' judgement on each other in this regard - thus reflecting fairly 
closely the text's main concerns. More localised chains have to do with the specific 
activities the interactants engage in: e.g. the 'work' and 'shopping' chains identified in the 
text extract above (the former picked up by Dad in (26)), and other activities discussed 
later in the text: e.g. 'class and after class activities' (53-54, 65).

As for the types of reference represented by these chains, the majority of information in 
the text is presumed from the situation rather than from within the text. The most common 
reference type is that represented by the speech interactants wo 'I, me' and m 'you' 
which by definition point outside the text, since they must be interpreted by reference to 
whoever is speaking at the time (in other words the reference of wO T and m 'you' keeps 
changing according to the speaker). The next most common type, that represented by the 
times of day, could also be seen to be presumed as much from the situation as from 
within the text itself - i.e. from the initial mention of jlntidn 'today' in (1) - since in a 
normal conversational context an expression like shdngwu 'morning' would usually be 
understood as referring to 'this morning', in other words the time closest to the time of 
speaking. Both these kinds of reference, therefore, just keep on renewing the connection 
of the text with its situation, rather than binding the text itself together to any great degree.

The only long-running reference chain that is presumed strictly from within the text is that 
to do with 'borrowing books'. All subsequent instances of this (19, 25, 37, 39-40, 47) 
clearly refer to Dad's original mention in (18) since, for Mum at least, this is something 
that can definitely not be presumed from the situation! The reintroduction of this 
information by Xiaoming in (68) may be regarded as starting a new chain, since he was

1. The grammar of a Chinese text
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not present for the previous conversation between his parents, but here again the two 
subsequent mentions (71-72) are clearly presumed from his initial mention. As for the 
more localised reference chains dealing with the interactants' daily activities, they again 
fall halfway between being presumed from within the text and presumed from the 
situation, since they deal with information already familiar to all the interactants. For 
example, while Dad's mention of shang ban 'go to work' in (26) is clearly an echo of 
Mum’s earlier mention in (3), since he is concerned to prove that his day has been at least 
as busy as hers, it is again a piece of information which Mum would have had no trouble 
interpreting if it had been mentioned in isolation.

Generally speaking, then, we could say that the predominant patterns of reference are 
those identifying information from the situation rather than within the text itself. This fits 
well with the characterisation of this text in the previous section as both context- 
dependent - i.e. needing to be interpreted from the situation, and dialogic - i.e. created 
through the interaction of different speakers. Thus the textual cotext of the text, as 
revealed by an analysis of the reference chains, shows how the situational variables of the 
text are reflected in the meanings woven through the text as a whole.

Although such an analysis of the reference chains in the text enables us to explain a lot 
about how the information in the text is introduced and kept track of, there are c l i ^  m the 
wording of the text itself that this is not the whole story. Firstly we notice a lot ^f "gaps"/ 
where presumed information is omitted, and these gaps seem to follow a consistent “ - 
pattern, that is, they occur mostly at or near the beginning of each clause. Secondly we 
notice that most reference items also appear in this clause-initial position. Thirdly we see a 
number of examples of a pattern wherebjf new^formation is presented at or near the end 
of a clause and then repeated in initial position in a following clause; for example, 
cdishichdng 'the markets' which appears first in final position in clause (5) and then 
reappears in initial position in clause (10). In order to explain the significance of these 
patterns, we need to examine the structure of each individual clause, i.e. the texmal 
organisation at the stratum of lexicogrammar, looking at the way in which the information 
in each clause is organised, what Halliday (1994: Ch. 3) characterises as the "clause as 
message!'.

1 . 2 .3  Organising information into messages: 
textual lexicogrammar in Memory

In the previous section, we saw how information can be organised over a whole text 
through various chains of presented and presumed reference. In this section we will begin

1. The grammar of a Chinese text
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to see how the information in each individual clause is organised into a message. By 
examining the ordering of elements in the clause and what sort of elements may be 
omitted, as well as the point of prominence in the intonation contour attached to each 
clause or part of a clause, the clause can be interpreted as organised around 2 main points;

1. point of departure (Theme)
2. focus point (New)

Such an interpretation can be generalised^as defined by the two grammatical systems of 
THEME and INFORMATION, which I will discuss in sections 1.2.3.1 and 1.2.3.2 below

1.2.3.1 The point o f departure for the message: the system o f THEME

K we examine the clauses in Memory from the point of view of the information they 
contain, i.e. as messages, the initial position in the clause seems to be significant. 
Information often appears here:
• if repeated from an earlier mention: e.g. cdishich&ng 'markets' in (p )  0

1. The grammar of a Chinese text

10. cdishichdng, 'k f C
pass-by market [
'(and as I) went past the markets,'

13. caishichdng hai kaimen ma! 
market still open door MOD
'the markets would still be open!'

• if treated as known to speaker and listener: e.g. tiishu-gudnUyudn 'the library
assistant' in (72) presumed to be someone working in the library from which
Xiaoming is trying to borrow the book (mentioned in previous clauses):

72. Tushu-gu&nttyudn zhSo le b^ntian... 
library attendant look-for ASP half-day
'The library attendant spent ages looking for (it).'

• or if left out because understood from a previous mention: e.g. wo T in (35)®
34. Wdya, yi qichuang /  ^

I TEXT once risebed W
'As soon as /  got up' ’

35. (w ^ jiu gginlmen zuo zSofM...
I then for you PL make breakfast
'(/) made breakfast for you both...'

Information in this position can be interpreted as the "point of departure" (Chinese
chufadidn) of the message in each clause^. Borrowing the terminology of Prague School
linguistics (see Vachek 1964: 89), this point of departure can be called the Theme
(Greek thema "that which is laid down"), with the remainder of the clause called the
Rheme (Greek rhema "that which flows on"). A similar distinction, more common in
the literature on Chinese, is that between "Topic" and "Comment" (Chao 1968, Tsao

® See section 2.2.1 below for a discussion of ellipsis in the textual structure of the clause in Chinese. 
 ̂For a discussion of this metaphor and how it may be grounded in the organisation of the text, see 

Matthiessen 1992; for Chinese text examples, see Fang et al. 1995.
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1979, 1990; Li & Thompson 1981)*®. Halliday (1994: 37) defines Theme and Rheme for 
English as follows:

The Theme is the element which serves as the point of departure of the message; it is that with 

which the clause is concerned. The remainder o f the message, the part in which the Theme is 

developed, is called...the Rheme.

We could then tentatively identify Theme in Chinese as the initial element in the clause (cf
the similar definition of "Topic" in Li &Thompson 1981 - see Fang et al. 1995 for a
discussion of the varying usages of equivalent terms), with the Rheme being the rest of
the clause following the Theme, as in the following example:

Theme Rheme
16. w6 hmdSi qu baihuodMou

I still must go department store
1 Still had to go to the department store'

What evidence is there for regarding initial position in the clause in Chinese as textually
significant? Firstly, a Theme may be marked off by a pauseJbetween it and the Rheme, as
in the example (18) below, signalled in the spoken ongind by a slight pause between
shu 'book' and what follows:

"nieme Rheme
18. Ei, w6 yao de nei bSn shu, nl ggiw5jie-lai le ma?

oh, I want SUB that MEAS book you for me borrow come ASP MOD 
'Oh, that book I wanted, did you borrow (it) for me?'

Secondly,'the Theme, for emphasis, may be separated from the Rheme by a textual
particle such as ya in the following example: e.g.

Theme Rheme
34. Wdya, yl q1 chuang

I TEXT once rise bed
'As soon as I  got up' V --'

A particular Theme, once established explicitly, may be ellipsed or implicitly presumed in
following clauses, as in the above example, where the Theme of (34) wo ya 'I, as for me'
may be taken also as the Theme of the following clause (35). The left out element in (35)
can be "replaced" on two grounds: firstiy the clause needs to be interpreted as containing
such a meaning; secondly this element must be able to appear in this position if the clause
is used in isolation.

Theme Rheme
34. Wdya, yl ql chuang 

I TEXT once rise bed
'As soon as /  got up'

1. The grammar of a Chinese text

"Topic", however, is usually defined more narrowly than I define Theme here: specifically, it covers 
only the experiential kinds of Theme (cf Halliday 1994: 38)
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35.
Theme

(W(3)

Rheme

jiu g6i nlmen zu6 
I then for you PL make breakfast
'(I) made breakfast for you both...'

If we take such an analysis to its logical conclusion, by analysing everything in first 
position as a possible Theme, we find that we need to include not only information 
referring to persons or things, like wd T (16) or cdishlchdng 'markets' (13) but also 
information referring to time, e.g. zhongwu 'midday' (16) and even exclamations like 
aiyd 'oh dear' (1) or na 'well then' (37). We must therefore broaden our conception of 
what may serve as the starting point of the message, to include all these kinds of 
elements. These may also be interpreted according to the three metafunctional principles - 
textual, interpersonal and experiential (see section 1.1.2. above). In other words, while 
the Theme of a clause has an overall textual function, within this it may be differentiated 
according to whether it relates simply to the clause as a message (textual), or to the clause 
as an exchange (interpersonal), or to the clause as a representation (experiential), or a  ̂
combination of the three types.

u
■-(t

-t/'

( .

Most clauses will have one element of experiential meaning that is singled out as the 
starting point of the message; this may be a person, thing, place or time: e.g. cdishlchdng 
'the markets' in the following clause;

Theme: experiential Rheme
13. cMshichSng hm kaimen ma!

market still open door MOD
'the markets would still be open!'

If there is no suitable experiential element present, we may usually understand the 
experiential Theme as presumed from a preceding clause, or from the situation: e.g. in 
order to make sense of the following exchange, ril 'you' must be understood as Theme:

\ /
50. (nJ) sh^rf na’r ;le?sh ^g  nS’r /le? 

g o - t o ^ - ^ e r ^  ASP

Theme: experiential Rheme
(ril)
you
'Where have (you) been?'

The starting point may also include an interpepMlihal element, like diyd 'oh dear' in
(14) below that expresses the speaker's emoJkJn or attitude to the situation::

: ej^pmential Rheme
y6u shijian ne?14.

Theme: interpersonal
Aiya
oh-dear wn
'Oh, where would there be the time?'

exist time MOD

Finally, the starting point may also include a purely textual element, usually something 
like nd 'weiy-in (37) that serves to link the clause to the preceding text:
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Theme: textual Theme: experiential Rheme 
37. Na mmgtian qujie ma!

well tomorrow go borrow MOD
'Well go and borrow (it) tomorrow then!'

Occasionally, a clause may have an textual without an experiential Theme, as in the
following example, a common idiom which could be understood here as having an
implicit experiential Theme rii 'you', but is usually used without;

Theme: textual Rheme

41. Na mei banf2.
then NEG-exist means
'Well there's no way of doing (it) - i.e. it can't be helped.'

1. The grammar of a Chinese text

We can generalise about these different types of Theme as defined by a system of 
THEME, (small capitals are used to indicate the whole system as opposed to an initial 
capital for the clause element), i.e. different types of information serving as the point of 
departure for each clause. The distinctions introduced so far are summed up in Fig. 1.3 
below:

clause

experiential
theme

— implicit

— explicit ■
^  non-emphatic 

— emphatic

non-experiential
theme

V

-  interpersonal theme

-  no interpersonal theme

-  textual theme

-  no textual theme

Figure 1.3: The svstem of THEME in Memory

The formalism in Fig. 1.3 may be interpreted as follows. Each clause contains an element 
of information which forms the starting point of the message of that clause. This starting 
point, or Theme, can contain both [experiential] and [non-experiential] elements. The 
equal role of these choices in the system as a whole is marked by their being joined by a 
curly brace, { , indicating a "both-and" choice, as opposed to the "either-or" choice of the 
square bracket, [ . An [experiential] Theme may be either [implicit], i.e. presumed from 
the text or the situation, or [explicit] in the structure of the clause. An [explicit] Theme can 
be either [non-emphatic], i.e. carrying no special emphasis, or [emphatic], for contrast or 
some other rhetorical effect. A non-experiential Theme can be either of two kinds (the 
"both-and" choice again marked by the curly brace) both of which may or may not be 
present (the "either-or" choices marked by the square brackets). In other words, a clause
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may have: (a) an [interpersonal Theme] and a [textual Theme]; (b) an [interpersonal 
Theme] and [no texmal Theme] or a [textual Theme] and [no interpersonal Theme]; or (c) 
none of the above, i.e. [no interpersonal Theme], [no textual Theme].

With this insight into how the information in each clause of the text is organised, we can
go back to the whole text and begin to examine the relationship between the information
in a particular clause and that in the preceding and following clauses. A common pattem
we see here is that whereby information is introduced in the Rheme of a preceding clause
and then re-stated as the Theme of a following clause (there may or may not be other
clauses intervening); for example:

Theme Rheme
10. (vf6) jmggad caishichdng

I pass-by market
'(I) went past the markets'
Theme Rheme

13. caishicMng hai kaimen ma! 
market still open door MOD
'the markets would still be open!’

In order to fully understand the significance of such patterns, we need to go on and look
at the another system which complements that of THEME, i.e. the system of
INFORMATION.

1.2.3.2 The focus point o f the message: the system o f INFORMATION

The fact that information is commonly introduced in the Rheme of one clause and then 
picked up as Theme of a following clause may alert us to the fact that this position is also 
textually significant. The following clauses (both spoken by Xiaoming) also exhibit this 
pattem:

Theme Rheme
54. ________  hai y5u kewm huddong.

still exist class-outside activity
'(I) had after-class activities.'
Theme Rheme

65. Huodong jieshu, 
activity conclude
'(By tfie time) the activities were over'

Can we then take final position as the standard one for introducing new information? The
first section of the text (clauses 1-7) certainly seems to exhibit this pattem, with the
starting point of each clause giving the time of day and / or the speaker / addressee
(ellipsed) followed by the information as to the activities Mum has been engaged in.
However, the Rheme of each clause commonly contains more than one piece of
information; should all of this be taken as New, or do we need to single out a particular
piece of information? The second analysis would be suggested by the organisation of

1. The grammar of a Chinese text
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clauses (1-2) where the Rheme in both cases contains the information mdng 'be busy'. In
clause (1) this is obviously new information; in clause (2) it cannot be, since it has just
been mentioned; what is new, however, is the request for details, shenme 'what', by its
very nature signalling new information: /  n  ^ "

Them^\ ,1 / --"fSiieme ^
1. Aiya, jintian \jy  P m ^g-si le!

, oh-<Wtoday busy die ASP
^  'Oh, today (I've) been re^ly busy!'

/  T ^ m ^  Rheme
' 2. ( a , /  m ^ g  shenme ya?

oh /  busy what MOD
^Oh, what have (you) been busy with?'

How then do we identify the piece of new information, what we may call the focus 
point (Chinese jidodidn) or New in each clause? We saw above that the Theme can be 
identified because it may be marked off by a pause, by a particle, or by being ellipsed. 
There does not seem to be any comparable type of marking for the New. However, if we 
go through the text in its original spoken version, identifying pieces of new information 
on semantic or contextual grounds, we find that in many cases these correlate with a 
particular recurring feature of the natural intonation contour, what we might call the tonic 
prominence (cf Halliday 1967, 1994: 296), i.e. syllables with greater than ordinary 
length and intensity.

When we examine the opening of the text from this point of view, we find the following
pattern (tonic prominence in italics):
M :l. Aiya, jln ti^  mdng-si le!

oh-dear today busy die ASP
'Oh, today (I've) been really busy!'

D;2. A, mang shenme ya?
oh busy what MOD j  „
'Oh, what have (you) been busy with?' / t

M:3. Myd, simtgTfdn . L

1. The grammar of a Chinese text

oh go-to work 
'Oh, going to work,' j  I) V

4. xiaZ^an, \  4 ^  ^ ^
finish work  ̂ ^ , -y \C
'finishing work,'

5. rJiSi cdi, 
buy food
gbing shopping,'

6. huPi ,̂ 
return come
'(now th^i've) come home,'
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7. hai d6i zuo fan. 
still must cook meal 
'(I) Still have to do the cooking.'

If we take each tonic prominence as marking a New, such a pattern seems to suggest that,
while every clause has a Theme (explicit or implicit), not every clause has a New (e.g.
clause (6)), and some clauses have more than one (e.g. clause (3)). If we examine the
intonation contour more closely, we find that it is actually broken into a number of units,
which we may call tone groups, each potentially separated by a slight pause and
characterised by a continuous contour with one point of tonic prominence. If we assume
that this sort of chunking of the text into tone groups has semantic implications, we can
begin to explore what these implications might be, in other words, to interpret these
patterns meaningfully.

We saw in the previous section that the break between Theme and Rheme, identifiable by 
(potential) pause, particle, or omission, could be interpreted as marking a transition from 
the starting point of the message to the development of the message. For the semantic 
interpretation of the tone group, Halliday in his early work on Chinese (1956: 188-9) 
suggested that the relevant opposition was one between "given" and "new" information. 
In more recent work on EngUsh (1994: 298), he characterises the opposition as follows: 

The significant variable is: information that is presented by the speaker as recoverable (Given) or 

not recoverable (New) to the listener. What is treated as recoverable may be so because it has 

been mentioned before; but that is not the only possibility. It may be something that...the 

speaker wants to present as Given for rhetorical purposes....Likewise, what is treated as non- 

recoverable may be something that has not been mentioned; but it may be something 

unexpected, whether previously mentioned or not.

Thus in the following example. Dad uses as his point of departure information already
introduced by Mum in a previous clause (cdishlchang 'the markets'), and then indicates
that they would still be open (kdi merir) as the information that he wants her to attend to
(in this and following examples the New is indicated in italics):

Theme New
13. cMshichSng hai kai men ma!

market still open door MOD
'the markets would still be open\'

Now the fact that the markets are open in the afternoon is presumably just as well (if not
better) known to Mum as to Dad. The point of Dad treating this as New has to do with the
previous clauses (8-11) where Mum has been describing how she had to rush around at

1. The granunar of a Chinese text

 ̂  ̂ In this text, which for pedagogical reasons is spoken more slowly and carefully than naturally 
occurring conversation, the majority of tone groups are in fact separated by a pause; there would doubtless 
be a much smaller proportion of pauses at normal conversation speed (see Tao 1996).
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lunchtime; Dad's unsympathetic reaction is to imply she could have done all this after 
work.

Both the position and frequency of New depends on the speaker's judgement as to which
elements of information are non-recoverable, or at least should be treated as such. In the
original spoken version of Memory, a tonic prominence, and therefore New, can be
identified not only in a single clause, as in the following example:
1. Aiya, jln ti^  mdng-si le!

oh-dear today busy die ASP
'Oh, today (I've) I^en really busyV

but also in a combination of two clauses (in the following example, the tonic prominence
comes at the end of clause (7), there is no tonic prominence in (6)):
6. hui-lai, 

return come
'(now that I've) come home,'

7. hai d6i zuo fan. 
still must cook meal
'(I) Still have to do the cooking.'

or in something less than a clause:
18. w6 y ao de nei b6n shu...

I want SUB that MEAS book 
'...that book I wanted...'

or something almost not really part of a clause at all, such as the interjection at the
begirming of clause (18):
18. Ei,

oh,
"oh... (that book I wanted...)"

A clause like (18) therefore corresponds to three separate tone groups, each separated by 
a slight pause, and each with its distinct tonic prominence (the double slashes mark the 
boundaries of each tone group):
18. //Ei // w6 yao de nei bSn shu // ni g6i w6 y'/e-lai le ma//

oh, I want SUB that MEAS book you for me borrow come ASP MOD 
'Oh, that book I wanted, did you borrow (it) for me?'

We could interpret this succession of tonic prominences as three separate News, i.e. three
focus points of the message, which we could gloss as follows:
1. Ei 'Oh': listen, I've got something to say to you
2. (nei bSn) shu '(that) book': I want to know about the book
3. jie-(lai) 'borrow': did you manage to get it for me?

With the New usually appearing at the end of the clause, the Given is therefore commonly 
in the earlier part of the clause. We thus have a correlation between Theme (starting point 
of message) and Given (recoverable information) on the one hand, and between Rheme

1. The grammar of a Chinese text
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(continuation of message) and New (focus point of the message: non-recoverable
information) on the other, as below (in this and following examples, the syllable carrying
the tonic prominence is indicated by italics):

Theme Rheme
imerpersonal experiential 
Given New

1. Aiya, jintian mdng-si le!
oh-dear today busy die ASP
'Oh, today (I've) been really busy!'

However, since the meaning of Theme-Rheme is distinct from that of Given-New , and
they are realised in different ways, there is the possibility for the opposite correlation, i.e.
of Theme with New, and Rheme with Given:

Theme Rheme
interpersonal experiential

New Given
14. Aiya n ^r  y6u shijian ne?

oh-dear where exist time MOD
'Oh, where would there be the time?'

The tonic prominence may in principle fall on any (stressed) syllable in the clause, so it is
therefore possible for the New to coincide with any element of the clause for the sake of
emphasis. In the second clause of the following exchange, the New mei '(you) didn't (tell
me)' is perfectly predictable from the previous clause as well as from the context as a
whole. However, Mum chooses to make a point of it here, because her whole argument
rests on her (justified) claim to ignorance of Dad's request (in cases like this, where the
New comes in the middle of the clause, the rest of the clause may be regarded as Given):

Theme Rheme
Given New

30. W6 bu zhTddo,
I NEG know
'I didn't know,'

Theme Rheme
Gi- New -ven

31. ni mei gen w6 shuo. 
you NEG:perf with I speak 
'you didn't tell me.'

We can generalise about these different features of the New as defined by a system of 
INFORMATION, i.e. different types of focus point for the information in each clause.
The distinctions introduced so far are summed up in Fig. 1.4 below. In describing the 
nature of the New, we are really describing its interaction with the Theme. After the entry 
condition [tone group] (different from the THEME system's entry condition of [clause] as 
I noted above) the New can either fall within some part of the clause ([thematically 
equivalent]), or outside the structure of the clause([thematically non-equivalent]), like a 
[clause fragment] or an [interjection]. If it does fall within the clause, it does so along two

1. The grammar of a Chinese text
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dimensions: whether it exactly corresponds to a [clause], or is larger than a clause i.e. 
[clause complex], or smaller i.e. [part of clause]; and whether it falls [within the Rheme] 
or [within the Theme].

r— clause

1. The grammar of a Chinese text

information
unit

thematically 
equivalent

r SCOPE

CONFLATION

-----------
V.

-  part of clause

— clause complex

— New within Rheme

-  New within Theme

__ thematically
non-equivalent

— clause fragment

— inteijection

Figure 1.4: The system of INFORMATION in Memory

The combination of these two message points of Theme and New, as defined by the 
systems of THEME and INFORMATION, determines the "flow of information" in each 
clause and through the text, in other words, how the information is introduced, referred 
to, elaborated on, and so on. The opening section of the text (clauses 1-17) (see 
Appendix 2 for an analysis of the whole text) is analysed in Table 1.2 below according to 
its Theme-Rheme and Given-New patterning. The two columns indicate the boundary 
between Theme and Rheme, implicit Themes are supplied in brackets (). The New of 
each information unit is indicated in italics (for convenience the whole of the word 
containing the tonic prominence syllable is taken as New), with the Given then 
corresponding to everything except the New. If the information unit is larger or smaller 
than a clause, its boundaries are indicated by double slashes // (in all other cases it can be 
assumed that the boundaries of the information unit coincide with those of the clause).

The flow of information in this section of the text could be characterised as follows. Mum 
sets up three pieces of information as her initial point of departure or Theme in (1): an 
interpersonal expression of emotion, kiya 'oh dear', an experiential indication of time, 
jlntidn 'today', and an (implied) experiential indication of herself as speaker (wo) T. 
Looking downwards to the Themes of following clauses, we find similar pieces of 
information being 'recycled' by both speakers. Interpersonal Themes, expressing similar 
emotional reactions, recur whenever Mum resumes talking, in clauses (3) and (14); while 
textual Themes, i.e. introducing "follow-up" information, occur whenever Dad starts 
talking, linking his responses to Mum's previous talk, in clauses (2) A 'Oh (tell me more) 
and (12) Hdi 'Hey (but despite what you just said...).
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Theme Rheme

1. Alya jintian 
oh dear today

(w6)
I

mdng-si le! 
busy die ASP

2. A,
oh

(nl)
you

mang shenme ya? 
busy what MOD

3. Aiyo,
oh

shang ban 
go-to work

4. xia ban 
finish work

5. m5i cai 
buy food

6. // (w6)
I

hui-lai

7. (w6)
I

hai dgi 
still must

zu6 fan. 
cook meal

//

8. // zhongwd
midday

(w6)
I

dao ydujii 
reach post office

9. (wfi)
I

ji le 
post ASP

yi feng 
one MEAS

xin , H 
letter

10. // (w6)
I

jingguo
pass-by

cmshichang
market

11. (w6)
I

hai mai le 
still buy ASP

diSn cai. 
a-little food

//

12. Hai, xiawiS 
hey afternoon

xia ban 
finish work

yihdu,
after

13, caishichSng
market

hai kai men’r ma! 
still open door MOD

14. Aiya nSr 
oh-dear where

ydu shijian 
exist time

ne?
MOD

15. // (w6)
I

xia le ban 
finish ASP work

16. w6
I

hai dgi qii 
still must go

baihuddalou 
department store

//

17. (w6)
I

gSi Xiaoming 
for Xiaoming

mSi
buy

qiiixie.
sandshoes

Table 1.2: Flow of information between Theme & New in a section of Memory

Mum's initial experiential Theme indicating the overall iimo,, jintidn 'today', is picked up 
again by herself as the experiential Theme (indicating a more specific time) in (8) 
zhdngwu 'midday (today)', and likewise by Dad as the experiential Theme (indicating 
another specific time) in (12) xidwu '(this) afternoon'. Mum's other experiential Theme in 
(1), indicating herself as speaker, i.e. (wo) T, is reversed by Dad in the following 
clause, switching to Mum as addressee, i.e. (m) 'you' - both of these being implicit. This 
implicit experiential Theme indicating the speaker is recycled again in clauses (6-11) and
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(15) where Mum is detailing her activities; it is explicitly stated in (16), i.e. w6 T and is 
then again implicit in (17).

Looking across now from the main experiential Theme indicating location in time, jlntian 
'today', to the focus point, i.e. the New of the first clause, we see a general summary of 
how Mum regards her role in the activities of that day, mdng-si 'really busy'. This 
summary is questioned by Dad in the New of the following clause, (mdng) shenme 
'(busy with) what', and then exemplified by Mum in the News of clauses (3-4) (shdng / 
xid) ban '(starting / finishing) work' and (5) '(mdi) cdi '(buy) food'. Similarly, when 
Mum goes on to detail specific activities, it is the distinguishing feature of these activities 
that is treated as New in following clauses: e.g. fan 'meal' in (7), xin 'letter' in (9), and 
cdi 'food' in (11). The clauses immediately preceding each of these clauses - (6), (8) and 
(10) - form a single information unit with them, since in each case these clauses simply 
introduce background information that can be predicted from the following clause where 
the New occurs.

One item of this background information, cdishichdng 'markets' in (10), is however 
picked up by Dad in a following clause. Dad first introduces an alternative possible time 
for Mum's actions as Theme of (12), xidwii '(this) afternoon', stressing that this would 
be 'after (finishing work)' {xid ban) yihdu, i.e. New of (12). He then reintroduces 
cdishichdng 'markets' as the experiential Theme of (13), finally moving on to his 
conclusion as New of this clause, kdi (men) i.e. that they 'were open’ at that time also. 
Mum then challenges this alternative by a rhetorical question (14) in which the starting 
point of her message, the experiential Theme n ^r  'where' (i.e. indicating the 
(metaphorical) location of her time), is also its focus point, i.e. New (i.e. querying the 
existence of any time). Mum then goes on to detail further actions, starting from 
identifying herself as speaker, i.e. as experiential Theme, focussing on a different 
location for buying, i.e. bdihudddlou 'the department store' as New of the following two 
clauses (15-16), and then focussing on a different type of goods, i.e. qiiixie 'sandshoes' 
as the New of clause (17).

1. The grammar of a Chinese text
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1 . 2 .4  Textual organisation from to text to clause: the relationship 
between textual semantics and textual lexicogrammar in 
Memory

In the previous two sections, I examined the textual organisation of the text Memory at 
the strata of discourse-semantics and lexicogrammar, i.e. in terms of the meanings of the 
text as a whole and the wordings in each individual clause. In this section, I will try to 
summarise the textual patterns at these two strata and re-emphasise their connection with 
the situational variables set out in section 1.2.1.

Table 1.3 below analyses the same opening section of the text, i.e. clauses (1-17), this 
time showing how the main textual semantic features of [presented] and [presumed] 
defined by the system of REFERENCE are related to the main textual clause elements of 
Theme and New defined by the systems of THEME and INFORMATION respectively. The 
experiential Theme of each clause is set out in the left hand column (non-experiential 
Themes do not correlate with the REFERENCE features and so have been omitted); implicit 
Themes are indicated in brackets (). The New of each clause is set out in the right hand 
column (except of course in cases like (14) where it is also Theme) and indicated by 
italics; other information in this column can be taken as part of the Given.

What this analysis shows very clearly is a strong correlation between the REFERENCE 

choices in this section of the text, on the one hand, and the THEME and INFORMATION 

choices in individual clauses on the other. Presented information tends to correlate with 
the New in each clause, whereas presumed information tends to correlate with the 
Theme of each clause. In other words, over this section of text, the presented 
information is normally grammaticalised as the focus point of the information in each 
information unit, while presumed information is grammaticalised as the starting point of 
the message in each clause. There are of course exceptions to this tendency - one 
exception, in clause (14) has been explained above, but this correlation is a very 
significant aspect of the meaning of the Theme and New in this text.

1. The grammar of a Chinese text
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Theme /  Presumed New /  Presented
1. jmtian

today
(wfi)
1

mdng-si le! 
busy die ASP

2. (nl)
you

mang shenme 
busy what

3. shMg ban 
go-to work

4. xia ban 
finish work

5. m5i cai 
buy food

6. // (w6)
I

hui-lai

7. (w6)
I

hai dgi 
still must

zud fan. 
cook meal

//

8. // zhongwii
midday

(w6)
I

dao ydujii 
reach post office

9. (w6)
1

ji le 
post ASP

yi feng 
one MEAS

xin, // 
letter

10. // (w6)
I

jlngguo
pass-by

cmshichang
market

11. (w6)
I

hai m3i le 
still buy ASP

diSn cai. 
a-little food

//

12. xiawil
afternoon

xia ban 
finish work

yihdu,
after

13. cMshichSng
market

hai kai men’r 
still open door

14. Aiya t}3r 
oh-dear where

yfiu shfjian ne? 
exist time MOD

15. // (w6)
I

xia le ban 
finish ASP work

16. w6
I

hai d6i qii 
still must go

bdihuddalou 
department store

//

17. (w6)
I

gSi Xiaoming 
for Xiaoming

mai
buy

qiiixie.
sandshoes

Table 1.3: Correlations between the semantic system of REFERENCE and the 
grammatical systems of THEME & INFORMATION in Memory

This correlation can be represented formally in the expanded systems of THEME and 
INFORMATION in Fig. 1.5 and Fig. 1.6 below. In Fig. 1.5 I have renamed the original 
theme system THEME TYPE, and supplemented it with another system, THEME 

IDENTIFIABILITY, showing the interaction of the THEME system as a whole with the 
semantic system of REFERENCE (in other words, both these two systems must now be 
chosen from in order to characterise the Theme of a clause).
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r
TH^tE
TYPE

^  experiential 
Theme

— implicit

V.

non-experiential
Theme

— explicit 

----->►

— non-emphatic

1—  emphatic

— interpersonal Theme

-  no interpersonal Theme

— textual Theme

-  no textual Theme

THEME

IDENTIFIABILnY

V

— referring

— introducing

Figure 1.5: The expanded system for THEME in Memory

As we saw in the analysis in Table 1.3 there is a very strong correlation between 
[presumed] reference and Theme, but since this correlation is not absolute - in other 
words since the Theme of a clause is not invariably [presumed] information in a text - 1 
have "renamed" the semantic features [presented] and ]presumed] as the grammatical 
features [introducing] and [referring] respectively, in order to show that the normal 
correlations may be reversed, i.e. that we may have an [introducing] Theme, as in (14).

SCOPE

information 
unit >

r
THEMATIC

STATUS

thematically  ̂i 
equivalent

CONFLATION

V

— clause

— part of clause 

^  clause complex

(— New within Rheme

— New within Theme

RECOVERABILITY

V

thematically
non-equivalent

— fresh 

reinforcing

— contrastive

— clause fragment

Figure 1.6: The expanded svstem of INFORMATION in Memory

Similarly in the expanded INFORMATION system in Fig. 1.6, we have two separate and 
equal systems: that concerned with the interaction of the New with the Theme-Rheme
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Structure, THEMATIC STATUS; and that concerned with its correlation with the reference 
system, RECOVERABILITY. In other words, in order to characterise the nature of the New 
in each clause, we need to choose options both from the system of THEMATIC STATUS 

and from the system of RECOVERABILITY. The New is by definition p r e se n te d  

information; however, as we saw in Table 1.3, this may be presented in a number of 
ways: either by being introduced for the first time, i.e. [fresh] e.g. Mn 'work' in clause 
(3), or by being reintroduced, i.e. [reinforcing] e.g. bM  'work in clause (4), or else 
introduced in comparison to something else i.e. [contrastive] e.g. (in a later section of the 
text) Mum's aggrieved w6 (ya) 'As for me' in clause (34) - as noted above this is also 
[emphatic] Theme.

This kind of description of the textual lexicogrammar of this text was based on a 
meaningful and contextual interpretation of certain patterns of wording and sound. Two 
layers of textual meaning were recognised: the semantic one defined by the system of 
REFERENCE and identified by the reference chains extending over the text, and the 
grammatical one defined by the systems of THEME and INFORMATION and identified by 
the Theme-Rheme structure of each clause, and the Given-New structure of each tone 
group. Since I was mainly concerned to show how such a description could be built up 
by approaching the grammatical patterning through features of the context of situation and 
cotext, I have not attempted to subject the description to any rigorous analysis at this 
stage. In Chapter 2 ,1 will come back to take a closer look at the textual functions of 
Theme, Rheme, Given, and New in terms of the structures they make up (section 2.2.1), 
and in Chapter 3, to examine the systems of THEME and INFORMATION in more detail 
(section 3.1.1). In the meantime, in the following section, I will show how a similar 
methodology can be applied to a description of the interpersonal meanings and wordings 
of the text.

1. The grammar of a Chinese text

1.3 Functional organisation (ii): Interpersonal

Now I tum to the second main functional way in which the context and the wording of 
this text are related, through the interpersonal systems which have to do with "enacting 
social relationships" (Halliday 1994: 36). The interpersonal context of situation of the 
text, i.e. the relationships between the interactants, is expressed through the following 
patterns at the strata of language:
• discourse-semantics: negotiating the exchange of roles
• lexicogrammar: the symbolic exchange of commodities
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1 . 3.1  The relationships between the interactants: interpersonal 
situational variables in Memory

If we look at the text in terms of the role relationships between the interactants, these can 
be understood as involving the following variables (Halliday 1989: 12):

...who is taking part,...the nature of the participants, their statuses and roles: what kinds of role 

relationship obtain among the participants, including permanent and temporary relationships of 

one kind or another, both the types of speech role that they are taking on in the dialogue and the 

whole cluster o f socially significant relationships in which they are involved...

From this point of view, we can identify three interactants who contribute to the text 
Memory, all of them having their roles clearly defined by family relationships. The 
interactions involve two roles of equal status - husband and wife, and two roles of 
unequal status - mother and son (the interaction between father and son is negligible in 
this text and so will not be considered here). An interesting mark of these differences in 
status is that Mum and Dad neither greet each other by name, nor exchange any sort of 
standardised greeting, whereas their son Xiaoming, when he appears on the scene, very 
explicitly greets both of his parents by title.

In terms of the interactions themselves, both Mum and Dad take up similar options: they 
ask questions as well as answer them; they also challenge each other quite openly - again 
a mark of their equal status. Mum in addition at one stage issues a series of commands 
(25), (37) & (39), which Dad obviously feels quite able to reject - as he does, through 
providing a string of countervailing reasons (26-28), (38), (40). In contrast to Mum and 
Dad’s very reciprocal exchanges, those between Mum and Xiaoming are marked by a 
systematic lack of reciprocity: Mum asks questions (50-51), Xiaoming answers them (52- 
54); Mum issues commands (62-63), Xiaoming accedes to them (64). Xiaoming’s one 
offer. Wo kan kan 'I'll have a look' (61), is flatly overridden by a further command from 
Mum, TihuTrzdi kan 'Look at (them) later' (62). The one place where Xiaoming seems 
to be actively providing information on his own account (65-66) is acmally a prelude to 
his avowal that he has fulfilled his father’s earlier command to borrow the book (67-68), 
and is quickly followed by the explicit acknowledgment itself (71).

The reciprocal nature of Mum and Dad’s exchanges is matched by an emotional level that 
is at times highly charged, particularly during the explicit conflicts over time (32-40) and 
over Mum’s misapplication to herself of Dad’s frustrated comment on the whole situation 
Ai, zhen tdoydn! 'Oh, that’s really annoying!' (42) (because the experiential Theme here 
is implicit (see section 1.2.3.1 above), an equally possible interpretation of this would be

1. The grammar of a Chinese text
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'Oh, you ’re really annoying') where Dad is forced to explicitly clear up the ambiguity 
(46-47).

These Vciriables of the text's interpersonal context of situation provide a profile of the 
relationships between the interactants involved in the text which we can use to guide our 
exploration of the interpersonal meanings expressed in the text and their realisations in 
wordings.

1 . 3 . 2  Negotiating the exchange of roles: interpersonal semantics in 
M em ory

The situational variables of the text as set out in the previous section identify certain links 
between the text and its interpersonal context of situation. In this section we can begin to 
see how these variables are reflected in the meanings of the text, in other words, how 
the text works as an exchange between speaker and hearer. Let us examine the section 
of text consisting of the initial conversation between Mum and Xiaoming (clauses 49-64 - 
see Table 4 below), in terms of the roles taken on by the speakers; the ways in which one 
speaker's lead provokes the other's response; whether they co-operate or disagree, and so 
on.

We can see that this section of the text consists of a number of interactions between Mum 
and Xiaoming. Xiaoming's initial greeting (49) immediately sparks a series of questions 
from Mum (50-51), which he answers by giving an account of his aftemoon (52-55). 
Mum comments briefly on this recital (55), before going on to proffer information about 
the sandshoes (56), to which Xiaoming reacts delightedly (57-59), asking to see them 
(60-61). Mum, however, staves off this course of action by suggesting (or really 
ordering) an alternative course of action (62-63), to which Xiaoming agrees (64). If we 
abstract out what the speakers are doing here, we can explain their interaction in terms of:

a. the roles they adopt in each individual contribution or move
b. how each speaker's moves are related to the other's

The first of these can be generalised as the speech function (Halliday 1994: 68-71) of 
each move, in other words (Eggins 1994: 109):

how the speaker and hearer...take on and assign roles through the speech functions...like offer, 

command, statement, question.

The second can be generalised the exchange by which different moves are related 
(Martin 1992: 46-49), that is (Eggins 1994: 109)

[how] these speech functions are organised into exchanges (minimally two moves) like offer + 

accept or question + answer.

1. The grammar of a Chinese text
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The combination of the speech function of each individual move and the exchange in 
which it occurs determines "how interactants negotiate the exchange of meanings in 
dialogue" (Eggins 1994: 93). I will go on to examine these two aspects of the 
interpersonal meanings of this text in the following sections.

1.3.2.1 Assigning roles in each move: speech function
In the text extract discussed above, the speakers take on roles which define the nature of 
the interaction between them. As Halliday (1994: 68) explains:

In the act of speaking, the speaker adopts for himself a particular speech role, and in so doing 

assigns to the listener a complementary role which he wishes him to adopt in his turn. For 

example, in asking a question, a speaker is taking on the role of seeker of information and 

requiring the listener to take on the role of the supplier of the information demanded.

This role can be understood as the combination of two vanables:
• the speaker's role proper in the interaction - i.e. whether he or she is giving or 

demanding
• the "commodity" involved in the interaction - some concrete object / action 

(characterised by Halliday as "goods-&-services") or information
The combination of these two variables defines four basic speech functions, as set out 
in Fig. 1.7 below (taken from Halliday 1994: 69):

1. The grammar of a Chinese text

Commodity exchanged 

Role in exchange

(a) goods-&-services (b) information

(i) giving ‘offer’ ‘statement’

(ii) demanding ‘command’ ‘question’

Figure 1.7: Basic speech functions

Now we can try to characterise each move of the interactants in this section of the text in 
terms of these four categories, as set out in Table 1.4 below (the speech function of each 
move is given on the right; moves which do not seem to fit into this classification are 
given tentative descriptions in brackets). From this analysis, we can see that the 
interactants in this section of the text are largely concemed with exchanging information, 
in other words, with asking questions and making statements. Only in the final few 
clauses (61-64) do they attempt to exchange goods-and-services, e.g. Xiaoming making 
an offer to Mum, Mum issuing a countervailing command to Xiaoming, and even so this 
attempted exchange is not acted upon su-aight away. We can note also that while the 
exchange of information is two-way, both demanding (questions) and giving
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(statements), the exchange of goods-&-services is only one way (demanding: i.e. 
commands), and that these latter are performed only by Mum not by Xiaoming (this point 
will be taken up in the next section).

This framework can be used to characterise the majority of moves in this extract; however 
there are moves that seem to fall outside the speech fiinction classification. The very first 
move of Xiaoming, a greeting, can be explained as not being a full move in the terms 
described above; it is merely a preparatory move which "sets the ground" for the 
following moves (I noted above that this preparatory move is omitted by both Dad and 
Mum in their initial interaction). Xiaoming’s final inteijection in (64) Ei 'okay' may be 
understood as acknowledging that he has heard his mother's command without explicitly 
agreeing to carry it out, in other words, without committing himself to the actual 
exchange of goods-&-services demanded by Mum (he in fact goes on to talk about 
something completely different).

Xiaoming's exclamation, i.e. his reaction to Mum's news about the shoes in (57), can 
perhaps be thought of as a heightened statement, one which offers information but does 
not necessarily do so in a truly "informative" way, while Mum's exclamation, as in her 
comment on Xiaoming's appearance in (55), can be thought of as a weakened command 
(i.e. "look at yourself = I'm telling you what you look like") both functioning as 
expressions of the speaker's emotions.

1. The grammar of a Chinese text
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1. The grammar of a Chinese text

X:49. Ba, Ma...
Dad Mum 
'Dad, Mum...'

M:50. Shang n3’r  le?
go-to where ASP 
'Where have (you) been?'

51. Z^nme zheme w3n a?
how so late MOD 
'Why are (you) so late?'

X:52. Jintian xlngqlliii, 
today Saturday 
Today's Saturday,'

53. xia le ke 
finish ASP class 
'when (I) finished class'

54. hm y6u kewm huddong. 
still exist class-outside activity 
'(I) had after-class activities.'

M:55. Qiao nl m3n - tou - da - han 
look you full head big sweat 
'Look at you all covered in sweat!'

M:56. O, nl yao de qiiixie, wd g6i nl 
oh you want SUB sandshoes I for you

o  r«« «-l r> A  r* I C tr \ f  I t\

le!
ASP

de!
MOD

m3i le. 
ASP 

for you.'

X:57. Aiya, tm hao
oh too good
'Oh, great!'

58. W6 hai pa
I still fear
'I was afraid'

59. nl WMg le
you forget ASP
'you’d forgotten.'

60. Zm nS’r?
be-at where
'Where are (they)?'

61. W6 kan kan
I look look

ne.
MOD

'I'll have a look.'

M;62. Yihul’r zM kan, 
a-while further look 
'Look at (them) in a while,'

63. nl xian qu xl
you first go wash 
'go and have a wash first.'

X:64. Ei.
okay
'Alright.'

yi XI.

one wash

(greeting)

question

question

statement

statement

statement

(exclamation)

statement

(exclamation)

statement

statement

question

offer

command

command

(interjection)

Table 1.4: Basic speech functions of moves in a section of Memory
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1. The grammar of a Chinese text

1.3.2.2 Interacting with other moves: exchange
In taking on a role in a move, a speaker is not simply doing something him or herself; he 
or she is simultaneously requiring something of the listener. As Halliday puts it (1994; 
68):

...an 'act' of speaking is something that might more appropriately be called an 'interact': it is an 

exchange, in which giving implies receiving and demanding implies giving in response.

Thus, when we look at a text, we can see how speakers in taking on roles (and assigning 
complementary roles to listeners) are not just doing so on a one-off or monologic basis; 
typically a speaker’s move is part of an exchange. In other words, a speaker is 
initiating a certain course of verbal action, and the listener, becoming speaker in his or 
her turn, is typically responding to the speaker’s initiating move. These initiating and 
responding roles are of course continually being switched in the course of the interaction, 
with the speaker becoming the listener and the listener becoming the speaker in his or her 
tum. This gives us the following expanded set of speech functions, as set out in Fig. 1.8 
below (adapted from Halliday 1994: 69):

role + commodity initiating responding (expected) responding (alternative )

give goods-&-services offer acceptance rejection

demand goods-&- 

services

command undertaking refusal

give information statement acknowledgment contradiction

demand information question answer disclaimer

Fig. 1.8: Initiating and responding speech functions

We could now examine the same section of the text (clauses 49-64) in terms of the 
sequence of initiating and responding moves which keep the dialogue moving forward. In 
Table 1.5 below, moves are characterised according to the nine types set out in Fig. 1.8; 
in addition, they are noted as either init(iating) or resp{onding) - the moves falling outside 
this classification are noted as either prep{aring) or react(ing). Through this kind of 
analysis, we get a very vivid sense of how the interactants "throw the ball" of 
conversation back and forth, for example Mum's questions (50-51) prompting 
Xiaoming's answers (52-54), or Mum's statement (56) prompting Xiaoming's 
acknowledgment (57-59). Of course the expected response is not always the one that 
actually appears; Xiaoming's offer to his mother in (61) is followed not by an 
undertaking, but by a command that is in effect a refusal (62), and then by an altemative 
command (63).
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X:49.

M:50.

51.

X:52.

53.

54.

M:55.

M:56.

X:57.

58.

59.

60.

61,

M:62.

63,

X:64.

Ba, Ma...
Dad Mum 
'Dad, Mum...'

Shang na’r le? 
go-to where ASP 
'Where have (you) been?'

Zfinme zheme w3n a?
how so late MOD
'Why are (you) so late?'

Jintian xTngqIliu, 
today Saturday 
'Today's Saturday,'

xia le ke 
finish ASP class 
'when (I) finished class'

hm yfiu kewm huodong.
still exist class-outside activity 
'(I) had after-class activities.'

Qiao nl m^n - tou - da - han de! 
look you full head big sweat MOD 
'Look at you all covered in sweat!'

O, nl yao de qiiixie, wc5 ggi nl m3i le. 
oh you want SUB sandshoes I for you buy ASP 
'Oh, those sandshoes you wanted, I got (them) for you.'

Aiya, tai 
oh too 
'Oh, great!'

Wa hai 
I still
'I was afraid'

1. The grammar of a Chinese text

hao
good

pa
fe a r

le!
ASP

nl wang le ne. 
you forget ASP MOD 
'you’d forgotten.'

Zai nJ’r? 
be-at where 
'Where are (they)?'

W6 kan kan.
1 look look
'I'll have a look.'

Yihul’r 231 kan, 
a-while further look 
'Look at (them) in a while,'

nl xian qii xl 
you first go wash 
'go and have a wash first.'

Ei.
okay
'Alright.'

y i  XI, 

o n e  w a sh

(prep, greeting) 

init. question 

question 

resp. answer 

answer 

answer 

(react, exclamation) 

init. statement 

(react, exclamation) 

resp. acknowledgment 

acknowledgment 

init. question 

init. offer

resp. command / refusal 

init. command 

(resp. quasi-undertaking)

Table L5: Initiating and responding moves in a section of Memory
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The meanings involved in characterising moves in an exchange can be generalised as the 
system of NEGOTIATION 1 (adapted from Martin 1992: 44), as set out in Fig. 1.9 below. 
Thus, in characterising the speech function of a move in an exchange, we have first of all 
a double choice of either [greeting] (like Xiaoming's in (49) above) or [negotiating], i.e. 
an exchange of information or goods-&-services; and either [preparing] or [initiating] or 
[responding]. If [greeting], then a move is automatically also [preparing]: this is 
indicated in the network by adding a superscript "i" and "t" (for " if  and "then") to these 
two features. If [negotiating] the speaker can either be letting off emotional steam, i.e. 
[reacting], or genuinely [giving] or [demanding] [goods-&-services] or [information].

1. The grammar of a Chinese text

— negotiating

— preparing

— initiating 

^  responding

— reacting 

I— exchanging

V

— givmg

_  demanding

r -  goods & services

— information

Figure 1.9: The semantic system of NEGOTIATION in Memory

If we analyse the whole text using this framework, we can see how it is shaped by 
sequences of initiating and responding moves; in other words that each exchange itself 
takes its place in a related series of exchanges which are also initiating and responding in 
relation to each other. We could then group these related exchanges into phases (Eggins 
1994: 48) through which the text proceeds. The phases of the whole text are summarised 
in Table 1.6 below (the full analysis is given in Appendix 2). Such an analysis, even at 
the rather crude level attempted here (for further discussion see Martin 1992: Ch.2, 
Eggins 1994: 4.54) enables us to better understand how the text hangs together 
interactively.

'  Martin actually names his equivalent system SPEECH FUNCTION (in an expanded sense), reserving the 

term NEGOTIATION (p.49) for an even more expanded system that accounts for extended exchanges.
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Phase Exchange types Summary of moves

I. What a busy day I've had!

(1) initiating: Mum’s exclamation about her busy day 

(2-17) responding: Dad’s request for clarification and Mum’s providing of 

clarification

II. Did you borrow that book?

(18) initiating: Dad’s question about whether Mum has borrowed the book

(19-24) responding: Mum’s request for clarification and Dad’s providing of 

clarification

III. Why didn't you borrow it yourself?

(25) initiating: Mum’s challenge to Dad as to why he didn’t borrow it 

himself

(26-29) responding: Dad’s explanation

IV . When did you tell me about it?

(30-31) initiating: Mum’s denial that Dad had asked her to borrow it 

(32-36) responding: Dad’s challenge and Mum’s response

V . Go and borrow it yourself!

(37) initiating: Mum’s command to Dad to borrow it the next day 

(38-41) responding: Dad’s refusal (through stating reasons)

VI. How annoying!

(42) initiating: Dad’s exclamation of fhistration

(43-48) responding: Mum’s misinterpretation and Dad’s clarification

VII. Where have you been?

(49) preparator>': Xiaoming’s greeting

(50-51) initiating: Mum’s request for details of his movement

(52-55) responding: Xiaoming’s supplying of details

VIII. I got you those sandshoes.

(56) initiating: Mum’s supplying of information about sandshoes 

(57-64) responding: Xiaoming’s reaction and Mum’s subsequent commands

IX . Who did borrow the book?

(65-68) initiating: Xiaoming’s avowal of information 

(69-75) responding: Mum and Dad’s request for clarification, Xiaoming’s 

supplying of clarification and M um’s reaction

Table 1.6: Phases of exchanges in Memory

In the discussion of the textual cotext of this text in section 1.2.2 above, we saw that the 
patterns of reference were directed more towards renewing the text's connection with its 
situation rather than to binding the text together itself. Having examined the exchange

1. The grammar of a Chinese text
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patterns of the text, we might then say that the cotext of this text is in fact more 
interpersonaliy oriented, i.e. that it relies on phases of exchanges made up of initiating 
and responding moves to bind it together.

1 .3 .3  The symbolic exchange of commodities: interpersonal 
lexicogrammar in Memory: the system of MOOD

In the previous section I characterised moves in the text in terms of their speech function 
(the role adopted by the speaker), with the four basic types of statement, question, offer, 
and command. When we look at the interpersonal patterning of each clause, i.e. at the 
stratum of lexicogrammar, we cannot find distinct realisations of each of these four types. 
If we re-examine the above dialogue between Mum and Xiaoming (49-64) looking for 
elements in each clause that give clues as to its speech function, we can identify (leaving 
out the speech function offer, which is not exemplified in this part of the text) the 
following features:
• questions either have a word that indicates the type of information being sought: e.g.
50. Shang nd’r le? 

go-to where ASP 
'Where have (you) been?'

or a word at the very end of the clause that implies a yes or no answer: e.g.
18. Ei, w5 yao de nei bSn shu, ril ggiwdjiMai le mal

oh, I want SUB that MEAS book you for me borrow come ASP MOD 
'Oh, that book I wanted, did you borrow (it) for me?'

• commands tend to address the listener as m 'you': e.g.
63. m xian qu xi yi xi.

you first go wash one wash 
'you go and have a wash first.'

• offers tend to identify the speaker as wo T: e.g.
61. W6 kan kan.

I look look
'I'll have a look.'

• statements don't seem to have any special marker; e.g.
53. xia le ke

finish ASP class 
'when (I) finished class'

54. hm y6u kewm huodong. 
still exist class-outside activity 
'(I) had after-class activities.'

These grammatical differences between statements, questions and commands reflect 
differences in the way each clause is set up as a "symbolic exchange of commodities" 
(Matthiessen 1995: 93). This may be generalised as the grammatical system of MOOD, 

with the basic features of [declarative], [interrogative] and [imperative] corresponding to 
the speech functions statement, question, and command & offer, respectively (see
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Halliday (1994: 68-71) for this semantic reinterpretation of the traditional concept of 
mood). This system is set out in Fig. 1.10 below. Only one of these features, that of 
[interrogative] may seem to be clearly realised grammatically, by the presence of one or 
other type of "question word". The difference in realisation between [declarative] and 
[imperative] is more subtle; basically it hinges on the fact that words specifying the 
interactants, i.e. wd T, m 'you', are more likely to be explicitly realised in an imperative 
clause than in a declarative (other grammatical differences will be discussed in sections
3.1.2 and 3.2.2 below).

1. The grammar of a Chinese text

clause

_  declarative 

interrogative

— imperative

Figure 1.10: The basic MOOD system in Memory

The opening exchange of the text contains two clauses, realising two moves, with a
single element that is repeated: mdng 'busy':
M:l. Aiya, jintian mdng-si le!

oh-dear today busy die ASP
'Oh, today (I've) been really busy!'

D:2. A, mdng shenme ya?
oh busy what MOD
'Oh, what have (you) been busy with?'

A similar pattern can be seen in a later exchange, where the repeated element is shud
'say':
M:22. m shenme shihou gen w6 shud guo? 

you what time with I speak ASP
'When did you mention (it) to me?

D:23. Chi zaofM de shihou shud de.
eat breakfast SUB time speak MOD
'I mentioned (it) when (we) were having breakfast.'

We can note that in both cases the speech function changes between moves; from
statement to question in (1-2), and from question to statement in (22-23). This seems to
suggest that the element that remains constant has some interpersonal significance.
Reinterpreting a traditional term, we could refer to this element as the Predicator
(Halliday 1994: 79), since it indicates what is being predicated or put forward for
discussion in the exchange (cf the equivalent Chinese term shuyii 'stating word'), as in
Mum's recital of her actions in (8):

Predicator
8. Zhongwd ddo youju

midday reach post office
'At lunchtime (I) went to the post-office
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If the clause contains a Predicator indicating what the speaker is putting forward for 
discussion, it is also open to the speaker to deny that the particular exchange took place, 
using an element preceding the Predicator:

Predicator
30. W6 bu zhidao,

I NEG know
'I didn't know,'

The speaker may also explicitly affirm what is being predicated, usually for contrast or 
some other kind of emphasis, as in Dad's hasty clarification in (46) using a similar 
element preceding the Predicator: e.g.

Predicator
46. Bii, bu... wd shi shuo

no no I be say
'No, no...I said - i.e. what I said was...'

This kind of element maybe termed a Polarity (cf Halliday 1994: 75), since it places
what is being predicated at one of the two poles of deny, e.g. bii 'not' or affirm e.g. shi
'be'. If there is no explicit Polarity, the Predicator may be taken as affirmed, as in (8)
above.

There are, however, certain clauses where what is being predicated seems to be neither 
simply affumed nor denied, but rather assessed as somewhere between certain and 
uncertain. This is indicated by an element coming at the very end of the clause, as in the 
following example of a declarative clause, where the element ma indicates that Dad 
regards the statement he is making as an obvious one:

13. cmshichSng hai kai men ma\
market still open door MOD
'the markets would still be open!'

In a similar example with an imperative clause, the element ma adds the meaning that
Mum regards her command to Dad as recommending an obvious course of action:

37. Na mingtian qujie ma\
well tomorrow go borrow MOD
'Well go and borrow (it) tomorrow then!'

This element may be termed the Negotiator (cf Caffarel 1992), since it is used by the 
speaker to negotiate with the addressee on the certainty of what is being predicated. Such 
elements are commonly defined either from the speaker's point of view, e.g. as 
functioning to express "the speaker's mood or tone of voice" (Fang 1992: 601); or from 
the listener's, e.g. they serve to "relate [the utterance] to the conversational context in 
various ways ...and to indicate how this utterance is to be taken by the hearer" (Li & 
Thompson 1981: 317). Both of these definitions fail to bring out what can be clearly seen 
in the current analysis as their basically interactive nature (for a further discussion on the
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nature of these elements and their relationship to the meanings expressed by other 
interpersonal functions such as Polarity and Modality, see section 2.2.2 below).

In some types of interrogative clause, a Negotiator may simply mark the clause as asking 
for the exchange to be affirmed or denied. In the following example (18) of Dad's initial 
question about the book, the Negotiator ma signals that he wants to know whether Mum 
borrowed the book or not, in other words, the clause is functioning as a polar 
interrogative (cf Halliday 1994: 43), polar in the sense of asking for a choice between the 
two poles of "this is the case" (affirm) and "this is not the case" (deny) (compare the 
common Chinese classification of such clauses as shi-fei "yes-no" (Zhu 1982: 202)):

Negotiator
18. Ei, w6 yao de nei bSn shu, nil g6i w6 jie-lai le mal 

oh, I want SUB that MEAS book you for me borrow come ASP MOD 
'Oh, that book I wanted, did you borrow (it) for me?'

Mum's reply to this, in which she declines either to affirm or deny Dad's question but 
rather asks another question in retum (19), is a different kind of interrogative clause 
containing something we may term an Element, i.e. which signals that a specific piece 
of information is being required (compare the common Chinese classification of such 
clauses as tezhi "referring specially (to)" (Zhu 1982: 202)), in other words, the clause is 
functioning as a elemental interrogative (Halliday 1994: 43)

Element
19. Shenmel shenme shul

what what book
'What? What book?'

There may also be another function preceding the Predicator which "modulates" the 
purport of the clause in some way, for example by attaching to it a meaning of obligation. 
Again adapting a traditional term, this may be referred to as a Modality (Halliday 1994: 
75), as in the following example:

Modality
16. w6 hai dei qu baihuodMou

I still must go department store
'I still had to go to the department store'

In some clauses there may be an interjection at the very beginning, indicating, in a very 
general way, the attitude or emotion of the speaker. This element, borrowing a term from 
the speech function which it often realises, may be termed an Exclamation, as in the 
following example 

Exclamation
1. Aiyd, jln ti^  mang-si le!

oh-dear today busy die ASP
'Oh, today (I've) been really busy!'
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Of all these interpersonal elements, it is the Predicator that may be regarded as the central 
one, since it appears in the majority of clauses. In the case of some elemental 
interrogative clauses, however, i.e. those asking a question about a specific element of 
information, the Predicator may be omitted: e.g.

Element
19. Shenme? shenme shu? 

what what book
'What? What book?’

With this one exception, the presence of a Predicator in the clause indicates that there is an 
exchange going on; i.e. if there is no Predicator, the clause, while it may have a speech 
function, is not acting as a symbolic exchange of commodities (it will of course in most 
cases still be functioning as part of the exchange structure at the stratum of discourse- 
semantics - see section 1.3.2 above). We could generahse this as a distinction between 
major clauses (with Predicator) and minor clauses (without Predicator) (compare 
Halliday's (differently realised) distinction for English, (1994: 95-96), as in the following 
clause:
X:64. Ei.

okay
'Alright.'

Fig. 1.11 adds these features to the original system of Mood to include this feature, also 
including the further choice, within [interrogative], of [polar] (asking to affirm or deny) 
or [elemental] (asking for a specific piece of information):

1. The grammar of a Chinese text

— major

clause

r-  declarative
— polar

interrogative 

^  imperative
— elemental

mmor

Figure 1.11: The MOOD system in Memory: maior and minor clauses

The addition of a Polarity element to the Predicator indicates that the exchange expressed 
by the clause is either being denied, as in (30), or is being strongly affirmed, as in (46); a 
Predicator without a Polarity marks the exchange as simply affirmed. We could then 
generalise a further distinction in major clauses of either positive simple (affirmed), 
positive emphatic (strongly affirmed), or negative (denied). This extra part of the 
system is given in Fig. 1.12:
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clause

r- major
— negative

mmor

f— simple
— positive ------

L- emphatic

Figure 1.12: The MOOD system in Memory: positive and negative clauses

The addition of a Negotiator element at the end of the clause indicates that the exchange is 
being assessed, i.e. placed on a scale somewhere between certain and uncertain. 
Towards the certain end of the scale, an exchange may be established as definite, as in 
(23) below:

Negotiator
23. Chi zSofM de shihou shuo de.

eat breakfast SUB time speak MOD
'I mentioned (it) when (we) were having breakfast.'

or else asserted as obvious, as in (13) and (37) above. Towards the uncertain end of the
scale, an exchange may be assessed as open-ended, as in (14) below:

Negotiator
14. Aiya nS’r y6u shijian nel

oh-dear where exist time MOD
'Oh, where would there be the time?'

or as softened, as in (2) below
Negotiator

2 . A, mang shenme yal 
oh busy what MOD
'Oh, what have (you) been busy with?'

In polar interrogative clauses, the Negotiator explicitly indicates that the speaker is calling
for the exchange to be affirmed or denied, and its presence is therefore essential to
indicate that the clause is a polar interrogative (and not say a declarative). With this
exception, however, the presence of a Negotiator is optional; in other words, the clause
may be neutral in regard to whether it is being assessed or not. These extra distinctions
are set out in Fig. 1.13 below:

— neutral

— assessed -------

— certain
-  established

-  asserted
-  open-ended

-  softened

mmor

Figure 1.13: The MOOD svstem in Memorw assessed clauses
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Finally, another interpersonal distinction that occurs occasionally in the text has to do 
with the speaker explicitly modulating the force of the exchange. In the following 
example, the Modality dei 'must' before the Predicator indicates that some degree of 
obligation is attached to what is being predicated:

Modality
7. hai dei zuo fan.

still must cook meal
'I Still have to do the cooking.'

In a similar example below, the Modality indicates that a degree of willingness or need is
attached to what is being predicated:

Modality
40. W6 jlntian wSnshang ydo yong.

I today evening want / need use
'I need to use (it) this evening.'

The presence of this element indicates that the exchange has been modalised, in other 
words that the basic roles of the speaker and hearer in the exchange - as indicated by the 
basic mood features of declarative, interrogative, imperative - have been modulated in 
some way, either by an expression of obligation or of willingness. As with the choice of 
marking a clause as assessed or not, it is also possible here for a clause not to be 
modalised, and in fact the great majority of the clauses in this text are neutral in this 
regard.

All of the interpersonal options in the clause discussed so far are brought together in the 
expanded MOOD system in Fig. 1.14 below. This shows that only major clauses are open 
to the full range of mood features, and of these features, each major clause must be 
specified for its basic mood type - [declarative], [interrogative], etc - and as [positive] or 
[negative]; it may also be [assessed] as [certain] or [uncertain], and/or [modalised].

1. The grammar of a Chinese text
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clause

— major \

r — declarative 

interrogative

— imperative

— polar

— elemental

|— positive —

— negative

— neutral

— assessed ■

— neutral

— modalised

|— simple 

-  emphatic

— certain

— uncertain

— established

-  asserted

— open-ended

-  softened

minor

Figure 1.14: The expanded MOOD system in Memory

1 . 3.4  Interpersonal organisation from text to clause: the 
relationship between interpersonal semantics and 
interpersonal lexicogrammar in Memory

In the previous two sections, I examined the interpersonal organisation of the text 
Memory at the strata of semantics and lexicogrammar, i.e. in terms of the meanings of the 
whole text and the wordings of each individual clause. In this section, I will show the 
relationships between the interpersonal patterns I have identified at these different strata. 
Table 1.7 below brings together the analyses of the same section of the text in terms of 
the basic classification of each clause as defined by the grammatical system of MOOD, and 
the speech function and exchange type of each move as defined by the semantic system of 
NEGOTIATION.
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Phase Mood type

VII. Where have you been?

X:49. minor

M:50. interrogative: elemental

51. interrogative: elemental

X.52. declarative

53. declarative

54. declarative 

M: 55. imperative

VIII. I got you those sandshoes.

M:56. declarative

X:57. declarative

58. declarative

59. declarative

60. interrogative: elemental

61. imperative 

M:62. imperative 

63 imperative 

X:64. minor

Speech function Exchange type

preparing: greeting

initiating

initiating

responding: answer 

responding: answer 

responding: answer 

reacting: exclamation

quesUon

question

statement

statement

statement

statement

statement

statement

statement

statement

question

offer

command / refusal 

command

initiating

reacting: exclamation

responding; acknowledgment

responding: acknowledgment

initiating

initiating

initiating

initiating

responding: quasi-undertaking

Table 1.7: Correlations between the grammatical system of MOOD and the semantic 
system of NEGOTIATION in a section of Memory

From the combined analyses in Table 1.7, we can see how the relationship between Mum 
and Xiaoming is built up, i.e. how the interpersonal variables of the text's context of 
situation are expressed through the meanings and wordings of this part of the text. If we 
start from the exchange type of each move (in the right hand column of the table), we can 
see that it is Mum who makes the majority of initiating moves, e.g. as in (50-51) and 
(56), while Xiaoming's only initiating move, in (61), is immediately blocked by another 
initiating move from Mum in (62-63). As expected, Xiaoming makes the majority of 
responding moves, e.g. in (52-53), (58-59) and (64). As has been noted above while 
Xiaoming makes the preparatory move of greeting in (49), at no stage in this part of the 
text or at any other point do either of his parents respond with a similar greeting.

Moving on to the speech functions, we see that again it is Mum who makes the majority 
of "demanding" moves, i.e. questions and commands, and Xiaoming who makes the 
majority of "giving" moves, i.e. statements (there are no offers in this section of the text). 
The relation between the speech function of each move and the mood type of the clause 
that expresses it is also significant in indicating the relationship between Mum and
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Xiaoming. For example, it is interesting to note that while both interactants make reacting 
moves in the form of exclamations, i.e. quasi-statements. Mum's is expressed as an 
imperative ("Look at yourself), while Xiaoming's is expressed as a declarative ("that's 
great").

In this small section of text, we can see how the expected or unexpected combination of 
choices at the strata of lexicogrammar, i.e. the mood type of each clause, and discourse- 
semantics, i.e. the speech function and exchange type of each move, work together to 
build up the fundamentally unequal relationship between parent (Mum) and child 
(Xiaoming). In other sections of the text, different patterns of correlations between the 
choices at these strata build up a much more equal relationship between wife (Mum) and 
husband (Dad).

This kind of description of the interpersonal lexicogrammar of this text was based on a 
meaningful and contextual interpretation of certain patterns of wording. Two layers of 
interpersonal meaning were recognised: the semantic one defined by the system of 
NEGOTIATION and identified by the exchange structure of the moves in the text; and the 
grammatical one defined by the system of MOOD. In contrast to the textual systems of 
THEME and INFORMATION which identified two positions in the clause as textually 
significant, the features of the mood system characterise the clause as a whole as a 
predication, i.e. something put forward by the speaker for the listener's benefit, with the 
function of Predicator as the central element. Other functions such as Polarity,
Negotiator, Modality, and Exclamation modify that central Predicator in various ways. 
Chapter 2 will revisit these interpersonal clause functions from the point of view of the 
type of structure they make up, while Chapter 3 will focus on the system of MOOD in 
more detail. In the meantime, in the next section, I will use a similar methodology to 
interpret the experiential meanings of the text and their realisation in wordings.

1. The grammar of a Chinese text

1.4 Functional organisation (iii): experiential

I turn in this section to the third main functional way in which the context and the 
wording of this text are related, through the experiential systems "construing a model of 
experience" (Halliday 1994: 36). The experiential context of situation of the text, i.e. the 
activity in which language is involved, is expressed through the following strata of 
language:
• discourse-semantics: constructing the activity through language
• lexicogrammar: representing types of experience
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1 . 4 .1  The activity in which language is involved: experiential 
situational variables in Memory

If we look at the text Memory in terms of the activity in which language is involved, this 
can be understood as involving the following variables (Halliday 1989: 12)

...what is happening...the nature of the social action that is taking place: what... the participants 

are engaged in, in which the language figures as some essential component...

The text Memory covers two main domains of experience; the first has to do with what 
we might call "daily activities": going to work, shopping, cooking, going to school, and 
school activities. The initial part of the text (clauses 1-17), and then again when 
Xiaoming appears (clauses 52- 64) belong to this area. The middle part of the text (18 - 
47) has to do with the more specific area of "borrowing books", which also finishes off 
the text (clauses 65 - 75). These two areas are not completely separate of course; 
particularly in the section where husband and wife are arguing over times (22 - 36), the 
two are mixed to a certain extent.

As pointed out in section 1.2.1 above, a significant aspect of the textual situation of this 
text, i.e. the role language is playing in its context of situation, is that it is oriented 
towards exchanging information rather than performing any particular action. In 
characterising the experiential situation of this text in terms of the "nature of the social 
action taking place" (cf quote from Halliday 1989 above) I should therefore re-emphasise 
here that this is not essentially linked to the physical setting or the concrete actions of the 
speakers as they are speaking. The features of this situation as described above show 
very clearly that although much of the talk is about "daily activities", none of the 
interactants say anything about the activities they are actually performing as they speak - 
Mum putting her bike away, Dad watering the plants - these are too obvious and accepted 
a part of the general situation to need mentioning. The picture of experience the speakers 
do build up as they talk, i.e. "the nature of the social action...in which language figures 
as some essential component", is captured by the variables of the text's experiential 
context of situation, providing a profile of the activity created by the language of the text. 
Using this as a guide, we can now go on to see how the experiential context of situation 
is reflected in the meanings and wordings of the text.

1 . 4 . 2  Constructing the activity through language: 
experiential semantics in M em ory

The situational variables of the text as set out in the previous section identify certain links 
between the text and its experiential context of situation. In this section we can begin to
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see how these variables are reflected in the meanings of the text, specifically, how the 
text is organised to build up a picture of the activity. We can understand this in two 
ways: as the sorts of things that get talked about in the text, and the kinds of relations that 
are developed between these things (Halliday & Hasan 1976: Chapter 6; Eggins 1994: 
103-104). Semantically, these can be identified as the relationships set up between the 
lexical, or content items in the text, that is between those wordings with relatively 
concrete meanings that form open sets (as opposed to the more abstract grammatical 
wordings which form closed sets - see Halliday 1966: 5-6; Matthews 1981: 61). We can 
recognise two main types of relationship between content items:
a. "vertical" relations between content items through the text that form a taxonomy:

i.e. a set of items related as subtypes of a broader type or as parts of a whole;
b. "horizontal" relations between content items at the same place in the text - in the 

same clause - that are in a relationship of mutual expectancy, i.e. that are 
predictable components of the same experience, such as an action and the doer of 
that action or an action and the entity affected by that action.

In analysing the text Memory, these relations can be brought out by constructing lexical 
strings, i.e. " a diagram of all the lexical items that occur sequentially in a text that can 
be related...either taxonomically or through an expectancy relation" (Eggins 1994: 103). 
The particular lexical strings running through a text reveal the following things about the 
experiential organisation of that text (adapted from Eggins 1994: 103-4):

1. what is being talked about in the text...

2. how many different things get talked about in the text...

3. what kinds of lexical relations operate between items in strings..

The lexical strings in the opening section of Memory (clauses 1-17) are set out in Table 
1.8 below (see Appendix 2 for an analysis of the whole text). Lexical items related 
taxonomically are arranged in columns, and those related by expectancy are set out on the 
same line linked by +; the same item may of course enter into both taxonomic and 
expectancy relations. Identifying the lexical strings in the text gives us a clear picture of 
the topics this part of the text is concemed with, as set out in the description of the field 
variables in the previous section. The main lexical strings in this section of the text deal 
with the times and daily activities described by Mum as she presents her account of the 
day: e.g. time, 'today - at lunchtime - in the afternoon'; working, 'go to work - finish 
work'; and shopping, 'buy food - market - department store - buy sports shoes'. In the 
immediately following section (from clause 18 onwards - see Appendix 2) we find a 
string to do with "borrowing books": this is started in (18), continued in (19), picked up 
again briefly in (25), re-opened at more length in clauses (37 - 40), touched on again in 
(47) and finally wound up in (68 - 72).

1. The grammar of a Chinese text
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1.

2 .

4.

9.

10. 

11. 

12.

13.

14.

15.

16. 

17.

jintian
today

mang-si
busy

mang
busy

shang + ban 
go-to work

xia + ban 
finish work

5. mJi + cai
buy food

7. zuo + fan
cook meal

zhongwil
midday

youju
post-office

Ji + 
post

xm
letter

caishichang
market

m3i
buy

cai
food

xiawfl
afternoon

xia + ban 
finish work

caishichang + 
market

kai men 
be open

shijian
time

xia + ban 
finish work

baihuodaldiJ
department-store

m3i + 
buy

qiuxie.
sandshoes

Table 1.8: Lexical strings in the opening section of Memory

Another significant string, to do with "speaking" and "hearing", covers that section of the 
text where Mum and Dad are arguing over whether he told her to borrow the book or not: 
this has mentions in clauses (22 - 24), (31), (36), (44), and (46). As we would expect, 
the "borrowing books" string is the most extensive in that it stretches across the major 
portion of the text (18 - 72). However, in terms of number of mentions, the richest string 
is that to do with "time". This has two variants. The first, already mentioned above, has 
to do with times of the day; this reappears in clauses (26 - 28) and then again in (37 - 40) 
(the further mention by Xiaoming in clause (52) 'today -Saturday' is not counted as part 
of this string because he has only just arrived on the scene, and therefore this occurrence 
is not following on from previous mentions). The second time string has to do with 
activities taking place at particular times of the day: e.g. in clauses (22 - 23), and again in
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(36) '(the time) when I was eating breakfast'. This suggests that with both the "daily 
activities" string and the "borrowing books" string, time is a crucial factor. Other strings, 
either less extensive or less frequent, tend to consist of simple repetition: e.g. 'forgetful' 
appears in clauses (20), (21) and is picked up again in Mum's retort in clause (75); 
and'annoying' appears in clauses (41), (45) and (47). In both these cases these strings 
indicate a summing up by one interactant of the other's behaviour, or of the general 
situation.

In terms of the types of lexical relation represented by these strings, taxonomic relations 
are the most significant. If we just look again at the opening section of the text, as 
analysed in Table 1.8 above, both the "daily activities" and the "time" strings form 
obvious taxonomies. At the very beginning of the text, the lexical item mdng 'busy' starts 
the main string by providing a type of summary of the whole of the interactants' daily 
activities, whose parts are then specified in two sub-strings shdng / xia ban 'go-to / finish 
work' and mdi cdi 'buy food'. This second sub-string is extended in two different ways: 
firstly by adding a related activity, i.e. zudfdn 'cook meal'; and next by specifying other 
locations where the action of 'buying' takes place: cdishichdng 'the (food) market', and 
bdihudddlou 'the department-store'. The "time" string is also clearly taxonomic, with the 
initial lexical item jlntidn 'today' serving as the whole of which zhongwu 'midday' and 
xidwu 'afternoon' form a part.

Expectancy relations in this section of the text are fairly easily predictable and therefore 
not particularly informative, for example, the relationship between ji 'post' and xin 'letter’ 
in (9). In the section immediately following this one, the expectancy relation between jie 
'borrow' and shu 'book' in clause (18) is very predictable, so much so that after Mum’s 
initial puzzled repetition of shii 'book' in (19), it is not stated again explicitly until clause 
(47).

The relations between content items in the text, as revealed by the lexical strings running 
through it, can be generalised as the system of CONTENT RELATIONS, as set out in Figure 
1.15 below:

1. The grammar of a Chinese text

text

— taxonomic

—  expectancy

— type-subtype

— whole-part

— action-affected

— action-actor

Figure 1.15: The svstem of CONTENT RELATIONS in Memory.
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This system of CONTENT RELATIONS defines how the topics which make up the field of 
this text are related. Although the analysis of lexical strings based on this system is 
superficially similar to the analysis of the reference chains given in section 1.2.2 above, it 
brings out a quite different aspect of the organisation of the text. Whereas the reference 
chains analysis picked out those parts of the text that build up the text as text, the lexical 
strings analysis picks out those parts of the text that build up the text as experience. Both 
these kinds of semantic organisation are of course part of the cotext of the text, i.e. they 
both contribute to how the text "hangs together" as a whole, but they do so from different 
standpoints.

However such an analysis still leaves gaps in our understanding of the activity created by 
the text. Although it summarises the main content of the text and the relationships 
between the different aspects of this content, it does not specify exactly how these 
relationships are expressed, nor how the more concrete lexical meanings picked up by the 
lexical strings analysis are supplemented and modified by the more abstract grammatical 
meanings. To understand this aspect of the experiential patteming of the text, we need to 
look more closely at its wording, i.e. how each clause represents an experience.

1 . 4 . 3  Representing experience in language: experiential 
lexicogrammar in M emory: the system of TRANSITIVITY

In the previous section, we saw how the activity represented by the text Memory is built 
up through the text as a whole. In this section we will begin to see how a picture of a 
specific type of experience is represented in each clause, in other words, the organisation 
of the "clause as representation" (Halliday 1994: 36) at the stratum of lexicogrammar. If 
we examine the opening clause of the text (1) from this point of view, we can see that it 
consists of three main elements:

a. what is going on: i.e mdng-si 'being busy to death'
b. who/what are taking part: i.e. the speaker Mum (wo T ellipsed)
c. features of the setting in which it is going on: i.e. the time jlntian 'today'

These elements can be generalised as three main types of clause element (adapted from 
Halliday 1994: 107-108):

(i) the process: in general terms "what is going on" i.e. the "happening" of the 
clause, including not only material actions, but also mental activities and more 
abstract relations between entities
(ii) one or more participants: those persons or objects involved in what is going 
on, including those instigating as well as those affected by the happening
(iii) one or more circumstances: features of time, place, manner, etc associated 
with what is going on

1. The grammar of a Chinese text
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We could then provisionally analyse the first few clauses of the text in these terms as set 
out in Table 1.9 below. Participants that have been ellipsed as presumed information (see 
section 1.2.2 and 1.2.3.1 above) are supplied in brackets (); interpersonal elements such 
as the Aiya 'oh dear' in (1) or dH 'must' in (7) are omitted from the analysis. From this 
brief analysis, we can see that of these three elements, only the Process is present in 
every clause. The central role of the Process in the clause as representation is also implied 
in the definitions quoted above, where Participant and Circumstance are defined in 
relation to the Process. I will therefore examine it first below.

1. The grammar of a Chinese text

Circumstance Participant Process

1. Aiya, jintian (w6 ) mang-si le!
oh-dear today I busy die ASP

Participant Process Participant

2 . A, (ni) mang shenme
oh you busy what

Process Participant

3 . Aiyo, shang ban
oh go-to work

Process Participant

4 . xia ban.
finish work

Process Participant

5 . m3i cM;
buy food

Participant Process

6 . (w6) hui-lai.
I return come

Participant Process Participant

7 . (w 6) hai d6i zuo fan.
still must cook meal

ya?
MOD

Table 1.9: Experiential clause elements in the opening section of Memory

1.4.3.1 What is going on in the experience: types of Process
The Process, as noted above, expresses what is going on in the experience represented by 
the clause. If we look through the text Memory, we find that the processes there are not 
all of the same kind: some are straightforward actions like mdi cai 'buy food' or ji xin 
'post a letter'; some are qualities ascribed to entities like mdng 'busy'; some are activities 
of perceiving like tmg-jian 'hear'; or activities of speaking like shud 'say'; some are 
relations between entities of various kinds like (nSr) you (shijidn) '(where) is there 
(time)?'. These different types of Process can be directly related to specific changes in the 
experiential context of situation of the text, i.e. the topics the interactants are talking 
about. These Processes could be classified according to the following five general types:
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• doing or happening; e.g. mdi 'buy'
• describing qualities or states: e.g. mdng 'busy'
• relating entities: e.g. you 'exist'
• perceiving or feeling: e.g. tJng-jian 'hear'
• speaking: e.g. shud 'say'
These five process types (Halliday 1994: 106-107) form a sort of classification of the 
different experiences in the text, ranged on a dine from happenings in the outside world, 
through descriptions of the outside world and relations between things in the outside 
world, to the inner world of consciousness and the expression of the outside and inner 
worlds through language. The five main process types are given in Figure 1.15 below. 
Using this framework, we can, clause by clause, characterise the different kinds of 
experience being represented in the text. From this point of view, we can see that the text 
Memory is largely one about "doings and happenings" - i.e. the majority of Processes in 
its clauses fall into the material type. Below I will set out briefly the process-type 
patterning of the opening section of the text (clauses 1-31) (the Process in each clause is 
indicated in italics).

Clauses (1) and (2) are ascriptive, that is, they ascribe or assign a quality to a particular 
participant. Mum (as speaker in (1) and addressee in (2)):

Process: ascriptive

1. Aiya, jintian mdng-si le! 
oh-dear today busy die ASP

'Oh, today (I've) been really busyV 

Process: ascriptive

2. A, mdng shenme ya? 
oh busy what MOD

'Oh, what have (you) been busy with?'

1. The grammar of a Chinese text

Process type Meaning

material representing the outside world, i.e. doings or happenings

ascriptive describing the outside world, ascribing qualities or states to entities or 

situations

relational identifying relationships between entities in the outside world

mental consciously processing the outside world through the inner world of the 

consciousness

verbal symbolically expressing the outside or inner world through language

Figure 1.16 : Process types in Memory
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Clauses (3) to (17) are largely material; that is, they describe the actions that went to 
make up this busy day, as for example in the series of actions in clauses (3-5) and (6-7):

Process: material
3. Aiyo, shdng b ^  

oh go-to work 
'Oh, going to work,'

Process: material
4 . xia ban, 

finish work 
'finishing work,'

Process: material
5. mdi cm, 

buy food 
'buying food - i.e. going shopping,'

Process: material
6. hui-lai, 

rernm come
'(now that I've) come home,'

Process: material
7. hai d6i z m o  fan. 

still must make meal
'I Still have to make meals - i.e. do the cooking.'

The only exception to this series of material processes is the relational process in (14),
where Mum sums up how busy she is by emphasising her lack of time, using the Process
you 'exist' to rhetorically treat time as something that can exist in a location:

Process: relational
14. Aiya nS’r ydu shijianne?

oh-dear where exist time MOD
'Oh, where would there be any time - i.e. where would 1 have had the time?'

Dad then uses a material process to question Mum as to whether she carried out the action 
he (says he) asked her to:

Process: material
18. Ai, w6 yao de nei bSn shu, ru g6i w6 jie-lai le ma?

oh, I want SUB that ME AS book you forme borrow come ASP MOD 
'Oh, that book I wanted, did you borrow (it) for me?'

Mum's response is an example of a clause without any Process at all; this is because the
main function of this clause in an interpersonal one, i.e. to check on the specific piece of
information that will form the basis for the following argument.

1. The grammar of a Chinese text
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(no Process)
19. Shenme? shenmeshu? 

what what book 
■What? What book?'

Clause (20) is a further example of an ascriptive process whereby Dad sums up his 
assessment of Mum's behaviour by assigning (unjustly, as it turns out) a quality of 
forgetfulness to her:

Process: ascriptive
20. N1 zSnme zheme jicinwangl 

you how so forgetful 
'How could you be so forgetful?

In clause (22) Mum uses a verbal process to challenge Dad's assessment of her, by 
querying whether he had actually made the request:

Process: verbal
22. m shenme shihou gen w6 shud guo?

you what time with I speak ASP
'When did you mention (it) to me?

Mum then introduces the natural concomitant of this type of verbal process: i.e. the
mental process that should have resulted (but did not, for obvious reasons):

Process: mental
24. W6 mei ting-jian...

I NEG:perf listen perceive 
'I didn't hear...'

In clauses (25) - (28) the interactants again use material processes to detail a series of 
actions: firstly Mum's question as to why Dad did not perform the action (i.e. borrow the 
book) himself, and then Dad's recital of the actions that were keeping him busy:

Process: material
25. N1 z6nme bii ziji qu jiel 

you how MEG self go borrow 
'Why didn't you go and borrow it yourself?'

Process: material
26. Wd shangwil shdng ban,

I morning go-to work
'In the morning I went to work,'

Process: material
27. zhongwii pei waiguo kehu, 

midday escort foreign client 
'At lunchtime (I had to) look after a foreign client,'

Process: material
28. xiawil kai hui... 

afternoon hold meeting 
'In the afternoon (I) had a meeting...'

Dad then sums up his busy day by mimicking Mum's previous rhetorical question in
clause (14) with an identical relational process:

1. The grammar of a Chinese text
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Process: relational
29. NS’r you shijian? 

where exist time
'Oh, where would there be any time - i.e. where would I have had the time?'

In clauses (30-31), Mum reinstates her ignorance of the request, this time representing 
another type of a mental process and then the verbal process from which it should have 
resulted:

Process: mental
30. W6 bu zhidao,

I NEG know
'I didn't know,'

Process: verbal
31. nl mei gen w5 shud. 

you NEG:perf with I speak 
'you didn't tell me.'

The above analysis gives a fair idea of how the selection of different types of process 
goes towards creating the particular mix of types of experience that we find in this text 
(the patterning of the rest of the text is similar to that analysed above, with a majority of 
material processes). However, in order to get a fuller picture of the way experience is 
being represented, we need to go on and see how the Process in each clause combines 
with one or more participants, and optionally circumstances, in order to detail more 
precisely the experience the clause is representing.

1.4.3.2 Who /  what are taking parts in the experience: types o f Participant 
Identifying the kind of "going on" (Process type) in a clause only gives a partial picture of 
the experience represented by the clause; we also need to identify who or what are taking 
part in this going on, in other words, the Participants. In the following sections, I will 
show how the Process combines with different types of participant to define the 
experience of each clause more closely. I will go through the different Process types in 
the order of the "dine of experience" set out in Fig. 1.16 above: i.e. material, ascriptive, 
relational, mental, and verbal.

1.4.3.2.1 Participants in material clauses Experiences of the outside or material 
world, i.e. doings and happenings, are expressed in the text by material clauses. The 
patteming displayed by this kind of clause has traditionally provided the model for 
relations between Process and Participant(s), i.e. what is known as transitivity. The 
term "transitive" literally means "going through to" and reflects a conception of 
experiential relations whereby the main variable is whether the action extends to another 
entity (is "transitive") or is complete in itself (is "intransitive") (Matthews 1981:98-99). 
This distinction defines two main clause structures :
• a structure containing a doer, an action and something affected by the action (in 

traditional terms, "subject - transitive verb - object"): e.g.
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7. (w 6) hai d6i zuo fan,
I still must make meal
'(I) Still have to cook the meal' i.e. action of cooking extends from T (Mum) to 'meal'

• a Structure containing only a doer and an action (the traditional "subject - intransitive

verb"): e.g.
6. (w 6) hui-lai,

I return come
'(I've) come home' i.e. action of returning confined to T (Mum)

While this model seems to work well for these kinds of examples, there are other
examples in the text that seem similar, but actually express quite different meanings:
13. cMshichSng hai kaimen ma! 

the markets still open door MOD 
'the markets would still be open!'

40. W5 jln ti^  wSnshang yao yong.
I today evening need use
'I need to use (it) this evening.'

Is clause (13) "transitive" in the same way as clause (5) above? Superficially they look the
same (the examples below have been simpHfied to just Process and Participants):

"subject" "verb" "object"
5. (w 6) mSi c^,

I buy food

13. cMshichSng k ^  men
markets open door

However, clause (13) is more difficult to interpret as one of action passing from the doer
to the thing affected: in what sense are the 'markets' doing the 'opening' and how is the
'door' affected by the opening? In fact, as the English translation gives a clue, the
meaning here is not one of literally 'opening doors', but rather indicates a state of 'being
open'. Under this interpretation, men 'door' merely indicates the scope or range of the
action, while caishichdng 'markets' seems like the entity to which the action is confined,
like wo T in clause (6) above.

Is clause (40) then the same as the "intransitive" (13) (examples simplified as above)?: 
"subject" "verb"

6. (w 6) hui-lai,
I return come

40. w6 yong.
I use

Again as suggested by the English translation, clause (40) seems to be a case of an action 
that is extended ('use if), it is just that the entity to which the action is extended (i.e. shu 
'the book') has been omitted from the clause. What is going on here is a common textual 
pattern in Chinese (discussed in sections 1.2.2.1 and 1.2.3.1 above) whereby
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"presumed" information, such as shu ’the book' in (40), may simply be omitted, rather 
than replaced by a "filler" word such as it in English.

Two things stand out from the above discussion:
• the notion of the action "extending" from the doer of the action to the person or thing 

affected by the action, as embodied in the traditional conception of transitivity, does 
not seem to work well for many clauses in Chinese

• the actual concrete structure of any clause (i.e. what elements are or are not present) 
does not necessarily tell us what sort of action is involved

There is, however, an alternative way of understanding process-participant relations in
material clauses, i.e. by seeing the significant variable not in terms of whether the action
is represented as extending or not to another entity, but whether it is represented as being
caused by an outside entity, or is simply taking place through an entity. In other words,
this conception of process-participant relations is one not of extension, but rather of
causation (Halliday 1994: 162-163). Under this conception, a material clause always
contains a participant through the medium of which the action takes place. We could thus
call this sort of participant a Medium (cf Halliday 1994; 163). The following clauses
contain a Medium participant (in these and following examples anything that is not either
a Process or a participant has been omitted; in cases where a participant has been ellipsed
as presumed information, it is supplied in brackets):

Medium Process
6. (w d) hui-lai,

I return come
(Now that I've) come home action of returning takes place through the

Medium T (Mum)

Medium Process
65. Huddong jieshu, 

activity conclude
'(By the time) the activities were over' i.e. action of finishing takes place through

Medium 'activities'

The presence of a Medium participant defines the first main type of material clause, a 
middle clause (cf Halliday 1994: 168), i.e a clause where the action is represented as 
taking place without any external cause (whether or not we could reasonably identify an 
external cause is irrelevant - this is simply the way this particular clause represents it).

Very commonly in middle clauses we find a further participant which specifies the range 
or scope of the action; we may call this participant a Range (cf Halliday 1994: 146). The 
following clauses contain both a Medium and a Range;
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Medium Process Range
26. (w 6) sh ^ g  ban,

I attend work
'I went to work,'

Medium Process Range
13. cMshichang kai men

markets open doOT
'The markets would be open'

Medium Process Range
28. (w 6) kai hui...

I hold meeting
'(I) had a meeting'

Medium Process Range
53. (wd) xia ke

I finish class
' ( I) finished class'

i.e. action of 'attending' takes place with 
regard to 'work'

i.e. action of 'opening' takes place with 
regard to 'doors' (in a general sense)

i.e. action of 'holding, convening’ takes 
place with regard to 'meeting'

i.e. action of 'finishing' takes 
place with regard to 'class'

In other types of middle clause, the Range may indicate the general location of the action:

Process Range
jingguo cmshichSng,
pa _

'(I) went past the markets' 
or the destination of the action: e.g.

Medium 
10. (w6)

I pass-by market
i.e. 'markets' is the location of 'passing by'

Medium Process Range
8. (w 6) dao youjii

midday reach post office
'(I) went to the post-office'

or even the source of the action:

i.e. 'post-office' is the destination of 'reach, 
arrive at'

Medium 
D:32. (w6)

I
'(I) got up'

Process Range 
qi chuang 
rise bed

i.e. 'bed' is the source of the action 'rise'

The presence of a Range defines the second type of material clause, a ranged clause, i.e. 
where the action takes place over a certain scope.

Finally we have clauses where, in addition to a Medium, we can also identify a participant
causing the action and thus acting on or affecting the Medium. We may call this
participant an Agent (Halliday 1994: 164). The following clauses contain both an Agent
and a Medium;

Agent Process Medium
7. (w 6) zu6 fan.

I cook meal
'I do the cooking.' i.e. T (Mum) causes the 'meal' to be

'cooked'
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Agent Process Medium
9. (w 6) ji yifengxin,

I post one MEAS letter
'(I) posted a letter' i.e. T (Mum) causes the 'letter' to be

'posted'

Agent Process Medium
11. (w(5) mSi diSn cm.

I buy little food
'(I) bought some food' i.e. 'I' (Mum) causes the 'food' to be bought

Agent Process Medium
40. W6 yong (shu).

I use book
'(I) use (the book).' i.e. 'I' (Dad) causes the 'book' to be

'used'

The presence of an Agent defines the third type of material clause: the effective, i.e. 
where an outside causer is bringing about the action.

In summary, material clauses represent experiences of doing or happening. These fall into 
two main subtypes: middle, and effective, and within the middle subtype, ranged and 
unranged. These different subtypes and sub-subtypes may be identified by the differing 
configurations of participants, as exempUfied above. However, since certain clauses may 
superficially look similar though actually represent different clause types (often as a result 
of one or more participants being ellipsed as presumed information), we can use a 
number of tests or "probe questions" (Halliday 1994: 110) to identify the presence of 
specific participants. These probe questions, particularly useful with the material clause 
type, which exhibits the widest variety of structural variations (see Table 2.6 in section
2.2.3 below), essentially pick up on the basic grammatical meaning of each participant; 
e.g. the nature of the Medium as the participant through which the process takes place is 
revealed by its probe question, ...zenme lei 'what happened to...?'. The relevant probe 
questions are set out below.

The middle subtype always contains a Medium participant, indicating the medium 
through which the doing or happening takes place - the presence of a Medium may be 
"tested" or "probed" by the question X zenme lei 'what happened to X', where X  
represents the Medium. It may also contain a Range participant indicating the scope over 
which the doing or happening takes place - a Range may be recognised by the fact that is 
usually not able to be probed by the question X zenme lei 'what happened to X'. The 
effective subtype always contains a Medium and an Agent, indicating who or what causes 
the doing or happening - the presence of an Agent may be probed by the question Y zud 
shenmel 'what is Y doing' where Y represents the Agent, oxY baX  zud le shenmel 
'what did Y do to X', where X is the Medium. In all subtypes, the Medium and / or the
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Agent may be ellipsed if they are presumed information. The distinctions identified so far 
can be generalised as the system of MATERIAL PROCESS TYPE, as set out in Figure 1.17.

I— unranged
j— middle --------- ^
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clause

— ranged

—  effective

Figure 1.17: The system of MATERIAL PROCESS TYPE in Memory

1.4.3.2.2 Participants in ascriptive clauses Generalisations or interpretations of
the experience of the outside world are expressed in the text by ascriptive processes,
i.e. Processes which ascribe or assign a quality or a state to a participant. For example in
the opening clause of the text, the ascriptive Process mdng-si  ̂ 'be busy to death' sums
up a whole series of actions performed by the participant Mum which she then goes on to
detail in following clauses:
1. Aiya, jlntian mdng-si ie! 

oh-dear today busy die ASP
'Oh, today (I've) been really busyl'

Similarly in the following example, an ascriptive process like jianwdng 'be forgetful'
gives Dad's interpretation of a situation which had just been introduced in the immediately
preceding clauses, i.e. the fact that he had asked Mum to borrow a book which she said
she knew nothing about:
20. Ni z6nme zheme jidnwdngl 

you how so forgetful 
’How could you be so forgetful?

A clause with an ascriptive Process normally has only the one participant which takes on
or carries that quality or state. We may thus call this participant a Carrier. Because of the
greater abstractness of ascriptive clauses as compared to material clauses, a Carrier
participant, as well as being a single entity, like m 'you' (i.e. Mum) in (20) may also be
a whole situation, such as mei you nei ben shu 'not having that book' in (47) (in this and
following examples, clauses have been simplified to just Process + Participant): e.g.

Carrier Process
20. M ji^w^g

you forgetful
'You are forgetful'

2 The nature of the relationship between the two parts of Processes like mang-si 'busy die - be extremely 

busy' in (1) and ting-jian 'listen perceive - hear' in (24) is explained in section 2.1.1 below.
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Carrier Process
47. mei you nei ben shu tSoy^.

NEC exist that MEAS book annoying 
'not having that book is annoying.'

In some cases, a clause with an ascriptive Process may also have another participant over
the scope of which the ascription extends. Since this is similar in meaning to the Range in
some ranged middle clauses, we may also call this participant a Range: e.g.

Carrier Process Range
2. (nl) m ^ g  shenme

you busy what
'what have (you) been busy with?'

Another feature of the greater abstractness of ascriptive as opposed to material clauses is 
that they can be graded, that is, presented as existing to a certain degree, as in the 
following example:
42. Ai, zhen tSoy^!

oh-dear really annoying 
'Oh, (that’s) really annoying!'

The clause elements indicating the degree to which the experience is graded, such as zhen
'really' in (42) above, are examples of circumstances (of degree), which I will discuss in
section 1.4.3.3.2 below. However, I have included them here as expressing a feature of
the clause as a whole since a graded ascriptive clause is in some sense the norm, while an
ungraded ascriptive clause is likely to be interpreted as indicating a comparison of some
kind, as in the last clause of the text, where Mum points out that it is not her but rather
Dad who is more correctly described as jidnwang 'forgetful':

Carrier Process
(74. Hai shuo 75. w5 ji^w M g ne!

still say I forgetful MOD
'And (you) say') '/'m forgetful!'

In summary, ascriptive clauses represent a generalisation or interpretation of the outside 
world as a quality or state. They generally contain a single participant, a Carrier, which 
carries or takes on the quality or state ascribed to it by the Process. The presence of a 
Carrier may be probed by a question such as X zenmeyang 'what is X like?', where X 
represents the Carrier. The Carrier may either be an entity (person or thing) or a situation 
of some kind. Ascriptive clauses may also be ranged, i.e. contain a Range participant 
indicating the scope of the ascription; a Range may be recognised by the fact that is 
usually not able to be probed by the question X zenmeyang 'what is X like?'. Ascriptive 
clauses may also be graded, i.e. indicated as existing to a certain degree; if an ascriptive 
clause is not graded it usually implies some sort of comparison. The distinctions 
introduced so far can be generalised as the system of ASCRIPTIVE PROCESS TYPE, as set 
out in Fig. 1.18.
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-  ascribed to entity

-  ascribed to situation 

p- graded
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-  unranged

-  ranged

Figure 1.18: The system of ASCRIPTIVE PROCESS TYPE in Memor\

1.4.3.2.3 Participants in relational clauses Relations between the different parts 
of the experience of the outer world are expressed in the text by relational processes. 
Clauses with relational processes have two basic participants between which the relation 
is drawn. This relation may be of a number of different kinds.

Firstly a relation can be drawn between an entity which is located in a certain place and
the place in which that entity is located. These two participants may be termed,
respectively. Existent (i.e. an entity which exists) and Location (cf Long 1981), as in
Xiaoming's question about his sandshoes (this and following examples have been
simplified to Process and Participants only): e.g.

Existent Process Location
60. (Qiivcie) zm nSrl

sandshoe be-at where
'Where are (the sandshoes)!'

The presence of these two participants in this order defines the first type of relational
clause, one that we may call locational, i.e. which represents an entity as located in a
place. A mirror-image of this first relation can also be drawn, i.e. between the place in
which an entity exists (Location) and the entity which exists in that place (Existent) as
in Mum’s question (later mimicked by Dad in (29)): e.g.

Location Process Existent
14. nffr ydu shijidn

where exist time
'where would there be the time' 3

3 Although the English translation effaces the distinction between clauses like (60) and (14) because of 

the requirement in English for the question word where to appear at the beginning of the clause, the 

locational and existential clause types are clearly distinct in Chinese both in the order of clause elements 

and the choice of Process.
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The presence of these two participants in this order defines the second type of relational
clause, the existential, i.e. one in which an entity is represented as existing in a certain
place. When the Location represents a human being, this type of clause, can be
interpreted as indicating a meaning of possession, i.e. with the participants Possessor
(corresponding to an abstract Location) and Possessed (corresponding to Existent); e.g.

Possessor (Location) Process Possessed (Existent)
54. (w5) y6u kewm huddong.

I exist class-outside activity
'(I) had after-class activities.'

More abstract relations can also be drawn, equating or identifying two participants with 
each other: a person, thing, or time which is being identified and a person, thing, time 
which identifies the first. These participants can be called the Identifled (i.e. that which 
is being identified) and the Identifier (i.e. that which serves to identify the first) (cf 
Halliday 1994: 122) as in Xiaoming's identification of the day of the week in (52): e.g. 

Identified Identifier
52. Jintian xingqfliu, 

today Saturday
Today's Saturday,'

It can be seen from the above example that with this type of relational clause, the Process
may be omitted, just the two participants Identified and Identifier in that order are enough
to establish the relationship. However, if the clause is denying rather than affirming that
the relationship exists - i.e. if it has the mood feature of [negative] rather than [positive] -
the clause does require a Process, the most common being shi 'be', as in the following
modified example:

Identified Process Identifier
52'. Jintian bii shi xingqiliu.

today NEG be Saturday
'Today isn't Saturday.'

The presence of these two participants defines the third type of relational clause, the 
identifying, where one entity is identified with another. In identifying relational 
clauses, relations can also draw between whole situations, as in the following example 
where the relationship expressed in the second clause is with the whole of the first clause:
65.

1. The grammar of a Chinese text

66.

Huodong jieshu.
activity conclude
'(By the time) the activities were over'

Identifier

yijlng wii diSn le.
already five o'clock ASP
'(it) was already five o'clock,'

 ̂Cf the more idiomatic translation of clause (14) above as 'Where would (I) have had the time?’
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In summary, relational clauses represent relations between entities or situations in the 
outside world. They always involve two participants in a particular order, with the kind 
and order of participants defined according to the subtype of relation. Relations may be 
either locational - between an Existent and a Location, or existential - between a Location 
and an Existent, or identifying - between an Identified and an Identifier. The participants 
in these subtypes may be probed by the following questions: locational X  zdi nSr?
'where is X?', where X represents the Existent, and nSr  'where' represents the 
Location; existential N Sr you X? 'where is there X?', where nSr  and X represent 
Location and Existent (or Possessed), respectively; or with the possessive interpretation, 
shei you X  'who has X' where shei 'who'; and X represent Possessor and Possessed 
respectively; and identifying: X shi shenme? 'What is X?', where X represents Identified 
and shenme 'what' represents the Identifier. The distinctions introduced so far can be 
generalised as the system of RELATIONAL PROCESS TYPE, as set out in Fig. 1.19.
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Figure 1.19: The system of RELATIONAL PROCESS TYPE in Memory

1.4.3.2.4 Participants in mental clauses The interactants’ consciousness of the
material world outside themselves and of the inner world of their own consciousness
itself is expressed in the text by mental clauses, i.e. processes of perceiving or thinking.
Mental clauses that represent an interactant becoming aware of something in the outside
world contain two participants: the conscious entity itself, and that which it is conscious
of. We may call these two participants Senser and Phenomenon (Halliday 1994: 117),
respectively. The following clause shows an example of this kind:

Senser Process Phenomenon
61. W6 kkikan (qiiixie).

I look look sandshoes
'I'll have a look at (the sandshoes).'

The Senser usually represents a human being. The Phenomenon may be an entity, as in
clause (61) above, but it may also be a whole "chunk" of experience, such as ni mdn-tou-
da-hdn 'you all covered with sweat' in the following example:

Senser Process Phenomenon
55. (n l) qiao m mSn - tou - da- h ^

you look you full head big sweat
'(You) look at you(rself) all covered in sweat!'
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The presence of these two participants defines the first type of mental clause, which we 
may call the phenomenal; i.e. where a conscious entity is represented as conscious of 
another entity or chunk of experience.

Mental clauses may also represent an outside experience being explicitly processed or 
"reported" through the inner world of consciousness. In this case there are two clauses, 
the first containing one participant, the conscious entity which is doing the reporting, i.e. 
the Senser, and a second clause detailing the experience which is being reported. This 
experience may lie anywhere on the dine of experience given in Fig. 1.15 above, in other 
words be of any of the five process types; in the example below the second clause also 
contains a mental Process;

Senser Process
58. W6 hai pa

I still fear
'I was afraid'

Senser Process
59. ril w ^ g  le ne. 

you forget ASP MOD 
'(that) you'd forgotten.'

The presence of a reporting and a reported clause defines the second type of mental
clause, the reporting, i.e. that which processes or reports another experience.

In summary, mental clauses represent a conscious being's awareness of the extemal 
world and of the inner world of his or her own consciousness. Mental clauses always 
contain a Senser participant, i.e. the conscious being. Since this participant is obligatory 
in all mental clauses, there is no general probe question that would pick it out, apart from 
using a specific process. It can, however, normally be identified as the participant that 
precedes the Process; semantically, it is normally animate (i.e. "endowed with 
consciousness" (HaUiday 1994: 114)). They may be phenomenal, i.e. representing the 
entity on which the Senser's consciousness impinges, in which case they contain a 
Phenomenon participant. This Phenomenon may either be another entity, or a whole 
chunk of experience. Again there is no easy probe question to pick this out; it may 
normally be identified as the participant that follows the Process. Mental clauses may also 
be reporting, i.e. report another experience, expressed by a separate clause, through the 
consciousness of the Senser. In this case, the reported clause, of whatever process type, 
normally follows the reporting mental clause. The distinctions introduced so far can be 
generalised as the system of MENTAL PROCESS TYPE, as set out in Fig. 1.20.
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clause

— phenomenal
[— entity 

_ experience

I— reporting

L20: The system of MENTAL PROCESS TYPE in Memor\

1.4.3.2.5 Participants in verbal clauses The symbolic expression through
language of the interactants' consciousness of the external and inner world is represented
in the text by verbal processes, i.e. processes of saying. Verbal clauses may represent
this symbolic expression of consciousness - the saying - as passing from one interactant
to another: i.e. the entity which produces the saying, and the entity which receives this
saying. These two participants may be called the Sayer and the Receiver (cf Halliday
1994: 140), respectively:

Sayer Receiver Process
31. nl mei genwd shuo.

you NEG:perf with I speak 
'you didn't tell me.'

The presence of these two participants defines the first type of verbal clause, the
received, where the saying is explicitly received by one entity from another.

Verbal clauses may also represent the saying itself in abstract form, and thus contain two
participants: the entity which produces the saying, and the saying itself. We may call
these participants the Sayer and the Verbiage (cf Halliday 1994: 141), respectively:

Sayer Process Verbiage
33. w6 ti- qi guo zh e ji^ sh i’r.

I mention up ASP this MBAS matter
'I mentioned this matter.'

The presence of these two participants defines the second type of verbal clause, the
verbalised, i.e. where the verbahsation is expressed by an entity. A verbal clause may
be simultaneously verbalised and received, i.e. represent both the saying and the entity by
which the saying is received, as in the modified example below:

Sayer Receiver Process Verbiage
33'. w6 genni tf- qi guo z h e ji^ sh i’r.

I with you mention up ASP this MEAS matter
'I mentioned this matter to you.'

In a similar way to reporting mental clauses, verbal clauses may also represent an 
experience of the inner or outside world being expressed through a saying. In this case 
there are two clauses, the first containing the entity which quotes the saying, i.e. the 
Sayer; and a second clause representing the experience that is being quoted, which again
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may be any one of the five process types. In the example below the second clause is an 
ascriptive one:

Sayer Process
44. N1 shuo 

you say 
'Did you say'

Carrier Process
45. w6 tSoy^?

I annoying
'I'm annoying?'

The presence of a quoting clause and a quoted clause defines the third type of verbal 
clause, the quoting, where an entity makes a symbolic expression of another experience.

In summary, verbal clauses represent the symbolic expression by a conscious entity of 
the outside world or the inner world of the consciousness. All verbal clauses contain a 
Sayer participant representing the conscious entity who produces the saying; this 
participant normally precedes the Process. This saying may be represented as passed 
from one interactant to the other, i.e. as received, with the Receiver participant normally 
preceding the Process introduced by a word such as gen 'with' or dui 'towards'. This 
saying may at the same time be represented itself in abstract form, i.e. as verbalised, with 
the Verbiage participant normally following the Process. Alternatively the saying may be 
quoted in the form of another clause, with this quoted clause, of whatever process type, 
normally following the quoting verbal clause. The distinctions introduced so far can be 
generalised as the system of VERBAL PROCESS TYPE, as set out in Fig. 1.21 below.

1. The grammar of a Chinese text

clause

r- received

verbalised 

I— quoting

Figure 1.21: The system of VERBAL PROCESS TYPE in Memory

1.4.3.3 The setting associated with the experience: types o f Circumstance 
While all of the clauses in the text provide a basic model of the experience they are 
representing in terms of what is going on (the Process) and who/what are taking part,
(one or more participants), there are a number of clauses that also specify features of the 
setting in which the going on takes place, i.e. Circumstances. If we think of the 
process and participant(s) as providing the "foreground" of the going on, in other words 
as the necessary elements for an experience to be represented at all, circumstances are 
more like the "background", optional elements indicating time, degree, manner and so on, 
which may be absent in any one clause without that clause being at all incomplete. Going 
along with this, circumstances are less closely tied to the Process than are the participants.
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i.e. they are less defined by any one process type. A particular type of circumstance, e.g. 
of time, can appear in a number of different clause types , as in the following examples 
(circumstances indicated in italics):

Time Process: ascriptive
1. Aiya, jintian mang-si

oh-dear today busy die
'Oh, today (I've) been really busy!'

Time Process: material
8. Zhongwu dao

midday reach
'At lunchtime (I) went to the post-office

Sayer Time Receiver
22. n5 shenme shihdu gen w6 

you what time with I
'When did you mention (it) to me?

le!
ASP

Range 
youju 
post office

Process: verbal
shuo
speak

guo?
ASP

However, each clause type in this text does tend to pattern with a particular "blend" of 
types of circumstance. We can classify the relationship between the type of clause and its 
accompanying circumstances according to the "dine of experience" introduced in section
1.4.3.1 above; these patterns are shown in Fig. 1.22.

II process type material ascriptive relational mental verbal

1 circumstance 
type

time time time time

degree

manner manner manner

benefit

other other other other

Figure 1.22: Circumstances according to clause tvpe in Memory

As can be seen from this table, it is material clauses that contain the largest number of 
different types of circumstance, while relational clauses contain the least. This could be 
seen to reflect the greater abstractness of relational clauses, i.e. clauses which draw 
relations between parts of the outside world, as opposed to material clauses, at one end of 
the dine, and to verbal clauses, at the other. In other words, relational clauses are less 
concemed with the "setting" than either material clauses, which directly represent parts of 
the outside world, or than verbal clauses, which represent different experiences in 
speech.
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As shown by the above examples, circumstances tend to appear at or near the beginning 
of the clause, before the Process, i.e. they are used to establish the setting before what is 
going on is specified in the rest of the clause. In the following sections, I will discuss the 
different types of circumstance appearing in the text and how they supplement the 
representation of experience built up by the Process and participants.

1.4.3.3.1 Circumstances o f time The greatest number of circumstances in this
text refer to time, they appear in four out of the five clause types. There are two types of
circumstances of time. The first, more common type, indicates location in time, and
occurs at or near the beginning of the clause as in the following ascriptive clause:

Time Process: ascriptive
1. Aiya, jlntidn mang-si le!

oh-dear today busy die ASP
'Oh, today (I've) been really busy!'

In this example, and in the examples of circumstances of time in material and verbal
clauses in (8) and (22) respectively given above, the circumstance refers to a point in
time at which the Process takes place. In the following example of a mental clause, the
circumstance, in contrast, indicates a length of time at the end of which the Process
should take place:

Time Process: mental
62. TihuTr zm kan,

a-while further look
'Look at (them) in a while,'

The other type of circumstance of time in the text also indicates a length of time, but in
this case the duration through time of the Process. Unlike circumstances of location in
time which set up a feature of the setting (whether a point or a length of time) before the
Process itself is specified, circumstances of duration through time indicate how long the
Process itself persists, and thus occur following the Process, as in the following example
of a material clause:

Agent Process: material Time
72. Tushu-guSnfiyuan zhSo le bdntidn...

library attendant look-for ASP half-day
'The library attendant looked for (it) for ages.'

1.4.3.3.2 Circumstances o f degree Circumstances of degree are found in
the text in ascriptive clauses, where they indicate the degree of the quality or the state
being ascribed, as in the following example:

Carrier Degree Process
20. Ml z6nme zheme ji^w kig?

you how so forgetful
'How could you be so forgetful?'

1. The grammar of a Chinese text
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The majority of ascriptive clauses in the text contain a circumstance of Degree such as 
zhen 'really' (42), tai 'too, very' (57). As pointed out in section 1.4.3.2.2 above, this 
"graded" feature is actually part of the general meaning of ascriptive clauses, the only 
exceptions being where there is an implicit contrast drawn, in which case the lack of 
degree implies comparison, as in clause (45) in the following example;

Carrier Process
(44. Ni shuo 45. w6 tSoy^?

you say I annoying
'Did you say') 'I'm annoying?'

1.4.3.3.3 Circumstances of cause Circumstances of Cause indicate the
reason why (or more precisely query the reason why, since all the instances in this text
are represented by the question word 7.enme 'how (come)') a particular state exists, as in
the following ascriptive clause:

Cause Degree Process
51. T^nme zheme wSn a?

how so late MOD
'Why are (you) so late?'

or the reason why (or why not) a particular action is to be undertaken, as in the following
material clause;

Agent Cause Process
25. Nl zenme bii ziji qu jie?

you how NEG self go borrow
'Why didn't you go and borrow it yourself?'

1.4.3.3.4 Circumstances o f benefit Circumstances of Benefit indicate the 
person for whose benefit the action is being performed, and are found in a number of 
material clauses in the text such as the following example (shghtly simphfied):

Medium Agent Benefit Process

18. w6 yao de nei bfin shu, ril gei wo jie-lai le ma?
I want SUB that MEAS book you for me borrow come ASP MOD
'that book I wanted, did you borrow {it) for me?

1.4.3.3.5 Other circumstantial elements All of the circumstances 
described in the previous sections can be seen fairly clearly as filling out the basic model 
of the experience provided by the Process and Participant(s) of each clause. There are 
however further elements which indicate meanings similar to those of some of the 
circumstances described above, but do not seem to have exactly the same role in the 
clause as these circumstance elements, for example the time element y'ljmg 'already' in the 
relational clause (66):

1. The grammar of a Chinese text
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Medium Process
65. Huodong jieshu, 

activity conclude
'(By the time) the activities were over’

? Identified
66. yying wfi diSn le, 

already five o'clock ASP 
'(it) was already five o'clock,'

This element does refer to time; however, unlike the elements discussed in 1.4.3.3.1
above, it indicates neither location in time or duration through time, rather it places the
action or situation in relation to other events (I noted in section 1.4.3.2.3 above that this
identifying clause draws a relation with the whole of the previous clause).

Another example involves performing two actions in a particular sequence:

Time ? Process
62. YihuTr zdi kan, 

a-while further look 
'Look at (them) in a while,'

Agent ? Process
63. ni xian qu xi yi xi. 

you first go wash one wash 
'go and have a wash/jr^r.'

The elements 7m  'further, again' (not represented in the English translation) and xidn
'first' put the two actions of 'looking' and 'washing' in a definite sequence of the first
after the second. A similar example indicates the relationship of one action to a series of
previous actions:

Process Range
15. xia le b ^  

finish ASP work 
'Having finished work,'
Medium ? Process Range

16. w6 hdi d6i qii bSihuodMou
I still must go department store
'I still had to go to the department store'

The element hdi 'still, also' in clause (16), implies that there have been a whole series of 
actions previous to going to the department store.

The role of these elements is to link the experience of one clause with that of preceding or 
following clauses; in other words, they represent one of the ways of joining clauses 
together (a topic that will be examined in more detail in section 2.3 below). In terms of 
how they relate to the other experiential elements of the clause, these elements are unlike 
other circumstances in always appear in the position immediately preceding the Process. 
Still other elements indicating meanings of time also serve to join clauses together, but 
appear at the very end of the clause, after the Process. In the following example, the
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element yihdu 'after' indicates that the second action happens after the first, while the 
element hdi, as in clause(16) above, signals that this particular action comes at the end of 
a series of actions:

Time Process Range ?
12. xiawii xia yihdu, 

afternoon finish work after 
'in the afternoon after finishing work,’

Medium ? Process Range
13. cmshichSng hai km men’r 

market still open door MOD 
'the markets would still be open'

Since these elements express meanings of sequence in time, I will term them 
circumstances of sequence. This analysis, however, is only provisional, since such 
elements cannot be explained fully in terms of the experiential organisation of each clause, 
but rather in terms of the relationship between clauses, something I will come back to in 
the next chapter (section 2.3.1).

1.4.3.3.6 Summary o f types of Circumstance The types of circumstance in
the text can be generalised as the system of CIRCUMSTANCE TYPE, as set out in Fig. 1.23 
below. The features of this system show the choices taken up in this text in indicating 
features of the setting of each experience. It can be seen that circumstances of time, and 
quasi-circumstances of sequence (in time) are most prominent, as we would expect from 
a text that is so focussed on recounting the actions of the participants during their 
individual busy days.
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clause

P  location 

-  duration
— time —

— cause

benefit

— degree

— sequence

Figure 1.22: The system o f  CIRCUMSTANCE TYPE in Memory

1 . 4 . 4  Experiential organisation from context to text to clause: 
the relationship between experiential semantics and 
experiential lexicogrammar in Memory

In the previous two sections, I examined the experiential organisation of the text at the 
strata of discourse-semantics and lexicogrammar, i.e. in terms of the meanings of the
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whole text and the wordings of each individual clause. In this section, I will show the 
relationships between the experiential patterns I have identified at these different strata. 
Firstly, I will briefly summarise the experiential features of the lexicogrammar, i.e. the 
system of TRANSmviTY.

l—  unranged

PROCESS

TYPE

clause

—  material
middle

-  effective
•— ranged

—  ascriptive ■<

r

V.

relational

—  mental

—  verbal

— ascribed to entity

-  ascribed to situation

— graded

-  ungraded

— existential

— identifying

— locational

— phenomenal

— reporting

received 

verbalised

CIRCUMSTANCE

TYPE

ASPECT

PHASE

sequential

circumstantial

neutral

marked

neutral

marked

I- quoting

^  time
I— location

-  duration
— degree

— benefit

— manner

Figure 1.24: The system of TRANSITTVrTY in Memory

Fig. 1.24 above brings together the distinctions recognised so far, dividing them into two 
main simultaneous systems: the system of PROCESS TYPE, with its main choices of
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[material], [ascriptive], [relational], [mental], or [verbal], and the system of 
CIRCUMSTANCE TYPE, with its main choices of [time], [cause], [degree], [benefit] or 
[sequence].

How do the grammatical choices in each clause of the text relate to the semantic choices 
over the text as a whole? Tables 1.10 and 1.11 below set out the choices from the two 
systems of CONTENT RELATIONS and TRANSITIVITY respectively, in the opening section 
of the text (clauses 1-17).

1. The grammar of a Chinese text

17.

I. whole
type

jintian
today

type mang-si 
busy to death

2. type mang
busy

3 action sh ^ g  + affect. 
subtype go-to

ban
work

4. action xia + affect. 
subtype finish

ban
work

5. action m2i + 
subtype buy

affect. cm
food

6. huf-lai 
subtype return come

7. action zuo + 
subtype cook

aff?Pt. fan
meal

8. part zh5ngwii
midday

action dao + 
subtype reach

affect.
whole

youjii
post-office

9. action ii + 
subtype post

affect.
part

xin
letter

10. action jingguo 
subtype pass-by

+ affect, cmshichang 
subtype market

11. action mSi + 
subtype buy

affect. cM
food

12. part xiawd action xia + affect, 
afternoon subtype finish

ban
work

13. affect-
subtype

caishichSng + 
market

action kai men’r 
be open

14. subtype shijian 
time

15. actipn
subtype

xia + aff?ct. 
finish

ban
work

16. actor w6 action qii + affect, baihuodaloil
I subtype go

action mSi + affect. 
subtype buy

subtype department-store

qiiixie
sandshoes

Table 1.10: CONTENT RELATIONS choices in the opening section of Memory
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1.
Time
jintian
today

Process: ascr. 
mang-si 
busy die

2.
Process: ascr.
mang
busy

Range
shenme
what

3.
Process: mat. 
sh^ g  
attend

Range
ban
work

4.
Process: mat.
xia
finish

Range
ban
work

5.
Process: mat.
mii
buy

Medium
cM
food

6.
Process: mat. 
hui-lai, 
return come

7.
Sequence
hai
still

Process: mat.
zuo
cook

Medium
fan.
meal

8.
Time
ZhongwiI
midday

Process: mat.
dao
reach

Range 
youjii 
post office

9.
Process: mat. 
ji le 
post ASP

Medium 
yi feng xin, 
one MEAS letter

10.
Process: mat.
jingguo
pass-by

Range
cmshichSng,
market

11.
Sequence
hai
still

Process: mat. 
mSi le 
buy ASP

Medium 
diin cai. 
little food

12.
Time
xiawii
afternoon

Process: mat.
xia
finish

Range Sequence 
ban yihou, 
work after

13.
Medium
cmshichang
market

Sequence
hai
still

Process: mat.
kai
open

Range
men’r
door

14.
Location
nJr
where

Process: rel.
y6u
exist

Existent
shijian
time

15.
Process: mat. 
xia le 
finish ASP

Range
ban
work

16.
Medium
w6
I

Sequence
hai
still

Process: mat. 
qu
go

Range
bSihuo
departr

17.
Benefit 
ggi XiSoming 
for Xiaoming

Process: mat.
m3i
buy

Medium
qiiixie.
sandshoe

Table 1.11: TRANSmviTY choices in the opening section of Memory
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Examining first the text-based contents relations analysis in Table 1.10, we can note first 
of all that it reveals the prominence of the doings of the interactants at different times of 
the day. The taxonomy relations then show how the different times and doings are 
related, either as subtypes of a type: e.g. 'busy' - 'go to work', 'finish work', 'buy 
food', 'cook meals'; or as parts of a whole: e.g. 'today' - 'morning', 'afternoon'. An 
analysis of the taxonomy relations also picks up relationships between less prominent 
aspects of the experience such as the place where certain doings go on and the doings 
themselves: e.g. 'post office' - 'post letters'; 'market' - 'buy food'; and 'department 
store' - 'buy shoes'. The expectancy relations between actions and those entities causing 
or being affected by the actions are, as noted in section 1.4.2 above, mostly predictable 
from the taxonomy relations. It is, however, significant that the main focus here is on the 
relation between action and affected, with an expUcit actor only mentioned once, in clause 
(16), since the actors are mostly the interactants Mum and Dad, and thus presumed from 
the context (see section 1.2.2 above).

Turning to the clause-based transitivity analysis in Table 1.11, we find that it gives us a 
more focussed picture of how each separate experience, as expressed by a single clause, 
is put together. Only in the transitivity analysis do we get a sense of the different kinds of 
experience, as expressed by the different types of Process in each clause. Although, as 
noted in section 1.4.3.1 above, the majority of the clauses in the text contain material 
Process, i.e. represent doings and happenings, there are exceptions, significant in that 
they appear at key points in the interaction. At the very beginning of the text, in clause 
(1), Mum uses an ascriptive process to sum up and comment on her doings of the day, 
and later in the text when Dad seems to be challenging her on this point, she uses a 
relational process in clause (14) to stress her absence of time. The transitivity analysis 
also shows how particular semantic motifs are construed in the text in various ways. For 
example, the motif of point of time is expressed in clauses (1), (8) and (12) as a 
circumstance, i.e. as a feature of the setting, but that of duration of time (expressed as a 
circumstance later in the text in clause (73)) is expressed in clause (14), for rhetorical 
effect, as an Existent, i.e. as a (metaphorical) entity located in place. In contrast to the 
expression of time, place is construed not as a feamre of the setting but rather as falling 
within the scope of certain material Processes, i.e. as a Range participant indicating 
location or destination in clauses (8), (10) and (16).

Various grammatical items, by definition not picked up by the content relations analysis 
which focuses on lexical items, make explicit the order in time in which certain actions 
occur, largely implicit elsewhere through the order in which the clauses appear. These are 
the items described in section 1.4.3.3.5 above as circumstances of Sequence, such as hdi 
'still' in clauses (7), (11) and (16), indicating that the particular action of a clause takes its
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place in a series of actions, as well as yihdu 'after' in (12) and the as yet unanalysed 
"particle" le in (15) (see section 2.1 below), both of which indicate that one action takes 
place before another happens. A minor semantic motif, indicating the person who benefits 
from the action, is expressed as a circumstance in clause (17).

The transitivity analysis also reveals a key distinction overlooked by the content relations 
analysis; that between the two different kinds of affected in material clauses: the entity 
through which the action takes place, i.e. Medium, and the scope of the action itself, i.e. 
Range. This section of the text contains almost twice the number of material clauses with 
Medium and or Range, i.e. middle clauses, as opposed to clauses with Medium and 
Agent (never explicitly expressed in this part of the text), i.e. effective clauses. Thus what 
this analysis shows is a predominance of actions construed as taking place or happening 
without any explicit causer, which again fits in with the picture Mum is building up of 
herself being overtaken by the swirl of activities. The relationship between the semantic 
patterning of the text as a whole and the grammatical patterning of each clause can be seen 
as one of the grammar providing a local expression and interpretation of the various 
semantic motifs through the text.

This description of the experiential lexicogrammar of this text was based on a meaningful 
and contextual interpretation of certain patterns in wording. Two layers of experiential 
meaning were recognised : the semantic one defined by the system of CONTENT 
RELATIONS, as identified by the lexical strings running through the text; and the 
grammatical one defined by the system of TRANSmviTY. In contrast to the textual 
systems of THEME and INFORMATION, realised by peaks of prominence, and the 
interpersonal system of MOOD, realised by interpersonal "clusterings" at particular 
boundaries in the clause, the features of the transitivity system work through the 
interaction of a central Process with its associated Participant(s) and optional 
circumstances. These Processes fall into five different kinds, defined by different 
configurations of participants. The identification of these types is not so much a matter of 
course as with the textual and interpersonal functions, since particular participants, and 
sometimes even the Process, may be omitted, and the ordering of participants may vary. 
We therefore may need to apply "probe questions" to identify particular participants.

Overall in this chapter, I have built up a grammatical description of a single text, not 
bringing in any other evidence from outside the text, and attempting to link various 
meaning features of the text with particular realisations in wording and sound. This 
description is of course only a provisional one, and the process of building it up has 
raised many questions about both the description itself and the theoretical framework 
which need to be further explored. It is nevertheless a very valuable exercise to attempt to
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be totally accountable to the text data, and make the text itself and the interpretation of its 
patterns the centre of focus, rather than regarding it merely as a dispensable adjunct to the 
description.

1. The grammar of a Chinese text
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Chapter 2: Modelling grammatical structure in 
Chinese

In Chapter 1,1 set out a preliminary grammatical description of a single spoken Chinese 
text in a way that maintained the focus on the text itself, and kept very clear the 
relationship between the descriptive framework and the data from which it was derived.
In this chapter I will turn the focus on to the description, examining the assumptions on 
which it was based, and bringing out further aspects of patterns in the text that were 
glossed over. This will be done mainly by examining the notion of function, in the 
sense of a functional element of structure, but will also involve the related notion of rank 
(Halliday 1961: 254-259, 1994: 23), i.e. different levels of constituency, and the 
complementary notion of class (Halliday 1961: 259-263, 1994: 28-29), i.e. the different 
kinds of units that can fill places in structure.

I will then examine more closely the notion of structure itself, showing how the different 
metafunctional meanings which link the wording of each clause to the meanings of the 
text as a whole and the variables of the context of situation define different types of 
structure (Halliday 1979). We can recognise four different types: the cumulative textual 
structures that "flow" from point to point of prominence; the prosodic interpersonal 
structures that "spread" over various stretches of wording; the constituent experiential 
structures that are made up of units of different sizes which fit into each other; and an 
extra kind to characterise relationships between clauses, the recursive logical structures 
that recycle the same variables in open-ended succession.

Such a multifunctional view of structure challenges the notion of the clause as a fixed unit 
with determinate boundaries; rather we are forced to see it as a unit of unification, the 
common denominator of a number of different functional structures. It is the interaction 
of all these different types of functional meaning that determines the actual form of 
grammatical structures produced in response to varying discourse pressures.

2.0 Grammatical system and grammatical structure

In the analysis of the clauses in one Chinese text in the previous chapter, various elements 
were identified as filling certain roles in the multi-functional organisation of the clause, 
i.e. as functional elements or functions. These functions could be seen as forming 
different structures, with structure conceived of as functional structure: i.e. not merely 
as a formal assemblage of components, but rather a meaningful reflection and expression 
of particular semantic features and situational variables. Different function structures
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serve to express features selected from different grammatical systems (Halliday 1961: 
263-268,1994:15), where the notion of system is conceived of as defining the 
meaningful options open to a grammatical unit like the clause (we saw that there were 
different options open to a semantic unit like the text). In this multi-functional approach 
each clause is analysed as composed of a number of different but simultaneous function 
structures: in other words, the actual structure of a clause is a sort of "mix" of different 
structures. This type of analysis is summarised in Fig. 2.1 below.

2. Modelling grammatical structure in Chinese

functional type system functions

THEME
textual

Theme, Rheme

INFORMATION Given, New

interpersonal MOOD Predicator, Negotiator, Polarity, 
Element, Vocative____________

experiential TRANSITIVITY Process (various types), 
Participant(s) (various types), 
Circumstance(s) (various types)

Figure 2.1: A framework for the multi-functional analysis of the clause in Chinese

This type of framework allows us to identify three separate structures in each clause (one 
textual, one interpersonal, one experiential) plus an extra structure, also textual, of the 
tone group, which in the default case corresponds to the clause. The following example 
has been analysed for these four types of structure, as defined by the four systems of 
THEME and INFORMATION (texUial), MOOD (interpersonal) and TRANSmviTY  

(experiential):

THEME Theme Rheme

INFORMATION Gi- New -ven

MOOD Predicator Negotiator

TRANSmVITY Medium

13.
Sequence Process Range

cMshichSng hdi kai men’r ma!
market still open door MOD
'the markets would still be open!'

From this analysis, it can be seen that different function structures highlight or pick out 
different elements of the clause (in the following discussion I will for the sake of 
convenience refer to information structure as being "of the clause" unless considering 
cases where it is not coterminous with the clause). Some elements, such as the particle ma 
seem to correspond to only a single function, the interpersonal one of Negotiator. Others, 
like the verb kdi 'open' have a double function as Predicator (interpersonal) and Process
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(experiential). Furthermore, the different functional systems seem to define different 
kinds of structure. Textual structures work globally, dividing the clause into two inter
dependent parts (cf Matthiessen 1992); the interpersonal structure picks out only a small 
number of separated elements (cf Martin 1992); while the experiential structure is the 
most comprehensive, giving almost every element of the clause its own distinct function. 
This kind of account makes a number of assumptions about the way clauses are 
organised, and about the best way to "pick apart" the different strands of grammatical 
analysis. In the following sections I will examine some of these issues, and set out some 
of the descriptive and theoretical parameters that enter into this kind of functional account 
of clause patterning.

2.1 Defining the boundaries for the realisation of grammatical 
systems: rank and structure

In the description of the clause in Chinese set out in Chapter 1, not every single element 
of the clause was analysed at one go. Instead four different functional structures were 
identified which together made up the actual structure of the clause, structures that 
reflected the different ways in which each clause was related to the text and beyond that to 
the situation of the text. At the same time, each clause element was not analysed 
separately, but rather, in many cases, grouped into larger wholes with a distinct role in 
the clause. This initial assumption lying behind the analyses of clause structure done so 
far can be summarised as follows:
Assumption 1: only certain elements or combinations of elements in the clause are

relevant to the organisation of the clause as a whole.
Stated more generally, grammatical form is multilayered, or as Halliday puts it (1961: 
250-251):

Language is patterned activity. At the formal [i.e. lexicogrammatical EMcD] level, the patterns 

are patterns of meaningful organisation; certain regularities are exhibited over certain stretches of 

language activity. An essential feature of the stretches over which formal patterns is that they are 

of varying extent.

HaUiday goes on to characterise these "stretches...of varying extent" as units, i.e. 
stretches of language exhibiting specific patterns, and to state that "the units of grammar 
form a hierarchy". The description of the clause in Ch.l above as a grammatical unit did 
not exhaust the potential patterning of the wording of the text, but only focussed on those 
patterns which could be directly related to the semantic and contextual features of the text. 
Thus I did not analyse each clause as made up directly of what would normally be 
considered its smallest units, i.e. its words, but rather grouped these words into 
intermediate units, which we could thus call (word) groups (Halliday 1961: 253) which

2. Modelling grammatical structure in Chinese
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were directly relevant to the patterning of the clause. We could think of these different 
units as a series of boxes fitting inside each other; or to use the more usual two- 
dimensional metaphor, as a series of steps going from the largest at the top to the smallest 
at the bottom. This series of units could be thought of forming a grade or scale (cf 
Halliday 1961:268) of larger to smaller, with the individual steps themselves known as 
ranks. Elements at each rank are made up of or constituted by elements at lower ranks;
i.e. the relationship between ranks is one of constituency. Figure 2.2 below shows the 
rank scale used here to describe clauses in the Chinese tex t; 
clause

group
word

morpheme

Figure 2.2: The rank scale in Chinese

Thus a clause is made up of groups, groups are made up of words, and words are made 
up of morphemes. Given this hierarchy of units, some form of which (with some slight 
differences in terminology) would be standard for most descriptions of Chinese grammar, 
there are two main ways in which relations between the individual units can be analysed. 
The first, known as "immediate constituent analysis" (see e.g. Matthews 1981: 78), 
common in slightly modified form in much Mainland Chinese linguistic literature as 
cengcifenxlfd "level analysis" (cf Wu & Hou 1982), reflects a conception of grammatical 
structure which successively fits smaller units into larger (or more commonly, in reverse, 
divides larger units into smaller) in a way that reflects "the order in which [they] are 
combined" (Halliday 1994: 20).

To take a concrete example from the text, such as (18) below, we can posit the following
order of combination (the interjection ei 'oh' which is only peripherally part of the
structure of the clause (see below), can be disregarded for the purposes of the analysis):
18. Ei, w5 yao de nei bgn shu, nl g6i w6 jie-lai le ma?

oh, I want SUB that MEAS book you for me borrow come ASP MOD
'Oh, that book I wanted, did you borrow (it) for me?'

stage 1; v/6 yao de nei b6n shu, / nil gfii w6 jie-lai le ma?
I want SUB that MEAS book you for me borrow come ASP MOD

stage2: rilg6iw5jie-lai le/ ma?
you for me borrow come ASP MOD

stage 3: ni ggi w6 jie-lai / le
you for me borrow come ASP

stage 4; n i/ ggi w6 jie-lai
you for me borrow come

stage 5: g6iw6/ jie-lai
for me borrow come

2. Modelling grammatical structure in Chinese
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and so on. As can be seen from this simplified demonstration such an approach works 
best with larger units that split fairly clearly into smaller units. Grammatical words such 
as le or ma cause problems for this kind of analysis, since in their meaning they seem to 
belong rather to the clause as a whole rather than to any one part of it (see the discussion 
of prosodic structure in section 2.2.2 below).

A contrasting method of analysis, known as "ranked constituent analysis" (Hudson 1967;
Halhday 1994: 20), which has been implicitly adopted so far in the present study,
combines smaller units only into "sequences that have some function relative to a larger
unit" (Halliday 1994: 22), or more specifically, a function relative to the next highest
rank. Thus rather than combining units one by one into larger units, we use the rank scale
to group sequences of units into functional wholes. Taking the same example from the
text, clause (18), we can use this kind of analysis to identify a fairly simple organisation
at clause rank, in other words, a fairly small number of groups, each of which has a
distinct (transitivity) function:

Medium Agent Circ: benefit Process
18. Ei, w5 yao de nei bSn shu, nl ggi w6 jie-lai lema?

oh, I want SUB that MEAS book you for me borrow come ASP MOD
'Oh, that book I wanted, did you borrow (it) for me?'

We can identify the following elements in this clause:
• 4 groups, each with a distinct (transitivity) function: i.e. Medium, Agent, 

circumstance of Benefit, material Process
• 3 additional elements which do not seem to fit into the groups already identified

How do we explain these "additional" elements? The one at the beginning of the clause, 
the element ei 'oh' was explained in section 1.3.3 above as part of the interpersonal 
structure of the clause, as an Exclamation (attention-getting element). Similar 
"interjections" like d in clause (2) and ei in clause (64) are often considered as not really 
forming part of the main grammatical structure of the clause - Chao (1968: 815) points 
out that they are often anomalous in other ways as well, for example they may contain 
sounds not used otherwise in the language - so I will not discuss such elements further 
here. The final element ma was also explained in section 1.3.3 as part of the interpersonal 
structure of the clause, specifically as a Negotiator marking the clause as a polar 
interrogative. Structurally then, it seems to belong to the clause as a whole, rather than to 
any individual group. The element, /e, not explained in the initial clause analysis, could 
similarly be considered part of the experiential structure of the whole clause, since it 
indicates a sort of abstract time meaning to do with the experience as a whole ("this is

2. Modelling grammatical structure in Chinese

' In a level analysis version, function labels such as z/iuyu 'subject', weiyu 'predicate' etc would be 
applied to each immediate constituent: for details, see Wu & Hou 1982: 1-16.
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currently the case"). Such words are traditionally explained as grammatical "helping 
words" (Chinese zhuci) which perform certain functions in the clause but have no 
(lexical) meaning of their own. The question of where they fit in the structure of the 
clause will be taken up below.

In the analysis given in the previous chapter of grammatical organisation at clause rank, in 
other words the structure of the clauses in the text, only the groups making up each clause 
were identified, and any internal organisation of the groups themselves, i.e. the words of 
which they were made up, was ignored. In order to analyse a clause fully, we would 
need to do several "runs" of analysis: firstly at clause rank, analysing the different groups 
that make up the clause, and secondly at group rank, analysing the different words that 
make up each group. (A third run of analysis, at word rank, analysing the morphemes 
that make up each word, is only peripherally relevant to understanding the grammatical 
organisation of Chinese - much less than it would be for languages with an elaborated 
word morphology such as the inflected Russian, or the agglutinative Turkish - and will 
therefore not be considered in detail here). I will briefly outline the implications of this 
method of analysis below.

Although, in the conception of constituency relations defined by the rank scale, clauses 
are made up of groups and groups are made up of words, the nature of this constituency 
relationship is different within the different ranks. While in the structure of the clause, 
each group element plays a separate and distinct role, with no one element being more 
central or important structurally than the other, in the structure of the group, in contrast, 
there is usually a central word (Chinese zhongxlnyu ) or Head of which all the other 
elements are an expansion. This means that we should be able to take each group and 
reduce it to its Head. For instance, a clause like (18) where, with the exception of the 
element realising Agent, each group contains more than one word, can be turned into the 
modified (18') below, where most of the groups have been reduced to a single word (the 
Head of each group in both examples has been underlined):

Medium Agent Benefit Process
18. Ei, w6 yao de nei b6n shu, rfi ggi w6 jie -lai le ma?

oh, I want SUB that MEAS book you for me borrow come ASP MOD
'Oh, that book I wanted, did you borrow (it) for me?'

Medium Agent Benefit Process
18’. Ei, ^  ifi ggi w6 jie lema?

oh, book you for me borrow ASP MOD
'Oh, the book, did you borrow (it) for me?'

The only group that seems to resist reduction in this way is the circumstance of Benefit
gei wo 'for me'; that is, neither one of its elements can be understood as the expansion of
the other. Although together they realise a single function in the structure of the clause,

2. Modelling grammatical structure in Chinese
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internally this group seems more like a little clause itself with two separate functions like 
Process and Participant.

Thus it seems that, once we start analysing the structure of each group, it is not enough to 
simply characterise the function of the group as a whole in the clause in order to explain 
its internal makeup. In fact, the notion of the rank scale, set up to account for different 
patterns at different levels of structure, predicts that it should not. We can note, however, 
that the structure of different groups can be broadly divided according to the three-way 
functional division of participant, process and circumstance: in other words, that the 
groups filling these three different types of function tend to be characterised by three 
different kinds of element. We may characterise these groups as differing in class, with 
the notion of class "set up to account for likeness between events of the same rank" 
(Halliday 1961: 259), in other words, defining the kinds of units that can realise a 
particular function. The best way to get at these differences is to return to the notion of 
expansion around a central Head. When we examine the three different kinds of groups 
we find that they exhibit different kinds of expansion. This brings me to the second 
assumption made in this kind of analysis:
Assumption 2: elements in the clause need to be characterised not only by their 

actual role (function) but also by their general grammatical 
potential (class)

In terms of the conception of structure as function structure, i.e. as a concatenation of 
meaningful elements, the notion of class must also be a meaningful as well as a structural 
one. Therefore in characterising the class of different groups as indicating their general 
"grammatical potential" (Halliday 1994: 29), we should be able to identify a particular 
general meaning - in effect the meaning of the Head - and then different kinds of possible 
relationships between the Head and the other elements of the group. In the following 
discussion I will characterise the different types of group identified in this text according 
to the meaning of the Head, and the relationship of the expanding elements to the Head.
a. An unexpandable group, i.e. a group in which there is only a Head, commonly 

represents one of three things:
i. an entity or individual identified by their role in the speech exchange, e.g. 

m 'you', wo T
ii. an entity or individual identified by name, e.g. Xiaoming
iii. a single point in time: e.g. jintian ’today’

b. A group expandable towards the beginning, i.e. with the Head at the end, 
commonly represents an entity or individual that can be further identified by:
i. specifying it, e.g. nei ben shu 'that book'
ii. describing it, e.g. wo yao de shu 'the book I wanted'

2. Modelling grammatical structure in Chinese
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All of the Heads in groups of types a. and b. have in common that they name an entity of 
some kind: either concrete, like a person or an object; or abstract, like a point in time, we 
may thus term this kind of Head a Thing (cf Halliday 1994: 180). Collectively Things 
are traditionally characterised as nominal in class, and groups made up of such elements 
can be called nominal groups (cf Halliday 1994: 180). Nominal groups tend to 
function as either participants or circumstances in the transitivity structure of the clause.

c. A group expandable towards the end usually represents an action, state, relation 
etc., and can be further characterised by:
i. its direction, e.g.jie-lai 'borrow come’: i.e. the direction of borrowing is 
'towards the speaker' (here used metaphorically to mean 'into the speaker's 
hands')
ii. its result, e.g. mdng-si 'busy die': i.e. the result of the speaker's busyness 
is her death (also obviously metaphorical!)

The Heads in groups of type c. have in common that they indicate a happening of some 
kind - what was referred to in section 1.4.3. above as a Process - we may thus rename 
this kind of Head an Event (cf Halliday 1994: 196). Collectively Events are traditionally 
characterised as verbal in class, and groups made up of such elements can be called 
verbal groups (cf Halliday 1994: 196). Verbal groups normally function as Process in 
the transitivity structure of the clause.

d. A group with two separate elements, analogous to the process + participant of a 
clause, usually represents some feature of the setting: i.e. what was referred to in 
section 1.4.3.1 above as a circumstance. Groups of this kind contain elements of 
two different types:
i. an event: e.g. gei 'for' (cf the action gei 'to give')
ii. and an entity: e.g. wo T, Xiaoming 'Xiaoming'

The first of these elements is similar to the Event in a verbal group, while the second 
element is identical to the Thing of the unexpandable type of nominal group. Since the 
verbal element only occurs in a clause which already contains another verbal group we 
could therefore characterise the class of this group as coverbial (i.e. 'with the verb') (cf 
Li & Thompson 1974). However, as was pointed out above, this kind of group is not 
really a group at all, as it does not contain a central Head with other elements expanding 
that Head, but is structured more like a little clause. Rather than calling this a group 
(Chinese ciz.u 'word group'), we could indicate its mixed status by referring to it as a 
phrase (Chinese duanyu 'short sentence'). I will therefore refer to such elements as 
coverbial phrases.

2. Modelling grammatical structure in Chinese
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Each group class can be classified into subclasses (the traditional terms for these
subclasses given below £ire mainly adapted from Zhu 1982) by identifying the
possibilities for the Head to be expanded, and the relationship between the Head and the
expanded elements. Looking first at nominal groups, i.e. those with a Thing as Head, we
find several subclasses of Thing that are very rarely expanded: for example, those
traditionally known as pronouns such as m 'you' in clause (18) above, and those
traditionally known as proper nouns (i.e. names of individuals) such as Xidoming in
clause (17). In contrast, the other main subclass of Thing, the elements traditionally
called common nouns, such as shu 'book' in (18) above, have the possibility of being
expanded to an enormous extent. The simplest kind of expansion is to add elements that
specify the Head in some way; for example:
unexpanded Thing specified Thing
shu 'a book, books' 18. nei bgn shu 'that book'

In this example, there are two elements that jointly specify the Thing. The first, nei 'that', 
indicates the location of the Thing in relation to the speaker, and is traditionally called a 
demonstrative element. The second, ben, identifies the Thing as belonging to a 
particular type or class of thing, in this case "reading matter"; this is commonly referred to 
in the English language literature as a classifier (Li & Thompson 1981: 104), but in order 
to avoid confusion with the notion of grammatical class, I will instead refer to such 
elements as measures (this term corresponds more closely to the accepted Chinese term 
liangci 'measure word'), since they normally appear when the Thing is measured by 
amount, expressed by a numeral such as yi 'one' with the measure feng  in clause (9) 
below:
unexpanded Thing specified Thing
xin 'a letter, letters' 9. yi feng xin 'one letter, a (particular) letter,'
As well as specifying elements, we may also add elements that describe the thing in some
way (the exact class of these elements will be discussed below); for example:

unexpanded Thing described Thing
shu 'a book, books' w6 yao de shu 'the book I want'
Both specifying and describing elements may occur together, as in the original example
from the text:

describing specifying Thing
(18) wdyaode neibdn shu...

I want SUB that MEAS book 
'that book I wanted...'

In summary, a nominal group is one whose Head is nominal, i.e. represents an entity, 
and may thus be called a Thing. A nominal group expands towards the beginning, i.e. the 
Thing is at the end. Within the nominal group are several subclasses, some of which may
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function as Thing, others may only function in conjunction with a Thing. Fig. 2.3 below 
sets out the functions in nominal group structure and the different subclasses that realise 
them. The function labels are chosen to show their relationship to the subclass of element 
by which they are commonly realised: e.g. the function Deictic ("pointer") realised by 
the nominal subclass of demonstrative; the function Numerator realised by the nominal 
subclass of numeral; the Descriptor, i.e. the function which describes the Thing, is a 
special case which will be discussed below 2. However, since this relationship is not 
one-to-one, in other words the same function is not always realised by the same subclass, 
it is important to keep the two types of label distinct. In indicating structures, the raised 
caret, denotes that functions normally appear in that order; thus Deictic ^ Measure 
Thing means Deictic followed by Measure/o/toweJ by Thing.

2. Modelling grammatical structure in Chinese

function structure meaning subclass example

a. Thing unique interactant 

unique individual 

unspecified entity 

point in time

pronoun 

proper noun 

common noun 

time noun

ni you

Xidoming 'Xiaoming' 

fan 'meal'

jintian 'today'______

b. Deictic  ̂Measure 

^Thing

relation to speaker 

type of entity 

pointed out entity

demonstrative 

measure 

common noun

nei ben shu 'that book'

c. Numerator  ̂

Measure Thing

amount 

type of entity 

quantified entity

numeral 

measure 

common noun

yi feng xin 'one letter'

d. Descriptor  ̂

Thing

description

described entity

(part of) clause 

common noun

wd ydo de shu 'the book I 

wanted'

Nominal group functions in Chinese

In contrast to nominal groups, where expansion invariably occurs before the Head or 
Thing, in verbal groups expansion normally occurs both following and preceding the 
Head, i.e. the Event. The role of Event is always filled by an element of the same 
subclass, that traditionally known as verb. The most common type of verbal group 
expansion after the Event is to add elements that fill out or extend the Event in some way, 
as in clause (18) where the action jie ’borrow’ is extended in a direction:

2 These function labels are largely adapted from Halliday's description of English (1994: Ch.6); the term 
"Descriptor" is my own.
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unexpanded Event extended Event
jie'borrow ' 18. jie-lai'borrow come - borrow so that it comes (to

the speaker, i.e. into the speaker's hands)
The Event in clause (1) below contains a different kind of extension, in this case, to a
result:

unexpanded Event extended Event
mang 'be busy' 1. mang-si 'be (so) busy (that I) die' (in a

metaphorical sense)
Such elements are traditionally called complements, because they fill out or complete the 
meaning of the Event. However, because the term complement is used to mean a number 
of quite different things in different linguistic traditions I will instead refer to verbal 
elements following the Event as postverbs: a term adapted from Halliday's 
"postpositive verb" (1956: 203) to indicate a verbal element that follows the (main) verb 
(Simon (1958) uses the term "postverb" in a narrower sense than that employed here). 
Postverbs realise the verbal group function of Extension (see sections 4.1.4, 4.2.2.2 
below).

There is another type of verbal element that adds meanings indicating such things as the
speaker's obligation to perform the action. Compare the unexpanded Event in clause (5)
with the expanded Event in clause (7):

unexpanded Event expanded Event
5. m5i (cm) 'buying (food)' 7. dgi zuo (fan) 'must cook (the meal)’
Elements such as dei 'must, have to' in (7) are traditionally called auxiliaries because
they "help out", in some abstract sense, the meaning of the verb. These were analysed in
section 1.3.3 above as filling the interpersonal clause function of Modality in conjunction
with the Predicator; arguments against considering them as part of verbal group structure
will be given in section 4.2.1 below.

In summary, a verbal group is one whose Head is verbal, i.e. represents a process, i.e. 
an action, state, relation, and so on, and so may be called an Event. A verbal group 
commonly expands towards the end, i.e. the Event is at the beginning. The expanded 
elements have the function of Extension, i.e. they extend the process represented by the 
Event to a result, or in a direction. (As noted above, the type of expansion realised by the 
verbal subclass of auxiliary has not been assigned a group function here.) Fig. 2.4 below 
sets out the different functions in the verbal group and the subclasses of verbal elements 

that realise them.

 ̂The different uses of this term are discussed in McDonald 1996: Section 2.
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function structure meaning subclass example

a. Event undifferentiated action, 

state, relation, etc

verb mdi 'buy'

tdoyan 'be annoying' 

zm 'to be at' 

zhldao ’know’ 

shuo 'say'

b. Event  ̂Extension action, state, etc verb

i. result postverb mdng-si 'busy die’

ii. direction postverb jie-lai 'borrow come'

c. (Modality) obligation to perform auxiliary dei 'must'

(Predicator) action, etc verb zud 'make'

Figure 2.4: Verbal group functions in Chinese

Another type of verbal element occurs in conjunction with a nominal element in the
coverbial phrase, such as g h  'for' in clause (17) and gen 'with' in clause (22):
17. ggiXiaoming mSiqiuxie. 

for Xiaoming buy sandshoe 
'to buy sandshoes for Xiaoming.'

22. nl shenme shlhou gen w5 shuo guo? 
you what time with I speak ASP
'When did you mention (it) to me?

This kind of element is commonly known as a preposition (Li & Thompson 1974) since 
it is normally preposed to or placed before a nominal element. However, since such 
elements are often clearly related to verbs, for example gei 'for' and the verb gei 'to give', 
and always occur in conjunction with the central verb in the clause, I will refer to them 
here as coverbs (Li & Thompson 1974). The function of a coverb is similar to that of 
the process in a clause. However, since it must always occur in conjunction with a 
Process elsewhere in the clause, we can refer to its function as that of Minor Process. The 
participant-like element which always follows it can likewise be called a Minor 
Participant, the latter being, of course, nominal in class. Figure 2.5 below sets out the 
functions in coverbial phrase structure and the classes that realise them.
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function structure meaning subclass example

Minor Process  ̂

Minor Participant

associated action 

entity involved in 

associated action

coverb

nominal group

gei wd 'for me'

gen wd 'with me, to me'

Coverbial phrase functions in Chinese

Aside from the two main group classes of nominal and verbal, there are other classes of 
words that don't seem to form group structures, in other words, they are not expandable 
in the same way as the Thing in the nominal group and the Event in the verbal group. The 
main characteristic of these unexpandable classes is that they always appear in 
conjunction with an element of either nominal or verbal class. These classes, traditionally 
known as adverbs, particles, and conjunctions, are outlined briefly below.

The class of adverbs contains elements whose function is to modify verbal elements; in
other words, to specify particular meanings associated with the action, state, relation, etc,
and thus with the clause as a whole. We can identify two main subtypes of adverb:
experiential and interpersonal. Experiential adverbs form part of the transitivity
structure of the clause, i.e. they modify the Process, indicating meanings of degree, such
as zheme 'so' in the ascriptive clause (20) below:
20. N1 zSnme zheme ji^w kig? 

you how so forgetfiil 
'How could you be so forgetful?'

or sequence, such as hdi 'still, also' in the material clause (16) below;
15. xia le ban 

finish ASP work 
'Having finished work,'

16. vj6 hdidti qu baihuodMou
I still must go department store
'I Still had to go to the department store'

Interpersonal adverbs form part of the mood structure of the clause, i.e. they modify the
Predicator, and indicate meanings of polarity, i.e positive or negative: e.g. bu 'not' and
mei 'haven't, didn't' in clauses (30) and (31) below (the difference between these two
adverbs will be explained in Ch.4);
30. W6 bu zhidao,

I NEG know
'I didn't know,'

31. ni mei gen ŵ 5 shuo. 
you NEG;perf with I speak 
'you didn't tell me.'
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The class of particles contains elements that function as part of either clause structure or
of group structure. Clause particles overlay some sort of abstract meaning on the clause
as a whole and thus commonly appear at the end of the clause. Like adverbs, clause
particles may be either experiential, i.e. part of the transitivity structure of the clause,
such as/e indicating a current situation:in clai^se(l) below: ^
1. Aiya, jln tim  mang-si le\ / , . / >

oh-dear today busy die ASP /  ^ i ^
'Oh, today (I've) been really busyr

or interpersonal, i.e. part of the mood structure of the clause, such as ma indicating an
obvious statement in clause (13) below:
13. cmshichSng hai kaimen ma\ 

market still open door MOD
'the markets would still be open!'

Group particles serve to indicate the particular relations existing between the internal
elements of a group. For instance, the particle de joins the clause and the common noun
in clause (18) below, showing that the relationship between them is one of Descriptor and
Thing (this relationship is not affected by the presence of intervening elements):

Descriptor Deictic Measure Thing
18. wdyao de nei bSn shu...

I want SUB that MEAS book 
'that book I wanted...'

The class of conjunctions contains elements that are, strictly speaking, part of neither 
group nor clause structure; instead they serve as linking elements between clauses. For 
example, the conjunction yihdu 'after' at the end of clause (12) below indicates a 
relationship of sequence in time between this and the following clause:
12. Hm, xiawi5 xiaban yihdu, 

hey afternoon finish work after 
'Hey, in the aftemoon after finishing work,'

13. cmshichSng hai kaimen’r ma! 
market still open door MOD 
'the markets would still be open!'

Conversely, the conjunction nd 'well then' at the beginning of clause (37) links this
clause to a whole stretch of preceding text, introducing one possible solution to the
problem of not having the book that was raised in previous clauses:
37. Nd mingtian qujie ma!

well tomorrow go borrow MOD
'Well go and borrow (it) tomorrow then!'

All the different types of group classes and word subclasses identified so far in the text 
are summed up in Fig. 2.6 below, with their Chinese equivalents supplied.
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group class word class Chinese equivalent

nominal

mingcixing

coimnon noun

proper noun

pronoun

numeral

demonstrative

measure

piitong mingci

zhuanydu mingci

daici

shuci

zhishici

lidngci__________

verbal

ddngcixing

verb

postverb

auxiliary

coverb

ddngci

hduddngci

zhuddngci

tongddngci

adverb fuci

particle zhiici

conjunction Hand

Figure 2.6: Group and word classes in Chinese

From the discussion so far, it may seem as if the types of structure identified using 
ranked constituent einalysis fit neatly into each other from largest to smallest. According to 
this analysis, every clause would be analysed as made up of groups of a number of 
different classes, with each group made up of words of the same class, with one of these 
words functioning as the Head to which the group may be reduced, and the other words 
functioning as the expansion of the Head. There are, of course, two exceptions to this 
model that I have already discussed: firstly, the case of word classes like adverbs and 
particles which do not seem to have any group structure; and secondly, the half-way type 
of structure represented by a coverbial phrase, which contains two elements of different 
classes, the phrase as a whole not being reducible to either element.

However, an exception of a different kind is represented in the initial nominal group of 
clause (18), already given a preliminary analysis above:

Descriptor Deictic Measure
18. w6yao de nei bgn

I want SUB that MEAS book 
'that book I wanted...'

Thing
shu...

This was identified above as made up of a describing element or Descriptor (wo yao de 
'(that) I wanted'), a specifying element, itself composed of a Deictic (nei 'that') and a 
Measure (ben 'reading matter'), and finally the Thing (shu 'book'). The last half of this 
nominal group, i.e. nei ben shu 'that book', is easily analysed as a nominal group made 
up of three nominal words: respectively, demonstrative, measure and common noun. The
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first half of the group, the elements preceding de, i.e. wo yao, by themselves would mean 
something like 'I want (it)' or 'I asked for (it)', and thus seem to be part of a clause.

In this case, however, they are not functioning directly as part of the clause structure, but
instead being used inside the group whose Thing is shii, in order to describe this Thing in
more detail. In terms of the model of ranked constituent analysis, this clause has been
downranked from clause to group (this kind of structural relationship is traditionally
referred to as "embedding" - see Matthews 1981), that is, the experience it represents has
been used in another clause in order to, in this case, describe a participant in the
transitivity structure of that clause. We could indicate this special status by enclosing the
downranked clause in double brackets:

Descriptor Thing
18. [lw6yaol] de ... shu...

I want SUB book
'(the) book (which) I wanted'.

The function of the de here then becomes clearer: it is specifically to mark that the clause
has been downranked to function as a Descriptor to the Thing. Another example of a
rank shifted clause, in which de marks an even more complex experience as Descriptor to
a Thing is given below:

Descriptor Thing
71. [In lr^g w fi ggiril jiel] de sha...

you get I for you borrow SUB book
'(the) book you got me to borrow for you...'

A clause may also be downranked, not in order to describe a Thing, as in the above
examples, but fiinctioning directly as a group in another clause, i.e. as a whole complex
experience functioning as a participant. In the following ascriptive clause, for instance,
the participant function of Carrier is realised by the downranked clause mei you nei ben
shii 'not having that book':

Carrier Degree Process
47. [Imeiydu neib^nshul] zhen tSoyan.

NEC exist that MEAS book really annoying
'not having that book is really annoying.'

In a functionally motivated analysis such as the ranked constituent analysis of the clause 
carried out in Ch. 1, it is important to be able to distinguish what belongs to clause 
structure from what belongs to group structure, in order to be able to trace as clearly as 
possible the functional links between clause and text, and ultimately between text and 
situation. Some of the issues involved in characterising group structure addressed here 
will be taken up again in Ch.4 when I examine one kind of group, the verbal group, in 
more detail. I will now turn from group structure to a critical re-examination of the
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different functional kinds of clause structure - textual, interpersonal and experiential - and 
discuss different ways of modelling them.

2. Modelling grammatical structure in Chinese

2.2 Functional structures of the clause

In the previous section I identified the ranks that were relevant in the analysis of 
grammatical structures - i.e. clause, group (including both group and phrase structures - 
see above), and word - the different functions of structures at these ranks, and the 
different classes of group and word that expressed or realised these functions. At clause 
rank, whose organisation was examined in detail in Chapter 1 ,1 showed there were four 
distinct types of organisation depending on the functional principle involved: the textual 
organisation of the theme and information structures, the interpersonal organisation of the 
mood structure, and the experiential organisation of the transitivity structure. A 
comparison of these four different kinds of strucmre showed that it was the transitivity 
structure that seemed to account for the majority of the elements of the clause, and the 
examination of how these clause functions were constituted at group rank suggested it 
was again largely, though not exclusively, the transitivity structure for which this kind of 
analysis was relevant.

So far I have been assuming a conception of grammatical structure close to a traditional 
one, in which structures can be divided into a number of discrete elements which may 
themselves in turn be further divided into other discrete elements. This conception of 
structure is defined by what are commonly called constituency relationships between its 
elements (Matthews 1981: 73-77). In a constituent structure, elements are parts grouped 
into larger parts and eventually grouped into a whole, just as in the previous section we 
saw how words were combined into groups which formed parts of the whole clause, 
with words having particular functions in the structure of each group and groups having 
particular functions in the structure of the clause. Using the model of the constituent 
structure defined by the system of TRANSmviTY, we can recognise similar constituency 
relationships in the other function structures defined by the systems of THEME, 
INFORMATION, and MOOD, as in the following analysis, repeated from section 2.1 above:

THEME Theme Rheme

INFORMATION Gi- New -ven

MOOD Predicator Negotiator

TRANSmVTTY Medium Sequence Process Range

13. cmshichSng hai kai men’r ma!
market still open door MOD
'the markets would still be open!'
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However, as I pointed out in section 2.1, the other functional structures do not seem to be 
of exactly the same kind as the part-whole transitivity structure. The theme and 
information structures have only two parts, which are not always discrete but may 
overlap (as in the information structure of (13) above); while the mood structure seems to 
ignore the majority of clause elements, focussing on just two or three in each clause, and 
including elements, like the Negotiator ma, which correspond to nothing in the transitivity 
structure. The following sections will re-examine the textual, interpersonal and 
experiential lexicogrammar of Memory, to see whether there are other ways in which 
these different clause structures can be modelled.

2 . 2 . 1  Textual structures in Memory

We can now examine a section of Memory to see how well the analysis introduced in 
Ch.l (sections 1.2.3.1 and 1.2.3.2) captures the textual patterning of the clauses in the 
text. The following extract (clauses 26-29) involves Dad explaining to Mum what he's 
been doing through the day as an explanation for why he wasn't able to borrow the book 
himself. A Theme Rheme structure can be identified in each clause, based on the 
analytical principle put forward in section 1.2.3.1 that the Theme can be recognised as the 
initial element of the clause:

Theme Rheme
26. W6 shangwil sh ^ g  ban,

I morning attend work
'In the morning I went to work,'

Theme Rheme
27. zhongwfi pei wMguo kehu, 

midday escort foreign client
'At lunchtime (I) looked after a foreign client,'

Theme Rheme
28. xiawfl kai hui... 

aftemoon hold meeting 
'In the aftemoon (I) had a meeting...'

Theme Rheme
29. NSr ydu shijian? 

where /  exist time 
!Where would there be the time?'

Interpreting this pattem in the light of the meaning of the THEME system, i.e. to define a 
starting point for the message of each clause, we find that, naturally enough, most of the 
clauses start with information indicating either the identity of the speaker, e.g. wo T in
(26), or the times of day, e.g. zhdngwu 'at lunchtime' in (27). The only exception to this 
pattem is in clause (29), in which Dad sums up how busy he has been by starting the 
message from a query about a (metaphorical) place, e.g. nd^r 'where'. Singling out the
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initial elements of each clause as Themes does therefore seem to identify the important 
information and reflect the way it is being organised as the starting point of the messages 
in the text.

However, if we look again at the first clause of this extract, (26), we find that as well as a 
Theme by which Dad identifies himself as the speaker (wo T)> it also contains 
information on the time of day {shdngwu 'in the morning'), and that this information 
immediately follows the Theme, i.e. comes at the beginning of the Rheme. If we then 
look at the following clauses, (27) & (28), which contain Themes having to do with the 
time of day - zhdngwu 'at lunchtime' and xiawu 'in the afternoon', respectively - we find 
that in order to interpret them correctly we need to assume that the identity of the speaker 
remains constant. In other words, the information identifying Dad as the speaker (wo T) 
has been omitted as presumed information (see section 1.2.2 above), in this case, left out 
because it was akeady stated in (26).

The organisation of these two kinds of information in this extract seems to imply that; (a) 
more than one initial element of the clause may be Theme; and (b) information stated as 
Theme in an earlier clause can be "carried over" to later clauses. This is shown in the 
amended analysis below, with the "omitted" elements supplied in parentheses:

Theme Rheme
26. W6 sh^gwiS shang ban,

I morning attend work
'In the morning I went to work,'

Theme Rheme
27. (w6) zhongwii pei waiguo kehu,

I midday escort foreign client
'At lunchtime (I) looked after a foreign client,'

Theme Rheme
28. (w 5) xiawii km hui...

I afternoon hold meeting
'In the aftemoon (I) had a meeting...'

According to this analysis, clauses (27-28) contain an ellipsed Theme, i.e. an element of 
structure that has been left out, but can be restored (cf Matthews 1981: 38-45). Such 
patterns of ellipsis in the theme structures of a sequence of clauses like this are obviously 
related to the semantic pattems of reference of the text, identified in section 1.2.2 above. 
We could therefore posit that the Theme contains the whole initial section of the clause, 
rather than just the initial element, and it is this whole section that is significant in 
establishing points of departure in each clause and between clauses. Terms like 
"elements" or "sections" still, however, involve a conception of textual structure as a 
constituent one. Halliday (1979; 67-68) has suggested that a more accurate description
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would be of the Theme as a "peak of prominence" which the message of the clause moves 
away from. As far as the present analysis is concerned, this implies that rather than being 
forced to label a single element as Theme, we could think in terms of a gradual lessening 
of thematic prominence from the "peak" at the beginning of each clause. In the 
example below this conception of thematic prominence has been represented by 
borrowing the "hairpin" notation used in music to indicate a change of dynamic - from 
loud to soft or soft to loud - where the open end of the hairpin indicates "louder", i.e. 
greater prominence, and the closed end indicates "softer", i.e. lesser prominence (cf 
Catford 1977/82):

thematic 
prominence

26. W6 sh^gwii shMg ban,
I morning attend work
'In the morning I went to work,'

This analysis suggests that the clause as a message starts with the information most likely 
to orient the message in the context of preceding and following clauses, and ends with 
information least likely to do so (cf Matthiessen 1988). The element of the clause with the 
greatest degree of thematic prominence, e.g. wo T in (26), is prominent enough to be 
carried over as presumed information, i.e. to be ellipsed from the theme structure, in one 
or more following clauses, while another element appearing near the beginning of a 
clause, e.g. shangwu 'in the morning' in (26), is prominent enough to form a pattern 
with similar elements in later clauses. In other words, when we look at the way 
information progresses from one clause to the next, an element with some degree of 
thematic prominence in an earlier clause is likely to be related to thematically prominent 
elements in later clauses, either through being ellipsed as presumed information, like the 
identity of the speaker in (27-28), or being linked to similar kinds of information, like the 
times of day in (26-28):

thematically prominent information 

speaker identity time of day

(26) wd T  shangwCl 'in the morning'
(27) (wd T) zhongwii 'at lunchtime'
(28) (wd 'I') xiawii 'in the afternoon'

The other textual structure, i.e. the information structure of Given and New, which 
defines the focus point of the message, can be interpreted as providing another "peak of 
prominence" in the clause complementary to the Theme, i.e. one of informational 
prominence, with most prominent at the end of the clause and least prominent at the 
beginning: e.g.
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informational
prominence

26.

Given

W6 sh^gwfl sh ^ g  ban,
I morning attend work
'In the morning I went to work,'

New

The information structure of the clause proceeds from the information that is the most 
recoverable, i.e. Given, to that which is the least recoverable, i.e. New (see discussion in 
section 1.2.3.2 above). If we then combine these two types of textual patterning, we get 
a "movement" from one peak of prominence to the other. These three clauses have been 
analysed in this way below:

thematically 
most prominent

informationally 
most prominent

26. W6 shkigwil shang ban.
I morning attend work

27. (w6) zhongwii pei wMguo kehu.
I midday escort foreign cUent

28. (w6) xiawii kai hui...
I afternoon hold meeting

This analysis suggests that the elements which have the greatest degree of thematic
prominence are precisely those which have the least degree of informational prominence,
and vice-versa: in other words, the information most likely to be the starting point for the
message is that which is most recoverable, while the information most likely to be the
focus point of the message is that which is least recoverable. The textual organisation of
the clause, however, is not always this neat. As we saw in section 1.2.3.2 above, the
New, unlike the Theme, is not realised simply by position, although there is a strong
tendency, all other things being equal, for it to be at or near the end of the clause. Instead
it is realised intonationally as the tonic prominence: that is, as the syllable in each tone
group which has the greatest length and intensity. For the purposes of analysis, the New
in each clause may be regarded as corresponding to the whole group within which the
tonic prominence falls. Thus the New may appear in any part of the clause, e.g. at the
very beginning as in (29) (the New in each clause is highlighted in italics):
29. N Sr  ydu shiji^? 

where exist time 
'Where would there be the time?'

or at the very end, as in (30):
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M:30. W6 bu zhlddo,
I NEG know 
'I didn't know,'

or anywhere in between, as in (31):
31. nl mei gen w6 shuo.

you NEG:perf with 1 speak
'you didn't tell me.'

What is the significance of this difference in realisation between Theme and New? 
Halliday compares the meaning of each as follows (1979: 68):

The Theme is speaker-oriented; it is the speaker’s signal of concern, what it is he is on 

about...The New is hearer-oriented...it is the speaker's presentation of information as in part 

already recoverable to the hearer (the Given) and in part not recoverable (the New).

If we interpret the above text extract in the light of this explanation, we can better 
understand the significance of Theme and New as indicating how the speaker is 
"pitching" information to the addressee. In (26-28), the speaker. Dad, is recounting his 
day's activities in response to Mum's question in (25) as to why he didn't borrow the 
book himself. He organises the information in each message (i.e. clause) in a progression 
from the information most recoverable to his hearer, i.e. identifying himself as the 
speaker {wo T), the time of day (e.g. shdngwu 'in the morning'), to the information less 
easily recoverable, i.e. the specific activities in which he was involved (e.g. ban 'work'). 
So far this progression has been an even one from Theme at the beginning of each clause 
to New at the end: i.e. from "this is what I am talking about" to "this is what I am telling 
you about it". Then in (29) for effect. Dad combines both these message points in a 
rhetorical question in which the one piece of information, nSr  'where', is both Theme 
and New (in this and following examples, the function labels have been superimposed 
on the culminative representation);
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29. Na’r y6u shijian?
where exist time
'Where would (I) have had the time?'

In other words, he simultaneously starts his message by asking about the location of this
time, and focuses his message, through the rhetorical device of seeming to ask where it
is, on the fact that it isn't anywhere - in other words, that there wasn't any time.

Mum quite reasonably counters in (30) by claiming that she didn't know, progressing 
from identifying herself as speaker to her (lack of) knowledge, as shown below:
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Theme New

30. Wd hu zhidao,
I NEG know
'I didn't know,'

In the following clause, she then switches to an attack on Dad, starting out, naturally by 
identifying him as the addressee (m 'you'). However she doesn't then progress, as we 
might expect, to the fact of him telling her {shud 'say'), since this piece of information 
has already been well-established in a previous exchange (clauses 22-23); instead she 
focuses on his failure to tell her, by marking as New the negative mei 'didn't':

:̂ en

31. nl mei genw5 shuo.
you NEG:perf with I speak
'you didn't tell me.'

It is importeint to reemphasise here that the "New" corresponds to recoverable information 
(see section 1.2.3.2 above); in other words, it is not the case that information presented 
by the speaker as "New" must necessarily be totally new or unknown to the hearer. In 
(31) the negative mei 'didn't' is in fact easily implied from the negative meaning of the 
previous clause (30), as well as from the preceding discussion in (22-24). However, 
Mum chooses here to present it as New in order to stress Dad's responsibility for the 
problem, and as part of her overall strategy to deny that she is at all to blame.

In the preceding discussion, we have seen that the notion of a constituent structure, with 
discrete parts forming a whole, is not really suitable for the description of textual 
structures, which rather "progress" between points or "peaks" of prominence. The 
structures defined by the systems of THEME and INFORMATION can instead be 
characterised as culminative ones, which "organise discourse into a succession of 
message units or quanta of information, such that each has its own internal structure, 
provided by [these] two systems of prominence" (Halliday 1979: 68). So far the analysis 
has assumed that each of these "message units", or "quanta of information" that progress 
from a starting point (Theme) to a focus point (New), is equivalent to a single clause. In 
sections 1.3 - 1.4 above the clause was taken as the unit for both the interpersonal 
structure of MOOD and the experiential structure of TRANSITIVITY, and this certainly also 
seems to be the case in the stretch of text (26-31) we have just been examining.

However when we look at the immediately following stretch of text (32-26) we can see if 
this is not always so. While the first two clauses (32-33) do follow this pattern, the 
following two (34-35) do not seem to (ellipsed Themes supplied in parentheses):
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32. Zaoshang (w6) yi ql chuang
early-morning I once rise bed
'First thing this morning as soon as (I) got up,'

33. (w6) jiu ti - qi
I then mention up
'(I) mentioned this matter.'

guo zhejiM shi’r. 
ASP this MEAS matter

34. Wd ya, yl ql chuang 
I TEXT once rise bed

'As soon as I  got up'

35. (w 5) jiu g6i nimen zu6 zSof^...
I then for you PL make breakfast
'(I) made breakfast for you both...'

Here each clause shows a clear theme strucmre of Theme followed by Rheme, with the 
Theme of the first clause, wo T, carried over as implied Theme of the second. However 
the information structure of Given and New does not match up at all neatly, either to the 
theme structure, or to the boundaries of the clause. The first stretch of information 
contains only a New which is also the Theme of (34), wo T, and which is emphasised 
by being following by the textual particle ya and by a pause. As we have seen above, the 
identity of the speaker usually rates very low in information value, and therefore tends to 
be presented as part of the Given. However, Mum here is drawing a strong contrast 
between the actions of Dad (who, as speaker, was Theme of the previous two clauses) 
and her own actions. By making her identity as speaker New, and setting it off as a piece 
of information all by itself, she therefore stresses this contrast. The rest of clause (34) is 
an exact repetition of Dad's words in (32), and therefore naturally Given: we do not get 
any new information until the end of the next clause, (35), and therefore the whole of this 
forms one stretch of information.
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These sorts of patterns can now be understood not only in terms of the flow of 
information between Theme and New, but also in terms of the contrast between the 
structural reaUsation of the Theme by position and that of the New by tonic prominence,
i.e. by an intonation pattern. What I have informally been calling a stretch of information 
can more precisely be characterised as two distinct units: a message unit and an 
information unit (for "information unit" see Halliday 1994: Section 8.4; the term 
"message unit" is my own, based on Halliday’s characterisation of "clause as message" 
(1994: Ch.3)). The message unit contains a peak of thematic prominence, i.e. the Theme, 
and is realised by a single clause, the Theme being the element or elements of information 
at the begiiming of the clause. The information unit contains a peak of informational 
prominence, i.e. the New, and is realised by one whole intonation contour or tone 
group (Halliday 1967, 1994: Ch.8), the New being realised by tonic prominence, i.e. 
by the syllable with the greatest length and intensity in the tone group. This explains why 
each information unit is not restricted, unlike each message unit, to the boundaries of a 
clause, but may be smaller than a clause, as in the beginning of (34), or larger than a 
clause, as in the remainder of (34) plus (35).

We can therefore revise the model of textual structure to include these two culminative 
structures: a. the message unit, realising the system of THEME and corresponding to a 
clause; and b. the information unit, realising the system of INFORMATION and 
corresponding to a tone group. This model is set out in Table 2.1 below, with one 
example of the two units coinciding exactly (32-33) and another example of the two units 
not coinciding (34-35):
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system
THEME

INFORM 

ATION

32. ZSoshang (w6) yl qi chuang 
early-morning I once rise bed
'First thing this morning as soon as (I) got up,'

unit
message
information

THEME 

INFORM 

ATION

33. (W 6)

message
information

J iu
I then
'(I) mentioned this matter.'

ti - qi guo z h e ji^ sh i’r. 
mention up ASP this MEAS matter
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theme Theme
INFORM

ATION

Rheme

34. W6ya, yl qlchuang 
I TEXT once rise bed
'As soon as I got up'

TOEME Theme 
INFORM - -ven 
ATION

35. (w 6) jiu ggi riunen 
I then for you PL
'(I) made breakfast for you both...'

Table 2.1: Textual structures in Memory

zuo
make

zSofkl...
breakfast

message

information

message
information

2 .2.2 Interpersonal structure in Memory

In section 1.3.3 above I analysed the text Memory from the point of view of the 
interpersonal organisation of each clause. I identified interpersonal elements or functions 
that were relevant in characterising each clause according to the grammatical system of 
MOOD, i.e. the symbolic exchange of commodities between speaker and addressee. In 
this section I will try to characterise the sort of structures formed by these interpersonal 
functions. Broadly speaking, they tend to appear at three positions in the clause (leaving 
aside for the moment the Element function, e.g. nffr 'where' in clause (14) below, whose 
position is variable); at the very beginning, roughly in the middle, and at the very end, as 
exemplified in the following clause:

Exclamation Predicator Negotiator
14. Aiya nS’r you shijian nel

oh-dear where exist time MOD
'Oh, where would there be the time?'

The function which appears at the end of the clause, which I termed the Negotiator, is 
easy to explain in terms of the symbolic exchange of commodities defined by the system 
of MOOD; it indicates how the hearer is intended to "take" what the speaker is giving or 
demanding. In clause (14) above, Mum's use of the Negotiator ne directs her (rhetorical) 
question at Dad by indicating something like "the question I (the speaker) am asking is an 
open-ended one, and so you (the addressee. Mum) should be able to answer it (or, in this 
case, shouldn't really need to ask it!)". In a similar way, the us eof the Negotiator ya , as 
when Dad asks for specifics of Mum's busy day in clause (2) below, softens the force of 
the question, indicating something like: "I want to know this, but I'm not demanding. I'm 
inviting you to tell me":
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Negotiator
2. A , mang shenme yal 

oh busy what MOD
'Oh, what have (you) been busy with?'

Thus what the Negotiator seems to do is act as a kind of "bridge" between what the
speaker says, and how the listener is expected to respond. Viewed in this hght, its
position at the very end of the clause - i.e. in terms of the exchange, at the end of the
speaker's move and just before the hearer's move (see section 1.3.2.2 above) - seems
quite natural.

Next, the function at the beginning of the clause, the Exclamation, could be 
characterised as largely peripheral to the other interpersonal functions of the clause, since 
it does not have much effect on the basic grammatical mood type of each clause. 
Semantically, it can be understood as adding a [reacting] feature to the basic [negotiating] 
meaning of a clause (i.e. in terms of the semantic system of NEGOTIATION outlined in 
section 1.3.2.2 above). Thus a clause containing an Exclamation can be seen as 
performing two speech functions in one, for example, an exclamation plus a statement in 
clause (1) below:

Exclamation
1. Aiyd, jintian mang-si le!

oh-dear today busy die ASP
'Oh, today (I've) been really busy!'

From this point of view, the structural position of the Exclamation at the very beginning
of the clause also seems quite natural, since it is essentially an outburst of emotion from
the speaker which precedes the symbolic exchange of commodities expressed in the main
body of the clause. The function located around the middle of the clause, the
Predicator, was explained in section 1.3.3 above as the interpersonal function of the
clause that remains constant between moves, and that tends to be present in the majority
of clauses. How then can we explain why it is this function that seems to be essential for
the clause as exchange? A preliminary understanding of its role can be gained from the
fact that it "attracts" other interpersonal functions of the clause. In the following example
the Modality dei 'must' realises the option of [modalised] within the MOOD system, i.e.
the speaker's judgement of obligation attached to her action, and comes directly before
the Predicator qii 'go':

Modality Predicator
16. w6 hai dM qu baihuodMdu

I still must go department store
'I Still had to go to the department store'

Similarly in the following example, the Polarity function bu 'not' realises the option
[negative] within the MOOD system, i.e. indicating that the speaker's denial of the validity
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of this mental condition, and also in this case comes directly before the Predicator zhidao 
'know':

Polarity Predicator
30. W5 bii zhldao,

I NEG know
'I didn't know,'

However, the position of such elements before the Predicator is not always completely 
predictable. Compare the position of the Polarity functions in relation to their Predicators 
in clauses (30) and (31) below:

Polarity Predicator
30. W6 bu zhldao,

I NEG know
'I didn't know,'

Polarity Predicator
31. ni me/ genwd shud. 

you NEG:perf with I speak 
'you didn't tell me.'

In (30) the Polarity bu 'not' immediately precedes the Predicator, while in (31) the
Polarity mei 'haven't, didn't'^ is separated from the Predicator shud 'say' by the
coverbial phrase gen wo 'with me' (realising a Receiver participant in the transitivity
structure of the clause, see section 1.4.3.2.5 above). Another example of a Polarity
separated from its Predicator is given in (25) below, where the intensifying element iiji
'(your)self comes between the negative bu 'not' and the Predicator qu jie 'go borrow':

Polarity Predicator
25. Nl zSnme bii ziji qu jiel

you how NEG self go borrow
'Why didn't you go and borrow it yourself?'

If interpersonal functions such as Polarity cannot be tied down to a particular position in
the clause, how can we explain why they do appear where they do? Halliday has
suggested that interpersonal meanings are expressed prosodically, i.e. "strung
throughout the clause as a continuous motif or colouring" (1979: 66). Rather than being
"expressed as configurations of discrete elements", i.e. as constituent structures,
interpersonal meanings are instead "associated with the act of meaning as a whole" (1979:
67). If we attempt to apply a prosodic conception of structure to an understanding of the
function of the Predicator, we can first of all note that the Predicator seems to mark some
sort of boundary in the interpersonal organisation of the clause, in that certain
interpersonal options are usually realised before the Predicator, while other options are
realised after it. We could thus posit two prosodies, i.e. features that extend over a
stretch of the clause rather than just applying to a single element in it: one "pre-Predicator"
and one "post-Predicator". The pre-Predicator prosody is where meanings such as
[modalised] (realised by the Modality function), or [negative] and [positive] (realised by
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 ̂The difference between these two kinds of Polarity relates to ASPECT distinctions: see section 4.2.2.1.
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the Polarity function), are expressed, while the post-Predicator prosody is where
meanings such as [assessed] (realised by the Negotiator function) are expressed. This
type of model is applied below to several examples from the text:
prosody pre-Predicator post-Predicator
options [modalised], [negative] etc [assessed]

Predicator
16. w6 hm dei qu baihuodMou

I still must go department store

Polarity Predicator
30. W6 bu zhlddo,

I NEG know

Predicator Negotiator
37. Na mingtian qiljie ma\

well tomorrow go borrow MOD

Using this model we can explain the position of the Polarity in (25) and (31) by saying
that, although separated from the Predicator, it is nonetheless still within the pre-
Predicator prosody. While this kind of analysis is suggestive, it still does not explain the
exact positioning of all interpersonal elements, nor why the Predicator should be a
significant boundary in the interpersonal organisation of the clause.

In the preUminary discussion of functional structures in section 2 .1 ,1 noted a significant 
fact about the element realising Predicator in example (13), i.e. that it is both Predicator in 
the mood structure and Process in the transitivity structure :

MCX)D Predicator Negotiator

TRANSITIVITY Medium Sequence Process Range

13. cmshichang hai kai men’r ma!
market still open door MOD
'the markets would still be open!'

From the discussion of transitivity in 1.4.3. above, it is obvious that kdi 'open' as
Process is a key element of this structure, since it largely defines the experience
represented by the clause, and determines the nature of the other transitivity functions
present. How then can its interpersonal role as Predicator be understood? In order for the
symbolic exchange of commodities expressed by the mood structure to happen
linguistically, there needs to be something going on which can form the basis of this
exchange: in other words, there needs to be some linguistic content, or what from the
functional viewpoint put forward here would be called experiential meaning. The Process
is the centre of the structure expressing this experiential meaning, and this is one reason
why the Predicator, the interpersonal counterpart of the Process, is significant: the
experiential centre of the clause as something that is going on also functions as the
interpersonal centre of the clause as something that is being exchanged.

2. Modelling grammatical structure in Chinese
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In terms of the conception of a prosodic structure as "strung throughout the clause as a 
continuous motif or colouring" (Halliday 1979: 66), we could then see the Predicator as 
basically an experiential element, the Process, overlaid or coloured with an interpersonal 
meaning. The Predicator is the centre of what the speaker is putting forward for the 
hearer's consideration: what we might call the predication. The Predicator naturally 
combines with elements affirming or denying this predication (expressed by the Polarity 
function) or the speaker's assessment of this predication (expressed by the Negotiator 
function).

Applying this same conception to other interpersonal elements of the clause, we can also 
see them as combining a basic experiential meaning with an interpersonal overlay. For 
example, the Element function, which appears in the elemental subtype of interrogative 
clauses, i.e. in questions about some specific element of information, can be understood 
in this way. The nature of the information queried by the Element is basically defined 
experientially, for instance as a place, e.g. nSr  'where', realised grammatically as a 
Lxx:ation participant in the relational clause (14) below:

MCX3D Element
TRANSmvlTY _ Location Process Existent
14. Aiya nSr  ydu shljian ne?

oh-dear where exist time MOD
'Oh, where would there be the time?'

Other types of Element query a particular entity or thing, e.g. shenme 'what', normally
realised as a participant, e.g. as a Range in the ascriptive clause (2) below:

MOOD Element
TRANSITIVITY Process Range
2. A, mang shenme ya?

oh busy what MOD
'Oh, what have (you) been busy with?'

or a particular time, e.g. shenme shihou 'what time, when', realised as a circumstance of
Time in the verbal clause (22) below:

MOOD Element
TRANSmviTY Sayer Time Receiver Process
22. 113 shenme shihdu gen w6 shuo guo?

you what time with I speak ASP
'When did you mention (it) to me?

or a particular way of or reason for doing something, e.g. zenme 'how', realised as a
circumstance of Cause in clause (20) below:

2. Modelling grammatical structure in Chinese

MOOD Element
TRANSmVTTY Carrier Cause Degree Process
20. Ml zenme zheme j i^ w ^ g ?

you how so forgetful
'How could you be so forgetful?'
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you how so forgetful
'How could you be so forgetful?'

This explains the variable position of the Element function in the mood structure, since its
position is actually determined according to its corresponding function in the transitivity
structure. Its interpersonal meaning is shown by the choice of one of these grammatical
items from a small set of "question words" as Element in the mood structure of the
clause, thus marking the clause as a whole as an elemental interrogative.

By this analysis, then, two of the functions in the mood structure of the clause, i.e. 
Predicator and Element, can be understood as experiential functions "coloured" with an 
interpersonal meaning, while the two other functions. Exclamation and Negotiator, can be 
regarded as purely interpersonal. The type of structure formed by these functions was 
characterised above in terms of prosodies, i.e. features which extend across stretches of 
the clause, or, more specifically, between certain boundaries in the clause. Some further 
clause examples will show how this kind of prosodic model can be applied (transitivity 
functions of each clause indicated):

8 .

9.

Time Process
Zhongwii dao
midday reach
'At lunchtime (I) went to the post-office

Range
youjii
post office

Medium 
yi feng xin, 
one MEAS letter

10.

11.

Process 
ji le 
post ASP 
'and posted a letter,'

Process 
jingguo
pass-by
’(and as I) went past the markets,'
Sequence Process
hm mSi le
still buy ASP
'(I) did some more shopping.'

Range
cmshichSng,
market

Medium 
di3n cm. 
little food

Clauses (8-11) above have been analysed exhaustively in terms of their transitivity 
structure: that is, every single element in the clause has been labelled with a transitivity 
function (with the exception of the particle le which will be discussed in section 4.2 
below; provisionally it can be regarded as forming part of the Process). Having done this, 
we can go on to automatically identify the Process in the transitivity structure of each 
clause as the Predicator in its mood structure. However, since in this case there are no 
other interpersonal elements in the clause, what is the purpose of making this 
identification, and how does it help us to characterise the overall mood type of each 
clause?
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One answer would be to argue from the stratum of semantics: in other words, to identify 
the speech function of each clause - in this case all "statement" - and thereby deduce that 
their mood type must be "declarative". This, however, would ignore the fact that there are 
two separate strata of meaningful patterning here - one semantic, the other grammatical - 
as suggested by cases where the two can work against each other: e.g. the "rhetorical 
question" in (29) below, i.e. something that is grammatically [interrogative elemental] 
(demanding a specific piece of information), but semantically a statement (giving 
information);

Element Predicator
29. M ’r y(5u shijian?

where exist time
'Where would there be the time?, i.e. I don't have any time.'

If we are going to posit a mood type, as opposed to a speech function, for each clause, 
we need to be able to point to some grammatical feature or features that indicate which 
mood type has been selected. In order to do this, we need to explore more fully the 
implications of Halliday's characterisation of prosodic structures as "associated with the 
act of meaning as a whole" (1979: 67). That is, rather than looking for certain isolated 
features of each clause, we should take an overall view of the whole clause. When we do 
this, we can see that, paradoxically, the complete absence of marking in clauses (8-11) 
above is precisely what marks them as declarative. This type of realisation of a 
grammatical feature is usually referred to as "zero marking": in other words, what tells us 
that these clauses must be declarative is the fact that there is nothing indicating that they 
could be anything else. We know from the context that these are statements put forward 
by the speaker about herself - i.e. the pronoun wo T has been omitted - and that therefore 
they could not be imperative; nor are there any Element or Negotiator functions present 
that might mark them as interrogative.

In terms of the prosodic model, then, we can think of there being a declarative prosody 
extending over each clause. In the example below, the musical notation for a "phrase", 
i.e. a curved line indicating that the pitch and / or rhythmic pattern underneath it forms a 
connected whole, has been borrowed to represent this concept of a prosody, with the type 
of prosody (in this case, declarative) identified at the side:

2. Modelling grammatical structure in Chinese

declarative r

8. Zhongwfl dao youjii

midday reach post office
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We saw above that the Predicator marks a significant boundary point for the expression 
of different kinds of interpersonal meaning. We could therefore modify this 
representation in a way that indicates the Predicator as a significant boundary point by 
marking a distinct "phrase" or prosody on either side of the Predicator, even though none 
of the fiirther options for interpersonal meaning are taken up in these clauses:

2. Modelling grammatical structure in Chinese

declarative

8 . Zhongwi5
midday

Predicator
dao
reach

youju 
post office

In the clauses following this series of declarative clauses, realising statements by Mum 
about her activities, Dad counters with a couple of statements of his own, also realised by 
declarative clauses, but in this case taking up some extra interpersonal options at the 
beginning and the end of the clause, represented by extra "phrases" within the main one:

declarative

12.
Exclamation Predicator

Hm, xiawfi xia b ^  yihou,
hey afternoon finish work after
'Hey, in the afternoon after finishing work,'

declarative

13.
Predicator 

caishichang hai kai
market still open
'the markets would still be open!'

menr
door

Negotiator

ma!
MOD

In the representation above, the top "phrase" represents the overall declarative prosody, 
distributed on either side of the Predicator, but now there is an extra "phrase" at the 
beginning of (12), where an attention-getting option has been taken up - we could call this 
a sub-prosody within the main declarative prosody, labelling it with the appropriate 
function term Exclamation - and another "phrase" at the end of (13) where the [assessed] 
option has been taken up, i.e. a Negotiator sub-prosody. In Mum's response in (14), 
already analysed above, as well as an Exclamation sub-prosody and a Negotiator sub
prosody, we can also identify an Element sub-prosody, which in this case identifies the 
mood type of the clause as a whole as [interrogative elemental]:
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interrogative

14.
Exclamation Element 

Aiya nS’r
Predicator

ydu shijian
oh-dear where exist time
'Oh, where would there be the time?'

Negotiator

ne?
MOD

Further interpersonal options include those realised by a Negator sub-prosody which, as I 
noted above, can appear in a couple of different positions before the Predicator. These 
interpersonal functions could be represented in a similar way:

declarative

30.

declarative

31.

Negator 

W6 bu
I NEG
'I didn't know,'

Predicator
zhidao,
know

nl
Negator 

mei gen w6 
you NEG:perf with I
■'you didn't tell me.'

Predicator 
shuo. 
speak

The interpersonal function labels which I introduced in section 1.3.3 above could then be 
reinterpreted as referring not to "elements" of the clause, i.e. discrete constituents, but 
rather to "positions" within a prosody where a particular interpersonal "colouring" is 
expressed. Such a representation, however, still doesn't fully explain why, for example, 
the Negator should directly precede the Predicator in (30), but be separated from it in 
(31). As we saw above, the element separating the two interpersonal functions in (31) is a 
transitivity function, a Receiver participant realised by a coverbial phrase containing the 
coverb gen 'with'. We could posit that just as, experientially, such elements can be 
analysed as a kind of minor Process, interpersonally, they can be regarded as a kind of 
minor Predicator, and therefore taken to mark the boundary of the pre-Predicator 
prosody, just like an ordinary Predicator. I will return to this point in the discussion of 
the interpersonal function of verbal elements in section 4.1.3 below.

Up till now I have assumed that the scope of the interpersonal prosodic structure is the 
clause: in other words, that the clause is the unit to which a mood type (and by 
implication, a speech function) can be assigned. I explained above that the Predicator, as 
the centre of the interpersonal mood structure, to a certain extent "borrows" this status 
from the fact that it corresponds to the Process, and that this correspondence stems from 
the need to have some experiential content in order for speaker and hearer to carry on an
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exchange. In most cases, then, we can assume that a clause containing a single 
transitivity structure with a single Process will correspond to a single mood structure with 
a single Predicator, and that this mood structure will express a single speech function. If 
we look more closely at the following extract from the text, however, we can see some 
reasons why this is not always the case.

In the clause which begins this extract. Dad somewhat ambiguously expresses his 
annoyance at not having the book he wanted:

Exclamation Predicator
42. Ai, zhen tSoyki!

crfi-dear really annoying
'Oh how annoying - i.e. what a nuisance (not having that book)'

Mum assumes that he is accusing her of being annoying, and immediately springs to the 
attack in a request for more information:

Element
43. Shenme? 

what 
'What?'

Now, as a clause taken by itself this seems highly incomplete: experientially, it contains 
little if any content. However, interpersonally, as a move in the exchange, it is completely 
sufficient: it simply expresses a desire for information, the particulars of which Mum then 
goes on to detail:

Predicator
44. N! shuo

you say 
'Did you say'

Predicator
45. w6 taoyM?

I annoying
'I’m annoying?'

In contrast to (43) which has a clear speech function (question) and associated mood type 
(elemental interrogative) corresponding to less than a clause, (44-45) seem to have only 
one speech function, a question, corresponding to more than one clause. How then can a 
mood type be associated with a combination of more than one clause? As was explained 
in the previous discussion of experiential clause structure in section 1.4.3.2.5. above, a 
verbal process like shuo 'say' may "quote" another experience, i.e. join another clause to 
itself to represent words that have been spoken. What Mum is doing here, then, is 
quoting what she thought Dad had said (i.e. that she was a nuisance), and to do this she 
needs two processes, one for the act of quoting (shuo 'say'), and one for the words being 
quoted (tdoyan 'be annoying'). From an interpersonal point of view, however, there is
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Still only a single move here with the single speech function of question. (I will return to 
the issue of its mood type below.)

Dad's reply to this seems to proceed in two moves: first, his denial of Mum's 
interpretation of his words in (45) in a mere fragment of a clause:

Polarity
46. Bu, bu...

no no 
'No, no...

followed by his explanation of what he really meant, this explanation being in a form 
identical to Mum's question in (44-45) above, i.e. in two clauses:

Polarity Predicator
46. w6 shi shuo 

I be say
I said"

Polarity ?Predicator Predicator
47. [Imei ydu neibSnshul] zhen tSoyan.

NEG exist that MEAS book really annoying
'not having that book is really annoying.'

Using a similar argument to that put forward in the characterisation of (44-45), we could
view (46-47) also as a single move with a single speech function. However we still need
to explain the presence of what seems to be an extra Predicator in (47), i.e. ydu 'have'.
As was explained in section 1.4.3.2.2 above, an ascriptive process like tdoyan 'to be
annoying' may ascribe a quality or state not just to an entity, i.e. a single thing or person,
as Mum does to herself in (45), but also to a whole situation. In clause (47), in order to
correct Mum's misunderstanding. Dad sums up what he does regard as annoying, the
whole situation of mei you nei ben shii 'not having that book', expressed here by a
downranked clause (see section 2.1 above) functioning as the Carrier participant in an
ascriptive clause. This downranked clause has some interpersonal strucmre, i.e. a
Predicator you 'have' preceded by a negative Polarity mei 'not', but it has no mood type
in itself. From the point of view of its transitivity structure, therefore, (47) has a single
Process tdoyan 'be annoying' which can then be identified as the Predicator in its mood
structure. However, clause (47) as a whole seems to take on the mood type of clause
(46): in other words, although we can identify interpersonal functions in clause (47),
these functions play no part in determining the mood type of the clause as a whole. (I will
come back to this point below.)

This section of the text can thus be reanalysed in terms of its moves and their associated 
speech functions, as set out in Table 2.3 below. We can now try to characterise how each 
move is realised grammatically, whether by a full clause or by something smaller or larger 
than a clause. We have already seen that clause (42) is clearly declarative, and that (43),
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despite being less than a full clause, is clearly an elemental interrogative. Leaving aside 
clauses (44 -45) for the moment, the beginning of (46), indicated as (46a) above. Bit, bu 
'Not (so), not (so)', can be seen as a repetition of the previous move, but with the speech 
function changed from question to statement, there does not really seem, however, to be 
enough grammatical evidence to give it a mood type. We could therefore say that it is 
possible for a move to be realised by something less than a clause, and that this 
"fragment" expresses some option within the MOOD system, e.g. [negative], but does not 
necessarily express an exchange of commodities, in other words, have a mood type.

D:42. A i, zhen tSoyan! exclamation
oh-dear really annoying
'Oh, how annoying!'

M:43. Shenme? question
what 
'What?'

44. N1 shuo 45. wd taoyte? question
you say I annoying
'Did you say I'm annoying?'

D:46.a Bu, bli... statement
no no 
'No, no...'

46.b w5 shi shuo 47. [I mei y5u nei bfin shu I] zhen t^oy^ . statement 
I be say NEG exist that MEAS book really annoying
'I said not having that book is really annoying.'

Table 2.3: Speech functions of moves in a section of Memory

To identify the mood type of moves realised by two clauses, i.e. (44-45) and (46b-47) is 
problematic, since there are two Processes in the transitivity structure and thus two 
possible candidates for Predicator. In such cases we could argue that the initial Process 
can be taken as Predicator since extra mood options are usually realised preceding it, 
rather than preceding the second Process as with the emphatic positive Polarity in clauses 
(46.b-47):

Polarity Predicator
46.b w5 shi shuo 47. [I mei ydu nei bSn shu I] zhen tSoyan.

I be say NEG exist that MEAS book really annoying
'I said not having that book is really annoying.'

In this case the first clause is plainly declarative, and therefore we can regard the
combination of these two clauses as declarative. The double clause move (44-45) presents
a different problem in that the separate clauses seem declarative, but the speech function
of the move as a whole is almost certainly a question 5. To explain the ability of this
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 ̂cf Ford and Thompson (1996) on the grammatical, semantic and phonological properties of turn 
boundaries in dialogue.
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seemingly declarative clause to express a question, we need to bring in another type of 
interpersonal prosody, one in this case not expressed through position in the clause, i.e. 
by grammatical means, but through an intonation pattern, i.e. by phonological means. We 
saw in the discussion of the textual system of INFORMATION in sections 1.2.3.2 and
2.1.2.1 above, that the information unit was realised phonologically by a "tone group", 
i.e. a stretch of speech characterised by a single tone contour, and moreover that New in 
the information unit was realised by the "tonic prominence" of this tone group, i.e. the 
syllable with the greatest length and intensity. In a similar way, each move in the 
exchange tends to correspond to a single tone group, but in this case it is not the tonic 
prominence but rather the contour of the tone group as a whole, i.e. its overall pitch 
movement that is interpersonally significant.

Interpersonally, statements in the text tend to be associated with a falling contour while 
questions tend to be associated with a rising contour (see Chao 1968: 39-44 ; Kratochvil 
1968: 39; Shen 1990: Ch.2). The move in (44-45) is associated with a rising contour that 
extends over both clauses, gradually raising the pitch from beginning to end. In this 
context, even though the last syllable (the yan of tdoydn 'annoying') is lexically a falling 
one, it doesn't cancel out the rising tone contour of the clause as a whole. This rising 
contour thus marks the move as a question, even though grammatically the stmcture of 
both clauses is declarative. This combination of something that is semantically a question 
(demanding information) while grammatically declarative (giving information) indicates 
an interpersonal meaning of "statement that needs to be checked": in other words, the 
implication of this move of Mum's is "Did you really say what I thought you said?". We 
could therefore represent each move with two main interpersonal prosodies: one 
grammatical, the other phonological. In most cases we fmd that the expected correlation 
between the two prosodies does occurs, i.e. declarative with falling contour and 
interrogative with rising contour, but there is always the possibility of having an 
unexpected correlation, as in (44-45), which could be represented as follows:

phonological: rising I ------- -------- ------------------1
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grammatical; declarative
44. Ni shuo 45. w6 tSoy^? question

you say I annoying
'Did you say I'm annoying?'

The interrelation between mood type and speech function in this section of the text is set
out in Table 2.4 below. Such an analysis suggests that the basic unit of interpersonal
structure, i.e. that unit to which a mood type can be assigned, is not the clause but rather
something that what we might name a predication unit (this term is my own), i.e. a
unit that puts forward a single predication. This corresponds in most cases to a "major
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clause" (see section 1.3.3 above), i.e. a clause containing a Predicator, including cases 
where the Predicator is ellipsed, like the elemental interrogative in clause (43). The 
difference between the concept of major clause and that of predication unit is that the latter 
also covers cases where there are two major clauses, where the Process of only one of 
them playing the role of Predicator, as in clauses (44-45).
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mood type 

declarative
42. Ai, zhen

oh-dear really
'Oh, how annoying!'

interrogative: elemental
43. Shenme? 

what 
'What?'

taoy^!
annoying

declarative
44. Ni shuo 45.

you say
'Did you say I'm annoying?'

w 6
I

tSoy^?
annoying

(no mood type)
46.a Bu, bu... 

no no 
'No, no...'

declarative
46.b wd shi shuo 

I be say

speech function 

exclamation

question

question

statement

statement
47. [I mei ydu nei bSn shu I] zhen tSoyan. 

NEG exist that MEAS book really annoying
'I said not having that book is really annoying.'

Table 2.4: Speech functions and associated mood types in a section of Memory

The validity of the concept of predication unit, rather than clause, as the scope of the 
mood structure, is shown by examples such as (46b-47), where the emphatic positive 
Polarity applies to the Predicator of the first clause (i.e. I did say this) not the second. It 
can also be tested by changing the mood type of an example like (44-45) from declarative 
to polar interrogative by adding the Negotiator ma, in which case the interrogative 
meaning really applies to the Predicator of the first clause (i.e. Did you say this?) rather 
than to the second (i.e. Am I annoying?): e.g.

interrogative
44'. Ni

Predicator
shuo 45'. w6

you say I
'Did you say I'm annoying?'

tSoyki
annoying

Negotiator
ma?
MOD

The mood structure in the text, therefore, can be characterised as a prosodic structure that 
delimits the boundaries for the expression of different interpersonal meanings. Mood 
structure is realised by a predication unit, which in the default case corresponds to a
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single clause with a single Predicator. The boundaries of the mood structure, symbolised 
by the "phrases" of interpersonal prosodies and sub-prosodies, extend over stretches of 
varying lengths. The major boundaries tend to be at the beginning and end of each 
predication unit, the resultant prosody indicating the mood type of that predication unit; 
these boundaries may take in more than one clause, or a fragment of a clause. Within the 
main mood type prosody, the boundary between what precedes and what follows the 
Predicator determines interpersonal sub-prosodies realising other mood options such as 
[positive] / [negative], [modahsed], and [assessed]. In conjunction with this granmiatical 
mood type prosody there is also a phonological prosody whose options have a regular 
correspondence with the different speech functions, and therefore with the different mood 
type prosodies, though these regular correspondences may be varied to express more 
specific interpersonal meanings. The different types of mood prosody identified in the 
text are summed up in Table 2.5 below.
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declarative
Predicator

8. Zh6ngwi5 dao youju
midday reach post office
'At lunchtime (I) went to the post-office'

declarative + Exclamation sub-prosody
Exclamation Predicator

1. Aiya, jintian mang-si
oh-dear today busy die ASP
'Oh, today (I've) l^en really busy!'

declarative + Polarity sub-prosody (negative)

30.
Negator Predicator

Wd bu zhidao,
I MEG know
'I didn't know,'

declarative + Polarity sub-prosody (positive)

46. Bu, bu... wd 
no no I 
'No, no...I said"

declarative + Negotiator sub-prosody

Polarity
shi
be

13. cmshichang hai
market still open
'the markets would still be open!'

Predicator
kai

le!

Predicator
shuo
say

menr
door

Negotiator
ma!
MOD
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declarative + rising tone contour

44. Ni
Predicator
shuo 45. v/6

you say I
'Did you say I'm annoying?'

tSoyki?
annoying

interrogative: polar + Exclamation sub-prosody 

18.
Exclamation Predicator
Ai, ....nei bSn shu, rii ggi wd jie-lai
oh, that MEAS book you for me borrow come
'Oh, that book..., did you borrow (it) for me?'

le
ASP

Negotiator
ma?
MOD

interrogative: elemental 

20. Nl
Element Predicator
z6nme zheme jim w ^g?

you how so forgetful
'How could you be so forgetful?'

interrogative: elemental (no Predicator)

Element 
43. Sheimie? 

what 
'What?'

interrogative: elemental + Negator sub-prosody

Element Negator
25. Nl z6nme bvi ziji

you how NEG self
'Why didn't you go and borrow it yourself?'

Predicator 
qu jie?
go borrow

interrogative: elemental, corresponding to statement ("rhetorical question") 

29.
Element Predicator
Na’r ydu shijian?
where exist time
'Where would there be the time?'

imperative

62. YihuTr zM
a-while further
'Look at (them) in a while,'

imperative, Negotiator sub-prosody

37. Na
well

mingtian
tomorrow

Predicator

kan,
look

Predicator 
q u jie  
go borrow

Negotiator
ma!
MOD

'Well go and borrow (it) tomorrow then!' 

Table 2.5: Types of mood prosody in Memory
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2 .2.3 Experiential structure in Memory

The discussion so far has taken for granted that the experiential organisation, i.e. the 
structure defined by the system of TRANSmVTTY, does in fact conform to the traditional 
constituent structure model, and moreover that this structure always has the clause as its 
domain. In this section these assumptions will be tested to see whether the traditional 
constituent model of structure needs to be extended or re-conceived to account for 
experiential meanings.

The example analysed in section 2.1 above for all four layers of stmcture, is repeated 
below, using the different forms of representation put forward so far: the "hairpin" 
representation of peaks of prominence for the textual structures of THEME and 
INFORMATION, and the "phrase" representation of prosodies and sub-prosodies for the 
interpersonal structure of MOOD.

Theme Rheme

' Rheme-----------------THEME Theme

INFORMATION

MOOD

TRANSITIVITY Medium

13.

Sequence

cMshichSng hai
market still
'the markets would still be open!'

Predicator
Process

kai
open

Negotiator
Range

men ma! 
door MOD

As noted above, all the elements in this clause, apart from the particle ma, represent an 
experiential transitivity function. How then can the experiential structure of this clause be 
represented? One traditional way would be to use a "tree", with "branches" over each of 
the elements of structure (cf Matthews 1981: 73-78), each of these branches being 
labelled for a transitivity function (omitting the non-experiential Negotiator ma from the 
representation), as follows:

T

13.
Medium
cmshich&ig
market

Sequence
hai
still

Range
men
door

Process 
km 
open

An equivalent representation would be to use a series of "boxes" undemeath the clause, 
with each box labelled to represent a function:
13. cMshichSng hai km men

open doormarket still
Medium Sequence Process Range
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The above representations could also be understood in the light of the conception of rank 
as showing the clause made up of groups, with each group being labelled according to its 
function in the clause. In this clause, the analysis given above accounts for all the 
elements of structure that appear. However, many clauses contain further layers of 
structure that need to be analysed, not just at clause rank as above - i.e. by identifying the 
groups which make up the clause - but also at group rank - by identifying the words 
which make up each group. The analysis of another example in the text, (18) ’...that 
book I wanted, did you borrow (it) for me?', is given here using the terms introduced in 
section 2.1.1 above (the example has been simplified by leaving out interpersonal 
elements; in addition the Head of each group has been underiined):

18. wd yao de nei bgn ri|
I want SUB that m eas you

shu
book

ggi
for

w6
I

jie
borrow

-lai
come

le
ASP

clause

fiinction

Medium Agent Benefit Process

group
class

nominal nominal coverbial verbal
[Iclausel]

part.

nominal nominal

wcxd
class

pron. vb. dem.meas.
noun

pron. coverb pron. verb postverb part..

Using the same principles as those applied in analysing the structure at clause rank, group 
rank structure may also be analysed in terms of the functions of the elements making up 
each group or phrase, as shown below (for the sake of clarity, their class realisation has 
been omitted):

le
ASP

18. w6 yao
I want

de
SUB

nei bgn
that MEAS

shu
book

ri|
you

ggi
for

w5
I

jie
borrow

-lai
come

clause
function

Medium Agent Benefit Process

group
function

Descriptor Deictic''
Measure''
Thing

Thing minor
Process

minor
Partic.

Event Extension

This type of model has been summed up by Halliday as follows (1979: 65-66):

Experiential meanings are typically realised as elemental structures ... The basic structural 

mechanism is that of constituency, with larger units constituted out of layered clusters or 

bracketed strings of smaller units, each part having its own specific function with respect to the 

whole. The bounded entities that enter into constituent structures with [various] specific
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functions...offer a presentation of reality in terms of'things' - doings by, and happenings to, 

persons and objects, in the environment of other persons and objects, with yet other persons and 

objects, and also times and places and so on, as attendant circumstances ... Such elements 

naturally form constituent like structures which allow us to isolate them and continue to refer to 

them as discrete entities.

The constituent model does therefore seem suited to the representation of the experiential 
structures, not only in accounting for the ways elements are grouped together into 
structures, but also in sorting out the different elements that form our conception of 
experience, breaking them into their basic core and their various attributes or extensions. 
When we look at the representation of clause (18) above, there are, however, still two 
experiential elements left unaccounted for, de and le, both assigned to the class of particle 
in section 2.1 above. What then is their experiential function, and how well do they fit 
into the constituent model just outlined?

In the analysis above, these two words show up as "gaps": in the first case {de), a gap 
extending from group rank downwards; in the second case (le), a gap extending from 
clause rank downwards. De was explained in section 2.1 above as marking the special 
status of the clause elements wo yao 'I want' in this clause: i.e. they do not directly form 
part of the clause themselves but are downranked as Descriptor in the group whose Thing 
is shii 'book'. The function of de here as linking a Descriptor to a Thing is an example of 
a more general function known as "subordinating" (Matthews 1981: 78-79, 160-163): 
i.e. making one element dependent on another in the same nominal group. Another 
example of this is given below in clause (23), '(I) mentioned (it) when (we) were having 
breakfast', where the downranked clause chi zdofdn 'eat breakfast' is joined by de to the 
noun shihdu 'time' in a relationship of Descriptor to Thing - i.e. 'the time that (we) ate 
breakfast = when (we) were having breakfast' - the whole nominal group filling the 
function of circumstance of Time in the clause:

2. Modelling grammatical structure in Chinese

23. [1 Chi z&ofsn 1] 
eat breakfast

de
SUB

shihou
time

shuo
speak

clause
function

Time Process

group
function

Descriptor Thing Event

From a constituent point of view then, de does not so much have any function in itself, 
but rather serves to join two group functions together. We might therefore represent it as 
a link, using an arrow between the two elements it is linking:
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18. [Iw6 yao I] de nei 
I want SUB that

Descriptor eictic

bSn
MEAS

shu..
book

Measure Thing

Note that it is not necessary for the two elements Unked by de to be directly next to each 
other, other elements of nominal group structure may come between them, as in the 
above example.

The function of le in clause (18) seems rather different. Semantically it indicates a 
meaning to do with the completion or non-completion of the experience as a whole (i.e. it 
realises an option from the experiential system of ASPECT, see section 4.2 below). Given 
this meaning, it is significant that this particle comes almost at the very end of the clause, 
just next to the interpersonal particle ma which in a similar way indicates a grammatical 
meaning (that of polar interrogative) which applies to the clause as a whole:

ma?
MOD

Medium Agent Benefit Process
18. w6 yao de nei bSn shu, nl ggi w6 jie -lai le

I want SUB that MEAS book you for me borrow come ASP  
'...that book I wanted, did you borrow (it) for me?'

The same structural position is occupied by the particle guo in (22), which indicates a
similar meaning of "over and done with":

Sayer Time Receiver Process
22. rii shenmeshihou genwd shuo

you what time with I speak
'When did you mention (it) to me?'

guol
ASP

Particles like le and guo, which appear at or near the end of the clause, seem comparable 
to the Negotiator elements of interpersonal structure examined in the previous section, 
both in their structural positioning and in their meaning which stretches over a whole or 
part of the clause. We could then model these particles prosodically as shown below for 
clause (71), 'that book you got me to borrow for you, I got (it) for you' (interpersonal 
functions omitted):

71. [1 ni r ^ g  w6 ggi ni jie 1] de shu. ŵ 5 jie-hui-lai le.
you get I for you borrow SUB book I borrow return come ASP

Medium 11 Agent 1 Process
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The particle le also appears in other positions, between a Process and a following
participant, as in (9):

Process Medium
9. ji le yifengxin,

post ASP one MEAS letter
'and posted a letter,'

or between a Process and a following circumstance, as in (72):

Agent Process Time: duration
72. Tushu-guanllyuan zhSo le bantian...

library attendant look-for ASP half-day
'The library attendant spent ages looking for (it).'

In these cases, le indicates similar meanings of completion, applying not so much to the
whole clause, but rather to the Process plus the function immediately following i t , i.e.
"posted a letter', 'looked for ages'. In the case of de above, the "direction" of the link
was from obviously fromDescriptor to Thing, so much so that if the Thing were omitted,
it would still be understood; for example:
18'. [Iw6 yaol] de 

I want SUB
'The one I wanted'

2. Modelling grammatical structure in Chinese

Descriptor (Thing)

However, in the caseof le there does not seem to be an easy way to model its structural 
relations with the other experiential elements of the clause. This issue will be raised again 
in the discussion of verbal group structure in Chapter 4 below, and will therefore not be 
discussed further at this point. The implications of modelhng experiential elements in a 
non-constituent way raise questions which cannot be dealt with here (similar problems 
arise in the description of the so-called "experiential auxiliaries" - see sections 4.1.4 and 
4.2.2.2 below). At this stage, therefore, I will confine the discussion to the relationships 
between those experiential elements which are clearly constiment-like, i.e. the functions 
in the transitivity structure (and more specifically to clause rank). In section 1.4.3 above, 
the Process was shown to have a special stams in the transitivity structure in that it 
defines the broad experience type and largely determines the kind of other transitivity 
functions in the clause. This representation might therefore be modified to bring out this 
feature of experiential structure whereby the other elements of the clause are shown as 
dependent on the Process (the example below has been simplified by reducing each group 
to its Head and by omitting the aspect particle):
71. jie

borrow

shu w6
book_________  I

I Medium I Agent

Process
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However, since I showed how in material clauses like (71) above, there was one 
particular participant, the Medium, that was almost always present, the representation 
might be made more accurate by showing a closer link between the Process and the 
Medium:
71. jie shu

borrow book_____
I MediumProcess

w6
I

Agent

These representations disturb a basic principle that has so far been preserved in modelling 
structure: the principle of linear ordering. In the textual and interpersonal structures 
posited so far, the order in which elements of structure appear is part of the way they are 
defined. The textual structures of the message and information units define two "peaks" 
of prominence, one at the beginning of the clause, the other normally at or near the end of 
the clause. The interpersonal structure of the predication unit is distributed on both sides 
of a rough middle point (the Predicator), with other possible sub-prosodies before the 
Predicator at the beginning and at the end.

However, when we look at the experiential transitivity structure, there are reasons for 
thinking that the linear ordering of its elements is not absolutely definitive for their 
recognition. Let's compare the example above with a similar clause from slightly earlier in 
the text which represents roughly the same experience, but with the addition of a 
circumstance of Benefit gei baba 'for Dad':
68. gSibaba jie shu.

for Dad borrow
'to borrow a book for Dad.'

book

We know from the context here that the person doing the borrowing is in fact Xiaoming, 
the speaker (wo T) of the previous clause, so we could supply this missing element as an 
ellipsed Agent function and label the full transitivity structure of the clause as follows:
6 8 . w6 ggi baba jie shu.

I for Dad borrow book
Agent Benefit Process Medium |

Having done this. we see an almost identical array of functions to (
different order:
6 8 . w 6 gSi baba jie shu.

I for Dad borrow book
1 Agent 1 Benefit 1 Process 1 Medium

7 1 . shu w6 jie
book I borrow

Medium 1 Agent Process
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71. shu w6 jie
book_________ I____________  borrow

fMedium I Agent | Process |

What is the significance of this difference, and what part, if any, does ordering or 
position in the clause play in the definition of transitivity functions? Looking at these two 
clauses more closely, we can see that the order of their elements is not in fact completely 
different: both contain Agent and Process in that order; however, in (71) the Medium is at 
the very beginning of the clause, while in (68) the Medium is at the very end of the 
clause, ff we examine other material clauses in the text, we find that the respective 
transitivity functions are likely to appear in the following order;
• in effective clauses, the Agent is at or near the beginning of the clause, i.e. before the 

Process, while the Medium may follow the Process, as in (68), or precede it, as in 
(71)

• in middle clauses, the Medium precedes the Process while the Range follows the 
Process

• circumstances are either at or near the beginning of the clause, with a few exceptions 
such as that of Time: duration in (72)

Looking at the other types of clause in this text, we can also observe similar regularities in 
the order of elements. The overall evidence of this text does therefore suggest that linear 
ordering is part of the realisation of the functions in the transitivity structure. However it 
would seem that, for certain functions at least, this order is more flexible than it is for the 
theme or mood structures (the information structure, being realised phonologically by 
tonic prominence, is a special case in that it is far more flexible than any of the other 
grammatically realised structures). As a way of understanding the nature of this flexibility 
of ordering, we could say that the functions in a transitivity structure have a default 
order: that is, a order in which they appear if there is no good reason for a change in that 
order. This default order may be explained as reflecting an experiential iconicity (cf 
Dubois 1980); reasons for a change in that order, on the other hand, are usually textual:
i.e. they have to do with what is being chosen as Theme and / or New in the clause. It is 
possible, in fact, to identify a hierarchy of transitivity functions, from those most likely to 
be chosen as Theme (or New), and therefore the default or "unmarked" choice, to those 
least likely to do so, and therefore a "marked" choice. This issue will be taken up again in 
Chapter 3 below; at this stage, it can be noted, for example, that a function whose default 
ordering is following the Process, i.e. near the end of the clause, is likely to be marked if 
it occurs as Theme, i.e. near the beginning of the clause.

2. Modelling grammatical structure in Chinese
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Up till now the domain of the transitivity structure has been assumed to be the clause, i.e. 
the unit to which can be assigned a process type. In the discussion of theme, information 
and mood structures in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 above, I showed that the domain of these 
structures - message, information and predication units, respectively - did not always 
coincide with the clauses into which the text had been divided. What we need to explore 
here is whether what we might call the experience unit, i.e. the unit to which we can 
assign a process type, is always equivalent to a clause, or whether it sometimes fails to 
match up exactly with the clause. How then the experience unit can be defined? In the 
description of the transitivity structure in section 1.4.3 above, each experience was 
defined as centred around a Process, the Process largely determining the type and number 
of other elements which dehmited this experience. If we define the experience unit as a 
stretch of language containing a single central Process, would we then find that this unit 
corresponded to a clause? From the evidence of this text, the answer would seem to be: 
yes, in most cases. The vast majority of what we have marked off as clauses in this text 
do in fact contain a single Process. Apparent exceptions like that represented by clause
(47), 'not having that book is really annoying', have already been explained in section
2.1 above as representing a Process that has been downranked to function as part of a 
nominal group in another clause with its own Process :
47. [1 mei y5u nei b6n shu 1] zhen taoy^ .

NEG exist that MEAS book really annoying
Carrier Degree 1 Process
n Process 1 Existent I]

However there are other examples that can't be explained in this way.For instance, clause 
(25) below, 'Why didn't you go and borrow it yourself?' seems to have two candidates 
for Process and thus two different possibilities for its single participant (the interpersonal 
functions bii 'not' and iXji 'self are omitted from the analysis):
25. Ni zSnme bli zijl qu jie?

you how NEG self go borrow
Agent? Manner Process: Process: mat.
Medium? mat.

A similar example occurs in (63) below, 'You go and have a wash first', (in this 
example, the doubling of the second Process xi 'wash' can be explained as a way of 
softening the force of the imperative clause, and thus as an interpersonal phenomenon 
which can be disregarded here):
63. m xian qu XI yi xi.

you first go wash one wash
Medium Sequence Process:

material
Process; material
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Both of these clauses contain two Processes of the same type, i.e. material, in
succession, forming the two "ends" of a single experience: 'go and borrow (the book)’ in
(25); and 'go and have a wash' in (63). I have already discussed other examples of two
processes of different types forming the two ends of a single experience, for example,
with the quoting verbal clause in (44-45) 'Did you say I'm aimoying?':
44. N1 shuo 45. w6 tSoyki? 

you__________  say__________ I____________  annoying

2. Modelling grammatical structure in Chinese

Sayer I Process: verbal I | Carrier I Process: ascriptive

and with the reporting mental clause in (58-59) 'I was afraid you'd forgotten'
(interpersonal functions omitted):
58. W6 hai pa 59.

I still fear
Senser Sequence Process:

mental

rii w ^ g le
you forget ASP

Senser Process:
mental

In these cases, however, as suggested by the numbering, I have recognised two separate 
clauses The problem of the ways in which clauses may be joined together - or from 
another point of view, the relationship between successive experience units in the text - 
has obvious implications for how we define single clauses: this is an issue I will discuss 
in sections 2.3.1 and 4.1.5 below. The exact delimitation of the clause would also seem 
to depend on the sorts of relationships between processes, or to avoid begging the 
question of how many processes there are in examples like (25) and (63) above, the 
relationships between successive verbal groups (see section 4.1.1 below). It would thus 
seem that the experience unit may indeed extend over the boundaries of the clause, but it 
is uncertain at this stage in exactly what ways.

I will round off this discussion of experiential structure by sunmiing up the nature of the 
evidence in the text. Table 2.6 below sets out the different examples of experiential 
structures in this text, defined by: a. process type, i.e. the classification according to the 
five main Process types and their subtypes; and b. completeness: i.e. the elements 
actually present.
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1. material Mediun^Process

a. middle: unranged Medium'^Process (65) Huodong jieshii,
'(By the time) the activities were over'

Process (Medium omitted) (6) hui-lai,
'(now that I've) come home,'

Medium'^Process 1 ‘'Process2 (63) nl xian qii xl yi xi. 
'go and have a wash first.'

b. ranged: ranged Medium^Process'^Range

Medium^Process'^Range (13) caishichSng hai kai men...! 
'the markets would still be open!’

Process'^Range (Medium 
omitted)

(3) shang ban 
'going to work,'

Process-'Aspect^'Range (Medium 
omitted)

(15) xia le ban 
'Having finished work,'

Process'^Range'^Aspect (Medium 
omitted)

(50) Shang nS’r le? 
'Where have (you) been?'

b. effective Agenl^Process^Medium

Process^Medium (Agent omitted) (68) ggi baba jie shu.
'to borrow a book for Dad.'

Agent'^Process (Medium omitted) (40) W6 jintian wSnshang yao yong. 
'I need to use (it) this evening.'

Process^ Aspect'^Medium (Agent 
omitted)

(9) ji le yi feng xin 
'and posted a letter,'

Agent^Process 1 ''Process2 
(Medium omitted)

(25) N1 z6nme bii zijl qii jie?
'Why didn't you go and borrow it yourself?'

Medium^ Agent'^Process  ̂
Aspect

(18) ...w6 yao de nei bgn shu, ni ggi w6 
jie-lai le...?
'...that book I wanted, did you borrow (it) 
for me?'

Agent^Process''Aspect (Medium 
omitted)

(72) TushQ-guSnnyuan zhSo le bantian... 
'The library attendant spent ages looking for 
(it).'

2. ascriptive Carrier^Process

Carrier^Process (20) Nl zdnme zheme jianwang? 
'How could you be so forgetful?'

Process (Carrier omitted) (51) Z6nme zheme wSn...? 
'Why are (you) so late?'

Process'^Range (Carrier omitted) (2) ... mang shenme...?
'...what have (you) been busy with?'

Process^Aspect (Carrier omitted) (57) ... tai hao le! 
'...great!'
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Process type template /  actual structure example
3. relational 
a. locational Existenf'Process^Location

Process^'Location (Existent 
omitted)

(60) Zai na’r? 
'Where are (they)?'

b. existential Location^Process^Existent

Location^'Process^Existent

Process'^Existent (Location 
omitted)

(29) N5’r y6u shijian?
'Where would there have been the time?'

(54) hai y6u kewm huddong.
'(I) had after-class activities.'

c. identifying Identified^Process^Identifier

Identified '̂Identifier (Process 
omitted)

Identifier^Aspect (Identified, 
Process omitted)

(52) Jintian xingqiliu, 
'Today's Saturday,'

(66) yljing wil diSn le,
'(it) was already five o'clock,'

4. mental 
a. phenomenal Senser^Process^Phenomenon

Process^Phenomenon

Process^'Phenomenon (Senser 
omitted)

(55) Qiao nl man-tou-da-han...! 
'Look at you all covered in sweat!'

(24) Wd mei ting-jian...
'I didn't hear...'

b. reporting Sense/'Process^[reported clause] 

Senser^Process''[reported clause] (58-59) WS hai pa nl wang le... 
'I was afraid you'd forgotten.'

5. verbal 
a. received Sayer^Receiver^Process

Sayer^Receiver^Process

Sayer^Receiver^Process''Aspect

(31) nl mei gen w6 shuo.
'you didn't tell me.'

(22) nl shenme shihou gen w6 shuo guo? 
'When did you mention (it) to me?'

b. verbalised Sayer^Process^Verbiage 

Process^ Aspect '̂Verbiage (Sayer 

omitted)

33. jiii ti-qi guo zhe shi’r. 
' (I) mentioned this matter.'

c. quoting Sayer^Process'^lquoted clause] 

Sayer^Process '̂[quoted clause]

Process^[quoted clause] (Sayer 
omitted)

(44-45) Nl shuo wfi tSoyan?
'Did you say I’m annoying’

(74-75) Hai shuo w6 jianwang... 
'And (you) say I'm forgetful!'

Table 2.6: Types of transitivity structures in Memom
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The default order in each type of clause is represented by a "template" or general pattern; 
functions in this template that are lacking in actual examples are noted in parentheses. For 
the sake of clarity, I will ignore the contribution made by circumstances, since they are 
not definitive in assigning a process type to a clause; I will however include such 
elements as aspect particles, since their contribution to the transitivity structure has not yet 
been fully explained (see section 4.2.2.1 below).

This table gives a good idea of the range of variation in ordering, and in presence / 
absence of particular functions, that is characteristic of experiential structure. 
Unfortunately, a full explanation of these patterns would go beyond the range of the 
present study. However, it may be noted that both non-default ordering (as mentioned 
above) and ellipsis are textually motivated: i.e. they have to do with what is chosen as 
Theme (see section 1.2.3 above), and what is presumed information (section 1.2.2).

2. Modelling grammatical structure in Chinese

2.3 Clauses in text

So far I have identified different types of grammatical structure corresponding to the 
textual, interpersonal and experiential systems of the clause (which includes the tone 
group in the default case - see section 2.2.1 above): culminative structures expressing 
textual systems, prosodic structures expressing interpersonal systems, and constituent 
structures expressing experiential systems. The initial description of these different 
functional structures in Chapter 1, in terms of their component functions, was based on 
the assumption that these structures jointly defined the structure of the clause. However, 
closer analysis showed that each different functional system defined its own unit of scope 
- the textual systems of THEME and INFORMATION defining the message unit and the 
information unit respectively, the interpersonal system of MOOD defining the predication 
unit, and the experiential system of TRANSITIVITY defining the experience unit. Only in 
the case of the message unit could the unit of structure always be equated with the 
boundaries of the clause, the other functional units only having a reasonable likelihood of 
coinciding with the clause.

It is thus possible to see the clauses into which the text was initially divided, and 
according to which the description has been carried out so far, as a sort of analytical 
compromise between the different functional units of message, information, predication 
and experience (cf Matthiessen 1988). In other words, rather than taking the clause as the 
basic unit of grammatical structure, we can reconceptualise it, via the more abstract 
concept of clause rank, as the level of grammatical organisation at which various
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grammatical systems are realised. Such a conception of clause treats it as the scope of 
realisation of systemic options rather than as a fixed structural unit. From the point of 
view of the text as a whole, therefore, the clause can be seen as a unit with shifting 
boundaries, acting as the common denominator of the different functional units, with 
which it is sometimes "in phase", i.e. when the boundaries of all the functional units 
coincide with each other, and sometimes "out of phase", i.e. when one or more of the 
functional units does not coincide with the others.

In this section I will show how the clause rank structures defined so far come together in 
text. This will be done from two points of view. Firstly I will examine how clauses join 
together in text: or from the opposite point of view, how the boundaries between 
functional units in running text can be deUmited. This will involve positing another type 
of functional structure - the logical - that is concerned with relations between units. 
Secondly I will show how the four types of structure - textual, interpersonal, experiential 
and logical - interact in realising granmiatical, and ultimately semantic, systems through 
the text.

2 . 3 . 1  Relationships between clauses: logical structure in Memory

As I pointed out in sections 1.3.2 and 2.2.2 above, much of the momentum in a dialogic 
text like Memory is generated by the exchange aspect of the text, i.e. by the roles the 
speakers take on with regard to each other. Many of the individual moves in this 
exchange are realised by single clauses, so if we examine the text from the point of view 
of the relationship between its clauses, we will find that in many cases they are realising 
related initiating and responding moves such as question and answer, or command and 
undertaking. This kind of relationship between clauses is shown in the initial exchange 
between Mum and Dad over who borrowed the book, with each clause analysed for its 
exchange type, speech function and mood type: 

initiating, question, interrogative: polar
D: 18. Ai, w6 yao de nei bSn shu, ni g6i w6 jie-lai le ma?

oh, I want SUB that MEAS book you for me borrow come ASP MOD 
'Oh, that book I wanted, did you borrow (it) for me?'

responding, question, interrogative: elemental 
M:19. Shenme? shenme shu? 

what what book
'What? What book?'

initiating, exclamation, interrogative: polar 
D:20. Ni zfinme zheme ji^wM g? 

you how so forgetful 
'How could you be so forgetful?'
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responding, question, declarative 
M:21. JiM w ^g? 

forgetful 
'Forgetful?'

Now while this exchange does not proceed as expected - which is of course the whole
point of the text - there is nevertheless a definite sense of progression from clause to
clause, and this progression can be neatly captured by the exchange analysis. Let's now
compare part of the exchange following on from this;

initiating, question, interrogative: elemental
M:25. N1 z6nme bii ziji qu jie?

you how NEG self go borrow 
'Why didn't you go and borrow it yourself?'

responding, statement, declarative
D:26. W6 shkigwU sh ^g  ban,

I morning go-to work
'In the morning I went to work,'

responding, statement, declarative
27. zhongwii pei wMgud kehii, 

midday escort foreign client
'At lunchtime (I had to) look after a foreign client,'

responding, statement, declarative
28. xiawil kai hui... 

afternoon hold meeting
'In the afternoon (I) had a meeting...'

initiating, statement, interrogative; elemental
29. M ’r ydu shijian?

where exist time
'Where would (I) have had the time?'

In terms of its exchange organisation, Dad's reply to Mum's question in (25) falls into
clear two parts: a series of statements (26-28) and then a clinching rhetorical question in
(29). While from an exchange point of view, therefore, clauses (26-28) form a block,
they are also intemally related as actions in chronological succession, clearly indicated by
the circumstance of Time in each clause, shangwu 'in the morning', zhdngwu 'at
lunchtime', xiawu 'in the afternoon'. The exchange analysis cannot capture these sorts of
relations between clauses.

Near the beginning of the text, Mum produces a similar series of statements in answer to
Dad's question about her day. Again from an exchange point of view, these clauses (3-
11) are completely homogeneous, all statements realised by declarative clauses. In terms
of the relationships between the clauses, however, they show interesting differences. The
first five clauses, as given below, form a sort of list, a summary of the working day:
3. Aiyo, shang bM 

oh go-to work 
'Oh, going to work,'
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4. xia ban, 
finish work 
'finishing work,'

5. mSi cm; 
buy food
going shopping,'

6. hui-lai, 
return come
'(when I) come home,'

7. hai dgi zuo
still must cook meal
'(I) Still have to do the cooking.'

From the wording of the clauses, arranged in a rough time sequence, it is not possible to 
tell whether they refer to these actions in general terms, i.e. 'going to work, finishing 
work' etc, or to specific actions on that day, i.e. '(I) went to work, (I) finished work' etc. 
There is a difference between them, however, in that the first three clauses (3-5) are only 
loosely linked while the last two (6-7) seem more closely related, in that the action in (6) 
is a necessary precursor to that in (7). In addition, this final clause is explicitly marked as 
coming at the end of the sequence of actions by the Sequence function hdi 'still' (cf Lii 
1980: 222), which here has an implication something like "do this, do this, do this, and 
then do this".

Clauses (8-11), in contrast, clearly refer to actions at a specific time, since the first of this 
series (8) contains a circumstance of Time zhdngwu 'at lunchtime', which by Theme 
ellipsis, can be taken as also applying to the following clauses. The sequence is again 
concluded with a Sequence element hdi 'still' in the final clause:
8. Zhongwii dao youjii 

midday reach post office
'At lunchtime (I) went to the post-office

9. ji le yifengxin, 
post ASP one MEAS letter 
'and posted a letter,'

10. jingguo cmshichSng, 
pass-by market
'(and as I) went past the markets,'

11. hm mSi le diSn’r cM. 
still buy ASP little food
'(I) did some more shopping.'

In this case, the sequence of actions divides into two pairs, the second clause of each pair 
indicating actions which take place at the destination specified in the first clause. The 
Process of the second clause of each pair is also followed by the particle le indicating a 
completed action. The implications of this type of experiential marking in the unit were 
discussed briefly in section 2.2.3 above; from the point of view of the relationships
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between these clauses, it may be regarded as emphasising the second clause of each pair 
as following in time. (The meaning indicated by le also has to do with the nature of the 
following participant - see discussion of the ASPECT system in section 4.2 below).

Dad's response to this contains two actions in chronological order:
12. Hm, xiawil xiaban ylhou, 

hey afternoon finish work after 
'Hey, in the afternoon after finishing work,'

13. cMshichSng hai kai men ma! 
market still open door MOD 
'the markets would still be open!'

In this case the action in the first clause is exphcitly marked as happening before that in
the second by the conjunction yihdu 'after' at the end of the clause, while the action of the
second clause is further represented as continuing on after the first action by the Sequence
element hdi 'still'. After Mum rebuffs the implication behind this (i.e. that she would
have had time after work to carry out the actions she already described), she then goes on
to detail the further actions she did perform after work:
15. xia le bm 

finish ASP work 
'Having finished work,'

16. w6 haidSi qu bSihuodMou
I still must go department store
'I Still had to go to the department store'

17. ggiXiaoming mSiqiuxie. 
for Xiaoming buy sandshoe
'to buy sandshoes for Xiaoming.'

These actions are again presented in chronological order, but with some interesting 
differences between them. The first of the sequence (15) is marked by the particle le, 
emphasising it as having been completed before the others, i.e. as a precursor to the 
following actions. The second of the sequence (16) is marked by the Sequence element 
hdi 'still' as appearing at the end of a series of actions. The third (17) while obviously 
coming after the second in time, is also related to it as representing the purpose for which 
the action in (16) was carried out.

The relationships between clauses and the ways in which they are expressed in this part 
of the text could be summarised as follows:
a. order of clauses represents sequence in time, first to last (3-5);
b . order of clauses represents sequence in time, first to last, reinforced by 

circumstances of time in each clause (26-28);
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c . order of clauses represents sequence in time, first to last, preceding clause 
expresses necessary precursor to following clause, last in sequence marked by 
Sequence element and / or aspect particle (6-7), (10-11);

d . order of clauses represents sequence in time, first to last, preceding clause marked 
by conjunction as happening before following clause (12-13), or completed before 
following clause (15-16);

e. order of clauses represents sequence in time, first to last, following clause 
understood as purpose for which action in preceding clause performed (16-17).

If we look through the rest of the text, we find two further types:
f . order of clauses represents sequence in time, first to last, reinforced by paired 

Sequence elements in each clause (highlighted in italics), as in the following 
example:

32. Zaoshang yi qlchuang 
early-morning once rise bed
'First thing this morning as soon as (I) got up,'

33. jiii ti- qi guo zhejim shi’r.
(I) then mention up ASP this MEAS matter 
'I mentioned this matter.'

g . order of clauses represents reverse sequence in time, last to first, order indicated
by paired Sequence elements in each clause; for example:

M:62. Yihul’r z.ai kan,
a-while further look
'Look at (them) in a while,'

63. ni xidn qu xl yi xi.
you first go wash one wash 
'go and have a wash first.'

The nature of the relationships between clauses seems to be of quite a different kind from 
the relationships within each clause. Successive clauses are added to each other as steps 
in an unfolding series, linked to each other more or less closely. For example, clauses (3- 
5) simply follow each other, with the relationship between them - whether one of items 
on a list, or actions in a sequence, or perhaps both at once - left quite implicit. We could 
symbolise this using a simple number notation, to indicate that it is the sequence that 
defines the relationships between the clauses: e.g.
3. Aiyo, shkigban 1 

oh go-to work
'Oh, going to work,'

4. xiaban, 2 
finish work
'finishing work,'
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5. mSi ca; 3
buy food
going shopping,'

In contrast, clauses (12-13) are relatively closely bound together, in that the first is 
marked by the conjunction yihdu 'after' which sets up an expectation of something to 
follow, as well as indicating the relative sequence of the two. In this case, therefore, there 
is a tension between the sequence in time, from first to last, and the "direction" of 
interdependency, with the second clause being what the first clause is depending on. We 
could symbolise this with a Greek letter notation, where the first letter of the alphabet, i.e. 
a, represents the clause to which the other is directed, with the other letters of the 

alphabet representing depending clauses: e.g.
12. Hm, xiawii xiaban ylhou, P 

hey afternoon finish work after 
'Hey, in the afternoon after finishing work,'

13. cMshichSng hai kaimen’r ma! a  
market still open door MOD
'the markets would still be open!'

We can generalise the relationships between clauses in this text as forming logical 
structures. Logical structures in this sense (cf Halliday 1994: 179 "language as the 
expression of certain very logical relations") may be understood as characterising 
relationships between units, rather than between elements within a particular unit. The 
scope of logical structure is thus a combination of at least two clauses, what is known as 
a clause complex (Halliday 1994: 215). The clause complex is not a closed structure 
made up of clauses, i.e. it is not the whole of which clauses are the parts, but rather an 
open-ended structure through which clauses form different kinds of relationships with 
each other (cf Martin 1997). The relationships defining clause complexes involve two 
kinds of variable (adapted from Halliday 1994: Ch.7; Ouyang 1986):
1. the general meaning, or semantic, relationship between clauses, e.g. succession in 

time, items on a list, which can be generalised as relationships of expansion, i.e. 
successive clauses expand on the meaning of the initial clause in various ways

2. the degree of closeness between clauses, e.g. either loosely linked in sequence, or 
with one clause leading on to another clause, generalised as the degree of 
interdependency between clauses, i.e. whether they are the initial clause is 
dependent on the following clause, symbolised by the Greek letters p, a ,o r  

whether the following clauses are merely continuing the preceding clause, 
symboUsed as 1,2 ...
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If we go on to look at a part of the text which is concerned not with narrating happenings 
but arguing about the interactants' understanding of each other's words. This part of the 
text was analysed in terms of the speech functions of its moves in section 2.2.2 above; 
this analysis is repeated below:

tS o y ^ !  exclamationD:42. Ai, zhen
oh-dear really
'Oh, how annoying!'

M:43. Shenme? 
what 
'What?'

annoymg

44. N1 shuo 45. wd
you say I
'Did you say I'm annoying?'

taoyki?
annoying

D:46.aBu, bu...
no no 
'No, no...'

46.b w6 shi shuo 47. [I mei y5u nei bfin shu I] zhen taoy^.
I be say NEG exist that MEAS book really annoying
'I said not having that book is really annoying.'

question

question

statement

statement

From this analysis, it can be seen that the pairs of clauses (44-45) and (46b-47) each 
represent a single move. The relationship between the clauses within each pair was 
explained in section 1.4.3.2.5 above as one of the first clause, a verbal clause, quoting 
the second one, an ascriptive clause. What Mum is doing here, then, is representing as 
speech (the verbal clause) what she thinks is Dad's summary of her (the ascriptive 
clause). In this case, of course, she misrepresents what Dad actually meant, and so he 
counters, in (46b-47), with his own representation of what he meant to say. A similar 
example occurs later in the text, after Mum tells Xiaoming she has bought the sandshoes 
for him. In a similar double clause move in (58-59), Xiaoming uses a mental clause to 
report what he himself thought, represented by another mental clause:
58. W6 hai pa 59. nl wang le ne. statementhai pa 

I still fear
'I was afraid'

wang le ne. 
you forget ASP MOD 
'you'd forgotten.'

Verbal and mental clauses seem to be linked to following clauses in different ways from 
material clauses. Another experience, expressed by the following clause, is represented 
not as an experience in itself but rather reconceived of as something said, or something 
thought. We could generalise these semantic relationships, traditionally expressed in 
terms of "direct / indirect speech", as ones of projection, whereby the mental or verbal 
clause projects another experience through itself. A relationship of projection represents a 

rendering of what is said or thought rather than a mere recording. This is shown very 
clearly in the initial verbal examples in (44-45) and (46b-47) where Dad never actually
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said either what Mum represents him as saying or, for that matter, what he re-represents 
himself as saying. Likewise in the mental example in (58-59) Xiaoming has no direct 
access to his mother's mental state, and in any case his representation has just been 
proved wrong by events.

In the case of clauses related by projection, unlike clauses related by expansion, there is 
no obvious distinction in the degree of interdependency. The projecting clause, i.e. the 
verbal or mental clause, precedes the projected clause, but there is no other explicit 
marker of the relationship between them. (This means that, paradoxically, the relationship 
between them would have to be regarded as a depending one, since the only way the 
projected clause is interpreted as such is by its relationship to the projecting clause - see 
further discussion in section 3.1.4 below). In this case since it is the initial clause that 
defines the status of the following clause as something said or thought, we may regard it 
as primary, using the first letter of the Roman alphabet, i.e. a, to symbolise the 
projecting clause, with the projected clause symbolised with the following letter of the 
alphabet, i.e. b: e.g.
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58. W6 hai pa a
I still fear
'I was afraid'

59. nl wang le ne. b
you forget ASP MOD
'you'd forgotten.'

Clauses containing other process types also form links with other clauses. Ascriptive 
clauses, as explained in section 1.4.3.2.2 above, commonly represent a summary of a 
situation, i.e. a number of separate actions, as is the case with the ascriptive clauses (1) 
and (2) at the very beginning of the text, which contain the Process mdng 'be busy' and 
followed by a series of material clauses, detailing the nature of this "busyness". Due to 
their summarising function, most of the ascriptive clauses in this text stand alone, are 
relatively self-contained, and do not link following clauses to them. The only cases in 
which they do form clause complexes is as projected clauses following a projecting verbal 
clause, as in (44-45) above.

The relational clauses in the text also enter into clause complexes related through 
expansion, usually with material clauses. In the following example, the first clause in the 
clause complex, (52), is a relational one that defines the context for the following clauses,
i.e. that today is the last day of the school week. The sequence which this initiates divides 
into two different types of succession: firstly an implicit one of explanation between (52) 
and (53-54) - i.e. because it's the last day of the week, there are these activities; and
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secondly an explicit succession in time between (53) and (54), which is indicated, like the
clause complex (15-16) above, by the Process in (53) being marked as completed, and
therefore as a precursor of the Process in (54). This second relationship is nested
(Halliday 1994: 218) inside the first, and can be represented as follows:
X:52. Jlntian xingqiliu, 1

today Saturday 
'Today's Saturday,'

53. xia le ke 2 p 
finish ASP class
'when (I) finished class'

54. hm ydu kewM huddong. a  
still exist class-outside activity
'(I) had after-class activities.'

We can also note that, while mental and verbal clauses are commonly joined to following 
clauses by relationships of projection, this is not always the case. Take for example 
clauses(30-31):
30. W6 bu zhidao, 1 

I NEG know
'I didn't know,'

31. nl mei genwd shuo. 2 
you NEG:perf with I speak
'you didn't tell me.'

In this clause complex (made up of a mental clause followed by a verbal clause), the 
relationship between the two clauses is not one of projection but rather of expansion; in 
this case the second clause restates the situation implied by the first, but from a different 
point of view.

The relationships in clause complexes in the text, that is, in clauses which are part of a 
single move by the same speaker, can be summed up as the system of LOGICO-SEMANTIC 
RELATIONS, given in Fig. 2.7 below. As pointed out above, the logical structure defined 
by this system applies not to a unit, like the other functional structures, but to 
relationships between units. The entry condition of this system is therefore not a clause, 
or even a clause complex, but rather the clause nexus (Latin 'joining' - cf Halliday 1994: 
218), in other words, the link between one clause and one or more following clauses.
The fact that this kind of link is open-ended is represented by the fact that this system 
contains not only the choices between [expansion] or [projection] and within [expansion] 
between [continuing] or [dependent] but another choice between [finish], i.e. making no 
more choices or [repeat], i.e. go back into the system again. This "recycling" choice 
captures the open-ended, or recursive nature (Halliday 1979: 74) of logical structure.
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Figure 2.7: The system of LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATIONS in Memory

2 . 3 . 2  The relationship between different kinds of function structure 
in M emory

In section 2.3 above I suggested that the clause as a grammatical unit could be regarded as 
a compromise between the different functional units of message, information, predication 
and experience. In the previous section I identified some of the possible relationships 
between clauses through the concept of a clause nexus, or link between clauses. In this 
section I will bring together all these different types of analysis and show how they 
interact in the text.

In order to do this, I will examine the final section of the text, clauses (48-75), starting 
from where Xiaoming joins the dialogue, by analysing it progressively, i.e. as 
developing text. In order to simplify the discussion, I will concentrate on identifying 
where the different units do not coincide with each other, and explain why they are out of 
phase with reference to the progression of the text. Table 2.7 below sums up this 
analysis. Each clause is analysed for each kind of function structure, as represented by 
the relevant units of message, information, predication, experience, and, if relevant, the 
clause nexus. The unit is represented in the table by a single box with its main function, 
symbolised T for Theme, N  for New, Pred. for Predicator and Proc. for Process, with 
ellipsed functions indicated in parentheses; a clause nexus is represented by the number 
and letter notation. Units absent in a particular clause are indicated by shading. If a single 
clause contains more than one main function, this is indicated by repeating the symbol; if 
more than one clause corresponds to a single unit this is indicated by placing the symbol
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for the functionin only one of the relevant clauses - an embedded Process is indicated 
[IProc.l],
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65. T Fred. Proc. IP
66. T N (Fred.) Froc. a

67. T Fred. Proc. 2 1

68. (T)________ N Fred. Froc. 2_______

Table 2.7: The interaction of the different function structures in a section of Memon

This extract starts with a preparatory move by Xiaoming addressing his parents (49), the 
function of which is simply to open the conversation without making a full predication: it
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therefore corresponds to none of the other functional units, except for the information 
unit, with two News, his parent's titles Bd 'Dad', Ma 'Mum'. Mum then makes an 
initiating move in two questions addressed to Xiaoming about his goings on (50-51), 
both linked by ellipsis of the Theme m 'you'. Xiaoming's reply links three clauses 
together, with (52) and (53-54) in a continuing relation of expansion setting out the 
reasons for his lateness, and (53) and (54) in a dependent relation of expansion relating 
the finishing of class to the activities. This dependent relation is reinforced by being 
presented as a single information unit, with New huoddng 'activities'. Mum's reaction to 
this (55) is an exclamation at his appearance, emphasised by being broken up into two 
information units, with News qido (m ) 'look (at you)', and {mdn-tou ) dd hdn '(covered 
in) sweat'.

Mum then goes on to an initiating move telling Xiaoming about his sandshoes (56); this 
corresponds to a single experience unit with downranked clause, a past experience m ydo 
de '(that) you wanted', functioning as Descriptor to the Head qiiixie 'sandshoes'. 
Xiaoming's reaction starts with an exclamation (57) containing only an interpersonal 
Theme diyd 'oh'. This is followed by a single move (58-59) expressing his (mistaken) 
expectation that Mum wouldn't have bought the shoes, expressed in two clauses related 
by projection, and presented as a single information unit with New wdng le 'forgotten'. 
Xiaoming goes on to a double initiating move (60-61) in two clauses asking about the 
'sandshoes', present by ellipsis in the Theme of (60) and the Rheme of (61). Mum's 
reply is a pair of commands (62-63) in a relationship of expansion in reverse succession 
in time, the order indicated by the Sequence elements zdi 'later' (62) and xidn 'first' (63). 
Xiaoming responds in a move simply acknowledging that he has heard her command, 
one which, like (49), corresponds only to a single information unit but to none of the 
other functional units.

Xiaoming continues with his account of his afternoon's doings, in a double clause 
complex (65-66) and (67-68) linked by expansion, indicating succession in time ...jieshu 
'(after)..(the activities) were over', wu didn le 'it was five o'clock', hdi qu le '(I) then 
went...' jie shu 'to borrow a book'. The first two clauses (65) and (66) are linked by 
dependent expansion, presented as a single information unit with the time wm didn 'five 
o'clock' as New; the second two clauses linked by continuing expansion indicating 
purpose, also presented as a single information unit with the New the whole object of his 
actions ijie) shu '(to borrow) a book'. Dad's responding move to this in (69), d 'oh', is 
simply an incredulous exclamation not corresponding to any other functional units; Mum 
is slightly more active in (70) asking a question in a clause with Predicator ellipsed, i.e. 
shenme 'what'. Xiaoming's reply in (71) rephrases his report, presenting it as two
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information units, with New addressing his father, Ba 'Dad', and emphasising that he 
has the book, jie-hui -lai le 'borrowed'. This clause £ilso sums up the previous 
experience, now revealed, that m rang wo gei m jie  'you [i.e. Dad] got me to borrow for 
you' as a downranked clause functioning as Descriptor to the Head shu 'book'. 
Xiaoming then adds some further information in (72), presenting as New the length of 
time it took to find the book, bdntidn 'for ages'. Dad in reply (73) can only manage a 
responding move, a simple reaction like his former move d 'oh' in (69), and it is left to 
Mum to point out the moral in a single move (74-75), linked by a relationship of 
projection, presented as a single information unit with the New as a repetition of Dad's 
earlier unjustified accusation jianwang 'forgetful'.

The analysis above shows how the speakers exploit the potential of the different function 
units to move the text forward, sometimes using them in concert with each other, 
sometimes in opposition to each other. This type of multifunctional analysis can thus 
enable us to first pick apart the different strands of meaning in a text, assign them to their 
units of scope, and then bring them together them to show how the text as a whole is a 
combination of these functional patterns, organised to respond to the pressures of the 
situation in which the speakers are operating.
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Chapter 3: Text data and grammatical description: 
a system-based approach

3.0 The text under description and its grammatical categories

In the first chapter, I approached the description of the clauses in a Chinese text by way 
of the cotext of the text as a whole, explaining the organisation of both clause and text as 
related in three different functional ways to the context of situation in which the text was 
situated. In theoretical terms, what I did was examine the organisation at the stratum of 
lexicogrammar as related to the organisation at the stratum of discourse-semantics; that is, 
according to a model which saw language as stratified, i.e. distributed across strata of 
different degrees of abstraction, i.e. lexicogrammar (wordings) and discourse-semantics 
(meanings), corresponding to units of different scope, i.e. clause and text, respectively.

So far I have relied on a single text to build up this description of clause grammar in 
Chinese. The data has been deliberately limited in this way in order to make it exactly 
clear what the description was setting out to account for, in much the same way as 
Halliday's (1959) study of fourteenth century Mandarin Chinese is based on the 
description of a single written text. Such an approach also brings into focus the process 
of building up a description from scratch. Grammatical descriptions of languages are, 
theoretically, built up on the basis of a range of texts, but the connection between the 
form of the description and the nature and availability of the data is often lost sight of.

It is this connection that I would like to re-emphasise here by showing how two different 
texts may call for two different descriptive systems. In other words, having already 
related the grammatical systems of the clause to the semantic systems of the text, i.e. in a 
stratified way, I would now like to focus on how these systems are instantiated in 
different texts. We thus need to expand the notion of system from simply representing 
"a collection of options stemming from a point of choice" (as defined in section 1.2.2 
above) to being something that captures the potential range of choices open at a particular 
stratum in the language, with clauses in text representing how those choices are 

instantiated.

Thus in describing the organisation of the sample of the Chinese language that is the text 
Memory, two continua were taken into account. The first continuum was that of 
stratiHcation, i.e. from abstract to concrete, from meaning (semantics) as the most 
abstract to sound (phonology) as the most concrete, with wording (lexicogrammar) being 
intermediate in abstraction between the two: this was the continuum along which the
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description in the first chapter proceeded. The second continuum was that of 
instantiation, i.e. from potential to actual. In the first chapter the continuum of 
instantiation was continually being traversed in setting up semantic and grammatical 
systems based on observed patterns in the text, i.e. by deriving the potential from the 
actual.

The description of Memory in the previous chapter and the earlier sections of this chapter 
made use of both of these continua in a multivalent way to characterise equally the 
patterns of the language and the shape of the description. This multivalence is 
underscored by the often noted systematic ambiguity of the English terms for the different 
strata of language (Halliday 1984). Thus in ordinary usage the term "semantics" refers 
both to the stratum of meaning in language and the smdy of that stratum, while 
"grammar" takes in both the stratum of wording and the description of that stratam. This 
ambiguity is picked apart in the equivalent Chinese terms; yuyi "language meaning" is 
reserved specifically for the stratum of semantics, with yiiyixue (with xue "study") as the 
corresponding study; similarly with yufa "language rules" for the stratum of grammar and 
yufaxue for its study - what Halliday (1984, 1993) has renamed "grammatics".

The distinction between the organisation of the language system itself and the 
organisation of the description set up to account for that system is one that is often 
glossed over. In the initial stage of the present study, this distinction could for all intents 
and purposes be ignored, because the latter was explicitly and exclusively derived from 
the former; in other words, every feature in the description was related to observable 
patterns in the text. However this procedure represented, in effect, a descriptive fiction, 
which now needs to be deconstructed. I will do this by focussing on the relationship 
between the system as potential and the text as actual, and showing how from a different 
actual, i.e. a different text, we can derive a different potential, and that this has significant 
implications for the status of the description itself.

3.1 Extending the description: the comparison of different texts

In the process of positing descriptive categories for a text, analysts of language make 
decisions based on the available data. In so doing, they tend to move, descriptively, from 
the system that is presumed to lie behind patterns observed in the data to the data itself. 
Thus the system is set up as the ideal, the language in toto, and the data as a realisation, at 
best partial, at worst erroneous (cf Chomsky's dismissive definition of linguistic 
"performance" in contrast to "competence" which is the primary concem of linguistics

3. Text data and grammatical description

 ̂ He writes 'linguistic theory is concerned primarily with an ideal speaker-hearer in a completely 
homogeneous speech community, who knows its language perfectly, and is unaffected by such
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1965: 3) of that ideal. If, however, we make the opposite descriptive move from a 
particular set of instances, i.e. a text, to the system lying behind that text, then it becomes 
obvious that different sets of instances will produce different systems. If we also 
recognise that the systems according to which the language is organised and which enable 
it to function semiotically in a wide range of contexts are primary, while the systems set 
up by the analyst to account for those systems and which have a much more limited range 
of application are secondary, then we must also admit that there is likely to be a "lack of 
fit" between the two kinds of system. In other words, the descriptive system posited by 
the analyst, far from being the ideal to which the data fails to match up, is in fact only a 
partial approximation of the potential lying behind the actual of a particular text or body of 
texts.

In the following sections, these issues will be addressed by comparing the grammatical 
description of the original text, the dialogue Memory, with that of a number of other texts: 
contrasting its textual organisation with that of a spoken comic dialogue. Boasting-, its 
interpersonal organisation with that of a spoken transaction. Shopping', its experiential 
organisation with that of a written narrative, In the classroom', and its logical organisation 
with that of a spoken exposition. Disappointed in America. The differences between texts 
will be captured by comparing the clause and clause complex systems posited for each 
text, i.e. the systems of THEME, INFORMATION, MOOD, TRANSITIVnT and LOGICO- 

SEMANnC RELATIONS. Differences between the description of texts involve more than 
simply adding features to or taking features away from existing systems. If we make the 
system the basis of the comparison, in other words, proceed according to the 
paradigmatic organisation of distinctive features, the differences between the systems 
already posited for Memory, and those put forward for another text can be seen to stem 
from the following causes:
1. differences in instantiation: i.e. features instantiated or not instantiatedin either text;
2. differences in the organisation of systems: i.e. in the interrelation of systemic 

features, how they "feed into" or lead out of each other;
3. differences in the delicacy of systems: i.e. in the "depth" of features posited.

Now while the first difference, the instantiation of systemic features,can be said to reflect 
features of the texts themselves (though still, of course, as interpreted or refracted 
through the description), the other two differences, the organisation and delicacy of 
systems - are clearly related to the form of the description rather than to the texts per se. 
For example, while the presence of the system of EXPERIENTIAL THEME, with the 
features [absolute] and [transitivity role] (see Fig.3.3 below) in the THEME system

grammatically irrelevant conditions as memory limitations, distractions, shifts of attention and interest, 
and errors (random or characteristic) in applying his knowledge of the language in actual performance’.
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network for Boasting, is to a certain extent determined by the fact that Boasting contains 
instances of [absolute theme] while Memory does not, the contrasting option [transitivity 
role] captures a feature of the text brought to notice, as it were, by the more developed 
state of the description: in other words, that there is a TRANSmVTTY system (described in 
section 1.4 above) whose interaction with the THEME system can now be specified.

The comparison of textual, interpersonal, and experiential systems carried out in the 
following sections will thus be not merely a comparison of two texts, but also a 
comparison of two descriptions. The initial description of Memory, which deliberately 
excluded any other evidence outside the text, and drew on a more simplified (or more 
precisely, a less delicate) version of the descriptive framework than the one about to be 
applied to Boasting, can now be subject to systematic scrutiny and evaluation. Questions 
can now be raised such as:
• on what grounds have particular descriptive decisions been made, and are there now 

grounds for modifying or rescinding those decisions?
• what feamres are shared by both texts and what features are unique to either text, and 

how does this change the picture of the overall system?
• how might the accuracy or generality of the initial description be evaluated in the light 

of this new evidence, and can we begin to see ways in which the descriptive system 
put forward here might be generalisable to a range of other texts?

3 . 1 . 1  Textual lexicogrammar in two different texts: the systems of
TH EM E and IN FO R M A T IO N  in Memory  and Boasting

As a prelude to the grammatical comparison of these two texts, I will briefly summarise 
the main content and contextual features of each text as relevant to their textual 
lexicogrammar.
Memory

A dialogue between three members of the Wang family: Dad, Mum and their son Xiaoming. The 

action takes place outside their Beijing home one Saturday afternoon after work. As the title 

Memory suggests, it hinges on a disagreement between Mum and Dad in regard to their differing 

recollections of the morning's events: specifically whether Dad had asked Mum to borrow a book 

for him from the library. Dad accuses Mum of forgetfulness; and the two of them wrangle over 

this point for some time, trying to establish the precise time when Dad claimed he had made the 

request, of which Mum has no recollection. Finally they decide, with some frustration on both 

sides, that there's nothing to be done about it. At this point Xiaoming enters and reveals that it 

was him his father had asked to borrow the book, not Mum after all, who is then able to turn the 

accusation o f forgetfulness back on her husband.

3. Text data and grammatical description
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This text is a fairly straightforward exchange between two interlocutors at a time, first 
Mum with Dad, then Mum with Xiaoming. There is relatively limited amount of actual 
information being exchanged, and the emphasis is essentially on the interpersonal status 
of that information: i.e. Mum and Dad arguing whether Dad did tell Mum to borrow the 
book or not; Mum questioning Xiaoming about his movements. (For the complete text of 
Memory, see section 1.1.0 above.)
Boasting 2

Extract from a xidngsheng (crosstalk, comic dialogue), between a principal (ddugen 'provoke 

laughter') and a feed (p^nggen 'support laughter'). The dialogue as a whole is on the subject of 

drunkenness {zui jiu): previous episodes have dealt with the characteristics o f drunks and 

anecdotes about the crazy things people do when they are drunk. This episode concentrates on 

how drunks themselves deny that they are drunk, and presents an anecdote of two drunks 

(mimicked by the principal) boasting to each other about how much they can drink, and trying to 

catch each other out.

This text contains a great deal of information on a number of different levels: the basic 
narration by the principal on the subject of drunkenness; the internal narration of the 
principal taking on the roles of two different characters in his anecdote (using a special 
drunk voice quality when mimicking their speech); and the supporting comments of the 
feed. There is also an audience present for whom these different layers must be kept 
clear. The complete text of Boasting is given in Appendix 1, with clauses numbered from 
(1) to (77); when one speaker is interrupted by the other, the parts of the relevant clause 
are indicated by adding (a), (b) etc after the number.

In much the same way as I re-examined the notion of textual structure in section 2.2.1 
above, I will now begin to turn the spotlight on the system as a descriptive tool by 
comparing the same systems derived from two different texts. In doing this, I will still be 
focussing on the text as the context for grammatical patterning, but at one remove. Rather 
than arguing directly from the text to the system, I will argue between the systems derived 
from the different texts back to the description of structure in those texts. In this way I 
can open up the possibility of making generalisations about the relationship between the 
text data and the linguistic description.

We can start the comparison the systems of THEME derived from each text by considering 
their status in the description. We can do this by drawing a clear distinction between the 
system o /THEME, i.e. the textual contrasts available in the clause, and the system 
network for  THEME, i.e. the descriptive construct set up to account for these contrasts, in 
other words, between the organisation of the language system and the organisation of the

3. Text data and grammatical description

 ̂This text was transcribed by the writer from Bao & Guo 1981. Ms Wang Jing of SHLRC at Macquarie 
University generously lent her native speaker ear to assist with the transcription.
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description set up to account for it. By making this distinction, we open up the possibility 
that there could be other system networks set up for the same data, and stress the 
contingent nature of all descriptive constructs (this latter point will be elaborated in 
following sections). Figs 3.1 and 3.2 below present separate system networks for THEME 

in Memory and in Boasting, (the notational and terminological conventions for the system 
network are given in section 1.2.1 above). Tables 3.1 and 3.2 present examples of the 
systemic features instantiated in Memory and Boasting: each feature is Usted with the 
other features from which it leads on, with dependent features linked by colons (:), and 
simultaneous choices indicated by an ampersand (&); the division of the clause into 
Theme and Rheme is indicated above each example; the Theme of each clause example is 
highlighted in italics, and ellipsed Themes are supplied in parentheses.

3. Text data and grammatical description

^  experiential 
Theme

clause <

THEME
TYPE

— implicit

— explicit
— non-emphatic

V.

non-experiential  ̂
Theme

1— emphatic

— interpersonal Theme

— no interpersonal Theme

— textual Theme

— no textual Theme

THEME

roENnFIABUJTY

V.

— referring

— introducing

Figure 3.1: The svstem network for THEME in Memory
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3. Text data and grammatical description

clause feature

M33. experiential theme: implicit
Theme Rheme
(wd) jiii ti - qi guo zhe jian shi’r.
I then mention up ASP this MEAS matter 
'(I) mentioned this matter.'

M16. explicit: explicit: non-emphatic
Theme Rheme
w d  hai dei qii bSihuod^ou 
I still must go department store 
'I still had to go to the department store'

M34. experiential theme: explicit: emphatic
Theme Rheme 
Wd ya , yl ql chuang 
ITEXT once rise bed 
'As soon as I  got up'

M42. non-experiential theme: interpersonal theme
Theme Rheme 
A i ,  zhen t^oyan! 
oh-dear really annoying 
'Oh, how annoying!'

M41. non-experiential theme: textual theme
Theme Rheme
Nd mei b^fa. 
then NEG-exist means 
'Well it can't be helped.’

M l. non-experiential theme: interpersonal theme & experiential: explicit: non-emphatic
Theme Rheme 
A iy a , jln tian  mang-si le! 
oh-dear today busy die ASP 

'Oh, today (I've) been really busy!'

M37. non-experiential theme: textual theme & experiential: explicit: non-emphatic
Theme Rheme 
Na mingtian qujie ma! 
well tomorrow go borrow MOD 
'Well go and borrow (it) tomorrow then!'

M26. experiential theme: explicit: non-emphatic & referring
Theme Rheme 
Wd shdngwu sh ^ g  ban, 
I morning go-to work 
'In the morning I went to work,'

M29. experiential theme: explicit: non-emphatic & introducing
Theme Rheme
N3r ydu shijian?
where exist time
'Where would (I) have had the time?'

Table 3.1: Examples of THEME features instantiated in Memory
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3. Text data and grammatical description
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Figure 3.-2: The system network for THEME in Boasting

— disposed
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3. Text data and grammatical description

clause feature

B43. experiential theme: implicit
Theme Rheme
“(Wff) mei he - zui ya.”
I NEG:perf drink drunk MOD 
'“(I’m) not drunk.”'

B12. experiential theme: explicit: non-emphatic
Theme Rheme
Lid ren zm yikum’r he jiil, a? 
two+MEAS person at together drink alcohol INT 
'Two people drinking together, ah?'

B22. experiential theme: explicit: emphatic
Theme Rheme 
rii de jiu wa, bu xing.” 
you SUB alcohol TEXT NBG okay 
'your drinking, ‘s no good.”'

B27. experiential theme: explicit: Theme alone
Theme
Nei ge nel 
that MEAS MOD 
'What about that one?'

B39. non-experiential theme: interpersonal Theme & experiential: implicit
Theme Rheme 
Hud, (to) you chul - shang le! 
INT s/he further boast on ASP 
'Ha, (he's) boasting even more.'

B9. non-experiential theme: textual Theme & experiential: explicit: non-emphatic
Theme Rheme
O, ta dao pa zheyang. 
INT s/he however fear like-this 
'Oh, he’s afraid of that.'

B42. experiential theme: absolute & experiential: explicit: non-emphatic
Theme Rheme
Ta nei shetou y6 bii lisuo la.
s/he that tongue also NEG nimble ASP+MOD
'As for him, the tongue's not nimble either, i.e. his tongue’s not nimble either.'
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3. Text data and grammatical description

clause feature

B2. experiential theme; transitivity role: Participant; not disposed
Theme Rheme
m kan - de - chulai. 
you see POT:pos. out 
'you can tell.'

B48b. experiential theme: transitivity role: Participant; disposed
Theme Rheme 
hH shdudiantdng tao - chu - lai de. 
DISP hand-torch pull out come MOD 
'(he) pulls out a torch.'

B51. experiential theme; transitivity role; Circumstance
Theme Rheme 
W&ig zhuozi shang yl ge... 
towards table top once place 
'Puts it on the table,'

B54. experiential theme: transitivity role; Process
Theme Rheme 
chu le yi ge guangzhu’r. 
emit ASP one MEAS light-column 
'and a column of light comes out.'

B2. experiential theme; explicit; non-emphatic & referring
Theme Rheme
nl kan - de - chulai. 
you see POT;pos, out 
'you can tell.’

Table 3.2: Examples of THEME features instantiated in B oastin g

The system network ("network" for short) for THEME in Boasting differs from that for 
Memory in a number of small but significant ways. Firstly, an extra system has been 
added following on from [experiential] with a choice between [absolute] (B42) or 
[transitivity role]. The feature [transitivity role] leads into a fiirther choice between the 
three main types of transitivity function, i.e. [process] (B54), [circumstance] (B51) or 
[participant], with this latter feature leading into further choice between [disposed]
(B48b) and [not disposed] (B2). Secondly, the choice of [explicit] now opens up a 
further option, [Theme alone] (B27).

In order to understand the nature of these new contrasts, we need to ask what it is that the 
THEME network for Memory is actually describing. This network defines the possible 
textual contrasts in the clause by, in effect, classifying the Theme of each clause. This
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Theme is classified in two ways simultaneously: by its status in the theme structure and 
by its relationship to the information structure, as represented by the simultaneous 
systems of THEME TYPE and THEME IDENTIFIABILITY. From this point of view, it could 
be said that the Themes in Boasting enter into a wider range of contrasts than those in 
Memory. One reason for the greater thematic elaboration of Boasting can be found in its 
overall purpose as reflected in the type of text it represents. As noted above. Memory is a 
fairly straightforward exchange between two interlocutors with a relatively limited amount 
of acmal information being exchanged, while Boasting, in contrast, contains a great deal 
of information on a number of different levels; the basic narration of the principal speaker 
on the subject of drunkenness and the intemal narration by the principal taking on the 
roles of the protagonists in one of his anecdotes. Overlaying all of this is the presence of 
an audience for whom these different layers must be kept clear, something for which the 
contributions of the "feed" are very important (see discussion of the INFORMATION 

system below). It is not surprising then to see the THEME system "hard at work" 
responding to these pressures.

Another reason has to do with the addition of transitivity features to the original theme 
network. New options such as [absolute] or [transitivity role] are based on the 
recognition that the Theme can conflate with different functions in the transitivity 
structure, i.e. [participant], [circumstance] or [process], or with none of them, i.e. 
[absolute]. Thus it could be said that what the system of THEME does is assign a 
particular status in the message to the elements of the transitivity structure. In the system 
network for THEME in Boasting, all of the options except those explicitly marked [non- 
experiential] are relevant to the transitivity functions of the clause: in other words, they 
define how content is expressed as message.

This kind of approach to grammatical description that is both systemic - i.e. based on 
systems - and multifunctional - i.e. recognising textual, interpersonal, and experiential 
meanings - thus allows us to understand more clearly the significance of one of the main 
principles of structural ordering in the clause in Chinese: what is chosen to appear at or 
near first position, i.e. as Theme. Thus a syntagmatic property, position in the clause, 
allows us to identify paradigmatic contrasts, i.e. status in the message, and the 
concepmalisation of these contrasts as forming a system in contrast with other systems in 
the same text and the same system in a different text then gives us a deeper understanding 
of the syntagmatic feature itself.

The system networks for INFORMATION in Memory and Boasting are given below in Fig. 
3.3, with examples of the INFORMATION features instantiated in the two texts in Tables 
3.3 and 3.4 (analysis into Given and New is indicated above each example; in addition,

3. Text data and grammatical description
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the New in each clause example is highlighted in italics). Looking at these networks, we 
immediately see that while the THEME systems for the two texts look quite different, the 
INFORMATION systems seem identical. In fact, there are differences between the 
information patterning of these texts, particularly to do with the proportion of marked 
New (see discussion in section 3.3.2 below), but they are much more quantitative than 
absolute and therefore do not show up in this kind of system network representation (the 
need for a quantitative approach to the description of grammatical systems is discussed in 
section 4.3.2 below).

3. Text data and grammatical description

r SCOPE
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unit

r
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V

— fresh 
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Figure 3.3 The svstem of INFORMATION in Memory and Boasting
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3. Text data and grammatical description

clause feature

M l. thematically equivalent: clause
Given New 
Aiya, jintian mdng-si le! 
oh-dear today busy die ASP 

'Oh, today (I've) been really busy!'

M18. thematically equivalent: part of clause

Given New

w6 yao de nei bSn shu ... 
I want SUB that MEAS book 

'...that book I wanted...'

M6-7. thematically equivalent: clause complex
Gi-
hui-lai, 
return come
'(now that I've) come home,'

-yen New 
hai dSi zuo fan. 
still must cook meal 
'(I) still have to do the cooking.'

M2. thematically equivalent; New within Rheme
Given New 
A, mang shenme ya? 
oh busy what MOD 
'Oh, what have (you) been busy with?'

M29. thematically equivalent: New within Theme
New Given
NSr yfiu shijian?
where exist time
'Where would (I) have had the time?'

M19. thematically non-equivalent: clause fragment
New Given 
Shenme? shenme shu? 
what what book 
'What? What book?'

M3. thematically non-equivalent: interjection
New
Aiyd, ... 
oh

'Oh, ...'
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3. Text data and grammatical description

clause feature

M l. fresh
Given New 
Aiya, jintian mdng-si le! 
oh-dear today busy die ASP 
'Oh, today (I've) been really busy!'

M34. contrastive
New Given 
Wd ya, yi ql chuang 
ITECT once rise bed 
'As soon as I got up'

M36. reinforcing
Given New 
W6 chlzSofan de shfhou hai shuo le! 
I eat breakfast SUB time still speak ASP 
'I also spoke of (it) when (we) were having breakfast.'

Table 3.3: Realisations of INFORMATION features in Memory

clause feature

B9. thematically equivalent: clause
Gi-
6 , ta dao 
INT s/he however 
'Oh, he’s afraid of that.’

New
pa
fear

-ven
zhey^g.
like-this

B22. thematically equivalent; part of clause
Given 
n! de 
you SUB 
'your drinking..

New
jiu  wa...” 
alcohol TEXT

Bl-2. thematically equivalent: clause complex
New Gi-
Zhen he - zui le, 
really drink drunk ASP 
'(If)(someone’s) really drunk,'

nl kM - 
you see 
'you can tell.'

-ven 
de - chulai. 
CAN out
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3. Text data and grammatical description

clause feature

B16. thematically equivalent: New within Rheme
Given New 
lia ten duichui. 
two+MEAS person mutual-boast 
'the two of them boast to each other.'

B23. thematically equivalent: New within Theme
Gi- New -ven 
6 ,  renjid bii xIng. 
INT other-person NBG okay 
'Oh, the other guy’s no good.'

B26. thematically non-equivalent: clause fragment
New
Shi a? 
be MOD 
'Yeh?'

B12. thematically non-equivalent: interiection
(Given New) New 
(Lia ren zM yikuai’r he jiCi, dl 
two+MEAS person at together drink alcohol INT 
('Two people drinking together,) ah?'

B54. fresh
Given New 
chu le yi ge gudngzhu'r. 
emit ASP one MEAS light-column 
'and a column of light comes out.'

B34. contrastive
Gi- New -ven 
0 , raijm bii xi'ng. 
INT other-person NEG okay 
'Oh, the other guy’s no good.'

B3. reinforcing

Gi- New -ven 
0 , zhen he - zui le, 
INT really drink drunk ASP 
'Oh, (if)(they’re) really drunk,'

Table 3.4: Realisations of INFORMATION features in Boasting

If we investigate what it is that this INFORMATION network is representing, we find that, 
in a similar way to that in which the THEME networks examined above classified the
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Theme of each clause, this network classifies the New of each information unit. We saw 
above that the THEME analysis is in some sense derivative, i.e. it is largely concerned 
with presenting content as message, with taking the experiential functions of the clause 
and giving them status as starting point or continuation of the message. From this point of 
view the information analysis is doubly derivative, since it is largely concerned with 
taking these thematic elements and giving them status as either given or new information.

A detailed comparison of the INFORMATION systems of each text would depend on 
considerations of probability and markedness (see discussion in section 4.3 below). 
However, even from a superficial examination, it seems clear that the position of the New 
is much less predictable in Boasting than it is in Memory. Again some reasons for this 
can be seen in the nature of a crosstalk (xiangsheng) text like Boasting. As in the very 
similar vaudeville genre, the role of the feed in crosstalk is basically to react to the lines 
delivered by the principal, acting as a sort of surrogate, "ignorant" audience member, in 
order to make sure that the information crucial to the narration gets across to the real 
audience. One of the main linguistic means the feed has at his disposal to do this is the 
use of emphasis - in other words, the assignment of the New. It is then to be expected 
that the placement of the New would have to be very flexible in order to ensure that the 
currently relevant piece of information, whatever its position in the clause, would be 
correctly emphasised.

3 . 1 . 2  Interpersonal lexicogrammar in two different texts; 
the system of M OOD in Memory  and Shopping

As a prelude to the grammatical comparison of these two texts, I will briefly summarise 
the main content and contextual features of each text as relevant to their interpersonal 
lexicogrammar.
Memory
This text is a dialogue between three family members: Mum and Dad, and Mum and 
Xiaoming, which is chiefly to do with exchange of information: specifically whether 
Mum borrowed the book for Dad, a point of some contention, and why Xiaoming is 
home from school so late and what he has been doing. There is only one brief exchange 
of goods-&-services, when Mum tells Xiaoming to go and have a wash.
Shopping

A dialogue between two friends, XiSomei and Yiirdng, going shopping with various vendors: a 

seller of blnggurir (iceblocks), two clothes sellers at a market stall, and a sales assistant in a 

shoe shop.

3. Text data and grammatical description
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In contrast to the previous text, this dialogue is principally to do with the exchange of 
goods and services (food and clothes), while the exchange of information is chiefly as a 
prelude to some exchange of goods and services.

The complete text of Shopping is given in Appendix 1, with clauses numbered from (1) 
to (79). "Stage directions" are given at relevant places to identify a change of scene or 
significant non-verbal action (the original text being in audio-visual form)2.

Figs 3.4 and 3.5 below present separate system networks for MOOD in Memory and 
Shopping. Tables 3.5 and 3.6 give examples of the realisations of MOOD features in each 
text, with the relevant mood functions identified above each clause example.

3. Text data and grammatical description

clause

r
MOOD

TYPE

POLARrrY

— declarative 

interrogative

— imperative

—  positive ------

[— polar 

— elemental

I— simple

— negative

-  emphatic 
[— neutral

-  completed 

p. speaker

PERSON

ASSESSMENT

— interactant

— non-mteractant

r - neutral

MODALFFY

I— assessed

neutral

— addressee

— certain

— uncertain

-  obligation

-  inclination
minor

Figure 3.4: MOOD systems in Memory

-  established

_  asserted

-  open-ended

-  softened

 ̂This text is taken from a different program of the same TV series as Memory - see explanation of the 
features of this series in section 1.1.0 above.
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3. Text data and grammatical description

clause feature

M26. declarative
Predicator

Wfi shMgwCi shang ban, 
I morning go-to work 
'In the morning I went to work,'

M2. interrogative: elemental
Predicator Element 

A, mdng shenme ya? 
oh busy what MOD 
'Oh, what have (you) been busy with?'

M18. interrogative: polar
Predicator Negotiator 

Ei, wfi yao de nei bdn shu, nl ggi w6 jie-lai le m al 
oh, I want SUB that MEAS book you for me borrow come ASP MOD 
'Oh, that book I wanted, did you borrow (it) for me?'

M62. imperative
Predicator 

YihuTr zm kdn, 
a-while further look 
'Look at (them) in a while,'

M30. negative: neutral
Polarity Predicator 

Wd bu zhTdao,
I NEG know 
'I didn't know,'

M31. negative: completed
Polarity Predicator 

nl mei gen wd shud. 
you NEG:perf with I speak 
'you didn’t tell me.'

M23. positive: neutral
Predicator

Chi z^ofan de shihou shud de. 
eat breakfast SUB time speak MOD 
'I mentioned (it) when (we) were having breakfast.'

M46. positive: emphatic
Polarity Predicator 

Bii, bii... w6 shi shud 
no no I be say 
'No, no...I said"

M40. interactant: speaker
Subject Predicator 
Wo jintian wSnshang yao yong.
I today evening need use 
'I need to use (it) this evening.'
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3. Text data and grammatical description

clause feature

M31. interactant: addressee
Subject Predicator 
rii mei gen wc5 shud. 
you NEG:perf with I speak 
'you didn't tell me.'

M38. non-interactant
Subject Predicator 

Mingtian tiishiigudn bu kai , men. 
tomorrow library NBG open door 
'Tomorrow the library isn't open.’

M13. assessed: certain: asserted
Predicator Negotiator 

cmshichang hai kai men mal 
market still open door MOD 
'the markets would still be open!'

M23. assessed: certain: established
Predicator Negotiator 

Chi zSofan de shihou shud de. 
eat breakfast SUB time speak MOD 
'I mentioned (it) when (we) were having breakfast.'

M14. assessed: uncertain: open-ended
Predicator Negotiator 

Aiya nSr ydu shijian nel 
oh-dear where exist time MOD 
'Oh, where would there be the time?'

M2. assessed: uncertain: softened
Predicator Negotiator 

A, mdng shenme yal 
oh busy what MOD 
'Oh, what have (you) been busy with?’

M7. modalised: obligation
Modality Predicator 

hai dei zud fan. 
still must cook meal 
'(I) still have to do the cooking.'

M40. modalised: inclination
Modality Predicator 

W6 jintian wSnshang yao yong.
I today evening need use 
'I need to use (it) this evening.'

M64. minor
Exclamation
Ei.
okay
'Alright.'

Table 3.5: Examples of MOOD features instantiated in Memory
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3. Text data and grammatical description

clause

— major

/

MOOD

TYPE

POLARTTY

PERSON

ASSESSMENT

r  interrogative

— declarative

— imperative -

positive

negative

interactant 

non-interactant

neutral 

assessed --------^

— elemental

— polar

tagged

untagged

^  see
I—  Process

Participant i 

_  Circumstaii[|

balanced 
positive bias 
strongly positive

— speaker 

addressee

speaker & addressee

MODALFTY
neutral

modalised

— certain

— uncertain

I— varying -

-  obligation

-  inclination

established

-  open-ended

_ doubtful 

“ softened

-  exclamative

mmor

Figure 3.5: MOOD systems in Shopping

-  lc)kir+V6«jx3U,h---
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3. Text data and grammatical description

clause feature

S l l . declarative
Predicator
Zhdo nl yi ku^ ql mao liu. 
give-change you one dollar seven ten-cents six.
'That's one dollar seventy-six cents change.' (lit. (I) give you....change')

S75. interrogative: elemental: process: happening
Element 

Nl zinme la? 
you how ASP+MOD 
'What's the matter?'

S37. interrogative: elemental: process: quality
Element

Wei!...sanshijiil kum zenmeyangl 
hey thirty-nine dollar what-like 
'Hey, what about thirty-nine dollars?'

S67. interrogative: elemental: participant: quantity
Element
Duoshdo qian? 
how-much money 
'How much are (they)?'

S47. interrogative: elemental: circumstance: degree
Predicator Element 

Nl yao dud da hao de? 
you want how big size SUB 
'What size do you take?'

S35. interrogative: elemental: circumstance: place
Element Predicator

Sishi kum qian yi jian, nl shmg nSr qu mdi ya! 
forty dollar money one MEAS you to where go buy MOD 
'For forty dollars each, where (else) can you get (something like this)?'

S50. interrogative: polar: balanced
Predicator Polarity Predicator
ydu mei ydu sanshiql hao de? 
exist NEG exist thirty-seven size SUB 
'Do you have them in a thirty-seven?’

S29. interrogative: polar: positive bias
Predicator Negotiator 

Nl xihuan mal 
you like MOD 
'Do you like it'

S9. interrogative: polar: strong positive bias
Polarity Predicator Negotiator 

Aiyo, nl mei you Ifngqian ma? 
oh-dear you NBG exist change MOD 
'Oh, don't you have any change?'
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3. Text data and granunatical description

clause feature

S18. imperative: untagged
Predicator 

Kuai Idi m&V. 
quick come buy 
'Come and buy!'

S12. imperative: tagged
Pre- -dicator Tag 

Yo....bang w6 fang-jin tibao li, M o rm l 
oh help I place enter shopping-bag in good MOD 
'Oh, (could you) help me put (the change) in my bag, please?'

S16. positive
Predicator

Yansedao f!ng Mokan de, 
colour CONC very good-looking MOD 
'The colour looks very good'

S17. negative
Polarity Predicator

kgshi zhei zhfing shiyang x i^ z ^  yljing bii shimdo le. 
but this kind style now already NBG fashionable ASP 
'but this style's out of date now.'

S45. interactant: speaker
Subject Predicator 

Aiya, wd jiu xiSng mai zhei zhfing yangzi de xie! 
oh I just want buy this kind style SUB shoe 
'Oh, that's just the type of shoes I want to buy!'

S47. interactant; addressee
Subject Predicator
Ni yao duo da hao de? 
you want how big size SUB 
'What size do you take?'

S2. interactant: speaker + addressee
Subject Predicator
zdnmen jin-qu kan kan a. 
you-me enter go look look MOD 
'let's go in (and) have a look,'

S24. non-interactant
Subject Predicator 
yangzi ting xJn de. 
style very new MOD 
'It's the latest style.'

S16. assessed: certain: established
Predicator Negotiator 

Yansedao ting h&okan de, 
colour CONC very good-looking MOD 
'The colour looks very good'
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3. Text data and grammatical description

clause feature

S71. assessed: uncertain: open-ended
Predicator 

kSshi zanmen hai d6i z.uo 
but you-me still must travel 
'but we still need to catch the bus!'

Negotiator 
che ne\ 
vehicle MOD

S57. assessed: uncertain: doubtful
Predicator 

N1 shl shi kan 
you try try look 
'Try them on and see!'

Negotiator
ba\
MOD

S51. assessed: varying: softened

Nl
Predicator 
deng yi deng

you wait one wait 
'Just wait a bit,'

Negotiator
a,
MOD

S35. assessed: varying: exclamative
Predicator Negotiator

Sishi kuai qian yi jian, nl shang n5’r qu mai ya\
forty dollar money one MEAS you to where go buy MOD
'For forty dollars each, where (else) can you get (something like this)?'

S45. modalised: inclination
Modality Predicator 

Aiya, w6 jiii xiing mdi zhei zh6ng yangzi de 
oh I just want buy this kind style SUB
'Oh, that's just the type of shoes I want to buy!'

xie!
shoe

S71. modalised: obligation
Modality Predicator

k6shi zanmen hai dei zud
but you-me still must travel 
'but we still need to catch the bus!'

ne!che
vehicle MOD

SX:1. mmor
Exclamation
Ei, da jiSnjia!
oh big discount
'Oh, a discount (sale)!'

Table 3.6: Examples of MOOD features instantiated in Shoppine

In contrast to the THEME systems for the different texts, as discussed in section 3.1.1 
above, the differences between the MOOD systems for Memory and that for Shopping are 
mainly ones of delicacy. Like the THEME system network for Boasting, the mood system 
network for Shopping shows evidence of the development of a description of the 
experiential lexicogrammar; specifically in the subtypes of [interrogative: elemental].
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where the experiential division of process, participant and circumstance is used to classify 
the different types of Element. Otherwise the networks for the two texts show differing 
degrees of delicacy within particular mood types: in line with the information bias of 
Memory, there is greater delicacy in the polarity system attached to the declarative mood 
types (realising the semantic feature of giving information); whereas with the goods-&- 
services bias of Shopping, there is greater delicacy in the [tagged] system attached to the 
imperative mood type (reahsing the semantic feature of demanding goods and services).

The network for Shopping does, however, also exhibit greater dehcacy in the 
interrogative mood types, realising the semantic feature of demanding information. Part 
of this greater dehcacy has to do with the intersection of the [elemental] feature of this 
system with that of transitivity, as noted above. There is also greater delicacy within the 
[polar] feature of this system, bringing in the polarity-related distinction between 
[balanced], where the expected answer is either positive or negative, and [positive bias] 
or [strong positive bias], where the expected answer is positive. This greater delicacy in 
the interrogative mood system is shown more clearly if we rewrite the network for 
Memory to include all the kinds of distinction made in the network for Shopping, as 
shown below in Figs 3.6 and 3.7:

3. Text data and grammatical description

interrogative

— elemental

— Participant

— Circumstance

thing

T- time 

-  place 

^  cause

— polar

Figure 3.6: The svstem of interrogative mood in Memory

interrogative

__ elemental

1-  Process

— Participant

_  Circumstance

-  happening 

_ quality 

— quantity 

^  — place

-  degree

— polar -  positive

-  strongly positive

Figure 3.7: The svstem of interrogative mood in Shopping

In fact, as can be seen from these networks, the two texts focus on different aspects of 
demanding information: Memory on basic participants and circumstances (time and
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place); and Shopping on attributes (quantity) and happenings. These differences could be 
linked to the differing purposes of the two texts, with Memory focussed on a particular 
object (the book), and Shopping concerned with enquiries about characteristics of the 
shopping commodities.

From the point of view of the overall potential of the different networks, the difference 
between them can be summed up as one of overall similarity, with particular systems 
more diversified in one or the other text. This comparison raises the further question of 
what we might term "gaps" in particular systems. For example. Figs 3.8 and 3.9 show 
the different ASSESSMENT systems for each text:

3. Text data and grammatical description

major
clause

neutral

assessed
I— certain

1—  uncertain

-  established

_  asserted

-  open-ended

-  softened

Figure 3.8 The system of ASSESSMENT in Memory

major
clause

|— neutral 

-  assessed

— certain

uncertain

— varying

established

— open-ended

_  doubtful 

~  softened

-  exclamative

The system of ASSESSMENT in Shopping

In the more extensive network for Shopping, the feature [assessed] leads on to a choice 
between three features: [certain], [uncertain], and [varying], with this last (not posited for 
Memory) taking over the feature [softened] from that network's [uncertain] system. 
However, the feature [certain], which leads on to a choice between [asserted] and 
[established] in Memory, in Shopping only has the choice of [established]. According to 
the definition of system given in Chapter 1, this part of the network should strictly 
speaking be rewritten, since a system must involve a choice, and this system, having only 
one feature, gives no choice: in effect, in the text Shopping, there is no difference 
between [certain] and [established]. By the same token, it is difficult to see where else in 
the network the feature [established] would fit - not to mention the model of the network 
for Memory, which suggests very strongly that it is part of a [certain] system.

In other cases, a comparison of certain systems in each network suggests the possibility 
of identifying "gaps" not actually directly shown in either network, but implied by certain 
features or combinations of features already present. For example, the person system for
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Memory has a simple distinction between [speaker] {wo T) and addressee (m 'you'), 
grouped as [interactant], on the one hand, and non-interactant (ta 's/he') on the other. The 
equivalent system for Shopping contains these distinctions plus an extra one combining 
speaker and addressee (zdnmen 'you and I, we'). This obviously raises the possibility of 
further combinations of these features, acmally attested in the language but not 
exemplified in these texts: speaker and non-interactant {women 's/he and I, we'), 
addressee and addressee {riimen 'you'), and non-interactant and non-interactant {tdmen 
'they'). (A further possible distinction, not suggested by any of the feamres in these 
networks, is one between addressee: equal status {m 'you'), and addressee: higher status 
{nin 'you').)

Comparison of the networks also raises the question of the intersection of various 
systems. For example, the system of POLARITY is presented in both networks as a 
separate system simultaneous with that of mood type. If, however, we examine the 
instantiation of the features of polarity in each text, we find that it is confined to the 
declarative and interrogative systems. In Memory, for the declarative, we have a four way 
contrast between positive; simple / positive: emphatic and negative: simple / negative: 
perfective (this last feature related to the negation of certain types of aspect, see section
4.2 below); while for the interrogative, there is no contrast of polarity in polar 
interrogatives, and only one example of an elemental interrogative combined with 
negative polarity. '[nShopping, by comparison, the contrasts available for declarative have 
shrunk to simple positive vs negative; while the contrasts for interrogative have grown, 
with the positive interrogative (realised by Negotiator ma) reinterpreted as indicating 
positive bias, and the negative interrogative (realised by Polarity bu plus Negotiator ma) 
indicating strong positive bias, and a new negative plus positive interrogative (realised by 
Predicator Polarity Predicator) indicating balance.

Again in this case we can attempt to extend the network beyond the evidence present in 
either of the texts and ask whether there is also a contrast in polarity in the other mood 
type, imperative. It turns out that there is: between positive, realised by Predicator alone, 
and negative, realised by something that is etymologically a negative Modality, bii yao 
'must not, don't' or something traditionally explained as its combination form, hie 
'don't'. Finally we may note another interrogative feature not included in either of the 
networks. This feature, instantiated in Shopping, is traditionally seen as a type of 
balanced interrogative (Zhu 1982: 202; Liu et al. 1983: 507), and seems to fall between 
the elemental and polar subtypes. Like an elemental interrogative, it is a request for a 
specific piece of information, but unlike them it actually provides alternative pieces of 
information, and like a polar interrogative, requires the addressee to affirm one and deny 
the other, as in the example below:

3. Text data and grammatical description
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3. Text data and grammatical description

57. Yao nSiyoude haishi xiaodoude? 
want milk SUB or red-bean SUB 
'Do (you) want milk or red bean ones?'

58. Li&ig gen’r xiSodoude. 
two MEAS red-bean SUB 
'Two red bean ones.'

3 . 1 . 3  Experiential lexicogrammar in two different texts: the system 
of TRANSITIVITY in Memory and In the classroom

As a prelude to the grammatical comparison of these two texts, I will briefly summarise 
the main content and contextual features of each text as relevant to their experiential 
lexicogrammar.
Memory
This text, as noted before, is relatively sparse in experiential content. It is a dialogue 
carried on between people who are well known to each other, talking about common 
everyday things. Much of the detailed content, therefore, is taken for granted by the 
interlocutors.
In the classroom

A narrative of a composition assignment being performed by the narrator. The teacher puts 

forward a scenario of a plane crashing in a desert, and a list of items from which only five may be 

chosen, and asks the students to write a composition based on what they would do in this 

situation. The narrator, one of the students, spends the weekend writing a draft, and reminisces 

about how composition class at school was her favourite. She hands in the draft, which is read 

out by the teacher in class, but she still feels it isn't finished. She spends the following weekend 

rewriting the draft and hands in it again.

This text is the opening section of a short stoiy (for a summary of the whole short story, 
see section 4.3 below), concerned with setting out the basic parameters of the situation, 
which are then extended and reworked in following sections. It is therefore quite dense in 
experiential content, particularly in contrast with Memory. The complete text is set out in 
Appendix 1, with clauses numbered from (1) to (61).

Figs 3.10 and 3.11 below present system networks for TRANSITIVITY in Memory and In 
the classroom. Tables 3.7 and 3.8 give instances of the realisations of TRANSITIVITY 

features in each text, with, where relevant. Process highlighted in bold. Participants in 
italics, and Circumstances underlined.
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3. Text data and grammatical description

clause

The system o f  TRANSITIVITY in  Memory
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3. Text data and grammatical description

clause feature

M6. material: middle; unranged
(wff) h u i - l a i ,
I return come 
'(now that I've) come home,'

M13. material: middle: ranged

caishich&ig hai k a i  m en  ma! 
market still open door MOD 
'the markets would still be open!'

M9. material: effective

( w ^  j i  le }7 fen g  xin,
I post ASP one MEAS letter 
'and (I) f)osted a letter,'

M l. ascriptive: unranged

Aiya, jintian (wd) m a n g - s i  le! 
oh-dear today I busy die ASP 

'Oh, today (I've) been really busy!'

M2. ascriptive: ranged

A, (m ) m a n g  shenme ya? 
oh you busy what MOD 
'Oh, what have (you) been busy with?'

M45. ascriptive: ascribed to entity

w d  t a o y a n ?
I annoying 
'I'm annoying?'

M47. ascriptive: ascribed to situation

m ei you  nei ben shu zhen t a o y a n .  
NEG exist that MEAS book really annoying 
'not having that book is really annoying.'

M60. relational: location

{q iiix ie ) z a i  nSr? 
sandshoes be-at where 
'Where are (the shoes)?'

M54. relational: existential

{w8 ) hM y o u  kewai hudddng. 
I still exist class-outside activity 
'(I) had after-class activities.'
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3. Text data and grammatical description

clause feature

M52. relational: identifying

Jintidn xTngqIliu, 
today Saturday 
Today's Saturday,'

M55. mental: phenomenal

Q iao  m mdn - tou - da- han del 
look you full head big sweat MOD 
'Look at you all covered in sweat!'

M58-

59.

mental: reporting

a W6 hai pa ’b  n! wang le ne.
I still fear you forget ASP MOD 
'I was afraid you'd forgotten.'

M22. verbal: addressed

ni shenme sluhou gen wo shuo guo? 
you what time with I speak ASP 
'When did you mention (it) to me?

M33. verbal: verbalised

iyvS) jiu ti - q i guo zhe jian shi'r.
I then mention up ASP this MEAS matter 
’(I) mentioned this matter.'

M44. verbal: quoting

a Nl shuo "b w(3 tJoyM?
you say I annoying 
'Did you say I'm annoying?'

M7. sequential

hai dgi zuo fan. 
still must cook meal 
’(I) still have to do the cooking.'

M40. circumstantial: time: location

W5 iintian wJnshang vao vong. 
I today evening need use 
'I need to use (it) this evening.’

M72. circumstantial: time: duration

Tushfl-guanllvuan zh3o le bantian... 
library attendant look-for ASP half-day 
'The library attendant spent ages looking for (it).'
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3. Text data and grammatical description

clause feature

M42. circumstantial: degree

Ai, zhen t3ov^! 
oh-dear really annoying 
'Oh, how annoying!'

M51. circumstantial: manner

Z5nme zhenme w3n a? 
how so late MOD 
'Why are you so late?'

M56. circumstantial; benefit

0 .  ril vao de qiiixie. w6 eSi nl mSi le. 
oh you want SUB sandshoes I for you buy ASP 
'Oh, those sandshoes you wanted, I got (them) for you.'

M53. aspect: marked

xia I e ke
finish ASP class 
'when (I) finished class’

M18. phase: marked

Ei, w6 yao de nei bdn shu, nl ggi wd jie-lai le ma? 
oh, I want SUB that MEAS book you for me borrow come ASP MOD 
'Oh, that book I wanted, did you borrow (it) for me?'

Examples of TRANSmVTTY features instantiated in Memory
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3. Text data and grammatical description

clause

Figure 3.11: The system of TRANSmviTY in In the classroom
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3. Text data and grammatical description

clause feature

CR59. material: middle: imranged

Zhe shi zMngge chengshi dou shu'i le.
this time whole city all sleep ASPicompl
'By this time the whole city was asleep.'

CR23. material: middle: ranged

(w ^  sh an g xue de shihou, 
I attend school SUB time 
'(that) when (I) was at school,

CR18. material: effective

y i ge ren la - sh an g  chuanglidn, 
oneMEAS person pull on window-curtain 
'Alone, (I) drew the curtains,'

CR26. ascriptive: extended

Qitake hSoxiang zdngshi chang d e m ei you bian, 
other class seem always long EXT NEG exist limit 
'Other classes always seemed to be endlessly long,'

CR6. relational: existential

wubdi li wai you  ge ciinzhuang, 
500 li away exist MEAS village 
'two hundred and fifty kilometres away is a village,'

CR25. relational: identifying

na s h i  wo tidnm'i de wdngshi. 
that be I sweet SUB past 
'that was my happy past.'

CR39. relational: attributive

Wo ydnqidn yi pidn mohu,
I eye-before one MEAS blurred 
'The scene before me was blurred,'

CR24. mental: phenomenal

wd shi duome xlhuan [1 xie zudwen 1] ,
I be how-much like write composition 
'I really loved writing compositions,'

CR29-

30.

mental: reporting

a w6 hai juede 'b ta bing meiydu wan.
1 still fee! it EMPH NEGiperf finish 
'I still felt (that) it wasn’t finished.'
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3. Text data and grammatical description

clause feature

C R ll. verbal: addressed

Wd tongzhuo xiSosheng dui wo shud. 
I same-desk small voice towards I say 
'My desk-mate said to me quietly.'

CR3-

4.

verbal: quoting

"b Xianzm, nlmen de feiji diao - zai le shamo shang, 
now you+PLUR SUB aeroplane fall at ASPrcompl. desert on 
'“Your plane has crashed in the desert.” '

a ta jigshi shuo, 
s/he explain say 
'he explained,'

CR9. scopal

m6i ren zhi zhiln dm wil dongxi......
each person only allow take five type thing 
'each person is only'allowed to take five things...”'

CR21. sequential

wfi you neng kaisM xi6 zuowen le.
I further can begin write composition ASP:compl/perf 
'I could then begin writing compositions again.'

CR3. circumstantial: time: location

Xianzai. nlmen de feiji diao - zai le shamo shane. 
now you+PLUR SUB aeroplane fall at ASP:compl. desert on 
'“Your plane has crashed in the desert.” '

CR47. circumstantial: time: duration

cha le banve zidiSn. 
consult ASPiperf half-night dictionary 
'looked up (words in) the dictionary for half the night,'

C R l. circumstantial: place

13oshI zai heibSn shang xifi zhe: 
teacher at blackboard on write ASPidur 
'the teacher wrote on the board:'

CR32. circumstantial: manner

w6 za vlnvue dgngdm zhe shenme.
I ASP:prog indistinct wait ASP:dur something 
'I was vaguely waiting for something,'
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3. Text data and grammatical description

clause feature

CR37. circumstantial: measure

pi3o -
look-sidelong 
'gazed at me'

shang
on

w6
1

yL vSn
one eye

shi,
time

CR45. aspect: marked

W6 reng le  yidi zhltuan,
I throw ASP:compl whole-floor paper-ball
'I covered the floor with balls of paper,'

CR18. phase: marked

yi ge ren la -
one MEAS person pull
'Alone, (I) drew the curtains,’

sh an g  chuanglian, 
on window-curtain

Table 3.8: Examples of TRANSmviTY features instantiated in In the classroom

Like the networks for MOOD in Memory and Shopping, the differences between the 
networks for TRANSmviTY in Memory and In the classroom are mainly ones of delicacy 
within existing systems (a more radical possible reworking of the process type features 
will be discussed in section 3.3. below). These differences in delicacy work both ways: 
that is, for some systems Memory exhibits more delicate features, for other systems. In 
the classroom does so. Thus the difference in density of content between the two texts is 
not reflected in the basic grammatical systems; it is mainly a lexical affair, as one would 
expect (the one exception to this is the system of phase - see detailed discussion in section
4.2 below - which does in fact fall on the borderline between grammar and lexis: see 
McDonald 1994 for a discussion of this point). The grammatical differences that do exist 
have to do mainly with two process types - ascriptive and relational - and the main 
subtypes within the system of CIRCUMSTANCE TYPE.

The ascriptive process type, as described in section 1.4.2 above, has only a single 
participant, the Carrier.Memoo’ has a relatively large number of ascriptive processes (9 
out of 72 clauses), and there are also quite a number of further options within the 
ascriptive system: ranged, ascribed to entity or situation, and graded. In In the classroom, 
by contrast, the two (out of 61) ascriptive clauses are both of these clauses are specified 
for the same feature [extended]. Strictly speaking, this should not form a system, since it 
is not in contrast with anything else - see comments in section 3.1.2.1 above). However, 
the ascriptive processes in In the classroom could in fact be marked for the features found 
in Memory, and vice versa. On the basis on the evidence of these two texts, there does
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not, therefore, seem to be any reason for modifying the general classification of 
ascriptive.

However, when we come to relational processes, the picture is slightly different. Figs 
3.12 and 3.13 below compare the systems for the two texts.

3. Text data and grammatical description

relational

— existential 

identifying

— locational

Figure 3.12: The system of relational processes in Memory

relational

r— existential 

identifying

— attributive

Figure 3.13: The system of relational processes in In the classroom

Taken separately, the evidence in these two texts does not allow us to make any further 
generalisations about the classification of these relational subtypes. However, taken 
together, there seems to be a natural split between the locational / existential subtype, 
which we can call locating, and the identifying / attributive subtype, which we can call 
equating (cf McDonald 1992: 438), as shown in Fig. 3.14 below:

relational

I—  locational
— locating — ^

— equating

_  existential

-  identifying

-  attributive

Figure 3.14: A combined network for the system of relational processes in the two texts

As noted in section 1.4.3 above, the locating subtypes are in some sense mirror images of
each other, involving the same Participants in reverse order. This reversal naturally has
thematic implications, by allowing the choice of either Existent or Location as Theme. It
also has informational implications (see section 1.2.3 above), as shown in the English
translations of cunzhudng 'a village' in an original existential example from the text, vs
'the village' in its modified locational variant:
CR6. wdbai D wM y6u ge cunzhuang,

500 li away exist ME AS village
'two hundred and fifty kilometres away is a village,'
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CR6'. Ciinzhu^g zM wfibSi Q wm, 
village be-at 500 li away
'the village is two hundred and fifty kilometres away,'

The equating subtypes are not as closely related as the locating, involving different pairs 
of participants: Identified and Identifier for identifying, and Carrier and Attribute for 
attributive. In both cases, however, the unmarked choice of process is shi 'be' as shown 
in the following examples of an attributive clause (CRM) and an identifying clause 
(CR25):
CR14. Zhe xiSnran shi y ip i^  zuowen, 

this obviously be one MEAS composition 
'This obviously was a composition,'

CR25. na shi w6 tianmi de wSngshi. 
that be I sweet SUB past 
that was my happy past.'

Coming to the system of CIRCUMSTANCE TYPE, unlike the process type system whose 
features can all be shown to relate to different variations on the same basic structure of 
Process + Participant(s), the different features of the CIRCUMSTANCE TYPE system - 
scopal, sequential and circumstantial - seem to refer to quite distinct kinds of functional 
elements. The circumstantial subtype proper are nominal in class, occur mainly at or near 
the beginning of the clause (before the Process), and indicate meanings to do with the 
setting in which the basic experience represented by the Process + Participant(s) takes 
place: time, place, degree, manner etc. The other two subtypes, scopal and sequential, are 
both realised by adverbs, and indicate not features of the setting but rather relationships. 
For the sequential subtype, as implied by the name, these are relationships of time, and 
for this reason were analysed as quasi-circumstances in the description of the transitivity 
structure of Memory. From the point of view of this text alone, it would be possible to 
rewrite the network to bring out this similarity in meaning, as shown in Fig. 3.15 below:

— location 

time -------^  -  duration

— sequence

Figure 3.15: The svstem of circumstances of Time in Memory

However, in the light of further analysis of Memory, particularly of the logical structure 
in section 2.3.1 above, it becomes obvious that the sequence markers defined by the 
feature [sequential] are not types of circumstance at all, but rather one of the ways in 
which the relationships between clauses may be indicated (i.e. they would form part of 
the logical semantic system of CONJUNCTION - see Hu 1981, Martin 1992, Leung 1995).

3. Text data and grammatical description
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It is therefore only for the purposes of comparison that the feature [sequential] is included 
within the system of CIRCUMSTANCE TYPE for the text In the classroom.

The scopal subtype, like the sequential, also indicates relationships, but in this case 
between various elements of the clauses rather than between clauses. Indeed certain 
lexemes may cross over between a scopal and a sequential meaning, as in the example 
below, where dou can be interpreted either scopally as 'all, in all cases’, or sequentially 
as 'already':
59. Zhe shi zhgngge chengshi dou shui le.

this time whole city all sleep ASPxompl
'By this time the whole city was asleep.' 

or 'By this time the whole city was already asleep.'

Functionally, it is hard to assign such scopal elements either strictly to the experiential or 
the logical metafunction. It is as if they constitute a mixed subtype, experiential in that 
they act between transitivity elements of the clause, but logical in that they are not 
concerned with such elements as parts of the transitivity structure, but rather linked by 
relationships of inclusion, totality etc.

Two more systems in the networks need to be noted in passing - those for ASPECT and 
PHASE. These have not been treated in any detail in the description so far, since they 
involve various features of the description of the verbal group, which I will come to in 
Chapter 4. Strictly speaking, they could be considered as separate systems operating 
alongside the transitivity systems of PROCESS TYPE and CIRCUMSTANCE TYPE, since in 
the majority of cases they are not instrumental in defining the transitivity structure, as set 
out in the rewritten network in Fig. 3.16 below:

3. Text data and grammatical description

clause

r
TRANsmvmr --------

ASPECT

r— PROCESS TYPE

I— CIRCUMSTANCE TYPE

verbal
group

Figure 3.16: Experiential clause svstems in Chinese
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3 . 1 . 4  Logical lexicogrammar in two different texts: the system of 
LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATIONS in Memory  and Disappointed 
in America

As a prelude to the grammatical comparison of these two texts, I will briefly summarise 
the main content and contextual features of each text as relevant to their logical 
lexicogrammar.
Memory
This text is a dialogue in which many of the individual moves are realised by single 
clauses, so from the point of view of the relationship between individual clauses, in many 
cases they are realising related initiating and responding moves such as question and 
answer, or conmiand and undertaking, with a relatively limited number of logically 
related clauses.
Disappointed in America

This is an extract from a longer stretch of conversation dealing with Chinese attitudes towards the 

USA^. This particular section discusses the prejudices held by Americans towards other peoples 

and the disappointment felt by the speaker as to how the USA has changed into a much more 

closed country than before.

This text is, in effect, a monologue, with only brief interjections from the second speaker. 
It is essentially expository, with the speaker using a number of examples to support his 
argument. The complete text of Disappointed in America is given in Appendix 1, with 
clauses numbered from (1) to (67), the main speaker indicated as A, the second speaker 
as B.

Figs 3.17 and 3.18 below present system networks for LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATIONS 
in Memory and Disappointed in America. Tables 3.9 and 3.10 give examples of 
TRANSmviTY features instantiated in each text, with the relationship between the clauses 
indicated to the left of each clause.

3. Text data and grammatical description

 ̂The text was recorded by the author in Shanghai in July 1994. The speaker is male, late 20s, a native of 
Zhenjiang (on the Yangtse north-west of Shanghai), and undertook tertiary education in Beijing. He was 
asked to give his opinions on this particular topic, which had come up in previous discussions.
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3. Text data and grammatical description

The system of LOGTCO-SHMANTTC RF.T.ATIONS in Memory

paratactic 
(continuing) 
hypo tactic 
(dependent)

The system o f  LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATIONS in  Disappointed in America

clause feature

8-9. expansion: continuing

1 Zhongwii dao youjvi 
midday reach post office 
'At lunchtime (I) went to the post-office

2  ji le yi feng xin, 
post ASP one MEAS letter 
'and posted a letter,'

12-13. expansion: dependent

P Hai, xiawCl xia ban ylhou, 
hey afternoon finish work after 
'Hey, in the afternoon after finishing work,'

(X c^shichang hai kai men ma!
market still open door MOD 
'the markets would still be open!'
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3. Text data and grammatical description

clause feature

3-5. expansion: continuing: repeat

1 Aiyo, shMg ban 
oh go-to work 

'Oh, going to work,'

2 xia ban, 
finish work 
'finishing work,'

3 mai cM;
buy food
going shopping,'

44-45. projection: verbal

a N1 shuo 
you say 
'Did you say'

"b wd tSoy^?
I annoying
'I'm annoying?'

58-59. projection: mental

W6 hai pa
I still fear
'I was afraid'

nl WMg le
you forget ASP

' b nl wMg le ne.
MOD

'you'd forgotten.'

Table 3.9: Examples of LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATIONS features instantiated in 
Memory

clause feature

5-6. expansion: elaboration

1 Danshi w6 bii shi zhuanjia,
but I NEGbe expert
'But I'm not an expert,'

~ 2  w6 zM shi biSoda w6 zijl de xiangfS.
I only be express I self SUB opinion
'I'm only expressing my own opinions.'
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3. Text data and grammatical description

clause feature

24-25. expansion: extension

1 [I cong luohou de gudjia lai I] de ren de sixiSng, y& shi luohou de
from backward s u b  country come s u b  person s u b  thinking also be backward SUB 

'(that) the thinking of people from backward countries is also backward'
■̂ 2 zhei ge shi bii yiding de.

this MEAS be MEG necessarily SUB 
'This isn't necessarily the case.'

12-13. expansion: enhancement: paratactic

1 y6u yi tao wanzhfing de fiUu de xitdng - "legal system", shi ma? 
exist one set complete SUB law SUB system legal system be MOD 
'(that) has a complete legal system, "legal system", no?'

^ 2 lai bSozhMg ta de gongping de jingzheng, 
come protect it SUB fair SUB competition
'to protect its fair competition'

61-62. expansion: enhancement: hypotactic

nl qii le zhihou,
you go ASP:compI after 
'after you've gone'

OC nl jiii hui bei zhua-qilai,
you then could PASS arrest up 
'you can be arrested'

66-67. projection: verbal

"b

Su6yl 
therefore 
'So (1) mean’ 
zhe shi Mgiguo 

thisbe America

shuo,
say

[I rang ren zui shlwang I] de wenti. 
make person most disappoint SUB problem

'this is the problem that makes people most disappointed with America.'

17-18. projection: mental

'b

W6 bgnlai 
I originally
'I used to think’ 
na shi yi ge 
that be one MEAS

ylwei
consider

feichang feichang 
extremely extremely

'that was a really really great country'

wdida de 
great SUB

guojia
country

Table 3.10: Examples of LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATIONS features instantiated in 
Disappointed in America

Comparing the two networks in Figs 3.17 and 3.18, it is obvious that, apart from the 
"renaming" of the features [continuing] and [dependent] as [paratactic] and [hypotactic] 
respectively, the network for Disappointed in America is significantly more delicate than 
that for Memory. There are a number of reasons for this. Unlike the networks for 
THEME, MOOD and TRANSITIVITY, which in the majority of cases describe the structure
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of the clause, the network for LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATIONS accounts for the link or 
nexus between clauses, i.e. the combination of a logico-semantic relation and 
interdependency relation. This means that while every clause must be characterised for its 
THEME, MOOD and TRANSmvnT features, not every clause is joined to another in a 
logical relationship. Indeed, as we saw in section 2.3.1 above, a large number of the 
clauses in a dialogic text like Memory are joined interpersonally, i.e. as moves in an 
exchange, and therefore cannot be characterised logically at all.

For this reason, the description of LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATIONS in Memory was a 
relatively simplified one, based on a rather limited data set. From this text alone, it was 
simply not possible to find enough examples of the different combinations of logico- 
semantic and interdependency relations to build up a comprehensive description. One of 
the main ways in which the network for Disappointed in America elaborates on the 
network for Memory is in the further specification of the feature [extension] as either one 
of [elaboration], i.e. restating, [extension], adding, or [enhancement] specifying the 
setting, with the interdependency distinction between [paratactic] and [hypotactic] only 
available to this last. Even with this wider data set, however, there are still "gaps" in the 
network as it stands that we are unable to fill: whether, for example, the other two types 
of expansion or the projection type also allow an interdependency distinction (on this 
point see further below).

3.2 Generalising the description: system realised by structure

The comparison of two texts and two descriptions carried out in the previous sections 
was both systemic, i.e. based on differences in paradigmatic contrasts, and structural,
i.e. comparing how these paradigmatic contrasts were realised in syntagmatic structures. 
In the discussion so far, the paradigmatic organisation by systems has taken precedence 
over the structural organisation, and this is a reflection of the general precedence of the 
paradigmatic over syntagmatic in systemic functional theory; the opposite bias being 
characteristic of structuralist (e.g. Zhu 1982) and formal (e.g. Li 1990) approaches. It is, 
of course, a problem for any theoretical approach how to reconcile these two perspectives 
(see discussion in section 3.3 below).

The fact that the current study takes the paradigmatic as primary does not mean, however, 
that the syntagmatic is unimportant; in fact, approaching structure by way of system 
forces us to be more explicit about the relationship between the two. In systemic 
functional theory, this relationship is theorised as one of realisation, i.e. with structural 
elements expressing or making concrete paradigmatic contrasts.

3. Text data and grammatical description
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The formal notation for showing this relationship is through realisation statements, 
i.e. expUcit statements of the relationship of structural functions to each other. In the 
following sections, I will go back to the system networks for the different texts set out in 
section 3.1 above, and by attaching realisation statements to each feature, make explicit 
the relationship between the descriptive terms and the features of the text data. I will also 
discuss certain cases where this kind of notation may be difficult to apply, as in the 
realisation of certain features in the information system (see section 3.2.1 below).

3 . 2 . 1  Textual system and textual structure

In Chapter 1, the networks for THEME and INFORMATION were built up step by step, by 
identifying structural pattems in the clause that expressed thematic contrasts. These 
structural features were of three kinds (Matthiessen 1995: 752-754):
1. position in the clause in relation to other functions: e.g. the option [experiential 

theme: explicit: non-emphatic] means that there is an experiential Theme realised at the 
beginning of the clause, the altemative option [...emphatic] means that this 
experiential Theme is separated from the Rheme by a textual particle

2. presence or absence in the clause: e.g. the option [implicit] means that there is no 
experiential Theme realised in the clause

3. equivalence to another functional element, i.e. conflation with a function from a 
different function structure: e.g. the option [referring] means that Theme is conflated 
with Given in the information stmcture.

The relationship between the systemic options (paradigmatic contrasts) and the structural 
features (syntagmatic order) can by represented explicitiy by adding realisation 
statements, i.e. blueprints for the stmctural realisation of the individual options in the 
network. In Fig. 3.19 below the system network for THEME in Memory has been 
supplemented by realisation statements, introduced by a downward pointing arrow, \  .
In these statements, the following conventions are used to indicate the three main kinds of 
structural features:

1. + Function Function present
0 Function absent (i.e. ellipsed)

( ) Function optionally present
2. FunctionA^FunctionB; one Function is ordered before another Function; 

#'^FunctionA Function ordered after clause boundary, i.e. at the
beginning of the clause 

FunctionA'^# Function ordered before clause boundary, i.e. at the
end of the clause

3. Text data and granunatical description
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FunctionA^# Function ordered before clause boundary, i.e. at the
end of the clause

3. FunctionA/FunctionB one Function is conflated with another Function

We can compare this with the systemic options and their realisations in Boasting. In Fig. 
3.20 below the system network for THEME in Boasting has been supplemented by 
realisation statements. To save space, I will only indicate realisation statements for those 
options that are different from the Memory network, options without realisation 
statements can be taken as identical to the Memory network.

Such representations give us an explicit way of showing how the different systemic 
features are realised, and thus of testing whether the description accurately reflects the 
structural pattems of the data. This representation also sums up what might be called the 
basic clause structure of Chinese, since I noted in section 2.2.1 above that out of the four 
different types of functional unit, it is the Theme structure of the message unit that comes 
closest to corresponding to the structural common denominator that is the clause in 
Chinese.

3. Text data and grammatical description

r

clause •/

THEME

TYPE

r EXPERIENTIAL

THEME

p- implicit 
\  #''0

— explicit ---------
N + Theme: exp.

NON-EXPERIENTIAL

THEME

V

THEME
IDENTTFIABILITY

V

V ,

— referring 
\  Theme/Given

— introducing 
\  Theme/New

— non-emphatic 
\  #'' Theme: exp.

— emphatic
\  # '' Theme: exp.''particle

p  interpersonal theme 
\  + Theme: inteqj.

Theme:interp.''(Theme: exp.)

_  no interpersonal theme

textual theme 
\  + TTieme: text.

Theme:text.''(Theme: interp.)^(Theme: exp.)

^  no textual theme

The system network for THEME in Memory with realisation statements
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3. Text data and grammatical description

r

r
f

EXPERIENTIAL
THEME

THEME
TYPE ■ W

clause <
NON-EXPERIENTIAL 
THEME

V

implicit

explicit

absolute 
N + Theme/- ^

transitivity — 
role

— non-emphatic

emphatic

^  theme alone 
\  # ' 'Theme''#

— participant — ^  
\  + Theme/Part, 
circumstance 
\  + Theme/Circ. 

^  process
\  + Theme/Proc.

THEME
IDENTTHABILnY

V.

r- referring 

-  introducing

|— interpersonal theme

-  no interpersonal theme

j— textual theme

-  no textual theme

V

— disposed 
V  ba^'Theme

— not disposed

Figure 3.20: The system network for THEME in Boastins with realisation statements
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The most obvious difference in the way the network for Boasting differs from that for 
Memory in defining the theme structure is in its relationship to the other functional 
structures. Li setting up the network for Memory in Ch.l, I was mainly concerned to 
characterise the textual stmcture of the clause in relation to the semantic patterns of 
REFERENCE in the text, in line with the overall stratified progression of the description. I 
pointed out that the textual functions of the clause also have experiential and interpersonal 
significance, but the description had not reached a stage where this could be explained 
systematically. Coming back to the description of textual structure in Boasting, having in 
the meantime set up a description of the interpersonal and experiential structures of the 
clause, it is now possible to explain this explicitly in terms of the relationship between 
different functional structures, particularly the textual theme and information structures 
and the experiential transitivity structure.

Textual clause analysis has in common with interpersonal clause analysis the fact that it 
both is and is not an analysis of the clause. On the one hand, as we saw in sections 2.2.1 
and 2.2.2 above, the textual and interpersonal metafunctions define structures which may 
not always coincide exactly with the boundaries of the clause. On the other hand, these 
types of analysis, in contrast with the relatively more clause-bound experiential 
patterning, can only be interpreted and validated over a series of clauses: in other words, 
a (segment of) text. Thus in doing textual and interpersonal analysis, we need to 
simultaneously focus on the large-scale macro organisation of the text as well as on the 
local micro organisation clause by clause.

The principles apphed in the textual clause analysis of these two texts may be summed up 
as follows:
• The Theme-Rheme analysis is based on two complementary principles, one micro 

(clause based), the other macro (text based).

At the micro level, different pieces of information, i.e. the different constituent groups 
of the clause, have differing likelihoods of appearing in initial, i.e. Theme position. 
Expressed in terms of the transitivity functions involved, certain kinds of Participants, 
and most Circumstances, will tend to appear at or near the beginning of the clause, 
while still other kinds of Circumstances and in most cases the Process will tend to 
appear neither at the beginning nor the end of the clause (see Fang et al. 1995: 260). 
Based on this potential, it is possible to draw a dividing line between information that 
is hkely to appear clause initially (even if it has not done so in the particular clause) 
and information that is unlikely to appear clause initially. The dividing line here, and 
thus the boundary between Theme and Rheme, is the Process, or the minor Process 
represented by the coverb of a coverbial phrase (see section 2.1.1 above). This

3. Text data and grammatical description
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principle provides a way of dealing with ellipsis, when something may seem thematic 
because there is nothing preceding it in the clause. According to this analysis, unless a 
particular function can also be clause-initial in a non-elliptical clause, it cannot be 
regarded as thematic. So for example, most coverbial phrases and verbal groups, 
realising various circumstance and process functions, may not appear in initial 
position, and may therefore be regarded as having no thematic significance.

At the macro level, this potential for thematic status tends to be reflected in pattems of 
thematic progression, with information in clause initial or post-initial position often 
picked up thematically in later clauses. In view of the characterisation of textual 
strucmre in 2.2.1 above as culminative or wave-like, i.e. with a peak of thematic 
prominence at the beginning of the clause gradually declining towards the middle of 
the clause, both initial and post-initial information has been analysed as thematic. This 
can be analysed - perforce in a constituent way - as forming part of the Theme rather 
than the Rheme. This analysis thus freely allows multiple experiential themes, 
something disallowed by the standard systemic functional analysis of English, where, 
unlike Chinese, the choice of Theme is constrained by the mood structure (Halliday 
1994; section 3.3), so that with each mood type, there is a particular mood function 
that typically functions as Theme (see discussion in section 3.3.2 below).

• The New may appear in any part of the clause, or may be outside the structure of the 
clause altogether (as in the case of an inteijection as New). Strictly speaking, the New 
is part of the information unit, not the clause; however in the majority of cases, the 
information unit may be identified with whole or part of a clause. In most of these 
cases, though by no means all, the New will fall within some part of the Rheme. 
Particularly in dialogic texts like Memory and Boasting, the placement of the New is 
very variable, and may reflect less the long-term organisation in terms of information 
flow than the speaker's immediate focus clause by clause.

It is interesting to contrast the theme and information pattems - collectively "information 
flow" - of these two texts with other texts that have been analysed in previous studies 
(e.g. Fang et al 1995). The most striking characteristic of the information flow in these 
two spoken texts is their relative lack of thematic organisation. This is partly a reflection 
of the nature of the texts themselves. Both are dialogic, with fairly short turns, and the 
emphasis seems to be on negotiating the exchanges rather than building up a systematic 
flow of information through the texts. The textual patteming in both these texts tends to 
be fairly localised, with little overall sense of thematic progression through the texts, and 
few cases of information being systematically picked up from one clause to the next. 
Compared with a written text analysed using a similar framework in Fang et al. (1995:

3. Text data and granmiatical description
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270-273), which is monologic and thus lacks any sort of exchange structure to carry it 
forward, both these texts are much less tightly organised textually, but seem rather to 
have a greater interpersonal focus (compare the interpersonal analysis in section 2.2.2 
above).

This is a good example of how the nature and aims of the description affect the resuhs of 
the analysis. Fang et al. 1995 is a general introduction to thematic patterning in Chinese, 
and accordingly the texts used were specifically chosen to show this up very clearly. In 
the present case, where the focus is more on seeing how the framework can Cope with the 
text data, rather than on how well the text data validates the framework, the results are 
predictably less clear-cut.

We can now compare this with the system network for INFORMATION, which as I noted 
above is the same for both Memory and Boasting', the network in Fig. 3.6 is repeated 
from above.

3. Text data and grammatical description

information
unit

r
THEMATTC

STATUS

r SCOPE

thematically  ̂i 
equivalent

CONFLATION

t— clause

— part of clause

— clause complex

|— New within Rheme

— New within Theme

RECOVERABILFTY

V

thematically
non-equivalent

— fresh 

reinforcing

-  contrastive

I— clause fragment

I— interjection

Figure 3.6 The svstem network for INFORMATION in Memory and Boasting
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I noted in section 3.1.1 above that the INFORMATION network is basically derivative on 
the THEME network: that is, a large part of the features in this network refer directly to 
parts of either the theme structure of the message unit, or its equivalent, the clause. For 
this reason, there would not be much point in adding separate realisation statements for 
this part of the INFORMATION network since the names of the features themselves specify 
their realisation. However there is another part of both the THEME and INFORMATION 

networks that is not derivative in the same way: in the theme network this is the THEME 

IDENTIFIABILITY system, in the information network, the RECOVERABILITY system. Both 
of these systems were added to the original networks in section 1.2.4 above in order to 
capture the relationship between the textual grammatical systems of THEME and 
INFORMATION, and their semantic counterpart, the REFERENCE system. Because of the 
normal hook-up between Theme and presumed reference (realised as Given in the 
information structure), and between Rheme and presented reference (realised as New in 
the information structure), it was therefore fairly straightforward to give the realisation of 
the (expected) referring Theme as its conflation with Given, and of the (less conmion) 
introducing Theme as its conflation with Given.

However for the corresponding system in the INFORMATION network, the 
RECOVERABILITY system, there is no such easy solution. This system was posited in 
order to capture the meaning of the New, as opposed to simply its conflation with 
elements of theme structure. In Halliday's exposition of the meaning of Given and New 
for English (1994: 8.5), these distinctions are motivated in relation to the flow of 
information in texts. Given this and the explicit positing of this system as relating the 
grammatical meaning of the New in each information unit to its semantic counterparts 
over the whole text, it is by definition impossible to give clear realisation statements, 
involving elements of grammatical structure, for these three features of the 
RECOVERABILITY system.

3 . 2 . 2  Interpersonal system and interpersonal structure

In Chapter 1 the network for mood was built up step by step by identifying the structural 
patterns in the clause that expressed mood contrasts. Figs 3.21 and 3.22 below set out the 
relationship between these systemic contrasts and their stmctural realisations by means of 
realisation statements added to the relevant feamres in the network.

3. Text data and grammatical description
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3. Text data and grammatical description

MOOD
TYPE

declarative

interrogative

imperative

— polar 
\  + Negotiator; Negotiator: ma

— elemental 
S  + Element

POLAIUTY ^

S  Polarity; 
Polarity'' 
Predicator

— positive
p  simple

\  Polarity; 0

-  emphatic 
\  Polarity: shi

-  neutral
— negative ------^  Polarity: bu

^  completed
\ i  Polarity: m̂ i

major
\  + Predicator 

PERSON
— interactant

ASSESSMENT

— non-interactant
\  ta

r- neutral

clause -  assessed

MODAUTY

\  + Negotiator; 
Negotiator '̂#

— neutral
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3. Text data and grammatical description
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Figure 3.22: The system network for MOOD in Shopping with realisation statements
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Unlike THEME features, MOOD features are realised largely not through position or 
ordering, but rather by the presence or absence of particular mood functions. Many 
important MOOD features, however, are realised by the absence of any marking at all, or 
by what I referred to in section 2.2.2 above as zero marking. Here we need to 
distinguish two different phenomena. The first, zero marking, is a structural device, a 
type of realisation, in which the absence of marking is significant by contrast with marked 
options. For example, in the following clauses from Shopping, the feature [declarative] 
has no explicit realisation but its zero realisation rules out the possibility of the clause 
being [imperative] or [interrogative]:
S24. nei ge ren chuan de yifu zhen piaoliang a!

that MEAS person wear SUB clothes really pretty MOD
'the clothes that person is wearing are really pretty.'

The second phenomenon is what we might call optionality (see further section 4.3
below), a systemic potential whereby a particular meaning is left unspecified. For
example in a clause such as the following from Shopping, there is no modality feature
present; it is not just that it is not realised, it is not even at issue:
S2. zanmen jin-qu 

you-me enter go
'let's go in'

Contrast this with another example where modality is expUcitly realised by the presence 
of the Modality function dei 'must, have to':

Modality Predicator
74. kSshi zanmen hai d6i zuo che ne!

but you-me still must travel vehicle MOD
'but we still need to catch the bus!'

Realisation statements for MOOD features, therefore, basically involve the two variables
of presence vs absence of mood functions at particular boundaries in the clause, typically
preceding the Predicator, and at the end of the clause. There are a couple of exceptions to
this. The first is the realisation of the Element function in elemental interrogative clauses,
which takes its position in the clause from its corresponding experiential function
(Process, Participant or Circumstance). A full realisation statement for these mood
functions would therefore require specifying their intersection with the realisation of
transitivity features, as in the following example where the position of the Element in the
interrogative clause (M22) matches the position of the corresponding circumstance of
Time in the answering declarative clause (M23):
M22. ni shenme shihdu gen w6 shuo guo? 

you what time with I speak ASP
'When did you mention (it) to me?'

M23. ChT zdofan de shihdu shuo de.
eat breakfast SUB time speak MOD
'I mentioned (it) when (we) were having breakfast.'

3. Text data and grammatical description
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Secondly, the realisation of the interrogative feature [polar: balanced] involves the 
positive and negative forms of the verb side by side, or more specifically, the Predicator 
followed by a negative Polarity followed by the Predicator, as in the following example 
from Shopping-.
S53. ydu mei ydu s^shiql hao de? 

exist NEG exist thirty-seven size SUB 
'Do you have them in a thirty-seven?'

This can be thought of as an iconic representation of balanced polarity, with the positive
and negative forms placed side by side. Some treatments of mood in Chinese (e.g. Liu et
al. 1983: Part 4, Chapter 4.1) class this type together with the so-called "choice" mood
type (see section 3.1.2 above), i.e. as though it were an variant of the following modified
clause:
S53'. ydu haishi mei ydu sanshiqi hao de? 

exist or NEG exist thirty-seven size SUB 
'Do you or do you not have them in a thirty-seven?'

Of course, such an analysis is based mainly on structural similarities: systemically they
are quite distinct, with the choice type, as I noted above, being a sort of mixture of polar
and interrogative, whUe the balanced type is definitely polar.

As noted in the previous section, comparison of the system networks for MOOD in 
Shopping compared with the original network for Memory did not involve any radical 
additions - merely adding more delicate features within existing systems. Similarly, 
comparison of the two texts does not call for any major revision of the mood structure of 
the clause. In contrast to the theme structure, which I have argued above can be regarded 
as the basic clause structure for Chinese, mood structure seems to be less complex. 
Traditionally (e.g. Zhu 1982: 202-206; Liu et al. 1983: 501-521) the different mood types 
are captured as classifications of the clause as a whole. In section 2.2.2 above, I 
expanded this conception of interpersonal structure by identifying certain elements , or 
more specifically, certain boundaries within the clause that could be regarded as 
interpersonally significant.

A comparison of mood structure in Memory and Shopping extends our understanding of 
one of these boundaries; that realised at the very end of the clause. In Memory this 
boundary could be marked by what I termed as Negotiator, i.e. a function whose role 
was to indicate how the addressee was to "take" the proposition or proposal being put 
forward. In Shopping, this boundary may also be marked by a sort of expanded 
Negotiator or tag, that explicitiy asks for confirmation, compliance, etc. For example in 
the following clause:
S12. Yo.... b ^ g  w6 fang-jin tibao U, hSo ma?

oh help I place enter shopping-bag in good MOD
'Oh, (could you) help me put (the change) in my bag, please?'

3. Text data and grammatical description
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the function of the tag hao ma 'okay (ht. is it good)' is analogous to a declarative clause
such as the following, whose sole function is to indicate compliance:
S4. Hao a.

good MOD 
'Okay.'

In clause (SI2), this call for compliance is simply "tagged" on to another clause without
changing the basic mood type of that clause (imperative) but "modulating" its force, in a
very similar way to the Negotiator ba in the following example:
S33. Wei, pianyi yidiSn’r ba! 

hey che^ a-little MOD
'Hey, (could you make it) a bit cheaper?'

This clause could indeed be recast with tag instead of Negotiator, without greatly
affecting the meaning:
S33'. Wei, pianyi yidiSn’r, hto ma? 

hey cheap a-little good MOD
'Hey, (could you make it) a bit cheaper?'

In fact, although not exemplified in either text, the tag is open to some of the other mood
and assessment choices of the main predication. Compare (S33') above with a variant
where the tag is a balanced interrogative (S33"):
S33". Wei, pianyi yidiSn’r, h^o bu hao? 

hey cheap a-little good MEG good
'Hey, (could you make it) a bit cheaper?'

and with a tag marked for [doubtful] assessment (S33'");
S33"'.Wei, pianyi yidian’r, hSo ba? 

hey cheap a-little good MOD
'Hey, (could you make it) a bit cheaper?'

3. Text data and grammatical description

3 . 2 . 3  Experiential system and experiential structure

In Chapter 1 the network for TRANSmviTY was built up step by step by identifying the 
structural patterns in the clause that expressed TRANSmviTY contrasts. Figs 3.23 and 
3.24 below set out the relationship between these systemic contrasts and their structural 
realisations by means of realisation statements added to the relevant features in the 
network.
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3. Text data and grammatical description
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3. Text data and grammatical description
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Figure 3.24: The system of TRANSITIVITY in In the classroom

The relationship between experiential systemic features and their structural realisations is 
arguably a more complex one than the textual and interpersonal types examined in
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previous sections. As explained in section 2.2.3 above, the realisation of experiential 
clause fiinctions is variable because, on the one hand participants may be ellipsed as 
presumed information, and on the other, many of them alternate between a default 
position in the clause, and a marked position, the latter usually determined by the textual 
organisation of the clause.

The realisation statements given below, therefore, are contingent on this fact - what they 
represent is basically the default ordering of the transitivity functions of the clause in 
relation to each other. A fuller account of the structural realisation of transitivity features 
in the clause would thus need to include their interaction with the features of the theme 
system. This would involve a consideration of the notion of markedness as applied in 
grammatical description; this is too complex an issue to be dealt with here, but the 
relevant issues will be treated in section 4.3 below.

Table 2.6 in section 2.2.3 above gives an idea of the range of realisations. From the 
evidence of these two texts, it would seem that it is the material clause type that has the 
widest range of variants in ordering, for example with the Medium in effective clauses 
being able to appear preceding the Process, as well as in its default position following the 
Process. Across the range of process types, many of the circumstantial functions alternate 
between clause initial and post initial position. (Fang et al. 1995, using a slightly different 
transitivity classification, summarise the range of possibilities for ordering.)

In only one clause type, the relational, is ordering crucial in the definition of participant 
functions, in that a change in ordering may mean a change in participant role, and that not 
surprisingly, such changes often have textual significance. We saw in section 1.4.3 
above that the difference between the existential and locational subtypes has to do with the 
ordering of the same pair of participants, whether Location or Existent is chosen as 
Theme, the difference also being signalled by a different lexical verb. In the case of the 
attributive subtype, the order of Carrier'^Process'^Attribute is fixed. For the identifying 
subtype, while the order of participants is fixed as Identified'^Process^Identifier, the 
lexical material realising those participants may be reversed. Compare the original and 
modified clauses below;
CR25. na shi w6 tianmi de wangshi. 

that be I sweet SUB past
'that was my happy past.'

CR25' W6 tianmi de wSngshi shi na (ge shihou).
I sweet SUB past be that MEAS time
'my happy past was that (time).'

In the modified (CR25') the lexical material originally functioning as Identified is now
functioning as Identifier and vice-versa. In the original clause, the identity of na 'that' had

3. Text data and grammatical description
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just been given in the previous clause as xie zudwen 'writing compositions', subsequently 
identified as wo tidnmi de wdngshi 'my happy past'. In the modified version, 'my happy 
past' becomes itself in need of elaboration, the addition of the noun shihou 'time' to the 
original nd 'that' makes it rather more likely as Identifier, since the strong Given sense of 
the demonstrative would normally make it more likely as Theme / Identified.

While most of the realisation statements consist of the same types of specifications as 
with the textual and interpersonal networks, one system for which the realisation rules are 
slightly different is that of CIRCUMSTANCE TYPE. Firstly the basic realisation rules are 
not to do with position or presence or conflation, like those examined so far, but rather to 
do with what we may call preselection (Matthiessen 1995: 789), i.e. the selection of a 
feature at a lower rank, e.g. group or word class. Thus the feature [sequential] preselects 
(i.e. is realised by the class) adverb, whereas the feature [circumstantial] preselects 
nominal group or coverbial phrase. A gap in the realisation rules within [circumstantial] 
has to do with the ordering of the Circumstances, defined by these features. The majority 
of Circumstances precede the process, but two kinds in particular, those realising the 
features [time:duration] and [measure] follow the Process. Since these two features are 
not closely related systemically they have not been put together in the network, but their 
presence in different parts of the network makes the specification of realisation statements 
rather difficult. The realisation statements to do with ordering of these functions have 
therefore been omitted.

The comparison of transitivity structure in Memory and In the classroom does not bring 
about any great changes to our understanding of the clause, apart from the identification 
of the two non-experiential types of "circumstance", sequential and scopal, made in the 
previous section. It may be noted that, of all the types of function structure, it is the 
textual that is the most significant in defining the structure of the clause. This is because, 
on the one hand, the strncmre of the message unit comes closest to being identifiable with 
what can be recognised as a clause on other grounds; and on the other hand, because it is 
the interaction of the Theme^Rheme and Given^New structures that basically defines the 
concrete order of the elements of the clause.

These "elements", apart from a number of particles, are of course almost exclusively 
experiential in function, and it is the individual subtypes of these elements that determines 
their default position in the clause (see discussion in section 2.2.3 above). In that sense, 
therefore, it is not really possible to gain anything more from a strict comparison of the 
experiential clause structure in each text, since they share the same basic clause types and 
thus the same default orders. What would be more enlightening would be a comparison

3. Text data and grammatical description
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of the interaction between the textual and experiential structures in each text, a topic which 
falls outside the scope of the present discussion.

3. Text data and grammatical description

3 . 2 . 4 Logical system and logical structure

In Chapter 1 the network for LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATIONS was built up step by step by 
identifying the structural patterns in the clause that expressed LOGICO-SEMANTIC 

RELATIONS contrasts. Figs 3.25 and 3.26 below set out the relationship between these 
systemic contrasts and their structural realisations by means of realisation statements 
added to the relevant features in the network.
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clause 1 clause 2 
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mental
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Figure 3.25: The system of LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATIONS in Memory
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Figure 3.26: The system of LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATIONS in Disappointed in America
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The relationship between the systemic features in these networks and their structural 
realisation is perhaps the most straightforward of all the networks examined so far. This 
is because the basic structural mechanism involved is one of recursion: i.e. repeating the 
same types of structural units - in this case clauses - over and over again. This aspect of 
the realisation of logical features is captured by the bottommost [finish] / [repeat] system 
in each network, a system which, unlike all of those examined so far, has no direct 
relationship to any structural feature, but instead leads us back into the network.

One area where the realisation statements need to be more highly specified is in the feature
[enhancement: hypotactic] ([expansion: depending] in the network for Memory). In fact
there are a number of ways of indicating a dependent clause, ranging from a conjunctive
marker at the end of the clause, such as yihdu 'after' in the following example:
M l2. Hm, xiawd xiaban yihdu,

hey afternoon finish work after
'Hey, in the afternoon after finishing work,'

M l3. cmshichang hai kaimen ma! 
market still open door MOD
'the markets would still be open!'

to an aspect clitic following the Process, such as le in the following example:
M15. xia le bm 

finish ASP work 
'Having finished work,'

M l6. w6 haidfii qu bSihuodMdu
I still must go department store 
'I still had to go to the department store'

or both of them together, as in the following example:
D61. ni qu le zhlhdu,

you go ASPxompl after 
'after you’ve gone'

D62. ni jiu hui bei zhua-qilai, 
you then could PASS arrest up 
'You can be arrested'

The dominant clause may also be marked by a Sequence, e.g. jiii 'then' in (D62) above, 
which indicates that the action expressed by the dominant clause follows that of the 
dependent clause; or hdi 'still' in (M13) and (M16) above, which indicates that the action 
expressed by the dominant clause comes at the end of a series of actions.

We could formalise these distinctions by extending the above network at the point 
[hypotactic], as shown in Fig. 3.27 below:

3. Text data and grammatical description
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3. Text data and grammatical description
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-  following
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 ̂ end of series 
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An extended system for hypotaxis

Another realisatory option not indicated is in the realisation statement for projection,
where clause a (i.e. the projecting clause), as well as in its normal position of preceding
clause b (the projected clause) as in the following example:
D58. nl liji huiju»le

you immediately can feel 
'You straightaway might feel'

D59. ni dao le yi ge ziyou de shijie.
you reach ASP:compl one MEAS free SUB world 
'(that) you've reached a free world.'

may also follow it, as a sort of afterthought, as in the following example:
D47. H6n duo hgn duo wenhua shang de qfshi, dou shi zheiyang de,

very many very many culture on SUB discrimination all be this-way SUB 
'There are many many (instances of) cultural discrimination that are like this,'

D48. w6 juede.
I feel 
'I think.'

As noted above, the main differences between the description of logical structure in the 
two texts is the greater delicacy in the network for Disappointed in America based on the 
larger data set of this text. The main descriptive issue raised by the comparison of the two 
texts is that already raised in the previous section: i.e. the intersection of the logico- 
semantic systems of expansion and projection with the interdependency system of 
paratactic vs hypotactic. This distinction was originally based on the observation that 
certain clauses, when entering into a relationship with another clause, do so on an equal 
footing: in other words, that the clause by itself is independently interpretable, and the 
relationship between it and the other clause or clauses is simply one of continuation.

In contrast, other clauses enter into interclausal relationships on an unequal footing: i.e. 
their interpretation depends on the presence of another clause, and the relationship 
between the two is one of dependence. There is, however, an analytical problem in 
identifying this distinction, in that in many cases it is not possible to identify a clause out 
of context as being in a paratactic or hypotactic relationship. For example, in the 
following clause complex from Memory.
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M6. hui-lai,
return come
'(now that I've) come home,'

M7. hai dgi zuo fan. 
still must cook meal 
'(I) Still have to do the cooking.'

the two clauses are perfectly interpretable in isolation. However, in context, we can be
pretty sure that the first is actually dependent on the second: firstly because of the general
meaning relationship between them (getting home is a precondition for cooking dinner);
secondly because of the presence of the sequential hdi 'still' in the second clause (in fact
this links not only the immediately previous clause but other earlier clauses - see
discussion in section 2.3.1 above); and thirdly because the two clauses form a single tone
group, with tonic prominence on fan 'meal', this phonological "closeness" of the two
clauses signalling a logical dependence between them.

Such a distinction, although it must almost always be made in context, is nevertheless 
relatively easy to make in the case of clauses related through expansion, or at least the 
enhancement subtype of expansion, and such clause nexuses are thus classified both for 
logico-semantic relation and interdependency type in the network for Disappointed in 
America above. In the case of projection, however, the grounds for making this 
distinction seem less certain. For a start, there is no marker of the relationship of 
projection, with projecting and projected clauses simply being juxtaposed - commonly in 
that order; separately they thus seem completely independent. Paradoxically, even though 
this type of structure seems to square completely with the definition given above for 
paratactic, it would seem necessary to interpret such a relationship as a hypotactic one, 
since the projected clause is only interpretable as such from the presence of the projecting 
clause. This would tend to suggest that, even if there is a distinction between different 
types of interdependency in the case of projection, it is a different one from that which 
obtains in the case of expansion. On the basis of the data represented by these two texts, 
which has been shown to be perhaps too limited to really make a definitive decision, it is 
not possible to extend this argument any further.

3. Text data and grammatical description

3.3 Relativising the description: a systemic functional approach in 
contrast with other frameworks

In previous sections of this chapter, the so-called "descriptive fiction" of describing a 
single text in isolation has gradually been deconstructed. In this section, the process of 
deconstruction will be applied to the other "descriptive fiction" that a single theoretical 
framework exists in isolation from other frameworks, or indeed is capable of capturing all
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the significant features of the lexicogrammar of a language. The theory being applied 
here, systemic functional theory, differs from mainstream models of language in the way 
it relates the different strata of language to each other, and in its orientation towards the 
paradigmatic over the syntagmatic. Nevertheless, a systemic functional description of a 
particular language like Chinese does of course draw on the wider range of descriptions 
in a range of theoretical frameworks. The following discussion will not attempt a 
comprehensive overview of a field that is distinguished for its great range and depth of 
descriptive accounts, but rather place this particular description of the lexicogrammar of 
Chinese in that broader descriptive context, showing how some of the issues raised in a 
systemic functional description have been dealt with in other frameworks. This means 
that issues that have only come up briefly in the analysis of these texts, or for which these 
texts provide insufficient evidence, will not be discussed at length (for example, the 
analysis of the clause complex in section 3.3.4 below)

3 . 3 . 1  Theorising textual lexicogrammar in Chinese

There is quite a wide literature on what in the present study is termed the textual 
lexicogrammar of Chinese, dating from as earlier as Mullie (1932: 155), who described 
what was explained here as the normal conflation of Theme with Given and (part of) 
Rheme with New, as a distinction between "determinate and indeterminate subject". 
Likewise the notions corresponding to Theme or Topic seem to have forced their way 
relatively early into the sinological linguistic discourse (cf Chao 1948). After lively 
debates on sentence structure in the 1950s, particularly on defining the category of 
"subject" (cf Lii et al. 1958), the tendency, at least in structuralist approaches (e.g. Chao 
1968, Zhu 1982), has been to rely solely on word order to define the basic structural 
functions of the sentence, and to interpret this word order in what would here be called 
textual terms.

A previous survey of research into the textual lexicogrammar of Chinese (Fang et al.
1995; 238-240) recognised two main approaches to the description of textual structure: 
the "subject only approach", as represented by Chao 1968, Zhu 1982 and Tsao 1979, 
1990, and the "subject and topic approach", as represented by Li & Thompson 1981. 
Very briefly, the "subject only" approach defines "subject" (Chao 1968, Zhu 1982) or 
"topic" (Tsao 1979, 1990) in very similar terms to Theme in the present study: i.e. as a 
function identified by its position at the beginning of the clause, and interpreted as "what 
the speaker...is most interested in" (Zhu 1982: 96). In contrast the "subject and topic" 
approach sees the two functions as being of quite different kinds, with the "subject" 
defined as "the noun phrase that has a 'doing' or 'being' relationship with the verb" (Li & 
Thompson 1981: 87), i.e. in SFL terms an experiential function, in contrast with the

3. Text data and grammatical description
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"topic" which "sets a spatial, temporal, or individual framework within which the main 
predication holds" (Li & Thompson 1981: 86).

Tsao, in the major studies on textual structure so far in the field (Tsao 1979, 1990), has 
developed the "subject only" approach in his description of the basic Topic Comment 
structure of the clause in Chinese. In his more recent work, he has also extended this 
framework to a description of multiple Themes ("secondary topics" Tsao 1990: Chapter 
4-5) and the structure of the clause complex ("complex / compound sentence", Tsao 
1990: Chapters 7-8). Tsao claims, quite justifiably, that topic is a "discourse element" 
which may "extend its semantic domain to more than one sentence" (Tsao 1979: 88). 
From the point of view of the present study however, Tsao does not take his analysis far 
enough in the direction of discourse. Although he uses authentic spoken data from 
telephone conversations, he supplements this with a great number of invented or 
borrowed examples, particularly where he is trying to argue for one particular analysis 
over another, e.g. in his initial definition of topic (Tsao 1990: 53-58). Furthermore he 
does not consider the organisation of text or discourse itself, apart from noting (correctly 
in my view) that topic is somehow part of that organisation. These features of his analysis 
somewhat weaken his claim to be describing the topic as a discourse element.

The rest of his classification of the clause and clause complex in Chinese ("simple, 
complex and compound sentences", Tsao 1990: Chapters 3 -8), in SFL terms mixes 
together textual, experiential and to an extent logical criteria. For example, his 
classification of the "simple sentence" (Tsao 1990: Chapter 3) contains such subtypes as 
"sentences with state verbs", "sentences with action verbs", "possessive, existential and 
presentative sentences", which clearly represent experiential rather than textual 
distinctions. Of course, as is shown by Fang et al. (1995: Section 4.1), the different 
process types do determine different kinds of textual ordering, but in my opinion, the two 
types of structure need first to be defined separately, and then their interaction explored.

The analysis of information structure has not received so much attention in the literature, 
doubtless because of its phonological realisation. Apart from a few comparative studies 
like Gao 1984, and some suggestive remarks by Chao on what he calls the "logical 
predicate", which he defines as "the point of the message in a sentence" (Chao 1968: 78), 
most sinological linguists seem to have stayed away from interpreting intonation patterns 
semantically. For many Kratochvil's remark that "intonation features are almost 
inextricably combined with the tonal and stress features of syllables" ((1968: 126) has 
meant that such studies get thrown into the analytical too hard basket. The detailed 
intonational analysis of Chinese from a textual point of view still awaits to be done;

3. Text data and grammatical description
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hopefully recent studies analysing Chinese grammar from an intonational point of view, 
such as Tao 1996, will point the way in this direction.

3 . 3 . 2  Theorising interpersonal lexicogrammar in Chinese

As noted in section 2.2.2 above, what is analysed in the present study as the interpersonal 
structure of the clause is commonly dealt with as a classification of the clause as a whole. 
For example, Li & Thompson 1981 treat what here would be called the different mood 
types of the clause under such terms as " simple declarative sentences" (Chapter 4), "the 
imperative" (Chapter 14), "questions" (Chapter 18). Similarly, Zhu (1982; Chapter 15) 
discusses "interrogative sentences" (yiwenju) and "imperative sentences" (qishiju); he 
does not, however, specifically discuss "declarative sentences" which seem to be 
assumed as basic. The other main line of research into interpersonal meanings in Chinese 
takes the traditional form of studies of xiid  i.e. "empty", or grammatical words: for 
example, studies into modal particles (Chao 1968: Section 8.5; Alleton 1981; Li & 
Thompson 1981: Chapter 7; Zhu 1982: Chapter 16; Liu et. al 1983: Part 1, Chapter 9.3) 
or modal auxiliaries (e.g. Li & Thompson 1981: Chapter 5, Alleton 1984, Ma 1992).

From the point of view of the present study, there are two main gaps in what has been 
done so far on the interpersonal lexicogrammar of Chinese. The first is a detailed 
description of the structure of the clause from an interpersonal point of view, i.e. what 
was termed in section 2.2.2 above the "predication unit". Zhang 1996 represents an initial 
step in that direction, in his discussion of the realisation of interpersonal Subject in 
Chinese, but a comprehensive account of all interpersonal functions, and their realisation 
in extended text, still waits to be done. The second gap is a systemic (i.e. system-based) 
account of the interaction of the different interpersonal functions of the clause, for 
example, the systems described in the present study under the headings of POLARITY, 

MODALITY and ASSESSMENT. A typical instance is Fang 1992, who actually brings 
together the latter two systems under the heading "the category of mood" (Fang 1992: 
Chapters 19-20), but does not consider the interaction between them as systems.

The comment in section 3.3.1 above regarding Tsao's studies of textual lexicogrammar 
could also be applied here: that is, we are unlikely to see a comprehensive account of 
interpersonal clause structure until it is examined in its discourse contexts, particularly in 
dialogic texts, and with those texts analysed as semantic units. Recent studies of modal 
particles in their discourse contexts, e.g. Chu 1985, Chappell 1991, will hopefully lead to 
a deeper understanding of their role in the exchange in Chinese, and show the way to 
more discourse-based studies of interpersonal system and structure.

3. Text data and grammatical description
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3. Text data and grammatical description

3 . 3 . 3  Theorising experiential lexicogrammar in Chinese

The experiential lexicogrammar of Chinese, corresponding to the bulk of what has been 
treated as "grammar" in traditional accounts, has received the greatest attention of all the 
functional types of structure, in the widest range of frameworks. The classic grammars of 
modem Chinese such as Lu 1947, Wang 1947, Chao 1968, Zhu 1982 have dealt mostly, 
though not exclusively with experiential structure. Because of the very wide range of this 
material, in the discussion that follows I will concentrate largely on the equivalents of the 
classification of process types in a number of other frameworks.

The notion of "verb classes", like that of "topic" seems to have entered the sinological 
linguistic literature relatively early, being already present in Chao 1948, and subsequently 
elaborated in Chao 1968. His classification (1968: Section 8.1.1), the most developed of 
those in a structuralist framework, is an elaboration of the traditional distinction between 
transitive and intransitive, which are both cross-classified with action and state. Chao's 
intransitive state verbs correspond to the ascriptive processes of the present study 
{xingrongci or "adjectives" in many traditional accounts, cf Zhu 1982: Section 5.1), and 
his transitive state verbs to mental processes. Under intransitive, he distinguishes an 
additional subtype of "status verbs" like bing "to fall ill" which indicate meanings of 
change of state, and are grammatically distinct from both material and ascriptive 
processes. Under transitive, also classes various relational processes, as well as the 
auxiliaries that in the present study regarded as filling interpersonal functions.

From the earlier 1970s, a number of studies appeared which drew on the "explosion" in 
the semantic analysis of verb classes that followed Fillmore's classic study of case 
relations (Fillmore 1968). The first of these was Li 1971, closely followed by Tang 
1972, both of which applied Fillmore's case model, and Teng 1975, which drew on the 
more recent Chafeian model, (Chafe 1970). Such studies might be broadly characterised 
as "noun centred" in that they used the cases of the nouns in the clause to classify the 
verbs with which they combined. In Li's case, the "case frames" were superimposed on 
an existing verb classification based on Chao 1968; Teng's was derived independently 
from basic participant roles of Agent, Patient, Goal, Locative and Range (the latter role 
taken over from Halhday 1967-68), giving the three main verb types of Action, Process, 
and State, as well as the mixed type Process Action.

In contrast with these studies, the earliest applications of systemic functional theory to 
describing the transitivity of Chinese (Tam 1979, Long 1981, Tsung 1986), drawing on 
the description of English given in Halliday 1967-68 as well as early drafts of Halliday 
1985/94, might be called "clause-centred", in that they classified the clause as a whole
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into transitivity types, each type having a distinct configuration of Process and 
Participant(s). Long indeed was influenced by some features of the noun centred 
approach in his analysis of what have traditionally been called "resultative verb 
compounds" (Chao 1968: Section 6.6; Li & Thompson 1981: Section 3.2.3 A) or "verb 
complement constructions" (Zhu 1982: Chapter 9) "complex Processes" with "double 
participants" (Long 1981: 34): what in the present study are analysed as "compound 
verbal groups" (see section 4.1.5 below). More recent work on transitivity, (Zhou 1996, 
1997) drawing on Fawcett's version of systemic functional theory (Fawcett 1980), 
classifies such structures as relational processes, on the grounds that what in the present 
smdy is called the postverb is best characterised as relational in namre.

This very sketchy account cannot begin to explore the significant features of these 
accounts of transitivity in Chinese, all of which have formed a background to the present 
study. The semantically based nature of most of these accounts means that the extension 
of the understanding of grammatical patterning into its discourse contexts is perhaps more 
advanced in the case of experiential lexicogrammar. An as yet largely unexplored area of 
research is the interaction in text of the system of transitivity with other experiential 
systems such as aspect and phase: a preliminary step in this direction is taken in Chapter 
4 of the present study.

3 . 3 . 4  Theorising logical lexicogrammar in Chinese

The analysis of the clause complex in Chinese is again an area where a lot of analysis and 
classification has been carried out. The basic interdependency classification of the Juju 
"complex sentence" into dengli "paratactic" and zMcong "hypotactic" was first discussed 
for Chinese in Li 1924, and the relation between these interdependency types and 
semantic relation has been debated extensively in works such as Lii 1947, Li & Liu 1957, 
Chao 1968, Zhu 1982. In his comparison of the notion offiiju as defined in this tradition 
as compared with the systemic functional notion of clause complex, Ouyang (1986: xi) 
remarks that "the clause complex signifies a dynamic interplay between tactic relations 
and semantic ones while defines a rather rigid combination of tactic relations with 
semantic ones" and points out further that "[quoting and reporting...are two important 
ways of linking clauses into a complex...that have so far been neglected by the analysts 
oifuju". These again are topics that is too complex to enter into here, particularly since it 
is one that has only been fairly briefly touched so far on in the present study. A clearer 
idea of the issues involved in defining the mix of interdependency and semantic relations 
may be gained from the discussion of verbal group structure in section 4.1 below, where 
many of the same problems faced in defining the clause complex are also relevant. At this 
stage, therefore, I will not go further into accounts of logical lexicogrammar in Chinese.

3. Text data and grammatical description
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Chapter 4 Verbal group systems in text

4.0 The description of verbal elements in Chinese

Descriptions of grammatical structure in Chinese (e.g. Lu 1961, Kratochvil 1968) 
continually come up against the problem of delimiting units of grammatical structure for a 
language that, at least in contrast with the morphologically more generous Indo-European 
languages, seems to be one "without grammatical signals" (cf Li & Thompson 1978). 
Recently, two opposing trends have emerged in defining the basic grammatical units for 
Chinese. On the one hand, Tsao (1979,1990) extends the study of grammar into its 
discourse contexts, taking the topic chain, "a stretch of discourse headed by one or more 
topics ...followed by one or more comment clauses" (Tsao 1990: xi) as the basic unit. On 
the other hand work in the structuralist tradition (Zhu 1985, Lu 1993) takes the smaller 
unit of "phrase" as basic, and more recent investigations into the grammar of spoken 
Chinese from an intonational viewpoint (Tao 1991, 1996) seem to confirm this insight. 
From the viewpoint of the present study, these two approaches can also be distinguished 
metafunctionally, with the first focussing on the textual interpretation of grammatical 
structure, while the second concentrates largely on its experiential interpretation. Both 
of these, of course, as well as the often overlooked interpereonal interpretation, can be 
linked to the discourse organisation of the text, as was shown in Chapter 1 above.

Studies of Chinese grammar based on text data, as noted above, have tended to define the 
clause in terms of its textual structure, i.e. how the clause is organised as a message or 
flow of information, in terms of structural functions like Topic and Comment (Tsao 
1979, 1990), or in an SFL framework. Theme and Rheme (Fang 1989, Fang et al.
1995). In such frameworks, the verb plays little if any role (see sections 2.2.1 above and
4.1.2 below). We can thus consider the possibility of verb and clause involving different 
kinds of structural relations, with successive verbs forming a distinct structure that runs 
across clause boundaries, in effect, treating all verb combinations as forming "serial verb 
constructions" (Li & Thompson 1981: Ch.21). In the terms of the present study, such 
structures would be characterised as logical ones, i.e. as defined by what Halliday calls 
the "functional-semantic relations that make up the logic of natural language" (1994: 216). 
He identifies two relevant "systemic dimensions": the first, the "system of 
interdependency or 'tactic' system...general to all complexes"; and the second, the 
"logico-semantic system of expansion and projection", which he describes as "a relation 
between processes". Although Halliday uses these two systems for English largely to 
define relationships between processes in separate clauses (as was done for Chinese in
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section 2.3.1 above; cf also the more extended account in Ouyang 1986), it would be 
equally possible to use them to define relationships between different verbal elements in 
the same clause (as indeed Halliday does himself in his description of "verbal group 
complexes" (Halliday 1994: section 7A.4-6)) - that is, to treat each verbal element as a 
potential process.

What this sort of analysis comes up with in the first instance is a continuous recursive 
stmcture defined by the different types of interdependency and logico-semantic relations 
between successive verbal elements. In line with the analysis of the clause developed in 
earlier chapters of this study, different verbal elements can then be identified as playing a 
role in the structures defined by the other metafunctions, the textual theme and 
information structures, the interpersonal mood structure, and the experiential 
transitivity structure. In the following sections, I will explore the implications of this kind 
of analysis for the description of verbal elements in Chinese.

4. Verbal group systems in text

4.1 A multifunctional analysis of verbal elements in Chinese

In the following sections, I will set up a framework for the analysis of verbal elements in 
Chinese, using as data the short story Wenli’s Composition, an extract from which was 
used in Chapter 3 (section 3.1.3). For ease of discussion, I have divided the short story 
into a number of parts, each part roughly corresponding to a different narrative strand, 
and given each part an appropriate subtitle. These parts are set out below in Fig. 4.1. 
Clauses are numbered from 1 within each part, the number preceded by the appropriate 
abbreviation.

Part Title abbreviation

I In the classroom CR

n The composition C

ffl Back in the classroom BC

IV Tommy’s composition T

V Wenli's volunteer letter W

Figure 4.1: Parts of the text under analvsis: Wenli's Composition

I will start by treating all the elements classified as verbal in class in section 2.1.1 above, 
including verbs proper, auxiliaries, postverbs and coverbs, as potential processes, 
characterising the relations between successive processes logically, in terms of the 
dimensions of interdependency and logico-semantic relations (section 4.1.1). I will then
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go on to show how certain of these elements can be further, or better, characterised in 
terms of their textual function in the theme or information structure (section 4.1.2), their 
interpersonal function in the mood structure (section 4.1.3), or their experiential 
function in the transitivity structure (section 4.1.4). Finally I will bring together these 
different analyses by defining the concept of the verbal group as a basically experiential 
unit around which may cluster various interpersonal elements, all within a logically 
continuous structure (section 4.1.5).

4 . 1 . 1  Logical relations between verbal elements: a preliminary 
analysis

To carry out this preliminary analysis of verbal elements in Chinese, I will examine two 
passages from the text, the beginning of Part I (clauses CR 1-13), and the beginning of 
Part n  (clauses C l-10). I will largely ignore clause boundaries, except for numbering 
purposes, as noted above, treating each passage as a type of long "serial verb 
construction" (Li & Thompson 1981: 594). It should be obvious that this kind of analysis 
will not be adequate to capture all the types of relation between verbal elements, and in 
some cases may give a distorted view of the structural patterns and meaning relations 
involved. However, this kind of reductio ad absurdum does provide a way of 
problematising the constituency and functionality of different verbal elements.

It would be helpful at this stage to restate in general terms the nature of logical 
structures, already defined for relationships between clauses in section 2.3.1 above. 
Logical in this sense may be understood as defining relationships between processes, 
involving two kind of variables:
1. the general meaning or semantic relationship between processes: e.g. relationships 

of expansion, whereby successive processes expand on the meaning of the initial 
process in various ways, or projection, whereby a process "projects" through itself 
another process, the latter process thus no longer a direct representation of experience 
but rather repackaged as a locution or an idea.

2. the degree of closeness or interdependency between processes: e.g. loosely linked 
in sequence, where following processes are merely continuing the initial processes, 
i.e. in an equal or paratactic relationship (equivalent to the traditional coordinate 
type); or with one process leading on to another, where the initial process is 
dependent on the following process, i.e. in an unequal or hypotactic relationship 
(equivalent to the traditional subordinate type but not including embedding (see 
section 4.1.4 below)).

4. Verbal group systems in text
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The first passage I will examine is the very opening of the short story (CR 1-13), 
introducing the classroom setting and the natnre of the composition assignment, as set out 
in Table 4.1 below.

4. Verbal group systems in text

C R l. Xia
finish

ke
class

qian
before

de
SUB

w i fen zhong,
five minute clock

shang xig zhe:
on write ASPidur

CR2.

CR3.

CR4.

CR5.

CR6.

CR7.

CR8.

CR9.

CRIO. Ml

ISoshl zM heiban 
teacher at blackboard 
'the teacher wrote on the board: Bible, navigation map,...'

Ta ting - xia bl , 
s/he stop down pen 
'He put down his pen,'

Xianzm, nlmen de feiji diao - zai
now you+PLUR SUB aeroplane fall at
'“Your plane has crashed in the desert.” '

ta jigshi shuo, 
s/he explain say 
'he explained,'

shengjlng, hanghSitii...
navigation-map

le
ASPxompl.

shamo shang, 
desert on

Nlmen hai hud zhe,
you+PLUR still live ASP:dur
'“You’re still alive,'

wOhai li wm y6u ge ciinzhuang,
500 li away exist MEAS village
'two hundred and fifty kilometres away is a village,'

rilmen kgyl z6u
you+PLUR can leave
'you can go'

y6 kgyl liu - xia.
also can stay down
'or (you) can stay behind,'

m5i ren zhl zhiln dm wil ymg
each person only allow take five type
'each person is only allowed to take five things...”'

dongxi.
thing

zMnanzhen.yiding yao na 
you definite must take compass 
'You’d have to choose a compass.'

C R ll. W6 tongzhuo xi5osheng dui wc5 shuo.
I same-desk small voice towards I say
'My desk-mate said to me quietly.'

CR12. “Hui - qu xi5 yi xia qianyin-houguS he nlmen de
return go write one time cause-effect and you+PLUR SUB 
'“Go back (home) and write what happened and your decision.”'

C R l3. Zhe shi xia ke ling xi3ng le.
ASPxompl

jueding."
decision

Zhe shi xia ke ling xi3ng 
this time finish class bell sound 
'At this moment the bell rang for the end of class.'

Table 4.1: Passage 1: the opening stage of In the classroom

This passage involves six main processes representing the major actions: the teacher 
writes on the board, stops writing, explains what he is doing, a student interjects, the 
teacher continues giving instructions, and the bell rings for the end of class. These
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4. Verbal group systems in text

processes are clearly linked to each other by succession in time, i.e. related to it in the 
subtype of expansion relationship known as enhancement, i.e. specifying "some 
circumstantial feature of time, place, cause or condition" (Halliday 1994: 220), 
symbolised by the mathematical sign of multiplication, Structurally, the ordering 
between the processes is the only mark of the relationship between them, i.e. they are in a 
paratactic relationship, symbolised by a sequence of numbers. The analysis of the logical 
relationships between these six processes is given below, with the nexus between each 
process represented by the logical notation, and then glossed.

Clause process Nexus Gloss
CRl xid 'write' 1 the teacher wrote on the board
CR2 ting 'stop' (and then) stopped writing
CR4 shuo 'say' (and then) said
C R ll shuo 'say' X 4 (and then) the person sitting next to me 

said
CR12 hm 'return' (and then the teacher said) go back and 

write it up
CR13 xi3ng 'ring' (and then) the bell rang

Each of these processes is linked to other verbal elements in various ways. The process 
xie 'write' in clause (CRl) is preceded by a two processes specifying when, xia '(before 
class) finished', and where, zdi 'located (on the board)', the action of writing took place: 
i.e. also related to it in a relationship of enhancement. These two processes preceding 
xie 'write' in (CRl) do not represent independent happenings in themselves but must be 
interpreted in relation to xie 'write': i.e. are in a hypotactic (dependent) relationship with 
it, symboUsed by letters of the Greek alphabet. (Both these processes can be reinterpreted 
experientially as circumstances in the transitivity structure of the clause - see 4.1.4 
below.) These relationships can be represented as follows:

Clause process Nexus Gloss
CRl xia 'be finished' xy five minutes before class finished

zm 'be located' xp on the blackboard
xi6 'write' a the teacher wrote

The process ting 'stop' in clause (CR2) is followed by another process xia 'to go down'. 
The relationship between these processes could be understood as one of the subtype of 
expansion relationship known as extension "adding some new element" (Halliday 1994: 
220): i.e., the teacher stopped (the pen) down, i.e. in a downward direction. In this case, 
however, the motion downwards is interpreted metaphorically, in the sense of "coming to 
a halt" (cf English 'slow down'). Along with this semantic re-interpretation of xid based 
on the meaning of the first process goes a structural dependency, where xid in this sense 
is dependent on the meaning of the preceding verb rmg'stop', i.e. in a hypotactic 
relationship with it. (These kinds of elements can be reinterpreted experientially as Event
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and Extension in a compound verbal group - see section 4.1.4 below). The relationship 
between these two processes may be represented as follows:

Gloss

4. Verbal group systeins in text

Clause process Nexus
CR2 ting 'stop' a

xia 'down'
stopped (his pen)
(and) (this action) came to a halt

The process in clause (CR4), shud 'say', is immediately preceded by another process 
jieshi 'explain'. The link between these two processes could be interpreted as example of 
another subtype of expansion known as of elaboration, "restating in other words" 
(Halliday 1994: 220), i.e. 'explained, saying'. However it seems more preferable here to 
see the relationship between the two processes as one of enhancement, where jieshi 
'explain' indicates the manner of speaking: i.e. "said in explanation'. The two alternative 
analyses of the processes in clause (CR4) are given below:

Clause process Nexus Gloss
CR4 jigshi 'explain' 1 the teacher explained

shuo 'say' =2 saying
or jigshi 'explain' *3 the teacher in explanation

shuo 'say' a said

This second analysis is supported by the relationship of projection that exists between 
shud 'say' and the processes in clause (CR3) preceding, and clause (CR5) following: i.e. 
it recasts each clause not as "a direct representation of (non-linguistic) experience but 
rather as a representation of a (linguistic) experience" (Halliday 1994: 250), i.e. as a 
saying or locution, symbolised by double quotation marks " ; jieshi 'explain' does not 
normally project locutions in this way. Strucmrally the projecting and projected processes 
are simply put side by side, i.e. in a paratactic relationship (the double figures below 
show that the two quoted clauses form a unit, even though they are separated from each 
other by the quoting clause):

Clause process Nexus Gloss
CR3 diao 'fair "11 "your plane has fallen, i.e. crashed"
CR4 shuo 'say' 2 the teacher said
CR5 hud 'live' "12 "you're still alive"

The projected process in clause (CR3), dido 'fall', is immediately followed by the 
process zai 'be located', and linked to it in a relationship that, like that between the 
processes in clause (CR2), can be interpreted as one of extension, in this case pretty 
much literally so: i.e. '(the plane) fell (out of the sky) and (ended up) located in (the 
desert)'. Structurally the relationship between them can also be analysed as a hypotactic 
one like the structure in clause (CR2). (These elements may be reinterpreted experientially 
as Event and Extension in a compound verbal group - see section 4.1.4).
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Clause process Nexus Gloss
CR3 diao 'fair a the plane fell (out of the sky)

zM 'be located' (and it) ended up located in the desert

The bloc of projected processes starting with clause (CR5) sets out various aspects of the 
scenario being outlined by the teacher, again Unked in paratactic relationships of 
extension:

Clause process Nexus Gloss
CR5 hud 'live' 1 you're still alive
CR6 ydu 'exist' +2 250 km away there's a village
CR7 z6u 'leave' +3 you can leave
CR9 dm 'take' +4 you're allowed to take five things

The process in clause (CR7), zom 'leave', is followed in clause 8 by a process of opposite 
meaning, liu 'stay' which is presented as an equally valid alternative, i.e. with the tw6 
processes linked in a relationship of extension, reinforced by the adverb ye 'also':

Clause process Nexus Gloss
CR7 z6u 'leave' 1 you can leave
CR8 liii 'stay' +2 (or) you can stay

The meaning of second process is reinforced by a following process in a dependent 
relationship of extension, xia 'go down', similar to that in clause (CR2), but here with the 
metaphorical meaning of "remain in position":

Clause process Nexus Gloss
CR8 liii 'stay' a stay

xia 'down' in the same position

The processes in clauses (CR7), (CR8) and (CR9) are each preceded by processes 
indicating meanings of permission, keyi 'can' in (CR7) and (CR8), and zhun 'are allowed 
to' in (CR9). Logically, each of these can be seen as recasting the following process as a 
potential rather than an actual experience, i.e. in a relationship analogous to that of 
projection, in this case projecting not a locution but rather an idea, symbolised with the 
single quotation mark,' (an altemative interpersonal analysis of this relationship as one 
between Modality and Predicator will be given in section 4.1.3 below). Such processes 
are commonly dependent on the following process, since they occur only in limited 
contexts without a following process, and can thus be analysed as hypotactically 
dependent on it.
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Clause process Nexus Gloss
CR7 kfiyl 'can' P you can

z6u 'leave' 'a leave
CR8 k6yl 'can' P (or) you can

liii - xia 'stay' 'a stay on
CR9 zhiin 'are allowed to’ P you are only allowed

dai 'take' 'a to take five kinds of things

A similar relationship exists between the two processes in clause 10; 

Clause process Nexus Gloss
CRIO yao 'must'

na 'take'
i . you 'd have to
'a take a compass

The process in clause (CRl 1), shud 'say', retrospectively reinterprets the processes in 
clause (CRIO) as part of a locution, again marked simply by occurring one after the other, 
i.e. in a relationship of paratactic projection:

Clause process Nexus Gloss
10 na 'take' "1 you must take a compass
11 shuo 'say' said the person next to me

Preceding this projecting process is another process, dui 'face towards, be directed at', 
introducing the person to whom the saying is directed, in this case the narrator. In this 
context dui does not necessarily imply that the speaker is literally facing the addressee, 
but merely indicates a feature of the saying and is structurally dependent on the following 
process, i.e. is in a relationship of hypotactic enhancement with it (a similar example was 
analysed in section 1.4.3 above as a Receiver participant):

Clause process Nexus Gloss
C R ll dui 'face towards' x3 to me

shuo 'say' a said

The processes in clause (CRl2) are also projected as a locution, their status in this case 
being marked simply by the punctuation, i.e. by being enclosed in double quotation 
marks, without a projecting process such as shuo 'say' being explicitly present. Here we 
have three processes in succession hm 'return', qii 'go' and xie 'write'. The first two 
could be seen as joined in a hypotactic relationship of extension, like diao-zai 'fall on to' 
in (CR2) or liu-xia 'stay down, i.e. stay put' in (CR8), i.e. return and go; or alternatively 
with hui 'return' as hypotactically enhancing qu 'go', indicating the manner in which (the 
students) are to go - this analysis would be reinforced by the fact that hui only occurs 
independently in very limited contexts. These alternative analyses are given below (an 
alternative experiential analysis as Event plus Extension in a compound verbal group is 
given in section 4.1.4 below):
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Clause process Nexus Gloss
CR12 hui 'return' a return (home)

qu 'go' +3 and go (away from here)
or hui 'return' xp back (home)

qu 'go' a go

The following process, xie 'write', indicates the purpose for which the preceding two 
processes are to be carried out, this relationship marked solely by the ordering, i.e. in a 
relationship of paratactic enhancement:

Clause process Nexus Gloss
CR12 hui 'return' 1 go back home

xi6 'write' and write the scenario

The full spread of relationships between the processes in this passage is set out in Fig.
4.2 below, with logical nexuses between processes marked for logico-semantic relations 
and interdependency. Direct nexuses are positioned vertically in the same column; 
"nested" nexuses, i.e. where a particular process enters into more than one relationship, 
are indicated in adjacent columns. Each nexus is interpreted along two dimensions: 
firstly, according to a logico-semantic relationship of either expansion - further 
characterisable as elaboration (restating), extension (adding) or enhancement (further 
specifying) - or projection - further characterisable as locution (saying) or idea (thought); 
secondly, according to an interdependency relationship of parataxis (equal), i.e initial 
and continuing in that order, or hypotaxis (unequal), i.e. dependent and dominant in that 
order.

A key to the symbols used is as follows (adapted from Halliday 1994: 219):
Expansion:

Parataxis:

elaboration
extension
enhancement
initial
continuing

+
x

1

2, 3, 4 etc

Projection:

Hypotaxis:

locution
idea

dependent
dominant

P, y, 5 etc 
a
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Clause I Nexus
CRl

CR2

CR3

CR4

CR5

CR6

CR7

CR8

CR9

CRIO

C R ll

CR12

C R B

X2

X3

X 4

X5

*6 xiang '(the 
bell) rang'

*yxia
'(before)
finishing
(class)'

zai 'on (the 
board)'_______
a  xiS '(the 
teacher) wrote'
a  ting 
'stopped'
■•■p xia 'down - 
to a halt'
"11

"12

"1

^2 xi5 'write 
(the scenario)'

a  diao ’(your 
plane) has 
fallen'
■'■p zai 'into 
(the desert)'
*P jigshi '(the
teacher)
explaining'
a  shuo 'said'
1 huo '(you) 
are alive'
■•■2 yfiu 'there's 
(a village)'
+3

+4

P yao '(you) 
would have to'
'a na 'take ( a 
compass)'
’̂ P dui
(me)'

'to

a  shuo 'said'
a  hui 'return 
(home)'
+P qu 'go'

+2

P zhiin 
'(everyone ) 
is allowed’
'a dai ’to 
take (5 
things)'

P kSyl '(you) 
can'
'a z6u 
'leave'
P kgyl '(you)

'a a  liu 'stay'

■•■p xia 'down 
- behind’

Figure 4.2 Logical relationships between processes in Passage 1
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Having examined verbal relationships in a fairly straightforward narrative passage, I will 
now move on to a passage with a more complex intemal structure, which exhibits quite a 
different range of verbal relationships. The second passage (C 1-11) represents the 
narrator's reworking of the scenario set out by the teacher in the previous passage, 
reworked for the most part by exploring the implications of the various components of 
this scenario as they affect the narrator. This passage is given in Table 4.2 below.

4. Verbal group systems in text

C 1. “Na shi wdmen y6u-sheng yllai diyi ci zuo feiji,
that be I+PLUR exist life since first time travel aeroplane
“ 'That was the first time in our lives we'd been in a plane,'

C2. wSmen mei ydu qian,
I+PLUR NBG exist money 
'we didn't have any money,'

C3. k6 Shangdi yuanyi g6i wfimen zhei ge jihui.
but God wish give I+PLUR this MEAS opportunity
'but God wanted to give us this opportunity.'

C4. Nei tian tianqi feichang h3o,
that day weather extremely good
'That day the weather was really good,’

C5. mei y6u feng,
NEG exist wind 
'there was no wind'

C6. mei y6u yiin,
NBG exist cloud 
'there were no clouds,'

C l.  mei ydu yiqie;
NBG exist everything 
'there was no anything.'

C8. shenzhi lian Shangdi dou zm dui wfimen weixiao.
so-far-as-to even God all ASP;prog towards I+PLUR smile
'So much so that even God was smiling on us,'

C9. K6 ta shi za yong liSn de ling yi mian dui zhe wfimen xiao,
but s/he be ASP:prog use face SUB other one face towards ASP:dur. I PLUR laugh 
'but (the fact) that he was laughing at us on the other side of his face '

CIO. zhe shi dang wfimen de feijI mgng de diao - xia - lai shi'
this be when we SUB plane abrupt MAN drop down come time 
'this was something that when our plane abruptly dropped (from the sky)'

C l l .  w6men cai mingbai de.
I+PLUR only-then understand MOD
'only then did we understand.'

Table 4.2 Passage 2: the opening stage of The composition

The actions set out in the previous passage - only a few of which are explored here - are 
relatively backgrounded in this passage, the main emphasis being on a number of 
relations or states, linked in a relationship of paratactic extension:
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4. Verbal group systems in text

clause Ekprocess nexus OSS
C l shi 'be' 1 that was our first time
C2 y6u 'exist' +2 we had no money
C4 h3o 'be fine, good' +3 the weather was good
C9 shi 'be' +4 it wasn't till then (that we understood)

Taken by themselves, these four processes do not give the sort of narrative skeleton of 
this part of the text provided by the six processes representing the main actions in the first 
passage (CR 1, 2, 4, 11-13). Instead, this passage is organised much more in terms of 
complex nesting relations between different processes, particularly between relational 
processes and other types.

The processes in clause (Cl), shi 'be' and z.ud 'travel by' seem to represent two separate 
transitivity structures that have been "mixed" together: the relational nd shi diyi ci 'that 
was the first time' and the material women zud feiji 'we travelled by plane'. The first 
process could be taken as indicating a circumstance for the second, equivalent to women 
diyi ci zudjeijj 'we travelled by plane for the first time': i.e, in a relationship of hypotactic 
enhancement with it. Alternatively, the second process could be analysed as embedded 
in the first, as part of one of the participants: i.e. as equivalent to na shi women [I zudfeijl 
I] de diyi ci 'That was our first time in a plane'. The actual implication of this structure 
seems to be a mix of the two. The relational process shi 'be' in setting up an identifying 
relationship between the time of the action and its "firstness", picks out diyi cl 'the first 
time', analysable as a circumstance of the material process zud 'travel', emphasising that 
it was the first time (this type of emphasis is in fact a textual one - see section 4.1.2 
below). As we will see below, relational processes like shi commonly have this sort of 
"focussing" function: these altemative analyses are given below:

clause process nexus gloss
Cl shi 'be' for the first time

zuo 'travel' a we travelled by plane
or shi 'be' 1 that was the first time

zuo 'travel' [12 1] we travelled by plane

The process in clause (C2), (mei) you '(didn't) have', sets up a state to which the process 
in clause (C3), gei 'give', offers an altemative: i.e. the two processes are linked in a 
straightforward relationship of paratactic extension:

clause process nexus gloss
C2 yfiu 'exist, have' 1 we had no money
C3 ggi 'give' +2 but God wanted to give us the opportunity
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The process in clause (C3) is preceded by a process yuanyi 'wish', which like those in 
(CR 7-10) can be regarded as hypotactically projecting the process gei 'give' (interpreted 
interpersonally as a Modality'^Predicator structure - see section 4.1.3 below):

4. Verbal group systems in text

clause process nexus gloss
C3 yuanyi 'wish' P God wanted

ggi 'give' a to give us the opportunity

The process in clause 4, hdo 'be fine, good', gives the state of the weather, the following 
clauses (C5-8) describing this in more detail, i.e. joined to it in a relationship of paratactic 
elaboration:

clause process nexus gloss
C4 Mo 'be fine, good' 1 the weather was fine
C5 ydu 'exist' =2 there was no wind
C6 y6u 'exist' there were no clouds
Cl y6u 'exist' =4 there wasn't anything
C8 weixiao 'smile' =5 (so much so that) God was smiling

Clause (C8) contains a number of other processes preceding the process weixiao 'smile': 
firstly zdi, literally 'be located', here grammaticalised as 'to be in the process o f (i.e. 
experientially marking a type of aspect - see section 4.1.4 below); then dui 'to face' (cf 
CR 11 in passage 1 above), here interpreted as indicating the target of the final process, 
i.e. 'smiling at us'. Both these processes could be interpreted logically as hypotactically 
enhancing weixido 'smile':

clause process nexus gloss
C8 zm 'was at' Xy God was in the process of

dui 'facing' X3 at us
weixiao 'smiled' a smiling

The process at the end of clause (C9), xido 'laugh' introduces a variation to the previous 
summary statement in (C8). Like clause (Cl), clause (C9) is opened by the relational 
process shi 'be', ke td shi 'but he was', matched by an identical process at the beginning 
of clause (CIO), zhe shi 'this was' itself linked to the process right at the end of clause 
(Cl 1), mingbai 'understand'. The relationship between these two clauses could be 
paraphrased "but the fact that he was (laughing), this was something that (we 
understood)". Here the second clause is presented as a restatement of the first, and the 
first is simultaneously reinterpreted in light of the second: i.e. in a relationship of 
hypotactic elaboration. Alternatively both of these relational processes could be analysed 
as emphasising circumstances relating to the final processes xido 'laugh': 'it was in such 
and such a way that he was laughing' (C9); or mingbai 'understand': "it was only at such 
and such a fime that we understood" (C10-11): i.e. in a relafionship of hypotactic
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enhancement (this emphasis is also textual - see section 4.1.2 below). As with the similar 
example in clause (Cl) above, the relational processes here serve both to join the other 
non-relational processes and to focus on particular elements related to a following 
process. These different relationships are analysed separately below:

clause process nexus gloss
C9 shi 'be' = 3 the fact that he was (laughing)
CIO shi 'be' a this was something that (we understood)

clause process nexus gloss
C9 shi 'be' it was on the other side of his face

xiao 'laugh' a that he was laughing
CIO shi 'be' it was only when the plane dropped
C ll mingbai 'understand' a that we understood

In clause (C9) the circumstantial elements emphasised by the process shi 'be' are 
themselves introduced by a series of processes similar to those in (C8), and in the same 
relationship of hypotactic expansion to the final process xiao 'laugh':

clause process nexus gloss
C9 zai 'was at' ^5 he was in the process of

yong 'used' Xy with the other side of his face
dui 'facing' X3 at us
xiao 'laughed' a laughing

In clause (CIO), the circumstantial element emphasised by process shi 'be' is the process 
diao 'to fair, marked as one of time by the framing conjunction dang...shi 'at...the 
time', i.e. 'when', hypotactically enhancing the process mingbai 'understand' in clause 
(C ll):

clause process nexus gloss
CIO diao 'fell' X3 when the plane fell (out of the sky)
C ll mingbai 'understood' a we understood

The process dido 'fall' in clause (CIO) is followed by two processes indicating the 
direction of this motion, xid 'down', and its orientation, Idi 'come' interpreted as 
'towards the speaker' (i.e. with the narrator positioning herself on the ground of the 
desert where she eventually ends up). Like similar examples in (CR 2, 8 and 12), the 
relationship between these processes can be interpreted as one of hypotactic expansion 
(see section 4.1.4 below for an experiential interpretation of this relation as one of Event 
plus Extension):
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clause process nexus gloss
CIO diao 'fell' a the plane fell

xia 'descended' down
lai 'came' towards the speaker

The full range of relationships between the processes in this passage is set out in Fig. 4.3 
below.

Clause Nexus
1 1 shi '(it) was (the first 

time)’
a  zuo ’(we) travelled (in a 
plane)’

2 +2 1 yfiu '(we didn't) have 
(money)’

3 +2 P ' yuMyi '(but God) 
wanted'
'a gSi 'to give (us the 
opportunity)'

4 +3 1 hao '(the weather) was 
good’

5 ~2 y6u 'there were (no 
clouds)’

6 “ 3 yfiu ’there was (no 
rain)’

7 “ 4 y6u 'there was(n't 
anything)’

8 =5 zai '(God) was in 
the process of

dui 'at (us)'
a  weixiao 'smiling'

9 +4 1 shi '(but the fact that he) 
was'

*5 zai 'was in the 
process of
’̂ Yyong ’using (the 
other side of his face)'
^P dui 'at (us)'
a  xiao 'laughing'

10 “2 shi '(this) was 
(something that)'

xp a  diao '(when our 
plane) dropped'

■•■p xia 'down'
■*■7 lai 'towards (the 
ground)'

11 a  mingbai ’(only 
then we) understood'

Figure 4.3: Logical relationships between processes in Passage 2

The above analyses show how a logical analysis can be used to characterise relations 
between successive verbal elements, and hints how such an analysis might be 
supplemented with an account of the textual, interpersonal and experiential structures of
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the clause (this latter point will be explored in more detail in following sections). 
Although, as I noted above, such an analysis does in some cases give a distorted picture 
of the structural relations involved, it does demonstrate very vividly the ways in which 
verbal elements contribute to the unfolding of the text.

4 . 1 . 2  Textual functions of verbal elements

In the description of the textual clause structure of Chinese given in previous chapters of 
this study (sections 1.2.3, 2.2.1, & 3.1.1), verbal elements played only a minor role.
The Process rarely functions as Theme, excepted when embedded in another clause, and 
from the point of view of clause as message is commonly situated in a "trough" between 
the two message "peaks" of Theme and New (cf Matthiessen 1988). Verbal elements are, 
however, significant textually in two ways, one negative, one positive.

Negatively, it is commonly a verbal element that marks the transition between Theme and
Rheme in the theme structure of the clause: in other words, separates information actually
or potentially functioning as the starting point of the message from information which is
unable or unlikely to function in this way (see discussion of the transition between Theme
and Rheme in section 3.1.1 above). For example, in clause (CR3) below, the verb diao
'fair marks the beginning of the Rheme, so while information preceding it may be made

A  ^  C' thematic (CR3'), information following it may not (CR3"):
" Theme, -- \  Rheme

o \ / ^  CR3. X i^ a i,^ r tie n  defe ijl}  diao-zaile shamo shang,
y V /  now ^WW-PI.UR SyBaeroplane fall at ASPxompl. desert on

'“Now your p l^ e  has crashed in the desert.” '
Theme Rheme
Nlmen de feiji xi^zai diao - zai le shamo shang,

V WU+PLUR SUB aeroplane now fall at ASPxompl. desert on
^ JT ^ o u r  plane has now crashed in the desert.” '

Theme Rheme
" * S h ^ 6  shang xikizm riimen de feijI diao - zai le.

desert on now you+PLUR SUB aeroplane fall at ASPxompl.
'“In the desert now your plane has crashed.” '

This delimiting role is also commonly played by a coverb functioning as minor process in
a coverbial phrase. In the following example (C23), the coverbial phrase containing the
coverb g ii 'for' is unlikely to function as Theme (C23'):

Theme Rheme
C23. ta ggi wdmen liii-xiale yixie dongxi.

s/he for I+PLUR leave down ASPxompl some thing
'he left us some things.'
Theme Rheme

C23' ? ggi wfimen ta liii- xia le yixie dongxi.
for I+PLUR s/he leave down ASPxompl some thing
'For us he left some things.'

4. Verbal group systems in text
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Positively, verbal elements may also be used to indicate special types of Theme by 
making thematic elements of the clause that would not normally be so. For example, it is 
not true to say that all information following the processor minor process is necessarily 
unthematic, i.e. unlikely to be the starting point of the message. The nominal group yixie 
dongxi 'some things' in (C23) above could be made thematic by moving it to the 
beginning of the clause, as in (C23"):
C 23"/ Yixie dongxi ta gSi w6men liii- xia le.

y^ som e thing s/he for I+PLUR leave down ASPxompl
/  ^ o m e  things he left for us.'

Semantically, however, this is somewhat unusual because the normally expected tie-up
between Theme (starting point of the message), and Given (given information) (see '’r
section 1.2.4 above) is flouted in this case by the indefinite nominal group yixie dongxi p
'some things', which would normally be interpreted as new information. In the original
clause (C23), this nominal group is part of the New, referring to unspecified things
which the narrator goes on to detail in following clauses. In the modified example
(C23"), however, the function of this nominal group as Theme implies that these things
have already been specified. In other parts of the text, a sunilar tension between Theme
and Given is avoided by introducing a new Participant as New of one clause which is
then assumed as Theme of the following clause, as in the following example of yi zhdng
zui 'a mouth': yi, ^

Thettie^ ' New
CR40. mSiiyan i\j '*^zH sheng-xia yizhang zul

full-Vye only leave down one MEAS mouth
'all that filled my eyes was a mouth'
Theme New

CR41.____________  ZM na’r y i- zhang- y l- he.
at there once open once close

'(which was) opening and closing.'
A similar effect can be gained by using the existential process ydu 'exist, to be', with the
new information as Existent following the process and therefore in the unmarked New
position at the end of the clause (C23'"):

Theme New  
C23'" ____________  Y6u yixie dongxi

exist some thing 
'There were some things'
Theme New
____________ ta ggi wdmen liu- xia le.

s/he for I+PLUR leave down ASPxompl
'(which) he left for us.'

Logically such structures can be analysed as two processes in a relationship of paratactic
elaboration:

4. Verbal group systems in text
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1 Y6u yixie dongxi ~2 ta g6i w5men liii- xia le.
exist some thing s/he for I+PLUR leave down ASPxompl
'There were some things' '(which) he left for us.'

Textually, however, it makes more sense to analyse the first process plus its Existent as a
type of marked Theme in a single clause, i.e. a Theme conflated not with Given as
expected, but rather with New: i.e.

Theme Rheme
New Given New
Y6u yixie dongxi ta gfii wCmen liii- xia le.
exist some thing s/he for I+PLUR leave down ASPxompl
'There were some things (which) he left for us.'

There are, in fact, numerous instances of such structures in this text. Very often,
however, the fact that you is potentially at least a full process allows it to "attract" other
clause functions: in the following example, the process you, reinterpreted interpersonally
as Predicator, is preceded by the interpersonal functions Adjunct and Modality:

Theme Rheme
Adjunct Modality Predicator 

C32. huoxil hui ydu biedefeiji Im jiu wdmen,
perhaps can exist other plane come save I+PLUR
'there might possibly be another plane (which would) come to save us,'

Again, this could be treated logically as two clauses in a relationship of paratactic
elaboration; textually however it is a single clause, i.e. the equivalent (except for the
expected conflation of Theme with Given as opposed to the marked Theme / New
conflation of the original) of C32':

Theme Rheme
Adjunct Modality Predicator 

C32' biale Mjl huoxii hui lai jiu wdmen,
other plane perhaps can come save I+PLUR
'Another plane might possibly come to save us,'

You can also function in this way with circumstantial elements, for example (you) shihou
'(there are) times' in clause (C59), which can be analysed either logically as two clauses:
C59. 1 y6u shihou, ~2 jid hui shi ren hSoshou xie.

exist time alcohol can cause person easy-endure some
'There are times (which) alcohol can help people to endure better,'

or textually as a single clause with a marked (non-Given) Theme:
Theme Rheme

C59. y6u shihou, jid hui shi ren hSoshou xie.
exist time alcohol can cause person easy-endure some
'sometimes alcohol can help people endure (things) better,'

A similar function is performed by you in clause (CR27) below, where it introduces the 
Theme / New zudwen ke 'composition class', emphasised by the scopal adverb zM 
'only', and then linked to the following process dudn 'was short'. In this case you also
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marks the Theme as contrastive, as is obvious from the Theme of the previous clause qitd
ke 'other classes': e.g.

Theme Rheme
CR26. Qita ke hSoxi^g zfingshi chmg de mei ydu bian,

other class seem always long EXT MEG exist limit
'Other classes always seemed to be endlessly long,'

logical 1 ~ 2
textual Theme Rheme
CR27. zM ydu zuowen ke duSn de zM shi yi shunjian

only exist composition class short EXT only be one moment
'(It was) only the composition class (which) was as brief as the twinkling of an 
eye'

While the relational process you 'exist' commonly functions to introduce a non-Given
Theme, another relational process shi 'be' may be used to single out a particular part of
the clause as New, often a part of the clause that would not commonly be taken as such,
e.g. the circumstance of degree dudme 'so much' in CR24 below:

Gi- New ven
CR24. w6 shi dudme jdhuan xi6 zuowen,

I be how-much like write composition
'I really loved writing compositions,'

This kind of "focusing" role of shi 'be' was already pointed out in the analysis of the
second passage in section 4.1.1 above, where shi (among other things) marked a
contrast between weixido 'smile' in C7 and ydng lian de ling yi midn '(laughing) on the
other side of his face' in C8:

Theme New
8. shenzhi lian Sh^gdi dou za dui w6men weixido. 

so-far-as-to even God all ASP:prog towards I+PLUR smile 
'So much so that even God was smiling on us,'
Theme New

9. KS ta shi zdi ydng lian de ling yi midn dui zhe wdmen xiao, 
but s/he be ASP:prog use face SUB other one face towards ASP I PLUR laugh 
'but (the fact) that he was laughing at us on the other side o f his face...'

From the above discussion, we can see how the logical relations between processes, 
especially relational processes and other types, can be put to work textually. The 
existential subtype, exemplified by you 'exist' whose basic meaning is to link a Location 
with an Existent (i.e. to show that somewhere there exists something) may come to have 
what could be called a presentative role, i.e. functioning to introduce new participants 
as presented (rather than the expected presumed) information in Theme position in a 
clause. The identifying subtype, exemplified by shi 'be' whose basic function is to link 
two entities as Identified and Identifier, is put to work as a focussing element, used 
particularly in written texts in order to emphasise stmcmrally the (implied) tonic 
prominence realising the New. Generally speaking, the textual functions of these verbal

4. Verbal group systems in text
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elements follow on quite naturally from their transitivity meanings within the logical 
structure, and in some cases it may not be possible to decide whether a particular structure 
is to be analysed as a single clause with a marked Theme, or as two separate clauses in a 
clause complex.

4 . 1 . 3  Interpersonal functions of verbal elements

In contrast to the textual Theme and information structures, where verbal elements by and
large play only a peripheral role, one particular verbal element, that realising the
Predicator function, plays a central role in the interpersonal mood structure of the clause,
as described in previous sections 1.3.3 and 2.2.2. The Predicator, as noted above, can
generally be equated with the Process in the transitivity structure. Interpersonally it can be
identified as that element which tends to remain constant in dialogic exchanges, and by its
interaction with other interpersonal functions such as the emphatic Adjunct and negative
Polarity in the following example:

Adjunct Polarity Predicator
CR30. ta bing meiyCu wan.

it EMPH NEG:perf finish
'(that) it wasn’t finished.'

The element realising the Polarity in this example, meiyou, is itself verbal in class, a
special negative form, interchangeable with mei (cf example CR34 below), of the
relational process you 'exist'; here it indicates that the aspect of the clause is perfective
(see section 4.2.2.1 below). Another relational process, shi 'be', described in the
previous section as having a textual focusing function, also functions interpersonally as
an emphatic Polarity, as in the following example where it paradoxically emphasises the
negative main Polarity, i.e. 'it was the case that it wasn't finished':

Polarity Polarity Predicator
CR34. Shishi shang, ta shi mei wan,

reality on it be NEG:perf finish 
'In fact it wasn ’t finished,'

Apart from these instances of verbal elements functioning as Polarity, the main
interpersonal function of verbal elements apart from Predicator is the function of
auxiliaries like key'i 'can' as Modality, as in the following example:

Modality Predicator 
CR7. riimen kgyi z6u

you+PLUR can leave
'you can go'

In section 4.1.1 above, the logical relationship between auxiliary and verb was interpreted 
as one of projection, analogous to the way a verbal or mental clause projects another 
clauses as a locution or an idea. Projection may be defined semantically as "the logical-
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semantic relationship whereby a clause comes to function not as a direct representation of
(non-linguistic) experience but as a representation of a (linguistic) representation"
(Halliday 1994: 250). In a similar way, an auxiliary preceding a verb indicates that the
process expressed by that verb is not represented as actually going on but rather as
potential, unrealised, as in clause (CR7) above, which is represented as an alternative to
the equally unrealised process in the following clause:

Modality Predicator 
CR8. y6 kgyl liii- xia,

also can stay down
'or (you) can stay behind,'

The analogy with projection is supported by the fact that related lexemes can function 
both as a (potentially projecting) mental process and as a Modality: e.g. xidng 'to think' in 
clause T5, and xidng 'to think about doing - to intend to do - to want to do' in clause 
C21:
T5. Tangnnfl xiSng le xiang.

Tommy think ASPxompl think
'Tommy thought a bit,'

C21. Sh^gdi, bu, w6 bu xiSng shuo shangdi...
God no I NEG think /  want say God
'God, no, I don't want to mention God...'

This analogy, however, can only be taken so far. The relationship between auxiliary and
verb, reinterpreted as one between Modality and Predicator, is fundamentally an
interpersonal one, and thus exhibits several characteristics which cannot be captured in a
logical analysis.

Firstly, systemically, the meanings expressed by the auxiliary are related to those
expressed by other interpersonal systems. As explained in previous chapters, the
Predicator represents something put forward by the speaker (in a general sense) for the
hearer's consideration - an inherently interactive function. The Modality function modifies
the meaning of this interaction in two main ways. It may give the speaker's assessment of
how likely or usual the predication is, as for example hui 'could, might' in the following
clause, here reinforced by the Adjunct hudxu 'perhaps':

Adjunct Modality Predicator 
C57. W6 huoxd hui yao nei ping futejia,

I perhaps can need that bottle vodka
'I perhaps might have wanted the bottle of vodka,'

Altematively it may indicate the speaker's assessment of the willingness of or necessity
for speaker or hearer to carry out the predication, as for example yudnyi 'wish' in the
following clause:
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Modality Predicator 
C3. kg Sh^gdi yu^yi g6i wdmen zhei ge jihui.

but God wish give I+PLUR this MEAS opportunity
'but God wanted to give us this opportunity.'

The system of modality in Chinese is thus intimately related to the other interpersonal 
systems of MOOD TYPE, POLARITY and ASSESSMENT already described. The interaction 
between these systems will be further explored when I examine interpersonal marking in 
section 4.2 below.

Secondly, the meanings expressed by the Modality are inherently gradable (cf Martin 
1992: on the relationship between interpersonal meaning and gradability): i.e. the degree 
of likelihood, willingness, etc. can be increased or lessened. Compare the following 
examples of a Modality of obligation with the three "values" of low, zMn 'is allowed 
to', median ydo 'need to, have to' and high bixii 'must':

Modality Predicator
CR9. mgiren zH zhiin dM wi3 y ^ g  dongxi.....

each person only allow take five type thing
'each person is only allowed to take five things...”'

Modality Predicator 
T4. ZhishSo yao xi6 150 zi.

at-least need write 150 word
'(He) had to write at least 150 words.'

Modality Predicator 
C26. W6men bixii xuSnze,

I+PLUR must choose
'We had to (were obliged to) choose,'

Thirdly, the Modality function often operates in conjunction with interpersonal Adjuncts, 
forming a prosody of modality (see section 2.2.2 above for the notion of prosody as used 
here) in the clause. In the following example, the Adjunct yiding 'definitely' precedes the 
Modality ydo 'need to, must', effectively increasing the value of the obligation from 
median to high:

Adjunct Modality Predicator 
CRIO. “N1 yiding yao na zMnanzhen.”

you definite must take compass 
’ “You’d really have to take a compass.” '

Sometimes the Adjunct by itself functions to express the kind of modality without an
explicit Modality function being present. Compare clause C26 below, where a modality
of obligation is expressed by the Modality bixu 'must', with clause C27 where a modality
of (negative) inclination is expressed by the Adjunct ningyudn 'rather':

Modality Predicator
CR26. W5men bixu xuSnze,

I+PLUR must choose
'We had to choose,'
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Adjunct Polarity Predicator
C27. suiran w6 nmgyu^ bu xuSnze.

although I rather NEG choose
'even though I would rather not have to choose.'

The Adjunct in CR27, ningyudn 'rather' is in origin verbal, related to the auxiliary yuanyi
'wish', but unlike a true Modality, may not itself be marked for polarity. A similar
example, which might also be analysed as an interpersonal Adjunct, is hdoxiang
'seemingly' in CR27 , related to the verb xidng 'to resemble':

Adjunct Predicator
CR27. Qfta ke hSoxi^g zdngshi chang de mei y6u bian,

other class seem always long EXT NEG exist limit
'Other classes always seemed to be endlessly long,'

Fourthly, from a structural point of view, the Modality normally precedes the Predicator
and is only used in limited contexts without a Predicator, this being the justification for
analysing the relationship between them as a hypotactically dependent one in section
4.1.1 above. Interpersonally interpreted, however, the Modality expresses the speaker's
assessment of the likelihood or willingness attached to the predication as a whole. The
interpersonal structure of what I called the predication unit in section 2.2.2 above, i.e.
that unit to which a mood type, and by implication a modality type, can be assigned, was
shown to fall into two overall prosodies, one pre-Predicator, one post-Predicator. This
kind of structure defines regions of the clause as interpersonally significant, rather than
tying interpersonal functions to fixed positions or in obvious constituent relationships to a
larger unit. It is therefore not surprising to find examples like C71 below, where the
Modality yao 'need to, must' is separated from the Predicator xudn 'choose' by an
intervening constituent gB women 'for us':

Modality Predicator
C l  1. zuihou w6 hai ydo g5i wdmen xudn yi ge hSo jiejii:

final I still must for I+PLUR choose one MEAS good outcome
'(so) finally I have to choose us a good ending:'

Alternatively the coverb gei 'for' could be analysed as a minor Predicator, just as it was
analysed above as a minor process in the transitivity structure: e.g.

Modality minor Predicator Predicator 
C l  1. zuihou w6 hai ydo gei women xudn yi ge hSo jiejii:

final I still must for I+PLUR choose one MEAS good outcome
'(so) finally I have to choose us a good ending:'

Whichever analysis we choose is not particularly significant. What is important from the
point of view of the interpersonal structure, is that the Modality falls within the pre-
Predicator prosody.
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Since the modality meaning applies to the predication as a whole, it is not restricted
structurally to a single Process / Predicator, but may apply to a combination of them as in
the following example;

Modality Predicatorl Predicator!
C56. kfiyl q£l hud zuo fki.

can get fire make meal
'which (you) could (use to) make fires or cook.'

Similarly, the Modality may precede a set phrase (constructed according to the rules of
classical Chinese grammar) which, by the very fact of being preceded by a Modality,
comes to function as Predicator:

Modality Predicator 
CR61.wd yijing neng dao-bei-ni-liii le.

I already can reverse recite like stream ASPrperf
'I could ahready recite it off by heart.'

Another verbal structure which could be analysed as analogous to the combination of 
Modality and Predicator is that in clause W58 below, which involves a compound verbal 
group made up of Event and Extension (see sections 4.1.4,4.2.2.2 below). Here the 
"inserted" element bu is derived from the negative adverb bu 'not', but in this case means 
something like 'cannot', i.e. is roughly equivalent to a true Modality such as hui 'can' in 
W58':
W60. “Qishi liiyibeizi y6 zud-bu-cheng  TMgm3, 

in-fact you one lifetime even act NEG:pot succeed Tommy 
' “In fact you'll never be able to be Tommy in your whole life,'

Polarity Modality Predicator 
W60' “Qishi nl yi beizi y6 bii hui zuo-cheng Tangmi,

in-fact you one lifetime even NEG can act succeed Tommy
' “In fact you'll never be able to be Tommy in your whole life,'

This "inserted" Modality, traditionally known as the potential form (see further section
4.1.5 below), has a different implication from the normal Modality^Predicator structure
(Li & Thompson 1981; 56-57; Liu et al. 1983; 353-364 - see also section 4.2.2.2 below).
Because of this, even simple verbs such as wdng 'forget' in example W64 below, may
take on a "dummy" Extension such as lido (etymologically 'to complete') in order to
appear in potential form with bu\ e.g.
W66. “wd w ang-bu- liSo jiu de...”
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I forget NEG-.pot. complete old SUB
t foT can't forget the old...” '

In a couple of instances in the text, this compound structure as a whole functions as a 
Modality, in conjunction with another negative Polarity element, where the clause is 
equivalent in modality (though not in value or rhetorical effect) to a positive Modality 
such as bidei 'must';
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Adjunct Modality Polarity Predicator
23. W6 zhende rgn- bu- zhu bii gaosu nl,

I really tolerate NEG:pot. stand not tell you
'I really can’t help telling you,'

Adjunct Modality Predicator
23 W5 zhende bidSi gaosu ril,

I really must tell you
'I really must tell you,'

Verbal elements with interpersonal functions are less closely related to the logical 
structure than those with textual functions, with the function of an interpersonal element 
like Modality related only by analogy to a projecting process. Furthermore, as part of a 
prosodic mood structure, elements such as Modality show a number of typical 
interpersonal features: interaction with other interpersonal systems, susceptibility to being 
graded, and a relatively flexible structural positioning in relation to the Predicator. In 
addition, the potential subtype of modality has an altemative reahsation in the form of a 
compound verbal group (see section 4.1.5 below) functioning as a fused Modality / 
Predicator, with significant differences from the Modality^Predicator structure (see 
section 4.2.2.2 below).

4 . 1 . 4  Experiential functions of verbal elements

In previous studies of verbal elements in Chinese, it is their experiential functions, in the 
terms of the present study, that have been taken as the norm and have received the most 
attention (e.g. Teng 1975, Li 1990). While it is true to say that the experiential functions 
of verbal elements are probably the most complex in patterning, such functions are also, 
for reasons explained in section 2.1.1 above, the most amenable to the traditional 
constituency type of analysis, and therefore likely to be the most "visible" in a traditional 
framework. The main experiential function of verbal elements in Chinese is, of course, as 
Process, and it was based on this characterisation that the preliminary logical analysis was 
carried out in section 4.1.1, with logical in this case understood as characterising relations 
between processes. Seen experientially, however, the Process functions not as one link in 
a long chain, as in the logical analysis, but rather as a centre or nucleus around which 
other experiential functions are grouped (see section 2.2.3 above). We thus need to define 
both this "nucleus" and its "atom": in other words, to identify the (main) Process and the 
transitivity structure in which it functions, realised by what I termed an "experience unit", 
which in the default case corresponds to a single clause.
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This requirement, as we have seen above, is one that it is by no means straightforward to 
fulfil, since on the one hand the notion of "process" can be understood very widely in 
Chinese (see section 4.1.1 above), and on the other it is not always clear where the 
boundaries of each clause should be drawn (see section 2.3.2 above). Previous studies in 
a functional framework have taken as a rule of thumb the principle of "one verb per 
clause" (Tao 1996: 17 and references therein). However, in line with other studies of 
clause structure in Chinese (e.g. Tsao 1990), I found in section 2.2.1 above that it was 
really the textual Theme-Rheme structure (known in other studies as "topic - comment") 
that came closest to a regular correspondence with the unit traditionally recognised as a 
clause. Taking this textual structure as basic, and widening the scope of the category 
"verb", has meant that inevitably in many cases a single "clause" will contain more than 
one verb. The present task is thus to try to characterise the relationships of these different 
"verbs" to each other, experientially.

We can start by identifying those verbal elements that are not functioning as Process in 
the transitivity stmcture. Such an analysis is based on the rank scale introduced in section
2.1.1 above, whereby it is possible to distinguish a number of different levels of 
constimency. The Process operates as a constituent of the highest rank, the clause, and 
enters into transitivity relations with other clause functions such as Participants and 
Circumstances. The rank scale also allows for the possibility of rankshift, whereby a 
constituent at one rank, for example a Process at clause rank, comes to function as (part 
of) a constituent at a lower rank, for example a group.

We can apply the notion of rankshift to exclude as Process a number of verbal elements
analysed in section 4.1.1 above as enhancing dependent processes, reanalysing them
experientially as rankshifted or embedded in a nominal group, such as in the first clause
of the text (the bracket plus vertical line indicates embedding):
CRl. [IXia ke qiani] de wi3 fen zhong... 

finish class before SUB five minute clock 
'Five minutes before the class ended...’

Here the verb xid 'finish' does not represent an independent happening (the class has not
yet, in fact, finished) but rather indicates a feature of the setting in which the "main"
Process xie 'write' (i.e. the one analysed as logically dominant in section 4.1.1 above)
takes place - in other words, xia 'finish' is functioning as part of a Circumstance of time.
From a constituent point of view, the verb xia 'finish' is part of a clause embedded in a
nominal group whose Head or Thing is wm fen zhong 'five minutes'. This clause
functions as Descriptor to the Thing in this nominal group, and xia 'finish' therefore has
no direct function in the clause-rank transitivity structure. The constituency of this clause
embedded in the nominal group in relation to the clause as a whole can thus be
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represented as follows, where single vertical lines I represent group boundaries, and a
bracket plus a vertical line [I represents an embedded clause:
CRl. I [I Xia ke qian I] dewd fen zhong I ISoshil.... Ixi6 zhel... 

finish class before SUB five minute clock teacher write ASP:dur
'Five minutes before the end of class the teacher wrote...'

An even more extreme version of such embedding is shown in C R B below, where the
same verb xid 'finish' was not even considered as a process in section 4.1.1 above, since
it has become merely part of the classification of the Thing, i.e. xid ke ling, literally 'the
finish class bell':
CR13.Zhe shi [I xia kel] ling xiSng le.

this time finish class bell sound ASPxompl 
'At this moment the bell rang for the end of class.'

Clause (CRl) also contains another verbal element 7.di 'at, on', in conjunction with the
nominal group heiban shang 'on the blackboard', which cannot in this case be excluded
as process on the grounds of embedding. In fact the relationship between this verbal
element and its following nominal group is very like that between a Process and
Participant, as can be seen in the following modified example:
CRT Mingdan zm heibSn shang

list at blackboard on
'The list is on the board.'

In this context, however, like the embedded verb xid 'finish' in the same clause, zdi does
not represent an independent process - it does not, for example, relate directly to the
Participant Idoshi 'teacher', it is not the teacher who is on the board - but rather like xid
indicates a feature of the setting: i.e. functions as, in this case, a Circumstance of place.

The fact that verbal elements like zdi 'at' functioning as part of Circumstances are not 
embedded, unlike the previous example, has led some scholars such as Chao (1968: 326) 
to analyse such clauses as containing "verbal expressions in series", or to use the more 
common term "serial verb constructions" (Li & Thompson 1981: 362): in other words, as 
joined by the sort of logical relationships that I examined in section 4.1.1 above. Such 
elements would not be regarded as part of a complex verbal group, in the terms of the 
present study (see section 4.1.5 below), because of a number of grammatical features 
which favour an experiential interpretation. Firstly, in constituent terms they are very 
much dependent on the presence of a Process in the same clause, in other words such 
elements may not function independently as Process, and furthermore in most cases are 
tied to a following nominal group. Secondly, in terms of their function and position in the 
transitivity structure, they behave very much like other circumstances, with the difference 
that they do not normally function as Theme (see section 4.1.2 above).
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For these reasons, although we must recognise in some cases a dine between the logical 
("serial verb construction") interpretation and the experiential interpretation as 
circumstance, similar to the cline commonly noted as characteristic of the class of coverbs 
in general (Li & Thompson 1974), they will be treated here experientially as 
circumstances. The in-between status of such examples in the present analysis - clause
like in constituency but group-like in function - is reflected in their classification as 
coverbial phrases, i.e. as "a contraction of a clause", in contrast with groups, which 
are seen as "an expansion of a word" (Halliday 1994: 180; see also discussion in section
2.1.1 above).The experiential structure of the first clause can thus be analysed as follows:

Circumstance: time Agent
CRl. l[IX iake qiani] de wil fen zhong I ISoshll

finish class before SUB five minute clock teacher
Circumstance: place Process Medium
I zM heiban shang I xi6 zhe I shengjing, hanghaitii...
at blackboard on write ASP;dur bible navigation-map
'Five minutes before the end of class the teacher wrote on the board: 'Bible, 
navigation map...'

In other cases, a similar coverbial phrase with a very general meaning, z.ai na'r 'at there - 
there', can be used to indicate, not location in place, but rather the fact that the action is 
currently in progress, often in conjunction with the adverb zheng 'just, right (at that 
moment)" in the following example:
CR39. wd nei ke masusu de xin zheng zm na’r

I that MEAS numb-limp SUB heart just at there
bengbeng lum-tiao ne! 
throb confused-beat MOD
'my numb heart was thumping wildly!'

This same meaning can also be indicated by just the coverb without its following nominal
group: e.g. z.di 'at' in the following example:
C8. shenzhi lian Sh^gdi dou zM dui w6men weixiao.

so-far-as-to even God all at towards I+PLUR smile
'So much so that God was smiling on us,'

In both these examples the coverbial phrase or coverb is functioning not to indicate part of
the setting of the Process but to indicate the state of completeness of the Process itself:
i.e. it is no longer functioning as a Circumstance, but rather marking the aspect of the
Process. I will therefore return to such elements in section 4.2 below when I discuss the
different verbal group systems. The following example contains a coverb functioning as
aspect marker plus a number of coverbial phrases functioning as Circumstances (the verb
shi was explained in section 4.1.2 above as having a mixed textual / logical function -
other non experiential elements are omitted from the analysis):

Medium Aspect Circumstance: means
9. IK61 ta I shi I zM I yong liSn de ling yi m i^  I

but s/he be ASP:prog use face SUB other one face
'but (the fact) that he was using the other side of his face'
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Circumstance: target  ̂ Process
Idui zhe wdmen I xiao,
towards ASP:dur. IPLUR laugh
'laughing at us'

A number of verbal elements following another verb, analysed in section 4.1.1 above as
extending it, can also be reanalysed in the Ught of the rank scale as functioning not at
clause rank but rather at group rank. For example the so-called postverb xia 'down' in the
following example:
CR2. Ta ting - xia b l , 

s/he stop down pen 
'He put down his pen,'

In section 4.1.1 above, this verbal element was shown not to represent a separate process
but rather to be adding to the meaning of the preceding verb ting 'stop' an extra
implication of 'bringing to a halt'. Experientially these two verbal elements can be
analysed as jointly realising the function Process at clause rank, while having separate
functions at group rank (cf McDonald 1996).

There are a number of criteria that can be used to justify the unity at clause rank and 
separateness at group rank of such elements. Phonologically, postverbs attached to a 
preceding verb are commonly atonic (particularly the directional subtype, see further 
below): i.e. they lose their independent lexical tone, taking on the so-called "neutral 
tone", realised according to the tone of the previous syllable. From a constituent point of 
view, the bond between verb and postverb is a very close one, with elements such as 
aspect clitics commonly following the verb-i-postverb combination, not the verb directly, 
as in the following example:

Process Aspect
CR58. ranhou mSnyi de he - shang le ySnjlng.

afterwards satisfied MAN close on ASPxompl eye
'and then contentedly closed my eyes.’

In terms of its interaction with other experiential elements of the clause, the postverb in
most cases relates directly to the verb, rather than to any other element. In the following
examples, the omission of the postverb does not change the basic transitivity relations
between the clause rank functions:

Agent Process Medium
2. Ta ting - xia b l , 

s/he stop down pen 
'He put down his pen,'

4. Verbal group systems in text

' This circumstance is analogous to the Receiver participant in a verbal clause (see section 1.4.3 above) 
but may also be realised as a Participant in this case, with a slight difference in meaning, e.g. xiao 
women ’to laugh at / make fun of us'.
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Agent Process Medium 
2 ' Ta ting bl,

s/he stop pen

'He put down his pen,'
Agent Process Medium

18. yige ren la- shang chumgli^,
one MEAS person pull on window-curtain 
'Alone, (I) drew the curtains,'
Agent Process Medium

18' yige ren la chuanglian,
one MEAS person pull window-curtain

'Alone, (I) pulled the curtains,'

Semantically, as I noted above, the meaning of the postverb is often modified from its 
independent meaning in ways that are dependent on the meaning of the (main) verb. Take 
the example of a common postverb like xia 'down' whose meaning as a postverb 
(sometimes in combination with another postverb lai 'come') ranges from the literal, i.e. 
identical with its independent meaning, to the highly metaphorical (the following 
examples are ordered in a rough progression from literal to metaphorical):
CIO. diao-xia-lai "drop down", i.e. fall out of the sky
CR2. ting-xia "stop down", i.e. come to a halt - cf English "slow down"
C72. huo-xialai "live down", i.e. survive
CR8. liu-xia "stay down", i.e. to stay behind, to stay where you are
CR40. sheng-xia "leave down" i.e. to be left behind

In terms of the rank scale, then, we could characterise the function of the postverb as a
group rank one, not operating directiy at clause rank. Taking a hint from the
characterisation of the logical relation between it and the preceding verb as one of
extension, we could characterise it experientially as extending the meaning of the
process represented by the main verb, in a direction, e.g. diao-xia-lai 'drop down', or to
a result ting-xia 'come to a halt'. We could thus name the respective group rank functions
of verb and postverb Event and Extension, and reanalyse our initial example as follows:
clause rank functions Agent Process Medium
group rank functions Event Extension
CR2. iTa I ting -xia I b i ,

s/he stop down pen
'He put down his pen,'

The only type of verb+postverb combination for which the above analysis seems not to 
work are such cases as the following example, where the postverb zai 'at' seems to be 
linked equally to the preceding verb diao 'drop' and the following nominal group shdmd 
shang 'in the desert':
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CR3. X i^ m , riimen defeiji diao-zaile shamoshang,
now you+PLUR SUB aeroplane fall at ASPxompl. desert on
'“Your plane has crashed in the desert.” '

In this case, there seem to be contradictory criteria. On the one hand, the combination of
postverb zai 'at' plus nominal group shdmd shang 'in the desert' seems identical both in
meaning and in terms of the relationship between verbal and nominal elements to the
coverbial phrase zai heibdn shang 'on the blackboard' in (CRl), analysed above as
reaUsing a circumstance of Place. On the other hand, we can note the postverb zai in
clause (CR3) is separated from the following nominal group by the aspect clitic le, which
thus separates the verb+postverb combination and this nominal group, one of the criteria
used above to regard the verb+postverb as a single clause-rank unit.

This contradiction is, however, only apparent. Firstly, such elements functioning as 
postverb are commonly atonic, i.e. lose their lexical tone, in a similar way to many other 
postverbs, but unlike their corresponding coverbs. Secondly, the meaning relationship 
between verb and postverb in CR3 is much closer than that between coverb, or rather 
coverbial phrase, and verb in CRl. If we look at similar verb+postverb combinations in 
the text containing the postverb zai 'at', we find that in most cases the verb is one of 
movement or placement: i.e. is semantically compatible with the meaning of location 
expressed by the postverb (cf Li & Thompson (1981; 398-406), who identify four types 
of verbs that can be followed by such postverbs - displacement, posture, appearing, and
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placement):
CR35 zh^-zai (jiangtai shang) 'stood on (the platform)'
C16 luo-zai le (shatan shang) 'have fallen on to (a sandbank)'
C77 huo-zai (shamo li) 'are living in (the desert)'
BC17 tSng-zai (chuang shang) 'lay on (the bed)'
BC34 zuo-zai (jiaoshi li) 'sat in (the classroom)'
W29 ti6-zai le (chuangtdu) 'stuck (it) on' (the head of the bed)
W30 pa-zai (chuang shang) ’lay prone on (the bed)'

Thirdly, the grammatical meaning of the verb + postverb + nominal group combination is 
different from that of a coverbial phrase + verb combination, as has been pointed out in a 
number of studies (cf Tai 1975, Li & Thompson 1981: 398). The latter, as in CRl, 
indicates the setting in which the process takes place, i.e. functions as a Circumstance of 
place, similar to other Circumstances in position, i.e preceding the Process; the former, in 
contrast, indicates where one of the Participants ends up as a result of the Process, as in 
CR3, where it indicates where the plane ends up as a result of falling out of the sky. 
Compare the following examples:
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Time Agent
CRl. l[IXiake qiani] de wd fen zhong I laoshi I

finish class before SUB five minute clock teacher 
Place Process Medium
I zM heibSnshang I xifi zhe I shengjing, hanghaitu...
at blackboard on write ASP:dur bible navigation-map
'Five minutes before the end of class the teacher wrote on the board: 'Bible, 
navigation map...'
Time Medium Process Range: location

CR3. X i^M lnSm en defeiji I diao-zaile I shamoshang,
now you+PLUR SUB aeroplane fall at ASP-.compl. desert on
'“Your plane has crashed in the desert.” '

This distinct grammatical meaning of the verb+postverb combination means that
occasionally this kind of postverb may appear in combination with a verb whose meaning
is not one of movement or placement, e.g. yong 'use' in BC44, which in combination
with the postverb zai comes to mean something like 'insert into':
BC44. sulran w6 bS ta yong - zai w6 de zuowen shi, 

although I DISP it use at I SUB composition time
'although when I used it in my composition,'

For these reasons, then, it seems justified to treat such combinations, like other
combinations of verb and postverb, as a unitary Process at clause rank, realised by a
Event and Extension at group rank. Such an analysis, of course, then raises the question
of the relationship between this Process and the following nominal group which
expresses the place where a particular participant ends up as a result of the Process. One
solution would be to analyse it is a special kind of Circumstance, one that follows the
Process rather than, like most other Circumstances, preceding it. An altemative would be
to analyse it as a Range Participant, i.e. something specifying the scope of the Process,
similar to the sorts of Ranges expressing place that were identified in the text Memory in
section 1.4.3 above: e.g.

Process Range 
MIO. jingguo cmshichang, 

pass-by market
'(and as I) went past the markets,'

One piece of evidence supporting such an analysis would be the fact that such verb +
postverb + nominal group structures may under certain conditions, particularly in certain
spoken registers, be reduced to a verb + nominal group structure, where this nominal
group can only be analysed as a Range. Compare the two examples below, the first
constructed as a typical Event^'Extension stmcture, the second (quoted in Zhu 1985: 4) a
colloquial "abbreviated" equivalent:

Agent Medium Process Range
N1 ba shu ge-zai zhuo shang ba!
you DISP book place at table on MOD
'Put the book on the table!'
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Process Range 
Ge zhuo shang ba!
place table on MOD
'Put (it) on the table!'

There are a couple of other verbal elements that can be analysed as having experiential
functions. Structurally, however, these elements pattern in ways that are similar to other
non-experiential verbal elements: in the first case interpersonal, in the second logical. The
first case involves elements that pattem very like the auxiUaries functioning
interpersonally as Modality (see section 4.1.3 above). Such "experiential auxiliaries",
which like their interpersonal counterparts precede another verb, indicate meanings to do
with the state of progression of the Process, like jlxii 'continue' in the example below:
T14. Ta jixu xig:

he continue write

'He continued writing:'
Such auxiliary+verb structures often express very similar meanings to those expressed by
verb+postverb, i.e. Event'^Extension structures. Compare the following two examples,
the first with an auxiliary+verb structure, the second, with a verb+postverb structure:
T6. kaisM xifi: 

begin write 
'(and) began writing:'

T49. suiji feikum de xiS - qilai:
immediately fly-quick MAN write begin
'and straightaway started writing rapidly:'

In section 4.1.3 above I showed that interpersonal auxiliaries functioning as Modality 
were not restricted to immediately preceding the verb functioning as Predicator, and that 
both structurally and from the point of view of the meaning they expressed, such 
auxiliaries were best analysed as modifying the meaning of the clause as a whole. In a 
similar way, such experiential auxiliaries such as kdisHi 'begin' and jixii 'continue' can be 
separated from the following verb by some intervening element, as in the following 
modified example:
T6' kmsM manman'r de xi6: 

begin slow MAN write
'(and) slowly began writing:'

Furthermore, in many cases, it makes more sense to analyse the experiential auxiliary as
applying to the clause as a whole, rather than just to the following verb. In the following
example, which contains both an interpersonal auxiliary neng 'can' and an experiential
auxiliary kaisHi 'begin', the meaning of the experiential auxiliary is reinforced by other
experiential elements indicating time such as the adverb ydu 'again', and the aspect
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particle le which marks the whole situation expressed by the clause as completed (see 
further section 4.2.2.1 below):
CR23. wd ydu neng kdisHi xi6 zuowen le.

I further can begin write composition ASP:compl/perf
'I could then begin writing compositions again.'

In some cases, an auxiliary such as kdisKi 'begin' can be used before a verb indicating a
settled state, such as the ascriptive process jiisdng 'be depressed, disheartened' which is
not normally susceptible to progressing through time. In the following example, kdisKi
■begin', again in conjunction with the aspect particle le, marks the emergence of a new
situation at a critical moment in the narrative:
46. ta kaishi jfls^g le...

he begin disheartened ASPxompl.
'he was beginning to get disheartened...'

It seems plausible then, to analyse such structures as structurally prosodic, i.e. placed
around certain boundaries rather than in a fixed constituency relationship , and expressing
meanings that apply to a whole stretch rather than to a single other element, like the
interpersonal auxiliaries which they resemble; while systemically being related to other
experiential meanings such as those expressed by postverbs and aspect particles. (The
exact nature of these experiential systems will be discussed in section 4.2.2 below).

The second case involves elements that commonly appear as part of a clause following 
another verb and linked to that verb by the particle de, like you 'exist' in the following 
example:
CR28. Qita ke hSoxi^g zdngshi chang de mei y6u bian,

other class seem always long EXT NEG exist limit
'Other classes always seemed to be endlessly long,'

Such structures could be regarded as embedded clauses expressing a meaning of extent
and functioning as a kind of Circumstance following the Process. Such an analysis might
be supported by analogous cases such as the embedded clause Circumstance in the first
clause of the text (akeady analysed above):

Time Agent
CRl. l[IXiake qian I] de wi3 fen zhong I ISoshl I...

finish class before SUB five minute clock teacher
'Five minutes before the class finished, the teacher...’

However the two examples are distinct in constituency in that in CRl the clause xia ke 
qidn 'before finishing class' is clearly embedded in the nominal group whose head is wit 
fen zhong 'five minutes' - i.e. 'five minutes before finishing class'. A similar analysis 
for CR28 would have then have to regard mei you bidn 'not having limits' as either 
embedded in itself, i.e. functioning as a group expressing the Circumstance, or embedded
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in the verbal group whose head was chdng 'be long'; this latter analysis would mean that 
the clause expressing a Circumstance was embedded in the verbal group expressing the 
Process. We could alternatively do a logical analysis of the relationship between them, 
regarding mei ydu bian 'not having hmits' as a dependent clause enhancing the Process 
chdng 'be long', with the particle de functioning as a conjunctive or clause-joining 
element (the pre-verbal interpersonal elements in this clause have been omitted below for 
reasons of space):
a  Carrier Process Process Existent
CR28. Qi'ta ke chang de mei y6u b i^ ,

other class long EXT NEG exist limit
'Other classes...were endlessly long,'

Such analytic problems would suggest that mei you bidn 'not having limits' is not in fact 
functioning at clause rank. An altemative experiential analysis would still treat the clause 
mei you bian 'not having limits' as embedded, but this time embedded in the verbal group 
itself and functioning at group rank in a similar way to the postverbs analysed above as 
Extension: e.g.
clause rank functions Carrier Process
group rank functions Event Extension
CR28. Qitake chang de [Imeiy^iu bian I]

other class long EXT NEG exist limit
'Other classes...were endlessly long,'

This analysis would be supported by the fact that, like the verb+postverb structure, the
constituent bond between the verb and the embedded clause is very close, with no other
experiential element able to be inserted between them. In this case, then, we might say
that what we have here is something structurally similar to a clause complex, i.e. with
two Processes / clauses linked by logical relations, but reinterpreted in constituent terms
as an experiential Event^Extension structure at group rank, jointly realising the Process at
clause rank.

Experientially, then, verbal elements exhibit the widest range of functions apart from their 
basic one as Process, functioning embedded in a nominal group as (part of a) Descriptor, 
as parts of coverbial phrases, or linked to the Event as Extension. Furthermore, other 
verbal elements function experientially in a way similar to that of the interpersonal 
Modality, or in a structure something like a clause complex or serial verb construction. In 
relation to the logical analysis given in section 4.1.1 above, verbal elements functioning 
experientially are perhaps the most distinct from their logical analogues, with the rank 
scale defining a number of layers of constituency in a way quite foreign to the logical type 
of structure. In many cases, then, a logical analysis of experiential elements is merely a 
heuristic, useful by negative example for revealing the different kinds of structural 
relations they do exhibit.
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4 .1 .5  DeHning a verbal group in Chinese: a multifunctional mix

In section 4.1.1 above I analysed the relationships between successive verbal elements in 
terms of the logical nexuses defined by the combination of interdependency and logico- 
semantic relations. In subsequent sections, I showed how many of these relationships 
could be reinterpreted from the other points of view of their textual, interpersonal, and 
experiential functions. While these different functions of verbal elements were identified 
in relation to the textual, interpersonal, and experiential structures of the clause, the verbal 
elements themselves were shown not always to be functioning at clause rank, with some 
of them being embedded in groups, or part of the in-between unit of phrase, or actually 
functioning at group rank.

There are therefore two dimensions along which verbal elements need to be classified: (i) 
their constituency - clause rank or group/phrase rank; and (ii) their functionality - logical 
and/or textual, interpersonal, and experiential. Just as in section 2.3.2 above I showed 
that each clause could be analysed for four different kinds of structure, and showed how 
these four different structures came together in text, in order to describe the other 
grammatical systems that interact with verbal elements in Chinese, we need to be able to 
show how the different functional structures in which verbal elements are involved 
interact in text. This comes down to the question of, on the one hand, defining a verbal 
group, i.e. a structural unit distinct in constituency and exhibiting different structural 
patterns from the clause, and on the other hand what we might call a verbal zone, i.e. a 
domain for the realisation of particular systems, again distinct from those realised in the 
clause.

In the re-examination of the notion of clause as a grammatical unit in Chinese in section
2.2 above, I showed that it needed to be redefined as the common denominator of four 
distinct structural units: the message unit, the information unit, the predication unit, and 
the experience unit. In section 2.3.1,1 further characterised relationships between clauses 
in terms of the concept of logical nexus. The question with regard to verbal elements, 
then, is whether they can be fully explained in terms of these four units plus logical 
nexus, or whether they must in some cases be assigned to a separate unit distinct from 
any of the others.

From the discussion in previous sections, we can draw the conclusion that only from an 
experiential point of view is it necessary to recognise a level of structure distinct from 
clause structure. The textual and interpersonal functions of verbal elements are easily 
explained, (a) from a logical point of view, and (b) in terms of how they function in the
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theme, information or mood structures. Only experientially is it necessary to recognise 
elements that can be analysed in terms of group functions such as Event and Extension. 
Such elements do not, however, exhaust the experiential potential of verbal elements, 
with interpersonal-like experiential elements such as "experiential auxiliaries" operating in 
the clause-rank transitivity structure. Furthermore, there are still other verbal elements 
with experiential implications such as the "cause" marker shi 'to cause, make', not 
discussed above, that pattem in a logical-like, clause-joining way.

Defining a "verbal group" and/or "verbal zone" thus also has implications for the 
definition of the clause. As noted above, the often invoked principle of "one verb per 
clause" (Gumming 1984, Tao 1996) is unsatisfactory from the viewpoint of a multi
functional analysis of clause structure; similarly, as was shown in the discussion of 
experiential clause structure in section 2.2.3 above, it is not possible in all cases to 
impose a comparable restriction of "one Process per clause". We therefore need to jettison 
the conception of a verbal group as a cross-functional fixed grammatical unit, replacing it 
with a narrower conception of an experiential verbal group in conjunction with logical 
nexuses and the different functional structures of the clause.

In the analysis that follows, I will take the logical nexus as the basic structural mechanism 
relating verbal elements in Chinese. Overlaying these logical nexuses, I will recognise a 
unit of clause, corresponding to the theme structure of the message unit. In the default 
case, this will also correspond to the mood structure of the predication unit and the 
transitivity structure of the experience unit. (The information unit, as explained in section
2.2.1 above, is a special case, in that it has the potential to range widely over or within 
the boundaries of all the other units.)

Within these units, verbal elements can be identified as playing different functions.
Within the experience unit, a distinction of rank also needs to be recognised, with verbal 
elements functioning in embedded clauses, in coverbial phrases, and playing group 
functions within the verbal group proper. 1 will then examine cases where the experience 
unit may correspond to something very like a clause complex or "serial verb 
construction", i.e. two or more processes joined by interdependency and logico-semantic 
relations. These structural definitions will then serve as the basis for the examination in 
section 4.2 of the "verbal zone" as the domain for the realisation of various interpersonal 
and experiential systems.

The verbal group, then, as a unit distinct from the clause, is strictly an experiential 
phenomenon, realising the clause function of Process in the transitivity structure. It may
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be simple, i.e. consist at group rank of only Event; compound, i.e. consist at group 
rank of Event plus Extension; or complex, i.e. consist of a number of verbs joined in 
some kind of logical relation. These types are set out below with examples; the verbal 
group in each case indicated in bold face: 
verbal group: simple

clause function Process
group fiinction Event
CR13. Zhe shi xia ke ling xi^ng le.

this time finish class bell sound ASPxompl
'At this moment the bell rang for the end of class.'

verbal group: compound
clause function Process
group function Event Extension
CR2. Ta ting - xia b l ,

s/he stop down pen
'He put down his pen,'

clause function Process
group function Event Extension
C70. W6 xu^n - hSo le [I shdyii w61] de dongxi,

I choose complete ASPxompl. belong-to I SUB thing
'I finished choosing the things that would be mine,'

clause function Process
group function Event Extension
CR3. “XiMzm, liimen defeiji diao-zai le shamo shang,”

now you+PLUR SUB aeroplane fall at ASPxompl. desert on
' “Your plane has crashed in the desert.” '

4. Verbal group systems in text

clause function Process
group function Event Extension
CR26. Qita ke hSoxi^g zdngshi chang de [I md ydu bian I]

other class seem always long EXT NEG exist limit
'Other classes always seemed to be endlessly long,'

verbal group: complex
Process 
^1 2 

CR4. ta ji&shi shuo,
s/he explain say
'he explained, i.e. said in explanation,'

Process 
1 2̂

CR12. “H ui-qu  xiSyixia qianyln-houguC he riimen de jueding.” 
return go write one time cause-effect and you+PLUR SUB decision 
' “Go back (home) and write what happened and your decision.” '

Process 
1 *2

C32. huoxd hui ydu b i^e feiji Im jiii wdmen, 
perhaps can exist other plane come save I+PLUR 
'there might possibly be another plane (which would) come to save us,'

In some cases, a verbal group complex may be made up of an auxiliary plus verb, in
other words, the case of the "experiential auxiliaries" discussed in the previous section.
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Such structures may also be regarded as joined in a logical relation, in this case one of
elaboration:

Process 
1 =2 

T6. kaisM xife. 
begin write 
'(and) began writing:'

Process 
1 =2 

C28. Yixie ren zhiinbei Hkai,
some person prepare leave
'Some people got ready to leave,'

The notion of verbal group complex may also be stretched to include cases where an
"extra" verb introduces another participant - commonly an Agent - into the transitivity
structure; these include many structures traditionally regarded as "serial verb
constructions": e.g.

Time Agent Pro- Medium -cess
C59. y6u shihou, jiCi hui shl rSn h^oshou xie.

exist time alcohol can cause person easy-endure some
'sometimes alcohol can help people endure (things) better,'

Agent Pro- Medium -cess: mat. Range
C50. “Dang w6 xiSng rang Baobi jin wu shi,

when I want get Bobby enter house time
' “When I want to get Bobby to come inside,'

With more extended examples, it is arguable whether they should be analysed as a single 
clause containing a verbal group complex, or as a clause complex: e.g.

4. Verbal group systems in text

II1 11̂ 2
Time Agent Process Medium Pro- Range -cess

or Time Agent Pro- Medium -ce- Range -ss
T15. “m Siti^, w6 dou dai Baobi qu gongyuan sanbii.

each day I all take Bobby go 
' “every day I take Bobby to the park for a w alk,'

park stroll

The basic principle here is that there should not be more than one example of the same 
Participant in a single clause, since that would suggest two separate transitivity structures: 
i.e. what Starosta (1988: 138), drawing on "early Fillmorean case grammar" (Fillmore 
1968) refers to as the "one per sent solution'. Examples such as the following, then, 
while textually seeming like a single clause, i.e with one Theme-Rheme structure, 
experientially may have to be regarded as two experience units:

Theme Rheme
1 +2 
Process Medium Process Medium

C56. kgyl qil hu5 zuo fan.
can get fire make meal

'which (you) could (use to) make fires or cook.'
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Experiential markers, such as those represented by the different elements realising aspect 
distinctions (see further section 4.2.2.1 below) will normally appear on either side of this 
verbal group, such as the clitic le in CR58 below; as noted above, other experiential 
elements such as the coverb zdi, rather than directly preceding the Process, will normally 
precede the minor Process of a coverbial phrase if one is present, i.e. dui 'at' in clause 
C8 below:
CR58. ranhou mSnyi de he - shang k  ySnjing.

afterwards satisfied MAN close on ASPxompl eye
'and then contentedly closed my eyes.'

C8. shenzhi lian Sh^gdi dou zai dui w6men weixiao.
so-far-as-to even God all ASP:prog towards I+PLUR smile
'So much so that God was smiling on us,'

Finally, a verbal group may consist of a set phrase, often constructed intemally according 
to the rules of classical Chinese grammar:
CR41.zm na’r y i- zhang- yi- he.

at there once open once close 
'opening and closing.'

CR61.w^5 yijing neng dao-bei-ru-liii le.
I already can reverse recite like stream ASP:perf
'I could already recite it off by heart.'

Interpersonal verbal elements, the majority of which are represented by auxiliaries
functioning as Modality in the mood structure, are not regarded as being part of the verbal
group, since their structural characteristics can be totally accounted for by treating them as
part of the mood stmcture of the clause. As noted above, such elements commonly
precede that element identified as the Process in the transitivity structure, or the minor
Process of a coverbial phrase, reinterpreted interpersonally as Predicator or minor
Predicator respectively: e.g.

Modality Predicator
C26. W5men bixii xu^nze,

I+PLUR must choose
'We had to (were obliged to) choose,'

Modality minor Predicator Predicator
C 71. zuihou w6 hai ydo g6i wfimen xuSn yi ge hSo jiejii:

final I still must for I+PLUR choose one MEAS good outcome
'(so) finally I have to choose us a good ending:'

The only case is which the verbal group proper needs to be interpreted interpersonally is 
in the case of the so-called "potential form", i.e. where the verb+postverb type of 
Event^'Extension structure contains an "infix" between Event and Extension indicating the 
(commonly negative) potential of the action to be completed (see ftirther section 4.2.2.2 
below): e.g.
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C55. ZM shuo, shano hSoxiMg y6 zhSo - bu - dao muchai 
further say desert seem also seek NEG.pot reach firewood
'What's more, (it) also seemed that (you) couldn't find fu-ewood in this desert'

Such an account of verbal group structure, confining it largely to experiential functions,
allows us to deal effectively with the functions of verbal elements in the clause rank
function structures, and the ways in which verbal elements are marked.

4. Verbal group systems in text

4.2 Verbal group marking

In the previous section I set up a framework for interpreting the functions of verbal group 
elements, showing how a number of different types of meaning - logical, textual, 
interpersonal, and experiential - were involved in determining the structures to which they 
belonged. The purpose of setting up such a framework was to show how verbal elements 
contributed to the organisation of stretches of text, something I will come to below in 
section 4.4. Before I can do this, however, I need to take into account other grammatical 
meanings that are not necessarily verbal in nature, but which are associated with verbal 
elements. It is these meanings, or more specifically the systems which define them, that I 
have referred to as "verbal group marking".

Strictly speaking, only one kind of marking, that represented by the PHASE system (see 
section 4.2.2.2 below), is acmally of the. verbal group, in the sense that its exponents 
function at group rank as part of the realisation of the (clause rank) Process. We might 
then rename the other kinds of marking "verbal zone marking", since they are associated 
with the verbal group but not acmally part of it. What this apparent indeterminacy points 
to is essentially the same multifunctional pressures on structure that were evident in the 
analysis of the clause (see section 3.1 above). In other words, although verbal elements 
are cmcially involved in the expression of both interpersonal and experiential meaning, 
only in the case of the latter does this involve the separate layer of structure we have 
called the verbal group. With this proviso then, I will continue to refer to "verbal group 
marking" even where, as in the case of interpersonal or some experiential marking, it is 
not strictly appropriate.

How then can we define "verbal group marking"? Structurally it refers to elements that 
must in most cases appear in conjunction with a verb somewhere in the clause. 
Systemically, the meanings realised by such elements are optional: in other words, the 
systems that define them always have a neutral term. I will go on in section 4.3 below to 
discuss the theoretical implications of this marking. In the meantime I will give an overall 
view of the meanings defined by these systems and their structural realisation. When we
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look at verbal group marking as defined above, only two of the four types of 
metafunctional meaning, the interpersonal and the experiential, are relevant. In the case of 
the textual and the logical, on the one hand these types of meaning are only peripherally 
related to the verbal group as such, and on the other such marking as does involve verbal 
elements is signalled by those elements themselves, without the aid of other non-verbal 
elements. In the following discussion, therefore, I will examine mainly the interpersonal 
system of MODALITY, and the optional experiential systems of ASPECT and PHASE.

4 . 2 . 1  Interpersonal verbal group marking

Interpersonal verbal group marking is largely confined to the system of MODALITY. In 
fimctional terms, this system is used to negotiate the dine between positive and negative 
polarity attached to the predication along two dimensions: the degree of likelihood 
(modaUsation) or the degree of necessity (modulation). Halliday explains this system for 
English as follows:

Modality refers to the area of meaning that lies between yes and no - the intermediate ground 

between positive and negative polarity...If the clause is an information clause [i.e. realising the 

semantic speech functions of statement or question EMcD]...this means (i) 'either yes or no', i.e. 

’maybe" or 'both yes and no', i.e. 'sometimes; in other words, some degree of probability or 

usuality...If the clause is a 'goods-and-services' clause [i.e. realising the semantic speech 

functions of offer or command EMcD]...it means either (i) 'is wanted to', related to a command, 

or (ii) 'wants to', related to an offer; in other words, some degree of obligation or inclination.

(Halliday 1994: 356)

In traditional philosophical terms these subtypes of modality are referred to as epistemic 
modality (modalisation) and deontic modality (modulation). Fig. 4.4 below presents the 
system of modality as realised in the text.
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major
clause

— neutral

type

r— modahsation

degree

^  modulation

— low
— median
— high

— probability

— potentiality

— obligation

— inclination

— unphased 

_  phased

Figure 4.4: the system of MODALITY in Wenli's Composition

As described in sections 2.2.2 and 4.1.3 above, there is only one layer of interpersonal 
structure that can be recognised, i.e. the mood structure of the predication unit.
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commonly corresponding to the clause. The functions of this structure that are relevant to 
the description of interpersonal verbal group marking can be summarised schematically as 
follows:

Subject.. .Adjunct'^Polarity'^Modality'^Predicator.. .Negotiator 
This is equivalent to what was described in section 2.2.2 above as the 'pre-Predicator 
prosody', i.e. the cluster of interpersonal meanings realised preceding the Predicator (or 
its equivalent the minor Predicator realised by a coverbial phrase). Meanings from the 
system of modality are realised by these functions, singly or in combination, in 
conjunction with the Predicator. In addition, the verbal group itself may express a type of 
modalisation - potentiality - signalled by a Potential infix between Event and Extension 
(this is only open to verbal groups already marked for completive phase, thus the terming 
of this feature as "phased" in the network above).

Figure 4.5 below shows the lexemes which function as Modality in the mood structure of 
the clause to realise these features, with clause examples given following (the relevant 
functions are underlined).
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degree
type

low median high

probability [1 CR51I] hui 'might' 
C43. kfiyl 'may'

[1 W56 1] Jiang 'will' W24. yfding yao 
'definitely will'

potentiality:
unphased

CR22. neng 'can' 
C25. nenggou 'can'

T37. zhlde 'can only'

potentiality:phased W64 zu6-bu-cheng 
'won't be able to be'

obligation CR9. zhiln 'be allowed 
to'
CR7. U y i  'may'

T4. yao 'must' C26 bixQ 'must' 
CRIO (yi'ding) yao 
'(definitely) must' 
CR22 rgn-bu-zhii (bu) 
'can't help (not)’

inclination C37. xiang 'want to' CB.yuanyi 'be willing 
to'
W66. yuan 'be willing 
to'
C27. ningyuan 'would 
rather'

Realisations of MODALITY features in Wenli's Composition

probability: low
C43. ta ji kgy! za baitian zhe-yang,

it both can at daytime block sun
'it could both block out the sun during the day,

[ICR51I] ...[I bii hui ySu renhe cuowu I]...
NEG can exist any mistake 

'...(that) couldn’t have any mistakes.'
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probability: median
[IW58I] ...[I tningtian daodi iiang

tomorrow in-the-end will-be
’...what tomorrow would be like...'

probability: high
W24. “W6

I
viding vao
definitely will

I will overcome endless difficulties,'

kefu
overcome

nihe I]... 
like-what

chdngchong
layer-layer

kiinnan,
difficulty

ASP:compl/perf

shenme
something

potentiality: unphased: low
CR22. wfi you neng kaisM xi£ zuowen le.

I further can begin write composition
'I could then begin writing compositions again.'

C25. hgn duo zheiyang de shike, zfing y6u
very many this-kind SUB moment always exist 
'a lot of these sorts of times there is always something'

nenggou b& nl liii - xialai.
can DISP you leave down
'that can enable you to stay behind.'

potentiality: unphased: high
T37. zMde xit.

only-can write
'(and) could only write:'

potentiality: phased (:high)
W60. “Qishi nl yl beizi y6 zuo - bu - cheng Tangml,

in-fact you one lifetime even act NEG:pot succeed Tommy
' “In fact you’ll never be able to be Tommy in your whole life,'

obligation: low
CR9.

CR7.

m6i ren zhl zhiln dai wil ymg 
each person only allow take five 
’each person is only allowed to take five things...”'

dongxi... 
type thing

riimen kgyl z6u
you+PLUR can leave 
'you can go'

obhgation: median
T4. Zhlshao yao xi6

at-least must write
'(He) had to write at least 150 words.'

150
150

zi.
word

obligation: high 
CRIO. “Nl viding vao na 

you definite must take 
' “You’d have to take a compass.’

zhinanzhen.”
compass

CR23.

C26.

W6
1

zhende
really

r5n - bu - zhii
tolerate NEG:pot. stand 

'I really can’t help telling you,'

W6men bixu xuSnze,
1+PLUR must choose 
'We had to choose,'

bii
not

gaosu nl, 
tell you
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inclination: low
C37. er shi xiSng zm ta shi

but be want at read it time
'but (I) wanted when (I) read it'

inclination: median
W68. W 6 shenzhi bu vum shang zijl de xin,

I so-far-as-to NEG wish hurt self SUB heart
'I didn't even want to hurt myself,'

C27. suTran w5 ningyuan bu xu3nze.
although I rather-wish NBG choose
'even though I would rather not have to choose.'

Figure 4.5 shows clearly the grading or degrees of likelihood / necessity that are an 
essential part of this system (as discussed in section 4.1.3 above). As was also mentioned 
above, various interpersonal Adjuncts may act together with the Modality to modify the 
degree, like yiding 'definitely' in the following example, which changes the degree from 
median to high:
CRIO. “N1 yiding yao na zH n ^h en .” 

you definite must take compass 
' “You’d really have to take a compass.” '

In other cases, the Modality may act in concert with other clause or group elements, as is
the nature of interpersonal prosodic stinicture, for example the nominal group renhe 'any'
in the following example which normally appears only in negative clauses:
[ICR50I] bii hui ydu renhe cuowu

NEG can exist any mistake 
’(that) couldn’t have any mistakes.'

There are various alternative realisations of the Modality function. In one case a
compound verbal group (see section 4.1.5. above) acts as Modality together with a
negative Polarity:

Adjunct Modality Polarity Predicator
CR23. W5 zhende rgn - bu - zhij bti gaosu ni,

I really tolerate NEG:pot. stand not tell you
'I really can’t help telling you,'

In other cases, this compound verbal group in potential form is conflated with the
Predicator, to give a sort of Modality and Predicator in one, as in the following examples:

Modality/Predicator
C55. ZM shuo, shamo hSoxi^g yg zhSo - bu - dao miichai 

further say desert seem also seek NEG:pot reach firewood
'What's more, (it) also seemed that (you) couldn't find firewood in this desert' 

Modality/Predicator
W56. zhe gSibiki - bu - liSo ta mgi t i ^  [I yong kumzi chi f ^  

this change NEG:pot complete she each day use chopstick eat meal
yong feizao xi USn I] de xiguan, 
use soap wash face SUB habit
'this couldn't change her everday habit of eating with chopsticks (or) washing 
her face with soap,'
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Modality/Predicator
W60. “Qishi nl yi beizi y6 zuo - bu - cheng T^gnii, 

in-fact you one lifetime even act NEG:pot succeed Tommy 
' “In fact you'll never be able to be Tommy in your whole life,'

The difference between this so-called "potential form" and an ordinary Modality
'^Predicator structure is summed up by Halliday (1956: 204) when he notes that the
negative polarity of the "infix" bu applies only to the postpositive verb not the free verb;
in terms of the present study, the Extension rather than the Event. In other words, a form
like zMo-bu-dao 'couldn't find' in WC55 above signifies that the Agent had looked for
firewood but could not find it, whereas an alternative form like bu neng zhao-dao
'couldn't find' with modality neng 'can, be able to' would imply an inability even to start
the process of searching (see also Li & Thompson 1981: 56-57).

In the text such modality marking tends to cluster at particular parts of the narrative where 
interpersonal meanings are highlighted, often in conjunction with polarity, as will be 
shown in section 4.4. below.

4 . 2 . 2  Experiential verbal group marking

Experiential verbal group marking is defined by the two systems of ASPECT and p h a s e . 

These two optional systems may be grouped under the general heading of PROFILE 

(McDonald & Zeng 1996), i.e. they focus on the unfolding of the Process through time. 
Of these systems, ASPECT has been more discussed and is perhaps better understood, 
especially since it has many parallels in other languages (cf Huang 1988), where its main 
distinction between perfective and imperfective is common across a range of languages 
(but see Huang's critique 1988: section 1.2). The PHASE system, in contrast, has rarely 
been discussed as a system, since both its meanings and structural realisations have been 
subject to a wide range of interpretations (see McDonald 1994, 1996). One of the 
descriptive problems is that its patterning ranges from highly grammaticalised, so much 
so that certain scholars (e.g. Gao 1948: 383-387) have classified some of its forms as 
marking subtypes of aspect, to highly lexicalised (cf Thompson 1973). The following 
accounts attempts to show both the similarities and differences between the two systems.

4.2.2.1 The system of ASPECT
Fig. 4.6 below sets out the basic ASPECT system in the text, together with its realisations.

4. Verbal group systems in text
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clause

-  marked

— perfective --------
S  Process'^Aspect

— imperfective

— completed 
\  Aspect; le

— experienced 
\  Aspect; guo

durative
\  Aspect; zhe; Process''Aspect

progressive
S  Aspect; {zheng )zai (naV); 

V Aspect '̂Process

Figure 4.6: The basic system of ASPECT in Wenli's Composition

In terms of their realisation, it is obvious that the features [completed], [experienced], and 
[durative] are all realised similarly by a clitic immediately following the verbal group. In 
contrast, the feature [progressive] is realised by a coverb or coverbial phrase preceding 
(not necessarily immediately) the verbal group. Chao (1968; 333) describes this latter as a 
recent innovation from what in the terms of the present study would be called a Place 
circumstance, with a fairly obvious grammaticalisation from 'at there, there' to 'at the 
present moment, in progress'. Various studies (e.g. Chen 1978) have also pointed out 
that an actual Place circumstance may be interpreted as having a similar progressive 
aspectual meaning, substituting for the z.ai (nd'r) coverb(ial phrase). In spite of these 
realisational differences, the similarity of this form in function to the other aspect markers 
warrants its inclusion here.

Systemically, the different aspect features divide up a semantic space whose basic
variable is whether the process is viewed as bounded (perfective) or unbounded
(imperfective) (see Li & Thompson 1981: 184-185). Within the perfective subtype, the
feature [completed] indicates a process bounded in time, either in relation to context (in
this and following examples, aspect markers are highlighted in italics):
CR60. Zhe shi zhgngge chengshi dou shui le. 

this time whole city all
'By this time the whole city was asleep.'

or by extent:
CR46. Wd reng le yidi

I throw ASP;compl whole-floor
'I covered the floor with balls of paper,'

by place in a series:
w6 ydu le yi pian
I exist ASP;compl. one MEAS
renhe cuowii I] de ylngyd zuowen,
any mistake SUB English composition

sleep ASP;compl

zhltuan,
paper-ball

CR51.W5nshang,
evening
[I bii hui ydu
NEG can exist
'By evening I had an English composition that couldn’t have any mistakes.'
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by Range:
CR3. riimen defeiji diao-zai le shamo shang,”

now you+PLUR SUB aeroplane fall at ASPxompl. desert on
' “Your plane has crashed in the desert.” '

or Medium:
CR58. chi le san p i^  ^ S ijin ,

eat ASP;perf three pill analgesic
'took three sleeping pills,

or by simple completion:
CR61. Xingqiyi, wd jiao le wdde zuowen,

Monday I hand-in ASPxompl I SUB composition
'On Monday I handed in my composition,'

The feature [experienced] in contrast, indicates a process bounded by its removal from 
the present (Li & Thompson 1981: 226-232 treat this as a separate, non-perfective 
subtype):
CR34. xiang [I w6 ylhou dSngdm guo I] de mdu zhdng yuehui.

resemble I afterwards wait ASP:exp. SUB certain type appointment
'like some date I would have waited for afterwards.'

or by the fact that it has been gone through:
CR47. di5n guo wiishu ci yan,

light ASPiexp countless time cigarette
'lit countless cigarettes,'

Within the imperfective subtype, the feature [durative] indicates the process is unbounded
by being extended through time, either as background to some other action:
CR49. you yi dkz^o dm zhe nei zhang

further one morning bring ASP:dur that MEAS
[IzM ydu ji bSi zil] de zM,
only exist few 100 word SUB paper
'early the next morning, taking that piece of paper with only a few hundred words 
on it,'

or as an action without cessation:
CR5. “Nimen hai hud zhe,

you+PLUR still live ASPrdur 
' “You’re still alive,'

The feature [progressive] indicates the process is unbounded by being repeated:
CR17. Na yihou de hSoji tian, 

that after SUB good few day
w5 ylzhi zai xiSng z h e ji^  shi.
I continually ASP:prog think this MEAS matter
'For quite a few days after that, I kept thinking about this matter.'

or by being currently in progress, commonly reinforced by some specification of the
manner in which it is being performed, i.e. bengbeng 'throbbing' in the following
example:

4. Verbal group systems in text
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CR39.W6 nei ke masusu de xln zheng zai na'r
I that MEAS numb-limp SUB heart ASPrprog at there
bengbeng lu^-tiao ne! 
throb confused-beat MOD
'my numb heart was thumping wildly!'

Unlike the two perfective subtypes which tend to be in contrast with each other, the two
imperfective subtypes are compatible with each other, and may both appear in the same
clause, as in the following example (note also the presence of a circumstance of Manner
ymyue 'vaguely'):
CR33.wd zdi ylnyue dgngdm zhe shenme,

I ASP.prog indistinct wait ASP:dur something
'I was vaguely waiting for something,'

It is not the aim of the present study to present a reinterpretation of the aspect system in 
Chinese, in the manner of numerous studies which have sought to capture the "true 
meaning" of this system in terms of the presence or absence of a small number of basic 
features, for example, to cite only recent studies, Huang 1988, Shi 1990, Smith 1991. In 
any case the small sample on which the current account is based - roughly 10% (35 out of 
a total of 311 clauses) of the clauses in the text - is far too small to make any significant 
generalisations. What I can attempt here is a small-scale exploration of the use of aspect 
marking in text, in contrast to and in conjunction with phase marking, as well as with the 
absence of such marking. The latter point is a crucial part of the meaning of such 
systems, with, for example, the 'backgrounding" function often ascribed to imperfective 
aspect in many languages being performed in Chinese by the lack of aspectual marking 
(see Huang 1988). Fig. 4.7 below sets out the more delicate features of aspectual 
marking as realised in the text.

4. Verbal group systems in text

clause

—  neutral

— marked

— perfective

— completed

— experienced

durative

progressive

— to target
— in itself

— gone through

-  separated

— continuing

_  as background

— repeated

— in progress

Figure 4.7: The extended system of ASPECT in Wenli's Composition
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4.2.2.2 The system o f PHASE

Fig. 4.8 below sets out the basic system of PHASE in the text with its realisations.

verbal group
— neutral r~ non-potential 

\  Process: Event completive -------

_  marked
\  Process: Event'' Extension

Figure 4.8: The basic system of PHASE in Wenli's Composition

I- potential
\  Event Potential Extension

^  non-completive

One of the most obvious differences between the PHASE system and the ASPECT system 
is that its point of origin is the verbal group, not the clause. In fact, according to the 
characterisation of verbal group structure in section 4.1.5 above, the phase system is the 
only one of the optional systems which can strictly be characterised as stemming from the 
verbal group proper, rather than the clause. Structurally its features are realised in most 
cases by an extension function following the Event, the combination of Event and 
Extension functioning as Process at clause rank, and the Extension being in most cases 
realised by a postverb, although in one subtype of the non-completive type, it is realised 
by an embedded clause (see discussion in section 4.1.5 above). Systemically the phase 
features divide up a semantic space characterisable as "the state of progress of the 
process". Descriptions of phase in different languages (cf Talmy 1985, Halliday 1994: 
section 7A.4) see it as covering a continuum from starting through continuing to 
finishing. The system of phase in Chinese is most highly elaborated towards the finishing 
end of this continuum, and in some parts of the system, such as the resultative subtype, 
can be lexically very delicate.

The earliest description as a system of what is here called phase is given by Halliday 
(1956: 203-204), where he characterises the markers of phase as "postpositive verbs"
(i.e. postverbs) which "give extension to the free verb, either in a direction, or to a 
result". This contrasts both with earlier accounts such as Wang (1944: 153-164) which 
describe it as a "causative form" (shichengshi), attempting to assimilate its meaning to that 
of the more familiar types of causative marking in Indo-European languages; and with 
later accounts, with English language descriptions generalising the notion of "result" to 
the whole class, i.e. "resultative verbs" (cf Thompson 1973), while Chinese language 
descriptions use instead the notion of "fiUing out, completing" {buchong) (Liu at al 1983: 
329) - hence the common name for the syntactic function performed by postverbs, bUyii 
or "complement" (for an overview of the descriptive tradition in this area, see McDonald 
1996: sections 2-3).
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In the phase system as described here, the first major split is between [completive] and 
[non-completive]. The term "completive" recalls the Chinese term buchong "complete, fill 
out", but may also indicate the fact that on the phase continuum mentioned above, most of 
its meanings lie towards the "completed" (Chinese wdncheng "finish, complete") end of 
the spectrum. Realisationally, the [completive] type is characterised by the Event being 
realised by a postverb or combination of postverbs. The verbal group realising completive 
phase is also open to the possibility of appearing in the so-called "potential" form (in fact, 
a kind of interpersonal marking, see previous section), whereby Event and Extension are 
separated by a potential infix bu, indicating that the Event was unable to be extended to 
completion; a rarer positive back formation with de, indicating that the Event was after all 
able to be extended, is not exemplified in the text. Compare the original and modified 
examples below:
W60. “Qishi nl yibeizi yg zu6-bu-cheng Tangml,

in-fact you one lifetime even act NEG:pot succeed Tommy 
’ “In fact you'll never in your whole life be able to be Tommy,'

W60'. “Ygxii guojinian m hai zu6-de-cheng Tangmi, 
perhaps pass several year you still act POS:pot succeed Tommy 
' “Perhaps in a few years you'll be able to be Tommy,'

The completive type divides into two main subtypes, according to the nature of the
extension. Firstly it may indicate a direction, i.e. [directional], involving the two variables
of basic vector, e.g. up, down, in, out etc, i.e. [vectorial]: e.g.
CR21.c6ng man chuang de zawii zhong chou - c/jM yida bai zM, 

from full bed SUB mixed-thing among pull out one pad white paper
'from the mass of things on the bed pulled out a pad of white paper,'

and direction with regard to the speaker, i.e. towards or away, i.e. [orientational]: e.g.
CR12. xiSyixia qianyln-hougufi he liimen de jueding.”

return go write one time cause-effect and you+PLUR SUB decision 
' “Go back (home) and write what happened and your decision.” '

or a combination of the two: e.g
CRIO. zhe shi dang w6men de feiji mgngde diao - xia - lai shi 

this be when we SUB plane abrupt MAN drop down come time 
was something that when our plane abruptly dropped (from the sky)'

Secondly it may indicate a result, i.e. [resultative], this latter involving a range of
basically lexical distinctions (see McDonald 1994 for a detailed account), of which a few
examples are given below:
CR20. da - kdi deng, 

make start light 
'tumed on the light,'

C70. W6 xuSn - hdo le [I shiJyu w 6 1] de dongxi,
I choose complete ASPicompl. belong-to 1 SUB thing
'I finished choosing the things that would be mine,'

4. Verbal group systems in text
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W14. Jiyi zhong zui shduxi de ziySn suo-dudn zhe
memory in most familiar SUB wording shrink short ASP:dur
ta he Tangirii zhijian de chaju,
s/he and Tommy between SUB difference
'The most familiar words in her memory reduced the distance between her and
Tommy.'

A third subtype, [non-literal directional], lies between these two; while employing the 
basic directional postverbs, it does so in a metaphorical way, and structurally is much 
more similar to the resultative subtype (compare Cartier's structural distinction (1972:58- 
61) between "separable", defining the directional type, and "inseparable" which covers 
both the resultative and non-literal directional types). Systemically, this divides into three 
main types (see McDonald 1992 for a more detailed account): 
orientation:
68. shi - qu le yiqie de shihou,

lose go ASPxompl. everything SUB time 
'(that you)'ve lost everything,

displacement:
23. ta ggi w6men M -xia  le yixie dongxi.

s/he for I+PLUR leave down ASPxompl some thing
'he left behind some things for us.'

and phasal:
49. suijf feikuM de xig - qilai:

immediately fly-quick MAN write begin
'and straightaway started writing rapidly:'

It is this in-between subtype that contains a number of highly grammaticalised forms
which are commonly regarded as indicating types of aspect: e.g. "inchoative aspect"
(Huang 1988: 321-322) realised by qilai, literally 'rise up', i.e. 'begin'. The trouble with
such an analysis is that, on the one hand, it tends to ignore the contrast in meaning of
these elements with markers of "temporal phase" (see below) like kdishi 'begin', as
exemplified in (T6) (see the discussion in section 4.4.1.1 below):
T6. kaisH xi2: 

begin write 
'(and) began writing:'

On the other hand, it ignores the systematic relationship with such forms as xidng-qilai,
literally 'think up', which could be interpreted as 'begin thinking', but is more likely to
mean 'think of, i.e. for something to "rise" into consciousness, as in the following
example:
W53. zhe nimtou shi ta yi xiSng-qilai

this thought cause she once think up
'this idea as soon as she thought of (it)'
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W54. jiu jidong. 
then excite 
'made her excited.'

This then raises the question of how the meanings expressed by completive phase, or 
perhaps phase in general, differ from those of aspect. Historically the two systems seem 
to share a common origin, with the postverbal aspect clitics le, guo, and zhe, deriving 
from the postverbs lido 'complete, finish', gud 'pass by, cross' and zhdo 'to be attached' 
respectively (Norman 1988: 123-124). However, in the course of their historical 
development, the aspect clitics, though still attached to the verbal group, have really 
become part of the transitivity structure of the clause. As such, they commonly link the 
Process to other elements within the clause (see section 4.2.2.1 ff), or link the clause as a 
whole to other clauses within a clause complex (see section 2.3.1 above).

In contrast, phase postverbs have become part of the verbal group, structurally fused into 
an Event^Extension structure (see section 4.1.5 above). As such, they focus on the 
nature of the process itself, and may in most cases be omitted without changing the basic 
transitivity configuration of the clause. Their function is to characterise the extension of 
the process, sometimes to a high degree of lexical specificity (some of the problems this 
causes for analysis are discussed in McDonald 1994).

The [non-completive] subtype of the phase system stands on the borderline between the 
totally clausal aspect system and the totally verbal group system of completive phase. The 
postverbs realising the [target] subtype, termed in an earlier study "linking" (McDonald 
1996: 275-6) has similarities with the coverbs of a coverbial phrase, and in effect link the 
Process as a whole to the following nominal group participant (see discussion in section 
4.1.4 above), whether location Range: e.g.

Process Range
CR3. “Xikizai, nimen de feiji d iao -za /le  s h ^ o  shang,”

now you+PLUR SUB aeroplane fall at ASPxompl. desert on
’ “Your plane has crashed in the desert.” '

or Recipient: e.g.
Process Recipient

61. ranhou mSnyi de jiao-g^i le ISoshl.
afterwards satisified MAN hand to ASPxompl teacher
then, satisfied, handed (it) into the teacher.

The [extent] subtype is commonly realised by an embedded clause, and thus enters into a 
relationship with the Event and ultimately the rest of the clause somewhat like that 
between two clauses in a clause complex (see discussion in section 4.1.5 above); e.g.

4. Verbal group systems in text
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Process Extension
27. Qitake M oxi^g zdngshi chang de meiydu

other class seem always long EXT MEG exist
'Other classes always seemed to be endlessly long,'

bian,
limit

The mixed nature of the phase system as a whole, both systemically and realisationally, 
may be a function of its historical development from something like a "serial verb 
construction", in other words, from the types of logical verb complexes described in 
section 4.1.1 above. Since this is not a diachronic study, I will not go further into this 
question here, but simply note that the realisation of this system, like the dehmitation of 
the verbal group which is its point of origin, is somewhat indeterminate. In text, both 
PROFILE systems, i.e. ASPECT and PHASE, occur together or in substitution for each 
other (cf Cartier 1972: Ch.V). In certain parts of the texts, these meanings cluster in 
significant ways, as will be noted in section 4.4 below. Fig. 4.9 below presents the 
extended system of phase in the text.

verbal
group

neutral
\  Process: Event r

marked --------- ^
\  Process: Event'' 

Extension

— completive ^
Extension: 
postverb

V

— non-potential

*— potential
\  Event'' Potential'' Extension

— directional

— resultative I ; '
orientational 
\  Extension: postverb: 

vectorial
Extension: postverb:

Vedwiai
\  Extension: postverb: result

— orientationI- non-literal
directional ------ ^
\  Extension: 

postverb: direct

displacement 
I— phasal

__ non-completive

Figure 4.9:

-  target
\  Extension: postverb

^  extent
\  Extension: flclausell

The extended system o f  PHASE in Wenli's Composition

Apart from these systems, which as I noted above are the only strictly verbal group 
systems, there is another system which systemically expresses meanings very close some 
of those in the PHASE system, but structurally is characterisable in a similar way to the 
interpersonal marking of modality. These elements realising these meanings are largely 
the "experiential auxiliaries" referred to in section 4.1.4 above which are much closer to
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the kinds of elements realising phase meanings in languages like English. Following 
Halliday (1994: Section 7A.4), we could term this system one of "temporal phase", but 
since there are only a few instances of them in the text, I will not discuss them further 
here, simply noting where they are utilised in the text, and how they differ from the other 
types of phase.

4.3 System instantiated in text

The basic theoretical category of system has been redefined a number of times in the 
course of this study. Initially it was explained as "a collection of alternative options or 
features stemming from a point of choice" (section 1.2.2 above), and it was according 
to this characterisation that the description of the semantic and grammatical features of the 
text Memory proceeded. Then in the reexamination of the notion of system in Ch. 3, it 
was reinterpreted as a formalism that captured "the potential range of choices open at a 
particular stratum" (section 3.0), with this broader conception of system guiding the 
comparison of systems derived from two contrasting texts. In this section I would like to 
extend this understanding of system as potential in relation to text as instance, i.e. in 
terms of the relationship of instantiation between the two, as a way of leading into the 
discussion of verbal group marking as instantiated in text.

4 . 3 . 1  System as potential, text as instance

Halliday (1995: 18) has glossed the general principles involved in defining the 
relationship between system and text as follows:

paradigmatic:...meaning is choice: each stratum is represented paradigmatically, as 
a network of potential...
instantial:...the meaning of every instance, text or portion of text, derives from its
"agnate" relationships in the system...

The description of the lexicogrammar of the clause in Chinese given in Chs 1-3 of the
present study followed this conception by representing paradigmatic meaning choices in
terms of systems, where each instance is understood as agnate, or related systemically,
to similar or contrasting instances derived from the same system. For example, the
difference in mood between the opening clauses of the text Memory.
M .l. Aiya, jintian mang-si le!

oh-dear today busy die ASP
'Oh, today (I've) been really busy!’

M.2. A, mang shenme ya?
oh busy what MOD
'Oh, what have (you) been busy with?'

4. Verbal group systems in text
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was characterised as one between the features of [declarative] and [interrogative: 
elemental], with various syntagmatic contrasts between such clauses adduced as evidence 
for making such a distinction, and the meaning of the system of MOOD as a whole, i.e. 
the symbolic exchange of commodities, seen as defining the general area of meaning 
delimited by these and other mood features.

In the examination of the single text Memory, it was possible to relate the potential and 
the instance to each other in a fairly straightforward manner because, as was noted in 
section 3.0 above, "the latter was explicitly and exclusively derived from the former".
The intoduction of contrasting texts in Ch.3, however, opened up the whole issue of how 
the instantiation of systemic features in particular texts could be related to the "system" of 
the language as a whole, i.e. the whole network of interlocking choices that define the 
meanings expressible in the language. As HalUday has pointed out, taking a primarily 
paradigmatic rather than syntagmatic approach to grammatical description leads inevitably 
to the system as a whole since "there is no difference between describing something and 
relating it to everything else, because the description of any feature is its relationship to all 
the others" (Halliday 1994: xxvii, original emphasis).

The one thing the present study does not claim to attempt is to provide a comprehensive 
account of the grammar of Modem Standard Chinese. Indeed the description has been 
meticulous in sticking very closely to the data provided by the small corpus of four 
spoken and one written text. In section 4.4 below, therefore, I will not be attempting a 
comprehensive account of verbal group marking in Chinese. What a deliberately 
constrained study such as the present one can do, however, is raise some of the issues 
that are relevant to understanding the relationship between system and text in Chinese, 
and provide a small-scale demonstration of one way in which this relationship might be 
characterised.

4 . 3 . 2  Systemic features in text: probability and markedness

As soon as we begin to theorise how systemic features are instantiated in text, we come 
up against the problem of probability, i.e. the fact that not all features are equally likely 
to be instantiated. This was recognised in the earliest work on Chinese grammar in the 
framework of Firthian system-structure theory, a forerunner of systemic functional 
linguistics, where in a general description of the granmiar of Modem Standard Chinese , 
Halliday attached "distributional probabilities" (1956: 183) to every feature in a system, 
recognising basically "four degrees of probability...: even, likely, almost certain, and 
certain" (1956: 179). More recent descriptive and theoretical work within the framework 
of systemic functional linguistics (e.g. Nesbitt & Plum 1988, Halliday 1991, Halliday &
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James 1993, Matthiessen 1998) has extended the notion of probability to account for the 
way in which language relates to context. As Nesbitt & Plum put it (1988: 10)

Language varies according to context and the variation is systematic and 
predictable. The role that the probabilistic modelling of language can play in this 
regard is to enable us to describe explicitly the covariation of language and context. 

Nesbitt & Plum apply this "probabiUstic model" to a description of the clause complex in 
English, showing how in the system of interdependency, parataxis is far more likely than 
hypotaxis, with a similar "skewed" relationship obtaining between expansion and 
projection in the system of semantic relations. To give an idea of how this may be 
represented using the system network notation, their Fig. 1.2 (p. 19) is reproduced below 
as Fig. 4.10:
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r

V

-  parataxis .70

_  hypotaxis .30

— projection .16

_  expansion ,84

r— locution .59

— idea

“  elaboration -23

extension -51

-  enhancement .27

)l The system of LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATIONS in English with attached 
probabilities fafter Nesbitt & Plum 1988')

Plum & Nesbitt then explore the association between various features within this system, 
e.g. that of parataxis and hypotaxis with projection, and give an explanation of the type of 
"probabiUstic realisation" (p. 10) indicated by this system in terms of the evolution of an 
original system absolutely associated variables - e.g. that of parataxis with locution, 
hypotaxis with idea - the disassociation of which has produced the current "typical 
choices". Similar calculations of frequencies of features in text, on the basis that 
"[f]requency in text is the instantiation of probability in the system" (Halliday 1991: 42), 
may then be used to distinguish particular features as unmarked, i.e. relatively high in 
probability, from others that are unmarked, i.e. relatively low in probability.

The whole notion of markedness is a very complex one to apply in lingustic analysis. It 
derives originally from Prague School work on phonology and morphology, and has 
been applied to grammatical systems in typological studies beginning with the work of 
Greenberg (1966). Croft (1996: 346) analyses the concept of markedness as involving a
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number of "assymetries": "structural markedness", i.e. the presence of an extra 
morpheme realising the marked feature of the system; "distributional markedness", i.e. 
"the unmarked member [of a marked - unmarked pair of forms EMcD] is found in a wider 
range of environments than the marked member"; and "frequency", i.e. "the unmarked 
member [is] more frequent than the marked member".

This concept has been extended in systemic functional work to include the notion of 
interaction between systems. For example, Halliday (1994: Section 3.3) defines marked 
and unmarked Theme in the clause in EngUsh by its conflation with different mood 
functions according to mood type. It is difficult to make a similar distinction for Chinese, 
as was pointed out in an earher study (Fang et al. 1995: 254), not just because mood 
function is irrelevant as far as choice of Theme is concemed - transitivity functions are 
more likely candidates - but because almost any element of the clause "may be conflated 
with Theme simply by moving it to initial position". This is not to say that it would not be 
possible to make a distinction between marked and unmarked Theme in Chinese based on 
its conflation with various transitivity functions (a list of the basic possibilities according 
to process type is given in Fang et al. 1995: Section 4.1), only that the relevant 
parameters are not yet clearly understood. Fang et al. note that "further research may be 
able to establish a discourse basis for such a distinction" (1995: 254), which raises a 
further issue to do with the description of probabilistic systems, one which explains why 
it will not be attempted in the present study.

The discussion of grammatical probabilities in Nesbitt & Plum 1988 involves two types 
of what Halliday (1991: 45) characterises as "conditioned probabilities": those between 
related features in a network, such as those mentioned for the description of the English 
clause complex above; and those relating grammatical systems to their broader context of 
situation, e.g. "register variation" (Nesbitt & Plum 1988). The limited corpus on which 
the present study as a whole is based, not to mention the single text used to examine 
verbal group marking, makes the description of either of these types of conditioning not 
feasible to treat in any statistically significant way. What will be attempted here is a 
preliminary informal (i.e. non quantitative) examination of the contexts of verbal group 
marking, these contexts being the grammatical units of verbal group and clause in the first 
instance, and then the semantic unit of text (as divided into further subdivisions - see 
section 4.4 below). Such a study may therefore be regarded as setting out the relevant 
parameters for a formal quantitative study of grammatical marking in Chinese, along the 
lines of the account of the two verbal group systems of polarity and primary tense in 
English given in Halliday & James 1993, or of transitivity in English in Matthiessen 
1998.

4. Verbal group systems in text
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4 . 3 . 3  Basic and optional systems

The system networks for mood and transitivity in Memory are repeated below from Ch.3.

clause

r
MOOD
TYPE

— declarative 

interrogative

— imperative

poLARrrv

PERSON

ASSESSMENT

— positive -

— negative -

I—  interactant

polar

-  elemental

-  simple

-  emphatic 
f -  neutral

-  completed

-  speaker

L. non-mteractant

neutral

— assessed

— neutral

I—  certain

— uncertain —

established

asserted

open-ended

softened
MODAUTY

V — modalised —
obligation

inclination
mmor

Figure 3.4: MOOD systems in Memory
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PROCESS

TYPE

clause

—  material

mental

—  verbal

— middle

-  effective

|— unranged

— ranged

ascriptive ■'

r — ascribed to entity

— ascribed to situation 

F- graded

•— ungraded 

^  existential 

relational -------^  -  identifying

— locational

— phenomenal

— reporting

received

verbalised

-  quoting

CIRCUMSTANCE

TYPE

ASPECT

PHASE

— sequential

— circumstantial

neutral 

marked 

neutral 

marked

— time —

— degree

benefit

— manner

P  location 

-  duration

Figure 3.10: The system of TRANSmviTY in Memory

Just from a superficial glance at these networks, a clear difference emerges between mood 
systems such as MOOD TYPE and POLARITY or transitivity systems such as PROCESS 

TYPE whose entry conditions lead directly into substantive choices, and interpersonal 
systems such as ASSESSMENT and MODALITY or experiential systems such as ASPECT 

and PHASE that all have a [neutral] feature, i.e. the option not to make a choice at all.
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What is the significance of this [neutral] feature in relation to the instantiation of these 
systems in the text? Basically it means that that there are two kinds of systems relevant to 
defining grammatical structure in Chinese. The first kind, which we may call basic 
systems, represent features at least one of which must be chosen in order to characterise 
the grammatical unit of clause. In other words, every clause needs to be classified 
interpersonally in terms of its mood type and polarity, and experientially in terms of its 
process type (the textual clause systems are all basic, and therefore have been omitted 
from the discusssion here). The second kind, which we may call optional systems, 
present features which may or may not be chosen in order to characterise the structure of 
the clause (or verbal group). In other words, in addition to the basic features of mood 
type, polarity, and process type, the clause in Chinese may also be classified 
interpersonally in terms of modality and assessment, and experientially in terms of aspect 
and phase.

This means that the comment by Huang in relation to aspect marking in Chinese and its 
absence (which she explains in terms of a DEFFUSE-FOCUSSED opposition, see 
Huang 1988: 317-318) applies more generally to the instantiation of all optional systems: 
i.e. that such marking needs to be considered in terms of the contrasts not only between 
features within the system, e.g. in the case of aspect perfective and imperfective, but also 
the contrast between marking and the lack of marking, i.e. systemically the choice of the 
[neutral] feature. Note that this is not the same thing as the zero marking found, for 
example, in the realisation of [positive simple] polarity in Chinese, and exemplified in a 
range of other languages. This feature, although structurally unmarked, is still a 
substantive choice from the system of polarity, and thus rules out other possible choices 
such as [positive emphatic] and [negative]. In contrast, a feature like [neutral] aspect 
neither indicates nor rules out any specific aspect choice, it simply means that the choice 
is irrelevant in the context.

Even though, for the reasons given above, the present study will not attempt the formal 
assignment of probabilities to systemic features, it may be useful, for the overall 
understanding of how optional systems fit into the system of the language, to indicate the 
frequency of different types of optional marking in the text. Figs 4.11 and 4.12 below 
represent the probabilities for particular features in the text, indicated in terms of raw 
frequencies and percentages (some of the more delicate features have been omitted to save 
space).

4. Verbal group systems in text
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MODAUTY

ASSESSMENT,

— neutral 267 / 86%

— modalised 44/14%

— neutral 304 / 98%

— modalisation

-  modulation

— probability 7 / 32%

— potentiality 15/68%

— obligation 11 /  50%

— inclination 11 /  50%

— assessed 7/2%
— certain 1 /14%

— uncertain 6 /  86%

Figure 4.11: Optional interpersonal systems in Wenli's Composition with attached 
probabilities

ASPECT ,

— neutral

— maiked

227 / 73%

84 / 27%

PHASE

— marked

238 / 77%

73 / 23%

— perfective

— imperfective

— completive

completed 47 / 94%

experienced 3/6%

durative 21/62%

progressive 13 / 38%

-  directional 9/16%

— resultative 16/28%

— non-literal 32/56%

— non-completive

directional

— target

— extent

12/75%

4/25%

Figure 4.12: Optional experiential systems in Wenli's Composition with attached 
probabilities

4.4 Verbal group marking in the unfolding of a text

In section 4.1.1 above I gave some idea, through the examination of two short extracts 
from the text, of the part played by verbal elements in its unfolding. However, it must be 
admitted that, although the exposition was dynamic, in the sense of tracing the 
progression or development of the text (see Ravelli 1995), the underlying intention was 
synoptic, i.e. with the aim of providing an overview of the combinations of logico- 
semantic and interdependency relations to be found between verbal elements in the text. 
As Halliday has pointed out (1994: xxii-xxiii), linguistics has traditionally been concerned 
with synoptic accounts of written texts, whose "thingness" allows them to be treated as
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products, as opposed to the more process oriented nature of spoken language (cf 
Martin 1985).

The description of the spoken text in Chapter 1 was to some extent dynamic, particularly 
in its description of the textual and interpersonal systems, which are inherently biased 
towards a process perspective. However, the description did not in fact progress 
according to the development of the text, but rather moved between the text data and the 
theoretical framework being used to interpret that data, the tension between the two 
producing the actual description. It is therefore somewhat of a challenge to turn round that 
direction to one of progression through the text, particularly where the focus of attention 
is on the verbal group, whose function is largely the more static experiential, rather than 
the more dynamic interpersonal and textual.

There have of course been earher studies of Chinese grammatical marking in its discourse 
contexts, but with few exceptions they have tended to take a single system, such as 
reference (usually termed from its realisation "nominal anaphora", e.g. Li & Thompson 
1981, Chen 1986), or perfective aspect (e.g. Chu & Chang 1987, Chappell 1990), and 
trace its use through a text or texts. Such studies have of course been very valuable in 
showing how a dynamic discourse-based perspective may be introduced into the study of 
grammar. However in ignoring the fundamentally polysystemic nature of grammatical 
systems, the way in which for example, as was shown in Chapter 1 of the present study, 
the semantic system of REFERENCE interacts with the grammatical systems of THEME and 
INFORMATION, what such smdies produce with is a decontextualised or rather 
desystemicised account of the patterns involved, since there is no sense of the whole 
range of systemic contrasts within which the particular system under focus has its place.

A polysystemic approach, as demonstrated in Chapter 1, is of course a far more complex 
enterprise to undertake, particularly in showing how the different systems interact with 
each other (cf Hasan's notion of "cohesive harmony" (Hasan 1984), and its development 
in Matthiessen's "metafunctional harmony" (Matthiessen 1990). The problem is partly the 
whole question of system and its relation to instantiation, the contrasts defined by the 
system always being far more extensive than can be embodied in any one text, or even in 
a range of texts. This is not just a question of whether or not it is possible to find a certain 
number of instances of a particular feature in the text under description, but more the 
problem of being able to "get at" the valeur of feamres in a system, in terms of the full 
range of contrasts into which they enter, and the function of those features in the context 
in which they are instantiated.

4. Verbal group systems in text
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The following account attempts to show how such a polysystemic approach would work 
by sketching the parameters involved in a dynamic account of grammatical systems. In 
order to put some limits on the account, it is restricted to an examination of the verbal 
group, and specifically the optional systems whose realisation is in some way "marked". 
The text I have chosen for data, the short story Wenli's composition, is a mixture of a 
number of genres - mainly narrative and exposition - and a number of different narrative 
strands. The intersection and juxtaposition of these narrative strands, and the diversity of 
styles within each strand, provide a context in which we can examine verbal group 
marking being put to a range of experiential and interpersonal uses. In the following 
sections I will work my way through the text, concentrating mainly on the interpersonal 
system of MODALITY, i.e. the intrusion of the speaker into the exchange, and the 
experiential PROFILE systems of ASPECT and PHASE, i.e. the unfolding of the process. 
These three systems, as set out in section 4.2 above, not only constitute the bulk of those 
realised in the verbal group (or strictly speaking, the verbal zone, see 4.2 above), but they 
also relate semantically to two main features of the short story: the presence of a number 
of different narrators and protagonists, and the development of a number of different 
strands of action.

In the description that follows, I will draw out the semantic implications of the 
instantiation of these systems through the text. In doing so, I will be proceeding in an 
opposite descriptive direction to that taken in Chapter 1. Rather than contextualising the 
lexicogrammar in terms of the semantics, I will try to approach the semantics through (a 
part of) the lexicogrammar, by viewing the grammar of the verbal group as one of the 
layers in the developing meaning of the text. Because, as was pointed out above, it is not 
possible to understand the contrasts embodied by the whole system through just a single 
text, this semantic interpretation is to some extent impressionistic; that is, it is an attempt 
to show the semantic affect of grammatical choices in the context of the developing text. 
The full implication of these choices could only be brought out by indicating the other 
possible choices (including, of course, no choice at all) that would be possible, and their 
differing effects. This is something that could only be revealed by setting up some type of 
detailed testing using native speaker informants, something which is not possible within 
the scope of the present study, but which could certainly form a project for future 
research (cf the more limited use of informants in McDonald 1994, Appendix). The wider 
context of the instantiation of grammatical systems is of course the literary purpose of the 
text as a whole, and thus at certain points the description may appeal to particularly 
literary effects produced by verbal group marking.

4. Verbal group systems in text
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For ease of discussion, I have divided the short story into a number of parts, with each 
part roughly corresponding to a different narrative strand, and given each part an 
appropriate subtitle. These parts are briefly summarised in Table 4.10 below.

4. Verbal group systems in text

Part Title abbreviation
I In the classroom CR

This part presents a narrative of a composition assignment being assigned to the 
narrator. The teacher puts forward a scenario of a plane crashing in a desert, and a list of 
items from which only five may be chosen, and asks the students to write a 
composition based on what they would do in this situation. The narrator, one of the 
students, spends the weekend writing a draft, and reminisces about how composition 
class at school was her favourite. She hands in the draft, which is read out by the teacher 
in class, but she still feels it isn't finished. She spends the following weekend rewriting 
the draft and hands in it again.____________________________________________________

II The composition
The narrator describes flying in the plane which suddenly drops out of the sky, leaving 
the passengers stranded in the desert. Some things have been left for them and the 
narrator discusses at length the reason for choosing different items, finally choosing a 
happy ending for the composition: they all survived._______________________________

m Back in the classroom BC
This part brings the narrator back to the classroom, repeating parts of the first part, with 
variations, and introducing a more extended meditation on the process of writing, the 
narrator's memories of being in a composition class, and her emotional reaction to being 
in a classroom.

IV Tommy's composition
This part is introduced by a framing narration about Wenli, continued in part (v). It falls 
into two distinct narrative strands: the external narration of a boy doing his composition 
exam; and an internal narration of the composition itself. The external narration deals 
with a boy called Tommy being set a composition about his dog, and having a great deal 
of trouble writing the required 150 words, producing sentences in fits and starts, until he 
has the bright idea of using the dog's name over and over again, by which means he 
reaches the necessary total. In the internal narration. Tommy describes the dog's 
appearance, and the daily activities they enjoy together.______________________________

Wenli's volunteer letter W
This part continues the framing narration from the beginning of part (iv) describing the 
delighted reaction of Wenli to Tommy's simple solution, which inspires her to write a 
volunteer letter in the cliched political terminology of her childhood. Wenli determines 
to take Tommy as the model for the rest of her life, and reminisces nostalgically on her 
early attempts to write. At this point the original narrator comes back into the narration 
to tell Wenli she won't ever "be a Tommy". Sometime later, Wenli returns and 
miserably agrees with the narrator's assessment, who then cheers her up by encouraging 
her to at least have a go._________________________________________________________

Parts in the text under analysis: Wenli's Composition

The discussion of the verbal group marking in the text will not initially go from the 
beginning of the text to the end. Instead, it will start with Part IV (section 4.4.1.1), 
Tommy's composition, since it is (deliberately) written in a relatively simple style, and 
also falls into two distinct narratives that contrast very clearly with each other in terms of 
their verbal group marking. It will then move on to Part I, In the classroom, a slightly 
more complex narrative, and its reprise with variations in Part III, Back in the classroom 
(section 4.4.1.2), and following that, examine a contrasting genre in Part II (section
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4.4.1.3), the exposition The composition which takes various aspects of the narrative in 
Part I and subjects them to analysis and comment. Finally (section 4.4.1.4) it will look at 
a mixed narrative-exposition. Part V, Wenli's volunteer letter, in which all the strands of 
the story are tied up.

After this rather piecemeal account, I will briefly attempt a more dynamic account of 
verbal group marking, by tracing its instantiation right through the text (section 4.4.2). 
Like the account of clause grammar of the spoken text Memory in Chapter 1, this 
description should be viewed as a preUminary sketch of the means such an approach 
might employ, rather than a definitive account. In terms of the present study as a whole, it 
completes the descriptive "circle" from text to clause to verbal group and back to text 
again. Some of the issues it raises about the best way to describe these different levels 
and the nature of the relationships between them will then be discussed in Chapter 5.

4 . 4 . 1  Verbal group marking through the text

I will now use the framework for the description of verbal group marking set up in 
previous parts to analyse how these elements function in text. As noted above, the text 
has been divided into a number of parts. Within each part I have further recognised 
phases, characterised as forming a recognisable stage in the narrative and / or by 
similarities in the function and marking of verbal elements. These phases should in no 
way be seen as having fixed boundaries, since it is characteristic of the text as a whole not 
to follow a simple narrative progression, but rather for different parts of the narrative to 
blend into each other.

Phases have further been divided into clauses, with each clause defined textually as a 
message unit containing a Theme and a Rheme, and having the possibility of forming a 
logico-semantic nexus with other clauses. Clauses may contain a number of different 
verbal elements joined by logico-semantic relations and functioning in relation to the 
experiential, interpersonal or textual structures. Experientially, at least one of these verbal 
elements may be identified as the Process in the transitivity structure; this Process may be 
realised by either a simple, compound or complex verbal group (highlighted in bold), 
and marked by various verbal or non-verbal experiential elements (highlighted in italics). 
Interpersonally the Process may be equated with the Predicator in the mood structure, and 
may be marked by various verbal or non-verbal elements (underlined). Textually, a 
limited number of relational processes may function to introduce various kinds of marked 
Theme in the theme structure (highlighted in outline).

4. Verbal group systems in text
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4.4.1.1 Verbal group marking in two intertwined narratives: Tommy's 
composition

In order to show how this kind of analysis works with a relatively straightforward part of
the text, I will start with Part IV, Tommy's composition. This part starts with a framing
narration in Phase 1 (Tl) which, as was noted above, is continued in Part V, Wenli's
volunteer letter: The Process xiao 'laugh' here is marked for both progressive and
durative aspect, implying that this action extends right through the following narration: 
Phase 1: Framing narration
T l. Yu-d-tong-shi Wenli zheng zM ling yi'chu

with this same time Wenli ASP:prog. at other one place
kaixin de x iao  zhe. 
happy MAN laugh ASP:dur
'At the same time in another place, Wenli was laughing happily.'

After this. Part I divides very neatly into the external narration of Tommy writing the 
composition - Phases 2a, 3a, 4a, 5a, 6a, 7a - and the internal narration of the composition 
itself - Phases 2b, 3b, 4b, 5b, 6b. Apart from the obvious difference in narrative function 
between the phases of the external narration and those of the internal narration, there are 
also clear differences between the extemal narration and the internal narration in verbal 
group marking elements, as well as pattemed similarities across the phases of the extemal 
narration itself.

Briefly, the intemal narration contains almost no verbal group marking at all. This is 
because the boy's composition is a simple narrative of unchanging states of affairs - what 
his dog is like, what they do together, etc - and so experientially, the question of the 
unfolding of the Process through time, as realised by the PROFILE systems, is simply 
irrelevant. Interpersonally, the majority of clauses realise statements, i.e. consist of a 
simple predication in declarative mood. The only exception is a number of instances 
where Tommy uses a modality of inclination in expressing his wishes with regard to the 
dog. In contrast, the extemal narration is specifically concerned with the unfolding of the 
Process through time, and therefore makes extensive use of the PROFILE systems of 
ASPECT and PHASE. Interpersonally, the extemal narration, much like the intemal, is 
largely a series of statements, with only the occasional use of modality; appropriately 
here, while the use of modality in the intemal narration indicates what Tommy would like 
to do, the use of modality of obligation in the extemal narration indicates what he 
(reluctantly) has to do - i.e. write the composition.

The account in this and following sections will attempt to reveal the semantic implications 
of the different pattems of verbal group marking. It will therefore not discuss verbal 
groups that are unmarked, unless the absence of marking is in itself significant, as noted 
above for the intemal narration.

4. Verbal group systems in text
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The external narration deals with the writing of the composition and falls into a number 
number of stages in the writing process which are shared out among the different phases 
of the external narration: Setting the scene (Phase 2a), Preparing to write (Phases 2a, 4a, 
5a, 6a), Writing (Phases 2a, 3a, 4a, 5a, 6a), Breaking off (Phases 3a, 5a, 6a), 
Reckoning the word count (Phases 3a, 4a, 5a, 7a), and Finishing up (Phase 7a). The 
verbal group marking in these phases is tabulated in Table 4.11 below.

The external narration begins with a general Process characterising the activity taking 
place, jinxing (kdoshi) 'undergo (exam)' marked for progressive aspect, which may be 
taken as indicating that this action extends through the whole of the rest of this narration, 
plus the specific Process / Predicator xie 'write' marked for obligation modality, 
specifying the required word count. The external narration then moves on to the process 
of writing itself, which falls into two parts: the stages showing Tommy preparing to write 
and having trouble getting started, which precede the phases of quoted intemal narration; 
and the stages showing him checking the all-important word count, which follow the 
quoted intemal narration.

The immediate lead-in to the quoted composition (classified as "Writing" in Table 4.11) is 
signalled each time by a material clause, with the Process xie 'write' repeated each time, 
marked in a number of different ways indicating its progress through time. In Phases 2a 
and 3a, the Process is marked for temporal phase indicating the stages in its unfolding 
through time, kdishi 'begin' (T6), and jixii 'continue' (T14), respectively. In Phase 4a as 
an altemative, the Process is linked to the preceding Processes by a conjunctive element 
jiezhe^ 'then, next'. In contrast, in Phase 5a, which describes the difficulties Tommy is 
having coming up with things to write about, the Process as Predicator is marked for 
probability, by the Modality zJiide 'only can' (T37) indicating that it was the best he could 
do. Finally in Phase 6a, the Process is marked for phasal phase 2 (T49), with a 
metaphorical (temporal) use of a directional (i.e. spatial) postverb, qilai 'up from the 
ground' (literal), 'from start' (metaphorical), indicating the renewed spurt of writing by 
which he finishes off the composition, as opposed to the absolute beginning of writing in 
(T6).

4. Verbal group systems in text
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 ̂ This is itself verbal in origin, with the durative aspect clitic zh ejiezh e  'joining'.
2 This rather awkward term refers to what would normally be considered as phase, i.e. the stages in the 
progression of the action; its meanings are similar to those of "temporal phase" expressed by auxiliaries.
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These lead-ins to the writing of the composition are often preceded by preparatory actions 
(classified as "Preparing" in Table 3) with a limited duration in time. In these clauses the 
mental Process xidng 'think' is mostly marked for completed aspect, i.e. xidng le, 
followed by a bounding expression of duration. In Phase 3a this duration is indicated by 
repeating the Process, i.e. xidng le xiang (T5), giving the sense of short duration 'thought 
a bit'3. In Phase 4a the duration is indicated more specifically by a Circumstance of 
measure fi Jen zhong 'several minutes' (T21); similarly in Phase 5a, hdo yi huVr 'a good 
while' (T34); and with a different Process (T36), tan le 'sighed' plus Circumstance of 
measure (yi) kou qi '(a) mouthful of air'. A different type of marking of the same Process 
focuses on the outcome of this action, where the Process marked for displacement phase 
with a metaphorical use of a directional postverb, chu literally 'out from inside', 
metaphorically 'from out of consciousness'. In Phase 5a this is used negatively to 
indicate Tommy's initial lack of success mei xidng-chu 'didn't think up (T35), and then in 
Phase 6a is used positively to indicate that he had hit on the idea that would get him to the 
word count, xidng-chu 'thought up' (T47). Semantically, Tommy's change to a positive 
mood (in the psychological sense) is reinforced by the Process xido 'laugh' (T48) marked 
for durative aspect indicating that it lasts into the renewed spurt of writing indicated by 
(T49).

The breaking off of the writing process (classified as "Breaking o f f  in Table 4.11) is 
indicated from two different points of view. In Phases 3a and 6a the halts are specifically 
indicated by a material Process of time, ting 'stop', marked for phasal phase ting-xialai 
'stop (down)' (T12) and again (T43), in a very similar way to the Process xie-qilai 'begin 
writing' in (T49), with the opposite direction, xialai, literally, 'downwards' used 
metaphorically for 'action coming to a halt' (compare the English equivalents slow down 
and start up). In Phases 5a and 6a, the hesitations before starting again are indicated by a 
repeated pair of actions, the Processes marked for durative aspect, i.e. ndo zhe 
'scratched' (T32) and (T44), and wdng zhe 'gazed' (T33) and (T45), indicating that these 
actions extend over an unbounded length of time, thus emphasising the long hesitations 
between writing. On their repetition, this pair of actions leads into the emergence of a new 
state of mind, in a ascriptive clause (T46) where the Process jusdng 'be disheartened' is 
marked for temporal phase kdisM 'begin', indicating that this new state is only in its early 
stages, and for completed aspect, indicating that this state is bounded in time, perhaps 
because it is at the end of a stage rather than the beginning of a new one.

The reckoning of the word count (classified as "Reckoning" in Table 4.11), which 
follows most of the quoted internal narration, i.e. in Phases 3a, 4a, 5a, and 7a, is

4. Verbal group systems in text

 ̂Compare this with the interpersonal interpretation of verb doubling as 'have a go at' - see sections 1.3,3 
and 2.2.2 above.
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indicated by two distinct kinds of clauses. The action of counting is indicated by a series 
of material clauses expressing limited duration in time, with the Process shu 'count' 
marked for completed aspect and followed by an expression of duration. This is indicated 
in a very similar way to the action of thinking in the clauses noted above: by repeating the 
verb shu le shu 'counted a bit, did a count of (T19); or by adding a Circumstance of 
measure, yi bian 'one go through, once' (T30), (T56). The counts themselves are 
indicated by relational clauses, either simply by the number without an explicit Process, 
e.g. the first and last counts 21 ge zi '21 words (T13), and 149 '149' (T57); or with the 
attributive Process shi 'be', e.g. the second count (T18)yoM shi 24 ge zi '(That) was 
another 24 words'; while the progressive totals are indicated by the number preceded by a 
Circumstance of scope yigdng 45 (ge zi) 'altogether 47 (words)' (T20), yigdng 67 zi 
'altogether 67 words' (T31).

The finishing off of the writing process (classified as "Finishing" in Table 4.11) involves 
three actions with different kinds of temporal and / or spatial profile. Following on from 
his final count in (T57) which is still one short. Tommy makes up the correct total (T58), 
Process jid  'add' marked for completed aspect in being bounded by an increased quantity 
dud...yi ge Bdobi 'more (by) one Bobby'. He then performs one last act of writing (59), 
with the Process xie 'write' marked for displacement phase. Extension shang 'in contact 
with, on', indicating that the action comes in contact with something - obviously the 
paper, so this does not need to be explicitly mentioned. Finally, Tonmiy hands in the 
composition (60), with Process jiao 'submit, hand in' marked for target phase. Extension 
gei '(give) to', followed by the Recipient of the action, Idoshl 'the teacher', and also for 
completed aspect, indicating that the action is the last in a series, and giving a sense of 
closure to this whole part of the text.

The patterns of verbal group marking in the extemal narration delimit the different stages 
of the writing process, utilising the resources of the experiential PROFILE systems. These 
obvious repetitive pattems are deliberately used to mimic the simple thought processes 
and actions of the protagonist Tommy, but they also show very clearly the potential 
contained in these systems for structuring text.

4. Verbal group systems in text
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4 .  V e r b a J  g r a u p  s y s t e m s  i n  t e x t

Phase
2a

Setting the scene
2. zdi jinxing (kSoshi) mat.; asp: prog, 
'was doing (exam)'
3. (timu) shi: (w5 de g6u) ident.
'(the topic) was: (my dog).'
4. yao xife mat; modal; oblig.
'had to write'

Preparing

5. xi^ng le (xiang) ment.; aspect: compl. 
'thought a bit,'

Writing

6.kdishi xl^ 1 mat: time = 2 mat. 
'began writing'

3a

lA.jixu xife 1 mat: time = 2 mat. 
'continued writing'

4a

21.xidng le (ji fen zhong) ment; asp:compl. 
'thought for a few minutes'

22. (jiezhe) xle mat. 
'then wrote'

5a

34. xi^ng le (hSo yi hui‘r) ment; asp: 
compl.
'thought for quite a while'
35. mei xi^ng - chu ment; phase: non-lit.dir.; 
pel: neg: perf. 'couldn't think of
36. tan le (k6u qi) mat; asp: compl.
'sighed'

37. zhlde xie mat; modal: prob. 
'could only write'
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4. Verbal group systems in text

Phase Setting the scene Preparing Writing
6a

47. xidng - chu inent.; phase: non-lit.dir. 
'thought o f

48. (gaoxing de) xiao zJte mat; asp.dur. 
'laughing happily'
49. (feikuai de) xife - qilai mat.; phase: non- 
lit.dir.
'started writing rapidly'

7a



4 .  V c r b a i  g r o u p  s y s tc T T is  i n  t e x t

Phase
2a

Breaking off Reckoning Finishing

3a 12. ting - xialai mat.; phase: non-lit.dir. 
'stopped'

13. (21 ge zi) attrib. 
'21 words'

4a

•

18.(Y6u) shi (24 ge zi) attrib. 
'it was another 24 words'
19. shu le (shu) mat;asp:compl. 
'did a count'
20. (yigong) (45) attrib. 
'altogether 45'

5a

32.nao 7.he (tou) mat; asp.dur.
'scratched his head'
33. wang 7he (tianhuabSn) ment; asp:dur. 
'gazed at the ceiUng'

30. (you) shu le (yi bikl) mat;asp:compl. 
'counted once more'
31. (yigong) (67 zi) attrib.
'altogether 67 words'
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4. Verbal group systems in text

Phase Breaking off Reckoning Finishing
6a 43. ting - xialai mat.; phase: non-lit.dir. 

'stopped'
44. nao zhe (tou) mat; asp:dur.
'scratched his head'
45.wang zhe (tianhuabin) ment; asp;dur. 
'gazed at the ceiling'
46.kdisKi jusang le 1 mat: time = 2 mat.; 
asp:compl.
'was beginning to get disheartened'

7a 56. shu le (yi bian zi) mat;asp:compl. 
'counted the words'
57. (149) attrib.
'149'

58. (duo) jia le (yi ge Baobl) mat; 
asp:compl.
'added another Bobby'
59. xife - shang mat; phase: result 
'wrote on (it)'
60. jiao - gei le (ISoshi) mat; phase: target: 
recipient
'handed (it) in to the teacher'

Table 4.11: Verbal group marking in the external narration of Tommy's composition
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The internal narration

The internal narration gives the text of Tommy's actual composition, involving four main 
types of narration, identifying and characterising the dog (Phase 2b), relating common 
activities undertaken with the dog (Phase 3b), relating things they like doing (Phases 4b 
and 5b), and repeatedly calUng the dog's name (Phase 6b). In contrast with the external 
narration, the internal narration, for the reasons given above, contains almost no verbal 
group marking. I will therefore treat it here by concentrating on the process type of each 
clause (Process indicated in bold), showing that similarities in the choice of process type 
determine the basic semantic nature of each phase.
Phase 2h

4. Verbal group systems in text

T7. “Wfi y o u yi tiao ĝ Su,
I exist one MEAS dog
' “I have a dog,'

T8. wd j ia o ta Baobl ,
I call it Bobby
'I call it Bobby,'

T9. w6 a i w6 de ĝ Su,
1 love I SUB dog
'I love my dog,'

TIO. ta quanshen dou sh i heise
it whole-body all be black-colour
'it's black all over,'

T i l . zM yjJe bizi s h i bai de.”
only exist nose be white SUB

de,
SUB

'except for (its) nose (which) is white.” '

Phase 2b deals with the permanent attributes of the dog and its relationship to its owner in 
a series of relational ascriptive and mental clauses. It identifies the relationship of 
possession between the two of them in an existential/possessive clause (T7), Process you 
'exist, have'; the name given to the dog by his master in an effective attributive clause 
(T8), Process jiao 'to call, give a name to'; and then the emotion of the owner towards 
his dog in a mental clause (T9), Process ai 'to love'. It then specifies two further 
characteristics of the dog in two attributive clauses (T10,T11), Process shi 'be'.
Phase 3b

qii gongyuan sanbii,
go park stroll

T15. “m6i tian. w6 dou dai Baobl
each day I all take Bobby
' “every day I take Bobby to the park for a walk,'

T16. d ^  nigu6 tian xia ya,
but if sky fall rain
'but if it's raining,'

T17. w(5 jiu bii d ai ta qu
1 then NEC take s/he go
'I don't take him for a walk.” '

sanbii.”
stroll

Phase 3b deals with one of the activities performed by the boy and his dog in a series of 
material clauses. In clauses (T15) and (T17) the activity is represented as a complex
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4. Verbal group systems in text

verbal group with Processes linked to each other in a relationship of enhancement 
embracing both sequential order and causality. The first Process ddi 'take' represents 
Tommy as Agent acting on the dog, Bobby, as Medium, the second Process qu 'go' 
represents both of them moving to a location, the park, as Range (in clause (T17) this 
participant is omitted), while the third Process sanbu 'walk, stroll' represents the purpose 
for which the previous actions take place.
Phase 4b
T23. “W6 jingchang g^i 

I often give
' “I often give Bobby a bath,'

T24. ta xihuan  
it like
'it likes'

Baobl XI 
Bobby wash

z5o,
bath

T25.

T26.

T27.

T28.

T29.

XI z5o, 
wash bath 
'to have a bath,'

bingqiS, 
moreover 
'and I like'

w6
I

yg
also

xihuan
like

ge i ta XI
give it wash 
'giving it a bath,'

w6men dou
I+PLUR all
'we both like'

z5o,
bath

xihuan
like

zuo zhejiM shi.”
do this MEAS matter 
'doing this.” '

Phases 4b and 5b deal with two more activities undertaken by Tommy and / or Bobby, 
expressed by material clauses, and their individual and joint reactions to these activities 
(repeated for comic effect) expressed by mental clauses projecting some of those material 
clauses. Many of the material clauses contain Tommy as Agent in relation to a number of 
Processes in relationships halfway between causation (causing Bobby to do something) 
and benefit (being undertaken for Bobby), both expressed by the verb gei 'give' (also 
interpretable as coverb 'for'). Phase 4b starts with the narration of Tommy's habitual 
action of giving Bobby a bath (T23), Process x^ 'wash', followed by Bobby’s reaction to 
this in a mental clause (T24), Process xihuan 'like', projecting a material clause like (T23) 
but with Bobby as Medium not Recipient (T25). This is followed by Tommy's reaction 
(T26), in an identical mental clause. Process xihuan 'like', projecting a material clause 
identical to (T23), followed up by a summing up of their mutual reaction in a identical 
mental clause. Process x'lhuan 'like', projecting a material clause that generalises this 
action. Process zud 'do'. Medium zhe jidn shi 'this thing'.
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Phase 5b
T38. “Baobl hgn xihuan

Bobby very like
' “ Bobby really likes'

T39. ch i tang, 
eat sweets 
'to eat sweets,’

T40. w6 y6 vu^vi g ei ta tang chi,
I also wish give it sweets eat
'I also want to give him sweets to eat,'

T41. dM nigufi jiali mei you tang, 
but if home-in NEG exist sweets 
'but if  there aren't any sweets at home,'

T42. w6 jiii M  g^ ' tS c h i tang.”
I then MEG give it eat sweets
'I don't give him sweets to eat.” '

Phase 5b mimics Phase 4b, this time in relation to chi tang 'eating sweets', starting with 
with Bobby's reaction in a mental clause (T38), Process xihuan 'like', projecting a simple 
action in a material clause (T39), Process chi 'eat', and followed by Tommy's wish to 
bring about this action, Modality yudnyi 'wish' (T40), only blocked by the negative state 
indicated in a relational existential clause, (T41) (riigud) jiali met you tang '(if) there are 
no sweets at home'.

4. Verbal group systems in text

Phase 6b
T50. “Dang w6 xiSng rang

when I want get
' “When I want to get Bobby to come inside,'

T51. w6 jiu jiao: Baobl;
I then call Bobby
'I call: Bobby;'

T52. ruguS ta mei
if it NEG;perf 
'if it doesn't come inside,'

T53. wo jiii z a  jiao:
I then further call
'I call again: Bobby, Bobby;'

T54. rugud ta hai m^  
if it still NEG:p 
'if it still hasn't come inside,'

T55. w6 jiii d^heng 
I then big-voice
'I call loudly: Bobby, Bobby, Bobby.” '

Baobl jin  
Bobby enter

wu
house

shi,
time

j>n wu,
enter house

Baobl, Baobl;
Bobby, Bobby

j«n wu
rf. enter house

jiao: Baobl, Baobl, Baobl;”
call Bobby, Bobby, Bobby

Phase 6b opens with Tommy attempting to get Bobby to come inside in a causative 
material clause (T50) expressed by the complex verbal group rang...Jin 'let / 
make...enter', with the clause marked for inclination modality, xidng 'want', followed 
by a verbal clause (T51) with the Process jiao 'call' specifying how this action is to be 
brought about (i.e. by calling the dog's name). This clause is repeated again in (T53) and 
(T55), as Tommy piles up the mentions of the dog's name (in order to reach the required 
word count). The intervening clauses indicate the potential lack of success of this action.
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with negative conditional versions of (T50), e.g. (T52) rugud...mei jin  'if (it)... hasn't 
entered'.

The patterning in the internal narration, quite distinct from that in the external narration, 
focusses on the relationships between the Process and Participants. It is therefore quite 
rich in relational Processes (Phase 2b), logical relationships of projection between clauses 
(Phase 4b) and logical relationships of causation within clauses (Phases 3b, 4b, 5b, 6b). 
Again these patterns are very obvious and repetitive, again creating the effect of an 
unsophisticated writer desperately trying to reach the required total, but they show clearly 
how such patterns may be used to organise text.

4.4.1.2 Verbal group marking in a repeated narrative: In the classroom and Back in 
the classroom

In contrast to the relatively simple patteming of Part IV, Tommy's composition, these 
two parts are more complex both in their basic organisation and in their patterns of verbal 
group marking, as befits narratives both by and about a sophisticated adult narrator, as 
opposed to the comic simplicity displayed by Tommy both in his narration and his 
actions. Parts I and HI have also been divided into phases. The phases of Part I are taken 
up again in later parts, phase (i) in Part n. The composition (to be examined in section
4.4.1.3 below) and parts of phases (ii-iv) in Part III, Back in the classroom. These 
correspondences are given in Table 4.12 below.

4. Verbal group systems in text

part I: In the classroom II: The composition III: Back in the classroom
phase i. the composition 

assignment
i-iii. the composition

iv. the reading of the first 
draft

i. the reading of the first draft

iii. (part) other classes vs 
composition class

ii. being in the classroom

ii. (part) thinking about 
writing the composition

iii. thinking about the 
process of writing 
compositions

iii. (part) writing 
compositions - the sweet past

Correspondences between parts of the text of Wenli's Composition

In the following discussion, I will go through the phases of Part I, noting any 
correspondences with the relevant phases in Part IE (comparisons with Part II will be 
dealt with in the following section). In the discussion of each phase, for the sake of 
convenience, the narrator will be referred to, where necessary, as "she", the teacher as 
"he".
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4. Verbal group systems in text

Part I: In the classroom

Phase
C R l.

i: The composition assignment

CR2.

CR3.

CR4. ta

Xia ke qian de wii fen zhong, 
finish class before SUB five minute clock 
'Five minutes before the end of class'

laoshl zm heiban shang xie zhe:
teacher at blackboard on write ASP:dur 
'the teacher wrote on the board:'

shengjing, hanghSitu, yi b5n guanyii y2sheng dongwii de shu, 
bible navigation-map one MEAS about wild animal SUB book
'Bible, navigation map, a book on wild animals,'

qiang, shdudiantSng, jiangluosan, dayl, shul (mSi ren san bei), 
gun pocket-torch parachute overcoat water each person three cup
'gun, pocket torch, parachute, overcoat, water (each person three cups),'

hu6chai, zHnanzhen, fiitejia, guantou (mfii ren san ting),
match compass vodka tin can each person three MEAS
'matches, compass, vodka, cans (of food) (three for each person),’

tmyangjing, yao,
sunglasses medicine raincoat
'sunglasses, medicine, raincoat.'

Ta ting -x ia  bl , 
s/he stop down pen 
'He put down his pen,'

Xianzm, nlmen de feiji 
now you+PLUR SUB aeroplane 
'“Your plane has crashed in the desert.” '

j ie s h i shud,
s/he explain say 
'he explained,'

diao - zai
fall at

le
ASPxompl.

shamo
desert

shang,
on

CR5. Nlmen hai hud z.he.
you+PLUR still live ASP:dur
'“You’re still alive,'

CR6. wilbai li wM you ge ciinzhuang,
500 li away exist MEAS village
'two hundred and fifty kilometres away is a village,'

CR7. n!men 
you+PLUR 
'you can go'

kgyl
can

zou
leave

CR8. y6 k6yl 
also can 
'or (you) can

liii -
stay 

stay behind,

xia,
down

CR9. mSi ren zhl zhiin dai wa y ^ g  dongxi
each person only allow take five type
'each person is only allowed to take five things...”'

CRIO. N1 viding vao na zhlnanzhen.
take

thing

you definite must 
'You’d have to choose a compass.'

compass

C R ll. W(5 tongzhuo xiSosheng dui
I same-desk small voice towards
'My desk-mate said to me quietly.'

w 6 shuo.
say
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CR12. “Hui - xig vi xia qianyln-hougud he nlmen de jueding.”
return go write one time cause-effect and you+PLUR SUB decision 
'“Go back (home) and write what happened and your decision.”'

CR13. Zhe shi xia ke ling x i^ n g le.
this time finish class bell sound ASPxompl 
'At this moment the bell rang for the end of class.'

The narrator sets up the classroom scene, with the teacher writing a list of words on the 
board (CRl), Process xie 'write' marked for durative aspect, indicating that the action 
lasts over a period of time, followed by a long list of items. The teacher stops writing 
(CR2), with Process ting 'stop' marked for phasal (diminutive) phase, emphasising the 
action coming to a halt. The teacher then outlines the basic scenario for the composition : 
the plane crashing (CR3), Process diao 'drop' marked for target phase, indicating where 
the plane ended up, and also for completed aspect, indicating that the action is bounded 
by the time of narration; and the resulting state of the passengers (CR5), with Process 
hud 'live' marked for durative phase, indicating that this state is a persisting one.

The teacher then sets out the conditions the survivors (and thus the students writing the 
composition) must follow, in a series of modulated clauses marked for low value 
obligation modality, ke-yi 'can, may' (CR7-8), zhun 'are allowed to' (CR9). This 
modality is echoed by one of the narrator's classmates (CRIO), who raises the modality 
to high by a combination of the median value Modality ydo 'must' plus a high value 
Adjunct yidlng 'definitely' (as we find in Part n, the narrator ignores this 
recommendation). The teacher then wraps up with a plain unmodulated command, the 
Process realised by a complex verbal group, with the first Process hui 'return' marked for 
directional phase, qu 'away (from here)', this element also acting as an indicator of 
purpose for the following Process xie 'write'. The force of this command is somewhat 
softened by the addition of what is experientially a circumstance of Measure yi xia 'once', 
but which interpersonally has the effect of making the command more tentative (a similar 
effect was gained in the text Memory by repeating the verb, see section 1.3.3 above). 
Finally the bell rings signalling the end of class. Process xiang 'to sound' marked for 
completed aspect indicating a instantaneous action and implying the end of this particular 
series of actions.

Phase ii: Preparing to write the composition
C R H . Zhe xi&iran s h i  yi pian zuowen,

this obviously be oneMEAS composition
'This obviously was a composition,'

CR15. sulran mei y o u  timu. 
although MEG exist topic 
'even if there was no topic.'

CR16. Naylhoude hSojl tian, wfiyizhi zai x ia n g  zhejianshi.
that after SUB good few day I continually ASP:prog think this MEAS matter
'For quite a few days after that, I kept thinking about this matter.'

4. Verbal group systems in text
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CR17. Zhoumode xiawii, w6 nSr y6 mei qii,
weekend SUB afternoon I wherever even NEG:perf go
'On Saturday afternoon I didn’t go anywhere,’

CR18. yi ge ren la - shang chuanghan,
oneMEAS person pull on window-curtain
'Alone, (I) drew the curtains,'

CR19. d 3 -  kai deng, 
make start light 
'turned on the light,'

CR20. cong man chuang de zawu zhong chou - chu yi da bai zhl,
from full bed SUB mixed-thing among pull out one pad white paper
’from the mass of things on the bed pulled out a pad of white paper,'

CR21. w6 you neng kaishi x ie  zuowen le.
I further can begin write composition ASP:compl/perf
'I could then begin writing compositions again.'

The narrator comments on the nature of this assignment in a couple of relational clauses
(CR14-15), and then describes her preparations for writing the composition (CR16-21).
She spends a couple of days pondering the topic (CR16), Process xidng 'think' marked
for progressive aspect, indicating that it happened repeatedly over this period of time,
reinforced by the circumstance yizhi 'continually'. Then follow a series of actions, the
first one (CR17), Process qii 'go' simultaneously marked for completed aspect and
negated, with the perfective negative Polarity mei 'didn’t', indicating that this was an
action that was specifically not undertaken (i.e. she didn't go anywhere), followed by
three actions (CR18-20) all marked for some type of phase, indicating being extended to a
point of contact (target - CR18), to the stage of operation (resultative - CR19) and in a
direction (directional - CR20). All the preparations complete, the narrator is able to start
writing, with the predication marked for potential modality neng 'can', and the Process
xie 'write' marked for temporal phase, kaishi 'begin', and then the whole clause marked
for perfective aspect, indicating that the whole situation is completed with reference to the
time of narration, and also in contrast to previous similar situations, this meaning
reinforced by the Sequence ydu 'again'.

Phase Hi: Composition class
CR22. W6 zhende rgn - bu - zhu bu gaosu  n!,

I really tolerate NEG:pot. stand not tell you
'I really can’t help telling you,'

CR23. sh an g xue de shihou, 
attend school SUB time 
'(that) when I was at school,

CR24. w3 s h i  duome xihuan xi6 zuowen,
I be how-much like write composition
'I really loved writing compositions,'

CR25. na s h i  w6 tianmi de wangshi. 
that be I sweet SUB past
'that was my happy past.’

4. Verbal group systems in text
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mei ydu 
MEG exist

bian,
limit

CR26. Qi'take haoxi^g zfingshi chang de
other class seem always long EXT
'Other classes always seemed to be endlessly long,'

CR27. zM ytfu zuowen ke duiln de z.hi shi y i  sMnjian
only exist composition class short EXT only be one moment 
'only the composition class was as brief as the twinkling of an eye;'

The narrator then follows on from the hint of similar experiences in the past given in
(CR21) to reminisce about her experiences of writing compositions at school. She first
informs the reader of her compulsion to talk about this (CR22), in a clause marked for
obligation modality, expressed by a mental Process ren 'bear, endure' marked for
negative potential phase, ren-bu-zhu 'can't bear'; this in combination with a following
negative Polarity expresses a high degree of obligation, 'can't bear not to, i.e. must’. The
narrator sets the past time frame in a dependent clause (CR23), and then specifies her
feelings towards composition class in a series of Processes which could all be
characterised as sharing the semantic feature of "(semi-) permanent state": mental Process
xihudn 'like' (CR24), relational Process shi 'be' (CR 25), and two ascriptive Processes
chdng 'long' (CR26) and dudn 'short' (CR27). Both ascriptive clauses are marked for
extent phase, indicating the contrasting length of the two types of classes, mei you bidn
'without limit' (CR26), and zM shi yi shunjidn 'only an instant' (CR27).

Phase iv: The reading of the first draft
shenzhi zhongyii jia o g5o
so-far-as-to finally hand-in draft
'so much so that after I finally handed in the draft,'

w6 hai ju ed e
I still feel
'I still felt'

ta bine meivSu wan.
it EMPH NEG:perf finish
'(that) it wasn’t finished.'

W6 zh idao,
I know
'I knew'

CR32. w6 za  ylnyue dengdai
I ASP:prog indistinct wait
'I was vaguely waiting for something,'

CR33. x ia n g  w6 ylhou d^ngdm guo de
like 1 afterwards wait ASP:exp. SUB
'like some date I would have waited for afterwards.'

shiCR34. Shishi shang, ta
reality on it be
'In fact it wasn ’t finished,'

mei
NEGiperf

zhihou,
after

zhe shenme,
ASPidur something

mdu zhSng yuehui. 
certain type appointment

wan,
finish

CR35. dang 13oshI zhan - zai jiSngtai shang,
when teacher stand at lecture-platform on 
'when the teacher stood on the platform,’

CR36. ylbian dui quanban tdngxue langdii
same-time towards whole-class classmate read-aloud
'reading out my composition to the whole class,'

w6 de zuowen,
I SUB composition
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CR37. ylbian tou - guo jingpiM yfiuyi-wiiyi
same-time penetrate past lense deliberate-accidental
'and half deliberately through his glasses,'

p iao - shang w6 yi y3n shi,
look-sidelong on I one eye time
'gazing at me’

CR38. wd nei ke masQsu de xin zheng zai m i r
I that MEAS numb-limp SUB heart ASP:prog at there

de
MAN

'my numb heart was'

bengbeng lu a n -tia o  ne!
throb confused-beat ASPrimperf
'thumping wildly!’

CR39. W6 ySnqian yi pian mdhu,
I eye-before one MEAS blurred
'The scene before me was blurred,’

CR40. many&i zha sheng - xia yi zhang zul
full-eye only leave down one MEAS mouth
'all that filled my eyes was a mouth’

CR41. zai ndr y i - zhang - yi - he.
at there once open once close
'opening and closing.'

CR42. Zhe cm x ia n g  napian zuowen zhenzhengde jiewgi.
this only-then be-like that MEAS composition genuine SUB ending
'Only this seemed to be the composition’s real ending.'

The narrator continues to try to make sense of her state of mind. Shifting the focus
forward again in an enhancing hypotactic clause (CR29) to the time after she has
submitted the first draft, she then presents her opinion on what she has written in two
projecting clause complexes (CR 30-31 & 32-34). The projected clause in the first of
these complexes (CR31), Process wan Tmish' is marked for emphatic negative polarity
combined with completed aspect, stressing that the composition cannot yet be considered
finished, with the initial projected clause in the second complex (CR33), Process dengdai
'wait for, long for', marked for progressive aspect, indicating the ongoing process of
anticipation. The following projected clause in the same complex (CR34) is an unmarked
relational attributive clause, but the nominal group realising the Attribute contains an
embedded clause where the Process dengdai is repeated, marked this time for experienced
aspect indicating that the action has been gone through already at some stage, in
conjunction with the marker of future time yihdu 'afterwards'. The effect of this
combination of different types of aspect and time reference is to mix up the past and
future time frames in much the same way as the short story as a whole mixes these
different perspectives.

The narrator then restates her feeling as to the composition's state of incompletion 
(CR35), this time in a non-projected clause (i.e. presented as fact not as opinion), with 
the Process wan 'finish' marked for the same combination of negative polarity and 
completed aspect as (CR31) above, but this time with the negative even more strongly
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emphasised by being preceded by an emphatic positive Polarity (i.e. it was the case that it 
wasn't finished). She then describes the teacher reading out her composition to the rest of 
the class in three clauses (CR36-38) framed by a hypotactic conjunction of time 
dang...shi 'at...the time, i.e. 'when', the second two clauses joined by a repeated 
conjunction indicating simultaneity ylbian, and the final dominant clause (CR39), Process 
luan-tiao 'beat wildly' marked for progressive aspect, and reinforced by a feature of 
open-ended assessment, here interpretable experientially as implying continuation through 
time. The static nature of the action, with Processes either happening simultaneously or 
unboundedly is then reinforced by a couple of relational clauses, the first attributive, 
(Process omitted) describing the scene as yi pidn mohu 'a blur' (CR40), the second 
(CR41), existential Process sheng 'remain' marked for displacement phase, xia 'down', 
indicating that the object remains in the narrator's field of vision, finished off by a 
material clause, Process yl-zhdng-yl-he 'open and close' marked again for progressive 
aspect. The narrator then comments in an attributive clause (CR43), implying that this 
confusion is the composition's real conclusion.

Phase v; Rewriting the composition
CR43. ZhSngzhgng yi ge zhoumo guo - qu le,

whole one MEAS weekend pass go ASP:compl/perf
'A whole weekend passed,'

CR44. yi tian ban, duan de zhi shi y i  shunjian. 
one day half short EXT only be one moment 
'a day and a half was as brief as the twinkling of an eye.'

CR45. W6 reng le yidi zMtuan,
I throw ASPxompl whole-floor paper-ball
'I covered the floor with balls of paper,'

CR46. d ian  guo wiishii ci yan,
light ASPtexp countless time cigarette
'lit countless cigarettes,'

CR47. cha le bmye zidi2n,
consult ASPxompl half-night dictionary
'looked up (words in) the dictionary for half the night,'

CR48. you yi daz3o dai zhe nei zhang 
further one morning bring ASP:dur that MEAS 
'early the next morning, taking that piece of paper'

zM y6u jl bSi zi de zhl,
only exist few 100 character SUB paper
'with only a few hundred words on it,

CR49. qii le san ge difang,
go ASPxompl three MEAS place 
'I went to three (different) places.'

CR50. WSnshang, w6 y o u  le yi pian
evening I exist ASPxompl. one MEAS
'By evening I had an'

bii hui y6u renhe cuowu de yingyil zuowen,
NEG can exist any mistake SUB English composition 
'English composition that couldn’t have any mistakes.'

4. Verbal group systems in text
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CR51. w6 
I

hui - dao 
return to 

'I went home,'

Jia.
home

few

jl
few

Cl
time

bian.
time

yan,
cigarette

zhi,
paper

ySnjlng.
eye

shui
sleep

le.
ASPicompl

CR52. you rcng le j! ge zMtuan,
further throw ASPxompl few MEAS paper-ball 
'threw a few more balls o f paper (on the floor),'

CR53. you dis[n le
further light ASP;perf 
'lit a few more cigarettes,'

CR54. chao le h5o
copy ASPxompl good 
'made quite a few copies.'

CR55. W6 kan zhe nazhang zhgngjie de
I look ASPidur that MEAS whole-clean SUB
'I looked at that clean sheet of paper,'

CR56. xi6 - shang zijl de mingzi, 
write on self SUB name
'wrote my name on (it),'

CR57. ch i le san p i^  annSijin,
eat ASP;perf three pill analgesic
'took three sleeping pills,

CR58. ranhou mSnyi de he - shang le
afterwards satisfied MAN close on ASPxompl
'and then contentedly closed my eyes.'

CR59. Zhe shi zhgngge chengshi dou
this time whole city all
'By this time the whole city was asleep.'

CR60. XingqIyI, w6 j ia o  le wdde 
Monday I hand-in ASPxompl
'On Monday I handed in my composition,'

CR61. w6 yfjing neng dao-bei-rii-Hu
I already can reverse recite like stream ASP:perf
'I could already recite it off by heart.'

The narrator takes up the writing of the composition again. She characterises the passing
of the weekend from two points of view: firstly the passing of time itself (CR44),
Process gub 'pass' marked for directional phase, indicating time flowing away from the
narrator (back into the past?); and then characterising its brevity (CR45), Process dudn
'short' marked for extent phase in an exact repetition of (CR27). She then presents a very
detailed progression of actions performed by herself during the night (CR46-48), each
clause containing circumstance of Measure and marked for either completed aspect
(CR46,48) or experienced aspect (CR47), the difference between them dependent on the
nature of the Measure, specific in (CR46) yidi 'the whole floor', and (CR48) banye 'half
the night', and non-specific in (CR47), wushu ci 'countless times' (compare CR54 below
where this last is replaced by ji ci 'several times' and the aspect marking changes from
experienced to completed).

The action then switches to the following morning with two related activities in a 
hypotactic clause complex, the first clause (CR49), Process dai 'take' marked for

zuowen,
I SUB composition 

le.
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durative aspect indicating that this action was performed as an accompaniment to the next, 
(CR50), Process qii 'go' marked for completed aspect, bounded by the number of places 
over which it took place, indicated in a following nominal group. The situation at the end 
of the day (CR51) is indicated in an existential clause. Process you 'exist, have' 
unusually marked for completed aspect (rare with relational processes), and here 
emphasising its special place at the end of the compositional process. The narrator then 
retums home to write out the final draft (CR52), Process hui 'retum' marked for target 
phase indicating where she ended up, and followed by a succession of actions (CR53-55) 
which echo almost exactly those in (CR46-48) above. A wrapping-up series of actions 
follows: firstly, the narrator gazing at the finished product (CR56), Process kdn 'look' 
marked for durative aspect indicating an unspecified period of time over which this action 
continues; secondly, writing her name on it (CR57), Process xie marked for displacement 
phase, shang 'on' indicating that the action came in contact with its intended object (i.e. 
the paper) without actually specifying this object explicitly; thirdly, taking three sleeping 
pills (CR58), Process chi marked for completed aspect bounded by this quantity; and 
finally, going to sleep. Process he 'shut (eyes)' marked for displacement phase implying 
(again like CR54) without specifying) the eyelids coming together. The narrator then adds 
a further comment on the lateness of the hour (CR60), Process shut 'sleep' bounded in 
time by the circumstance of Time zhe shi '(by) this time', and in extent by the participant 
zhengge chengshi 'the whole city'.

In conclusion, the narrator describes handing in the completed assignment (CR61), 
Process jiao 'submit' marked for completed aspect indicating that it takes place 
instantaneously, noting that she already knows it by heart (CR62), with the clause 
marked for potential modality neng 'can'. Process dao-bei-rii-liu 'recite by heart' marked 
for completed aspect, indicating that the action is bounded by the time of narration, 
reinforced by the Sequence yijlng 'already'.

Part III: Back in the classroom

Phase i: The reading of the second draft
BCl. W6 zh idao,

I know
'I knew'

B C l. ta bing mei wan,
s/he EMPH NEG:perf finish
'it really wasn’t finished,'

BC3. w6 you zai ylnyue dengdai zhe shfinme,
I further ASP:prog indistinct wait ASP:dur something
'I was again vaguely waiting for something,'

4. Verbal group systems in text
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BC4.

BC5.

BC6.

BC7.

BC8.

BC9.

4. Verbal group systems in text

xiang w6 cdngqian [I d6ngdm guo I] de mSu zhfing
resemble I previous wait ASP:exp SUB certain kind
'like some date I had previously waited for.'

Shishi shang, ta shi mei wan.
reality on it be NEG:perf finish
'In fact it wasn ’t finished,'

yuehui.
date

dang 13oshI zhan - zai jiSngtai 
when teacher stand at lecture-platform 
'when the teacher stood on the platform,'

yibian dui quanban tdngxue
same-time towards whole-class classmate
'reading out my composition to the whole class,'

shang,
on

langdii
read-aloud

w6 de zuowen,
I SUB composition

yibian 
same-time 
kan - shang 
look on

tou - guo 
penetrate past 
w6 yi 
I one

jingpian
lense
y3n shi, 
eye time

yfiuyi-wiiyi
deliberate-accidental

de
MAN

BCIO.

B C ll.

BC12.

BC13.

BC14.

BC15

BC16.

'and half deliberately looking at me through his glasses,'

w6 nei ke chkiweiwei de xin zheng
I thatMEAS falter SUB heart ASPrprog
ylnyln zuotong ne!
faint feel-ache ASP:imperf
'my faltering heart was dully aching!

W6 ySnqijm yi pian mohu,
I eye-before one MEAS blurred
'The scene before me was blurred,'

mSnyJn zM sheng - xia yi zhang
full-eye only leave down one MEAS
'all that was left before my eyes was a face'

zM hu - ming - hu • an.
ASPiprog now bright now dark
'now clear now dim.'

Dot zhe bing bu xiang zhe pian zuowen 
but this EMPH MEG seem this MEAS composition 
'But this seemed not to be the composition’s real ending.'

W6 shenzhi you zhfing gSnjue,
1 so-far-as-to exist type feeling
'I even had a kind of feeling:'

zai nil 
at there

lian
face

zhenzheng de 
genuine SUB

jiewfii.
ending

na
that

viding bii shi [I w6 xig I] 
writedefinitely NEG be 1

'that definitely wasn’t the composition I had written,'

w6 na shi v6xCi zheng zai
1 that time perhaps ASP:prog at
'Perhaps at that time I was crying in the desert!'

de 
SUB

shamo li 
desert in

zuowen,
composition

ku
cry

ne!
MOD

In Part III the narrator returns to the classroom and reruns or elaborates on various parts 
of Part I. Phase (i) is an almost exact repetition of Phase (iv) of In the classroom. These 
changes are summarised in Table 4.12 below. Columns without an entry indicate that the 
relevant clauses in each text are, for all intents and purposes, identical; a shaded box 
indicates that a particular clause has not been repeated.
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In the classroom Back in the classroom ejfect o f changes
Cm .9. juede 'feel' BCl zhidao 'know' increasing degree of certainty
CR30.
CR31. zhidao 'know'
CR32. BC3. ydu 'again' indicating repeated action
CR33. yihdu 'afterwards' BC4. congqidn 'previously' changing time location o f action 

from past in future to past in 
past

CR34. BC5.
CR35. BC6.
CR36. BC7.
CR37. BC8. lexical variation, grammatically 

identical
CR38. BC9. lexical variation, grammatically 

identical
CR39. BCIO.
CR40. B C ll.
CR41. BC12 lexical variation, grammatically 

identical
CR42. zhe cdi xidng 'only this 
seemed'

B C l3. zhe bing bu xidng this did 
not seem'

polarity changed from reluctant 
positive to emphatic negative

Table 4.12: Comparison of Phase iv of In the classroom with Phase i of Back in the 
classroom

The effect of most of these changes, apart from some minor lexical ones which seem to 
be merely for variety, is to (a) put the previous scene into the past, and (b) to change the 
relationship between the speaker's consciousness and the "real world" actions. At the end 
of the repeated section, (BC13), a change in polarity from reluctant positive to emphatic 
negative leads into a projection by the narrator (BC14-16) of her uncertain state of mind, 
with the predication of both projected clauses marked for modality: firstly, high negative 
probability (CR15) yiding bii 'definitely not', then low positive probability (CR16) yexu 
'perhaps'. This latter clause, Process kii 'cry' is also marked for progressive aspect, 
indicating an action without clear bounds; both the interpersonal and experiential marking 
here are reinforced by the clause being marked for open-ended assessment, which 
emphasises both the uncertainty of the supposition, and the unbounded nature of the 
action.

Phase ii: Going into the classroom
BC17. WSnshang, w6 tang - zai chuang shang,

evening I lie at bed on
'In the evening, 1 lay on (my) bed,'

BC18, w an g  zJie tianhuaban.
gaze ASP:dur ceiling
'gazing at the ceiling,'

BC19. w6 ZM qian b5i ci de w en ziji:
I ASPiprog 1000 100 time MAN ask self
'I asked myself over and over again:'
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de yiqie W
SUB everything NEG

Shi
be

jiaoshi,
classroom

zuo - wan le. 
do finish ASP:perf/compl

BC20. nl zhende yiwe i  
you really consider 
'don’t you really think'

BC21. [I nlmen zSoyl jieshou I]
you+PLUR long-since receive 
gen-shen-di-gu de ma? 
deep-rooted SUB MOD 
'that everything you long ago accepted is deep-rooted?'

BC22. W6 zM mfii yi ge qlngchen zou - jin
I at each one MEAS early-morning walk in
'Early every morning I walked into the classroom,'

BC23. zhe shi su6y6u de meng dou yljing 
this time which-exist SUB dream all already 
'at this time all (my) dreams have already been finished.'

BC24. Zhe'r, nl q iao  
here you look 
'Here, you look,'

BC25. chM^uduo tdngyang de
almost same-type SUB
'almost the same type of room,'

BC26. chabuduo tdngyang de
almost same-type SUB
'almost the same type of light,'

BC27. Shijln ian  jiii xiaoshi  
ten some year then vanish 
'more than ten years have vanished.'

BC28. X i^ g  qita ke yiyang chang de [\ mei ydu bian\], 
like other class same long EXT NEG exist limit 
'like other classes become endlessly long,'

BC29. you x i^ g  zuowen ke neiymg duan de [\ zM shi yi shiinjidn I/;
further like composition class that-way short EXT only be one moment
'again like composition class become as short as only the twinkling of an eye.

fangjian,
room

guangxian,
light-ray

le.
ASPxompl

BC30. bugu5n fash en g shenme shi,
no-matter happen what thing
'no matter what happens,'

BC31. biiguSn zM guo duoshao nian...
no-matter further pass how-many year
'no matter how many more years are to be passed,'

BC32. wS xln zhong ylnyue de dgngdm daodi s h i shenme ne?
I heart in faint SUB wait finally be what MOD
what is the thing I am vaguely longing for in my heart?

The narrator again switches focus back to her own room, (BC17) with the Process tang 
'he' marked for target phase, indicating where the narrator is now located, the next clause 
(BC18) indicating what she is doing there. Process wdng 'gaze' marked for durative 
aspect, indicating that this action forms an accompaniment to following actions. She then 
addresses a question to herself (BC19), Process wen 'ask' marked for progressive 
aspect, reinforced by a circumstance of Manner indicating repetition qidn bdi ci de 
'hundreds and thousands of times'. The projected (rhetorical) question is itself a 
projection (BC20-21) with the narrator asking herself for her own opinion (BC20),
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Process yiwei 'consider', the projected clause (BC21) marked for strong positive bias 
(seee section 3.1.2 above), i.e. 'isn't this the case'.

The narrator then returns to the classroom (BC22), Process zou 'walk' marked for 
directional phase jin 'into', the break between home and school reinforced by the fact that 
all dreams are now over (BC23), Process zud 'have (dream)' marked for resultative 
phase, wan 'finished', and completed aspect, indicating that it is bounded by the time of 
narration, zhe shi '(by) this time'. She then invites the reader into the classroom (BC24), 
with a plain command m qido 'you look'. The following clauses (BC25-26) are without 
explicit Processes, but may be understood as existential (there is) or attributive (this is), 
specifying what the narrator wishes to draw the reader's attention to, and then calling the 
reader to witness that the present and past have merged (BC27), Process xidoshi 
'disappear' marked for completed aspect, indicating that this change is instantaneous.

The narrator again draws a contrast between other classes and composition class, in close 
repetition of the two ascriptive clauses marked for extended phase from Part I (CR26-27). 
She then presents two concessive clauses introduced by bugudn 'no matter', both with 
unmarked Processes and containing indefinite question words, shenme 'what (happens)' 
(BC30), dudshao 'how many (years pass) (BC31), followed by a final clinching 
question, ...shi shenmel 'what is...?' the request for information emphasised by the 
Adjunct ddodi 'after all', and the whole clause marked for open-ended assessment, 
pitching the question strongly at the narrator and, through her, to the reader.

Phase Hi: Memories o f composition class
BC33. Na ylhou de h3o jl tian, wd yizhi zm x ia n g  zhejianshi.

that after SUB good few day I continually ASP:prog. think this MEAS matter
’For quite a few days after that, I kept thinking about this.'

4. Verbal group systems in text

BC34. W6 xiang wSngchang yiyang zuo - zai jiaoshi li.
I like habitual same sit at classroom in
'I sat in the classroom as I used to do,'

BC35. zhe sh i [1 w6 xlhuan 1] de fangjian.
this be I like SUB room
This was the room I liked,

BC36. zhe s h i [1 wfi xlhuan 1] de guangxian.
this be I like SUB light-ray
'this was the light I liked,'

BC37. w6 zhende rgn - bu - zhii bii gaosu  nl.
I really tolerate NEG:pot. stand not tell you
'I really can’t help telling you,'

BC38. w6 s h i  duome xihuan [1 xig zuowen 1],
I be how-much like write composition
'I really loved writing compositions,'

BC39. na s h i w6 mgihao de jiyi-
that be I beautiful SUB memory
'that was my beautiful memory.'
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BC40. W6 shenzhi ceng wei-cl lu o  guo lei,
I so-far-as-to once because-of this drop ASPiexp tear
'I even shed tears over this,'

BC41. na shi yinwei y6u tian w6 faxian , 
that be because exist day I discover
'that was because one day I discovered'

BC42. di yi ge [I xiS - chu “baqian ge fengbao chul - bu - dSo, 
no. one MEAS write out 8,000 MEAS storm blow NEG;pot topple
jiliwM ge leiting yg nan - hong” zhe yang jlngcSi juzi I]
90,000 MEAS thunderbolt also difficult rumble this-kind brilliant sentence 
de ren bing bii s h i  w6.
SUB person EMPH MEG be I
'(that) the first person to write the brilliant sentence “Eight thousand storms can’t blow (it) 
down, ninety thousand thunderbolts can’t drown (it) out” wasn’t me.'

BC43. W6 zhende wei-cl andan le hSo duo tian,
I really because-of this dismal ASPxompl good many day
'I was really low because of this for quite a few days,'

BC44. sulran w6 b5 ta yong - zai w6 de zuowen shi,
although I DISP it use at I SUB composition time
'although when I used it in my composition,'

BC45. ta s ih u  tongyang jingcSi. 
it seem same-kind brilliant
'it seemed equally brilliant.'

This phase starts with an exact repetition of part of Phase (ii) of In the classroom, this
time however leading not into the writing of a composition, but rather bringing us again
into the classroom. The narrator emphasises that her location is the same as in the past
(BC34), Process zud 'sit' marked for target phase, and then makes an explicit
identification (cf the implicit attribution in BC25-26 above) of 'this' as the room and the
light that she likes. She then repeats, with minor lexical variation, another section from In
the classroom (BC37-39), her avowal of how much she likes writing compositions. She
then further explores this memory, noting a specific instance of sorrow associated with it
(BC41-42) the fact that a particular 'brilliant sentence' was not her own invention, and
presenting her reaction from two points of view; the action of crying (BC40), Process lud
'drop (tears)' marked for experienced aspect, reinforced by the Sequence marker ceng
'once (in the past)'; and then her emotional state (BC43), Process anddn 'dismal, low'
marked for completed aspect indicating that it took place over an (unusually long) set
period of time. Finally she notes that even when she used the sentence in her composition
(BC44), Process ydng 'use' marked for target phase, it seemed just as good (BC45).

4.4.1.3 Verbal group marking in an exposition: The composition
This part represents the narrator's expansion of the scenario laid down by the teacher, 
expanded not by adding more narrative detail, but by exploring the implications of 
various components of this scenario. This different emphasis may be exemplified by the 
fact that the final outcome of the action, something that would be crucial in a genuine 
narrative, is indicated in a single clause (C72) without any explanation as to how it came 
about. This part may therefore be characterised as an exposition rather than a narrative,
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though it is of course derived from part of the narrative of Part I. It does not fall into clear 
phases according to different stages of the action, but rather according to the viewpoint of 
the narrator: Phase (i) (Cl-25) with the narrator including herself as part of the group; 
Phase (ii) (C26-69) singling herself out as an individual chooser; and Phase (iii) (C70-77) 
including herself as part of the group again.

Phase i: Crashing in the desert
C 1. “Na shi wfimen yfiu-sheng yllai diyi ci zuo feiji,

that be I+PLUR exist life since first time travel aeroplane
“ 'That was the first time in our lives we'd been in a plane,'

C2. wfimen m ^ you  qian,
I+PLUR NBG exist money 
'we didn't have any money,'

C3. ke Shangdi vuanyi g e i w6men zheigejihui.
but God wish give I+PLUR this MEAS opportunity
'but God wanted to give us this opportunity.'

C4. Nei tian tianqi feichang hao,
that day weather extremely good
'That day the weather was really good,'

C5. m ^ you feng,
NBG exist wind 
'there was no wind'

C6. mei you yiin,
NEG exist cloud 
'there were no clouds,'

C l.  mei yciu yiqie;
NBG exist everything 
'there was no anything.'

C8. shenzhi han Shangdi dou zm dui w6men w eixiao.
so-far-as-to even God all ASP:prog towards I+PLUR smile
'So much so that God was smiling on us,'

C9. K6 ta sh i zai yong li5n de ling yi mian
but s/he be ASP:prog use face SUB other one face
dui zhe w6men xiao,
towards ASP:dur. IPLUR laugh
'but (the fact) that he was laughing at us on the other side of his face'

C 10. zhe shi dang wdmen de feijT m5ng de diao - xia - lai shi
this be when we SUB plane abrupt MAN drop down come time 
was something that when our plane abruptly dropped

Cl l .  w6men cai m ingbai de.
I+PLUR only-then understand MOD
only then did we understand.

C l 2. FeijT xiaosh i le,
plane vanish ASPxompl
'The plane disappeared,'

C l 3. w6men hai hud zhe,
we still live ASPidur
'we were still alive,'

C l 4. m e i ren zhidao weishenme,
NEG+exist person know why
'nobody knew why,'

4. Verbal group systems in text
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C15. yg me'i
also NEG+exist 
'nor did anyone tell us.'

C18.

C19.

C20.

C21.

C22.

ren gaosu  wdmen. 
person tell we

C l6. W6men xiang yi qiin ni5o y iy ^ g  zhouran
I+PLUR like one flock bird same abrupt
Iu6 - zai le shatan shang,
fall at ASPxompl sandbank on
'Like a flock of birds we had abruptly fallen on to a sandbank,'

C l 7. que bu neng xiang ni5o neiy^g zM
like bird that-way furtherhowever MEG can like bird 

'but we couldn't like birds fly away again.'

W6men bu zh id ao
I+PLUR NBG know
'We didn't know'

w6men neng hud duo jiil,
I+PLUR can live how long 
'how long we could stay live,'

d ^  [I rieng huo zhe I] 
but can live ASPidur 
'but staying alive was always the best.'

Shangdi, bu, wd M____
God no I NBG want
'God, no, I don't want to mention God...'

fei -
fly

qilai.
rise

yfingyuJn
always

xiang shuo
say

s h i  [I zui hSo I] de. 
be most good MOD/SUB

shangdi...
God

zSngzhI, 
in-summary 
bine bii

nei ge [I bl w6men da I]
that MEAS compare we great
xiang fan gq i tade
want abandon s/he SUB

de

quanli,
power

ren
SUB person

EMPH NBG
'anyway, that person greater than us didn't want to abandon his power,'

C23. ta ggi wdmen liii - xia le yixie dongxi.
s/he for I+PLUR leave down ASPxompl some thing 
'he left us some things.'

C24. Zdng s h i  zheiyMg, 
always be this-way 
'It's always the way,'

C25. hgn duo zheiyang de shike, z6ng y<Ju shenme
very many this-kind SUB moment always exist something 
'a lot of these sorts of times there is always something'

nenggou ba nl liii - xialai.
can DISP you leave down
'that can enable you to stay behind.'

The narrator starts with a generalised statement about the flight (Cl), explained in section
4.1.1 above as a mixture of a relational clause, Process shi 'be', and a material clause,
Process z.ud 'travel'. The relational transitivity has the effect of putting the action itself,
unmarked for any of the PROFILE systems, into the background, focussing instead on the
circumstances associated with it, something that sets the tone for the rest of this phase.
The major happenings outlined in the teacher's original scenario (CR3, 5-9) punctuate the
rest of this phase at intervals, usually highlighted by being marked for one of the PROFILE

systems: (CIO) the plane falls out of the sky. Process diao 'drop' marked for directional
phase, xia-lai 'down towards (speaker)'; (C l3) the plane disappears, Process xiaoshi
'disappear' marked for completed aspect; (C14) the passengers survive. Process huo
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live' marked for durative aspect (cf similar marking in CR5); (C23) some things are left 
for them. Process liii 'leave' marked for displacement phase, xia 'stay in position', and 
completed aspect.

Certain of these happenings are elaborated beyond the representation given in Part I. For 
example, the passengers falling out of the sky (CR 3, CIO) is compared to a flock of 
birds falling on to a sandbank (Cl6), Process lud 'fall' marked for target phase, 
specifying where they end up, and completed aspect, implying that this location is final. 
The comparison is continued in the following clause (Cl7) noting that unlike birds they 
cannot fly up again. Process 'fly' marked for directional phase, qilai 'up from 
surface', the predication as a whole marked for negative potential modality. Similarly, 
God leaving the passengers some things (C23), is reversed in transitivity, with the things 
cast as Agent, i.e. what enables them to survive, using the same Process liii 'leave' 
marked identically for displacement phase, but in this case with the passengers as 
Medium rather than Recipient, with the disposal marker bd which has the implication that 
they are "disposed o f  in some way.

After the restating of the basic scenario with elaborations in (C l-17), the narrator begins 
to ponder the miphcations of their plight. She notes in a projecting clause complex (C18- 
20) that they do not know how long they can live, with the projecting clause (C l8) 
Process zhidao in negative polarity, and the first projected clause (Cl9) marked for 
potential modality. Process hud 'live' followed by a circumstance of Time: duration; in 
the second projected clause (C20), this same Process (predication likewise marked for 
potential modality) is marked for durative aspect (cf (C l3 above) embedded as part of a 
Identifier in a relational identifying clause. Identifier zui hdo de 'the best'. She then tums 
her mind to the provider of these things (C21), Shdngdi 'God' (already identified as the 
cause of their plight in (C9-10) above), but then rejects this term, predication marked for 
negative inclination modality. Process shud 'say', reformulating him as nei ge bi women 
da de ren 'that person greater than us' (C22), ascribing to him the same sort of negative 
inclination modality, Predicator/ P r o c e s s 'a b a n d o n  (his power)'. After describing 
how he had left things for them (C23) - see discussion above - the narrator then draws a 
generalisation from this case, with an indefinite shenme 'something' introduced as New / 
Theme by the relational Process you 'exist' (see analysis in section 4.1.2 above) and then 
followed by an effective material clause (C25) - see discussion above.

4. Verbal group systems in text
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Phase ii: Choosing
C26.

C27.

C28.

C29.

C30.

C31.

C32.

C33.

C34.

C35.

C37.

C38.

C39.

C40.

C41.

W6men bixu
I+PLUR must
'We had to choose,'

suiran
although

w6
I

xus^nze,
choose

nmgyuan bu
rather-wish NBG 

'even though I would rather not have to choose.'

Yixie ren zMnbei Hkai,
some person prepare leave
'Some people got ready to leave,'

yinwei wilbai 11 wm you ge 
because 500 li away exist
'because 250 kilometres away there was a village;'

xuanze.
choose

cunzhuang; 
MEAS village

er w6 vumvi liii - xia.
however I wish leave down
'but I wanted to stay.'

zhe dao bii 
this however NEG 
'this wasn't only because I thought'

huoxil hui y d e  biede feiji la i  
perhaps can exist other plane come

guang
only

sh i
be

yinwei w6 
because I

J‘u
save

xiang - ddo 
think reach

wdmen,
I+PLURexist other

'there might possibly be another plane (which would) come to save us,'

geng wei w6 sh i ge [Ishengpa za
even-more because I be MEAS life fear further
zhe ziji I] de ren.
ASP;dur self SUB person
'more because I was the sort of person who doesn't like to tire themselves.'

W6 yao [I shiiyii wd I] de nei fen shul he guantou. 
I need belong-to I SUB that portion water and can
'I wanted the water and the cans (of food) that were my share.'

W6 yao neibfin guanyii ySsheng dongwu de shu-----
I need that MEAS about wild animal SUB book 
'I wanted the book on wild animals-----

lei
tire

C36. [I wd xi5ng dii ta I] M  shi wei [I zhSngwo
I want read i t NEG be for grasp
qu dlyii wmlai de qlnliie I],
go resist outside-come SUB aggression
'(the reason) I wanted to read it wasn't to gain some knowledge to resist outside 
aggression,'

shenme zhishi 
what knowledge

er shi xiSng zai kan ta shf
but be want at read it time
'but (I) wanted when (I) read it'

neng If ySnqian de chiljing yuan yidiSn.
can distant-from eye-before SUB plight far a-little 
'to be able to be a little further away from the trouble before our eyes.'

W6 hai yao nei ge jiangluosSn,
1 still need that MEAS parachute
'I also wanted the parachute,'

ta huoxil zM [I xia yd I] de shihou 
it perhaps at fall rain SUB time
'it perhaps when it rained, wasn't as good as the raincoat’

za [I hanlgng I] de shihou buni day! 
at cold SUB time not-equal overcoat
'when it was cold, wasn't as good as the overcoat'

buni ydyl hao, 
not-equal raincoat good

nuan,
warm
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C42. dki ta geng quanmian;
but it even-more comprehensive
but it was more all-round(useful);

C43. ta ji k6vl za  baitian zhe-yang,
it both can at daytime block sun
'it could both block out the sun during the day,

C44. yg kgyl za  yew3n yii - han.
also can at night keep-out cold
'and prevent the cold at night.'

C45. Zui zhilyao de, da - qi ta,
most important SUB put up it
'Most important, (if you) put it up.'

C46. jiii sh i yi ge jia
then be one MEAS home 
'(it) was a home'

C47. kgyl an - shen - li - ming.
can shelter body establish life
'(where you) could settle down and carry on with life.'

C48. Ta hai sh i yi ge xinhao,
it still be one MEAS signal
'It was also a signal,'

C49. nigu6 zhen you qita feiji cong zheli fei - guo dehua. 
if really exist other plane from here fly past in-case 
'if another aeroplane really were to fly by here.'

C50. W6 h6n xiangyao hudchai,
I very want match
'I really wanted the matches,'

C51. d ^  w6 gmg xiangyao yan,
but I even-more want cigarette
'but I wanted the cigarettes even more.'

C52. w6 bu zhidao 
I not know
'I didn't know'

C53. [I mei ydu yan I] de rizi dui w6 lai shu5 s h i  shenme,
NBG exist cigarette SUB day towards I come say be what
'what the days would be, as far as I was concerned, without cigarettes,'

C54. su6yl [I mei yan I] de huSchai dui w6
therefore NEG+exist cigarette SUB match towards I
genb^n m ei yong.
basic NEG+exist use
'So matches without cigarettes were quite useless to me.’

C55. Zai shuo, shamo hSoxiang y6 zhao - bu - dao muchai
further say desert seem also seek NEGipot reach firewood
'What's more, (it) also seemed that (you) couldn't find firewood in this desert'

C56. kgyl qu hu6 zu6 fan. 
can get fire make meal 
'which (you) could (use to) make fires or cook.'

C57. W6 huoxil hui yao nei pi'ng fiitejia,
I perhaps can need that bottle vodka
'I perhaps might have wanted the bottle of vodka,'

C58. shei zhidao, 
who know 
'who knows,'
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C59. ydu
exist

shihou,
time

jid hm s h i  ren h a o s h o u  xie.
cause person easy-endure somealcohol can

'sometimes alcohol can help people endure (things) better,'

C60.

C61.

C62.

C63.

C64.

C65.

C66.

C67.

C68.

C69.

K6 ta weishenme bu s h i  [I w6
but it why NEGbe I
lingwm yi zhfing jid ne?
other one kind alcohol MOD
'But why wasn't it another type of alcohol that I liked?

[I MiSnqiSng I] de chenzui, hai shi
force SUB get-drunk still be
'Forcing (yourself) to get drunk, it's better to forget it.'

W6 x u a n z e  le tmyangjing,
I choose ASPxompl. sunglasses
'I chose the sunglasses,'

weile y o u  llydu 
in-order exist reason 
'in order to have a reason'

dui zij! s h u o :  
towards self say 
'to say to myself:’

htohao zmshatan shang z u o  ge 
well at sandbank on do MEAS 
'have a good sunbathe on a sandbank!'

Renhe zhenzheng de xi3ngsh6u dou 
whatever real SUB enjoy all
'Any genuine enjoyment is this hard-earned.'

Dang nl g S n  - dao 
when you feel reach 
'When you feel'

s h i  - qu le yiqie
lose go ASPxompl. everything 
'(that you)'ve lost everything,

xlhuan I] 
like

db
SUB

s u a n  le ba. 
reckon ASPxompl. MOD

nguangyu
sunbathe

s h i
be

neme
so

ba!
MOD

lai-zhi-bii-yi.
hard-earned

nl
you

biini
better

gen
with

zijl
self

k a i
play

ge
MEAS

de
SUB

hSo
good

shihou,
time

wanxiao.
joke

'you might as well have a good joke with yourself.'

In this phase the narrator switches from the communal women 'we' to the individual wo 
T, and simultaneously from narrating and / or describing her situation to reasoning about 
it. In this phase, therefore, the experiential PROFILE systems characterising the unfolding 
of the Process are relatively rarely drawn upon, while relational clauses summarising or 
comparing different aspects of the situation or logical relations between clauses relating 
different aspects of the reasoning, as well as the interpersonal MODALITY system giving 
particular "weighting" to different reasons are much more prominent. A characteristic 
example of this different emphasis is given in the way the making of the choices is 
presented. Only in the last choice (C62) is the choosing represented purely experientially, 
with Process xuanze 'choose' marked for completed aspect. In most other cases, 
including the first general comment in (C26-27) on the necessity of choosing, the relevant 
predication is either marked for a modality of obligation (C26) inclination (C27), or 
probability (C57). Alternatively, the choice is represented either by the unmarked Process
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yao 'need' (C34-35, 39) whose meaning is ambiguous between mental 'want' and 
material 'get' and moreover in other contexts can function as a Modality of obligation or 
inclination, or by its close mental synonym xidngyao 'want' accompanied by a 
interpersonal-like expression of degree hen 'very' (C50) or geng 'even more' (C51).

The narrator opens this phase with two clauses, both with Process / Predicator xudnze 
'choose', marked for contrasting modality: (C26) for high obligation, bixu 'must'; and 
(C27) for median inclination ningyuan 'would rather' followed by negative polarity, 
indicating that the narrator is obliged to choose but would rather not do so. After 
describing the preparations of some of the other survivors to leave (C28-29), the narrator 
then returns to her own wishes (C30) with a positive modality of inclination yuanyi 
'wish', Process liii 'stay' marked for displacement phase xia 'stay in position'. She then 
proceeds to lay out her reasons for this preference in two contrasting steps. The first is set 
out in a clause complex (C31-32), with the projecting clause. Process xidng 'think' 
marked for result phase ddo 'reach', indicating that her thinking has reached this stage, 
and with the projected clause canvassing the possibility of another plane coming to save 
them marked for low probability hudxu hui 'perhaps might', indicating the small 
likelihood of such an event. The whole of this clause complex, however, is framed by a 
partial relational clause zhe ddo bu gudng shi 'this wasn’t only’ contrasting the initial 
reason in (C31-32), introduced by the conjunction ylnwei ’because’, with an alternative in 
(C33) introduced by geng wei ’more because’, with the attributive Process shi ’be’ 
characterising the narrator's unadventurous temperament.

The narrator then begins making her choices, the interpersonal bias of which was noted 
above. The first two choices, for water and tins of food (C34) are stated baldly without 
justification, presumably because these are obviously essential items, using the mental / 
material Process ydo 'want / get'. The third choice, a book on wild animals (C35), also 
stated using the Process ydo, is followed by a long justification (C36-38) in a partial 
relational clause / clause complex similar to that described above in (C31-32). The 
beginning of (C36) sets up an identifying relation in the form of an embedded clause 
functioning as Identified, i.e. the reason why, with the rest of the clause complex (the 
second half of C36, C37-38) functioning in effect as the Identifier, setting out a negative 
reason and an alternative positive one. The logical relations here are quite complicated, 
with the basic contrast being set up as one between the identifying Processes of (C36) bu 
shi 'is not (this)’ and (C37) (er) shi ’(but) is (that)'. The embedded clauses / clause 
complexes functioning as Identifier in all three clauses are introduced either by a modality 
of inclination (C37-38) xidng ’want’ or by a conjunction or purpose (C36) wei 'for', and 
in both cases have further complexity within them, the latter half of (C36) being 
composed of a hypotactic relation of purpose, and (C37-38) a hypotactic relation of time.

4. Verbal group systems in text
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The fourth choice, a parachute (C39), also stated using the Process yao, is again followed 
by a long justification (C40-47) with the clauses arranged in a sort of balanced parallel 
structure, plus an afterthought (C48-49). The initial reason (C40-42), is expressed in an 
extending clause complex, with the individual clauses indicating ways in which the 
parachute is inferior to a raincoat on the one hand (C40) and an overcoat on the other 
(C41), marked for probability modality, hudxu 'perhaps', followed by the countervailing 
reason (C42) of its greater all-round usefulness. (C43-44) adduce further favourable 
qualities, with both clauses marked for probability modality, keyi 'can'. A further 
justification is given in (C45-47), with the final clause (C47) similarly marked for 
probability modality again indicating the parachute's usefulness. The afterthought reason 
(C48-49) is expressed in a hypotactic clause complex of condition marked by the complex 
conjunction riigud...dehua 'if (in the case that)'.

The next choice is presented as one between two altematives, both stated using the 
Process xidngyao 'want': the first, matches (C50) graded as low degree hen 'very'; the 
second, cigarettes (C51), as higher degree geng 'more'. This preference is then discussed 
in a projecting clause complex (C52-53), dismissed in a negative conclusion (C54), and 
the followed by another afterthought justification (C55-56), with both clauses marked for 
probability modality: the first (C55) a negative phased probability zhdo-bu-ddo 'couldn't 
find (firewood)'; the second (C56) a positive unphased probability keyi 'can'. These 
choices having both been rejected, the narrator goes on to consider a further choice, stated 
using the Process ydo 'want / get', a bottle of vodka (C57), with the clause marked for 
low probability hudxu hui 'perhaps might', since it turns out that she prefers another kind 
of alcohol (C60). This choice is dealt with interpersonally rather than logically, in a series 
of moves: a rhetorical question (C58) shei zhldao 'who knows', a modalised statement 
(C59), low probability hui 'can', another rhetorical question indicating her alternative 
preference td weishenme bii shi...'why wasn't it...?', this clause also marked for open- 
ended assessment emphasising the question, and finally a command (C61) to herself to 
discard this choice, emphasised by the clause being marked for suggestive assessment, 
hdishi sudn le ba 'best forget it'.

The final choice (C62), sunglasses, as noted above is the only one to be presented with 
an experiential bias, with the Process xudnze 'choose' marked for completed aspect. Its 
justification is presented in a combination of interpersonal and logical patterning, firstly 
giving the reason 'to have a sunbathe in the desert' in an enhancing clause of reason 
(C63) hnked to a projecting clause complex (C64-65), this functioning as a command and 
marked for suggestive assessment. The narrator then feels obliged to explain this 
flippancy as a natural reaction to a situation of crisis, in an attributive clause (C66)
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classifying such 'enjoyment' as 'hard-eamed', and then explaining this comment in an 
enhancing clause complex (C67-69), with the dependent clause complex of time, itself a 
projecting clause complex with the projecting clause (C67) Process gdndao 'feel' 
introducing a general participant / reader ni 'you' and the projected clause (C68), Process 
shJ 'lose' (C68) marked for orientation phase, qu 'away (out of speaker's control)', and 
completed aspect, both emphasismg the totality of the loss, followed by the final 
suggestion (C69) 'you'd better play a good joke with yourself.

4. Verbal group systems in text

Phase Hi: 
C70.

The final choice

C71.

C72.

C73.

C74.

C75.

C76.

W6 xuSn - hdo le [I shCiyu w(51]
I choose complete ASPxompl. belong-to I
'I finished choosing the things that would be mine,'

zuihou w6 hai yera g6i women xuan yi ge 
final I still must forl+PLUR choose oneMEAS 
'(so) finally I have to choose us a good ending:'

wfimen dou hud - xialai le,
I+PLUR all live down ASP:compl 
'we all survived,'

de dongxi.
SUB thing

hao jieju;
good outcome

bingqig w6men zheng
furthermore I+PLUR ASP.prog 
mingliang de jiaoshl 
bright SUB classroom
'and we're sitting in a bright classroom,'

guo zhe yi du^ xin 
pass ASP:dur one section new 
'having a new stretch of life.'

Dm  nl huoxJ bii xiSng 
but you perhaps NBG want 
'But perhaps you won't want to laugh,'

zuo - zai 
sit at 
li 
in,

shenghuo.
life

xiao,
laugh

yi ge
one MEAS

de
MAN

xuanze...
choose

shamo li.’ 
desert i n

wdmen hai zai pinming
I+PLUR still ASP:prog risk-life
'we're still trying very hard to choose...'

C77. ylnwei wSmen yiran hud - zai
because I+PLUR as-before live at
'because we're living in a desert as before.' ”

In this phase the narrator returns to the communal point of view, and also to something
closer to narration, with the experiential profile systems again being drawn upon
extensively. At only two points is the interpersonal modality system brought into play:
when the narrator admits the necessity of choosing a happy ending (C71), with the clause
marked for obligation modality, ydo 'must'; and when she admonishes the readers not to
be too optimistic about this outcome (C75), with the clause marked for a negative
inclination modality in conjunction with low probability hudxu bu xidng 'perhaps (you)
won't want (to laugh)'. Otherwise each clause is marked either for aspect or phase or
both.
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In the first clause of this phase (C70) the narrator disposes of her own individual 
choosing, Process xudn 'choose' marked for result phase, hdo 'completed satisfactorily’ 
and completed aspect, contrasting this with the further obligation to her co-survivors (and 
by implication, readers) in (C71) discussed above. This outcome is given (C72), Process 
hud 'live' marked for temporal phase xialai 'continue', i.e. they survived, and completed 
aspect, indicating this is now not something in doubt. Their current condition is indicated 
in the next two clauses: the first (C73), Process zud 'sit' marked for target phase, 
indicating that they have ended up back in the classroom and progressive aspect; and the 
second (C74) characterising this new state, Process gud 'pass (time)' marked for durative 
aspect, indicating that this state will carry over into a future characterised as 'a new stretch 
of life'. The narrator then admonishes the readers (C75) as discussed above, and then 
brings back the notion of choice for one last time (C76), Process xudnze 'choose' marked 
for progressive aspect indicating that this will now continue into £in uncertain future, and 
characterising the location of that future (C77), Process hud 'live' marked for target 
phase, indicating that the survivors (and the reader) are back in another kind of desert.

4.4.1.4 Verbal group marking in a mixed narrative-exposition: Wenli's volunteer 
letter

Part V brings together all the strands of the narrative so far , and involves all three of the 
main characters: Wenli, both in her capacity as the narrator's double, re-rehearsing some 
of the narrator's own actions, and as an interactant with the narrator; Tommy, indirectly, 
as the "model" for Wenli's future life; and the narrator both as narrator, and as friend / 
adviser to Wenli.

Phase i: Preparing to write the volunteer letter

4. Verbal group systems in text

W l. Wenli lie  zhe zul
Wenli grin ASP:dur mouth
'Wenli grinned’

W2. m i zhe ySn,
narrow ASPidur eye
’screwed up her eyes’

W3. bii - guSn - bii - gii de xiao de
NEG care NEC attend MAN laugh EXT
'(and) laughed wholeheartedly as she saw the light,’

W4. wMshi yuanlai nici

yanqidn - tongliang, 
before-eyes brightly-lit

jiandan.
all-things after-all like-this simple
'of course, everything is this simple.’

W5. Na ylhou de haojltian, Wenh yizhf zm xiang zhejianshi.
that after SUB good few day Wenli all-along ASP:prog. think this MEAS matter 
'For quite a few days after that, Wenli kept thinking about this.'

W6. Zhoumode xiawi3, Wenli nJr y6 mei qii,
weekend SUB afternoon Wenli where even NEG:perf go
'On Saturday afternoon Wenli didn’t go anywhere,'
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W7. yi ge ren la - shang chuanglian,
one MEAS person pull on window-curtain
'Alone, (she) drew the curtains,'

W8. da - kai deng, 
make start light 
'turned on the light,'

W9. cong mSn chuang de zawii zhong chou - chu yi da bai zhl,
from full bed SUB mixed-thing among pull out one pad white paper
'from the mass of things on the bed pulled out a pad of white paper,'

WIO. ta you neng x ie  zhiyu^shu le.
she further can write volunteer-letter ASPxompl 
'she could then write a volunteer letter again.'

This phase continues on from the framing narration at the beginning of Part IV Tommy's
composition, starting with Wenli's reaction to what she has just read (heard?), and
leading into her preparations to write a "volunteer letter", in an almost exact repetition of
the similar episode in Part I In the classroom (CR16-21). Wenli's reaction is presented in
three related actions: the first two. Process lie 'grin' (Wl), and Process ml 'narrow
(eyes)' (W2) marked for durative aspect, indicating that they are coterminous with and
form the background for the third, Process xido 'laugh' (W3) marked for extent phase,
with an embedded ascriptive clause realising Extension, Process tonglidng 'brightly lit'
used metaphorically for mental illumination, i.e. she "saw the light". The following
clause (W4) is also an ascriptive one. Process jidnddn 'simple', commenting on the
obviousness of Tommy's solution. The rest of this phase, as noted above, is an almost
exact repetition of the similar passage from Part 1 describing the preparations to write,
this time not a composition, but rather a "volunteer letter".

Phase ii: The volunteer letter
W ll. “Dongfeng chui, 

east-wind blow
' “The East wind blows,'

W12. zhMgii le i
war-drum beat
'the war drums beat,'

W13. xiMzM shijie shang jiujing shei pa shei...”
now world on after-all who fear who
'who in the world now is afraid of who...” '

W14. Jiyi zhong zui shouxi de ziySn suo-dudn zhe
memory in most familiar SUB wording shrink short ASPidur
ta he Tangml zhijian de chajii,
s/he and Tommy between SUB difference
'The most familiar words in her memory reduced the distance between her and Tommy.'

W15. Wenli j'lxu xie:
Wenli continue write
'Wenli continued writing:'

W16. “W6 zhiyuan
I volunteer
' “I volunteer'
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W17. zuo yi ge Tangml,
act-as one MEAS Tommy
'to be a Tommy,'

W18. yinwei Tangml shi zm yilzhou Hngdao xia de xianjin daibiSo,
because Tommy be at universe leadership under SUB advanced representative 
'because Tonmiy is an advanced representative under the leadership of the universe,'

W19. s h i  hudxue huoyong de sTxiSng diJLnfan,
be flexible-study flexible-use SUB ideology model
'(he) is the ideological model for flexible study, flexible use,'

W20. s h i  zhilguan shijie he keguan shijie de y6ujl jiehe,
be subjective worid and objective world SUB organic combination 
'(he) is the organic combination of the subjective world and the objective world,'

W21. s h i  shidai de xuyao, weilai de zhaohu^
be age SUB necessity future SUB beckon
'(he) is the necessity of the age, the beckoning of the future,'

W22. sh i [Igaizao shijieguan I] de jianjii zhongren.”
be transform world-view SUB arduous important-task
(he) is the arduous task of transforming (the) world-view.” '

W23. Wenli juexin yl x ia .
Wenli resolution already lay-down
'Wenli had akeady formed her resolution.'

W24. “W6 yiding_________ yao kefii chdngchong kiinnan,
I definitely will overcome layer-layer difficulty
’ “I will overcome endless difficulties,'

W25. yl Tangml wei bSngyang, zhk) Tangml de hua qii zuo,
take Tommy as model according-to Tommy SUB word go do
'acting with Tommy as my model, according to Tommy's words,'

W26. z6u - jin  ri- xln - yue - yi de xin shidM!”
walk in day new month different SUB new age
'(I) will enter a new age that changes with each passing day! ” ’

W27. Wenli kan zJie nei zhang zhSngjie de zhi.
Wenli look ASP:dur that MEAS whole-clean SUB paper 
'Wenli looked at that clean sheet of paper,'

W28. Xie - shang zijl de mingzi, 
write on self SUB name
'wrote her name on (it),'

W29. tii - hao yi ceng jiaoshul,
spread complete one layer glue
'spread over (it) a layer of glue,'

W30. ranhou mSnyi de tie - z.ai le chuangtou.
afterwards satisfied MAN stick at ASPicompl bedhead
'then, satisfied, stuck (it) on the head of the bed.'

This phase contains the text of Wenli's volunteer letter plus an external narrative that is
really a commentary, much like the internal and external narration in Part 4 Tommy's
composition, and ending with Wenli finishing her letter in an almost exact echo of similar
episodes in Part 1 In the classroom (CR55-56) and Part 4 Tommy's composition (T55-
56). Again like the similar patterns in Tommy's composition, there is very little verbal
group marking in the letter itself, more in the extemal narration. Here though, this is not
because the letter contains a simple narration of habitual activities, but rather because
Wenli is making a series of identifications of Tommy's qualities in relational clauses and
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her own emotional response to them in mental clauses - both of which clause types are 
much less open to verbal group marking.

Wenli's opens her letter by quoting a propaganda jingle in three rhyming clauses (W11- 
13), all unmarked for profile or modality systems. The use of such cliched words has the 
effect of bringing Wenli closer to Tommy (W14), Process sud ’shrink’ marked for result 
phase, dudn ’short’, i.e. ’reduce (the distance)’, and for durative aspect, implying that 
this process goes on through the writing of these phrases and continues afterwards. 
Wenli then continues writing (W15) with the clause marked for temporal phase, ylcM 
’continue’. The next section of the letter contains a declaration by Wenli ’to be a Tommy’ 
(W16-17) in a clause complex, projecting mental Process zhiyuan ’volunteer’, projected 
attributive Process z.ud ’to act as’, both unmarked, followed by a series of unmarked 
relational clauses with Process shi ’be’ (W18-22) identifying the admirable qualities of 
Tommy that have lead her to this declaration.

A short external commentary (W23) reinforces this declaration, borrowing, for its tone of 
authority, the lexicogranmiar of classical Chinese, the remainder of the sentence after the 
opening Wenli corresponding exactly to the sizi chengyu "four character phrase" form in 
which many proverbs and political slogans are constructed. The next part of the letter 
continues this tone of determination in a clause (W24) marked for high obligation yiding 
yao ’definitely will’, Process / Predicator kefu ’overcome’, and then a couple of material 
clauses in which Wenli outlines in rather sweeping terms how her actions henceforth will 
proceed. The first of these clauses contains the general material Process zud ’to do, act’ 
(W25) whose main function seems to be to support two circumstantial elements yi 
Tdngmi wei bdngydng ’with Tommy as (my) model' and zhdo Tdngmi de hud ’according 
to Tommy’s words’ linked to the main Process by a general Process of direction qu 'go' 
which here acts more like a purpose marker. The second of these clauses contains the 
Process zou ’walk’ marked for direction phase jin ’into’, here indicating a metaphorical 
entry into a ’new age’.

Wenli then mimics previous narrators' actions on finishing their "compositions", 
inspecting her finished work (W27), Process kdn 'look' marked for durative aspect 
indicating that this action took place over an extended period of time, then writing her 
name on the paper (W28), Process xie 'write' marked for displacement phase, shang 'on' 
indicating that the writing came in contact with the (unspecified) paper, spreading a layer 
of glue on the back (W29), Process tii 'spread' marked for result phase, hdo 'complete 
satisfactorily’, and finally sticking it in the head of her bed (W30), Process tie 'stick' 
marked for target phase and for completed aspect, singling this action out as the last in a 
series.

4. Verbal group systems in text
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Phase Hi: Meditation on writing compositions
W31. Ta p a -  zai chuang shang

she lie-prone at bed on
'she lay on her bed'

W32. ch ou  le h6n jifl,
gaze ASPxompl very long-time 
'(and) gazed (at it) for a long while,'

W33. zhe shi tian jianjian h e i le.
this time sky gradually black ASP;compl
'by this time, the sky had gradually grown dark.'

W34. Ta xiSng - qi xflduo congqian de shi,
she think up very-many previous SUB matter
'She thought of many things (that had happened) in the past,'

W35. x iang - qi xiSoxue shi yi p i^  zuowen de timii
think up primary-school time one MEAS composition SUB topic 
'thought of the title of the composition she had written in primary school'

W36. shi: wdde jianglai. 
be I SUB ftimre 
'(which) was: my future.'

W37. Xiang - qi
think up 
(She) thought of

W38. ta ceng zhan - zai yi ge wil ceng Idu de chuangkSu
s/he once stand at one MEAS five storey building SUB window 
'(how) she had once stood at the window of a five-storey building'

W39. daidai de wang zhe jieshangde renliii
blank MAN gaze ASP:dur street-on SUB person-stream
'blankly gazing at the stream of people in the street'

W40. bing dui zij! shuo: 
and towards self say 
'and (how) she had said to herself:'

W41. w6 vfding_________zhang - da.
I definitely will grow big
'I will grow up.'

W42. Xiang - qi
think up 
(She) thought of

W43. ta jiii neiyang kaishi renzhen de Tsd m5i yi pian
she just that-way begin serious MAN at each one MEAS
zuowen li biiduan kehua zhe zij!,
composition in unceasing portray ASP:dur self
'(how) just like that she had begun conscientiously in every composition to unceasingly
portray herself,'

W44. xiang - qi ta zhexie nian lai xinzhong ylnyinyueyue de dgngdai,
think up she many year since heart in vague SUB wait
'(she) thought of the vague longing in her mind these past few years,'

W45. xiang - qi ta yuelaiyue bii zhenshi de xTnqing,
think up s/he more-and-more NBG real SUB mood
yTji ta [I you cl e r d e - d a o l ]  de mSnzii he pingheng... 
and s/he from this and gain reach SUB content and balance 
'(she) thought of her more and more unreal moods, and of the satisfaction and 
equilibrium she had gained from this...'

4. Verbal group systems in text
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W46. HOran, Wenli x iang - qi xi3o shihou nei ge [I xi5 - man le
suddenly Wenli think up young time that MEAS write fiill ASPxompl
yillu geyan jlngjii I] ylji [I houlai you bfl-shang xflduo note
maxim epigram and afterwards further supplement up very-many 
wiibi wanm6i de xingrdngci I] de bljib6n, 
matchless perfect SUB adjective SUB note-book
'Suddenly Wenli thought of the small notebook which she had filled with notes, maxims, and e 
pigrams, and afterwards supplemented with many matchlessly perfect adjectives,'

W47. xintou jing ydng - qi yi gii wennuSn de xufiliti.
heart actually well up one MEAS warm SUB blood-flow
'a warm glow welled up in her heart.'

W48. Ta suo - zai chuang shang
s/he shrink at bed on
She curled up on the bed

W49. you kaixin de x iao  le.
further happy MAN laugh ASPxompl 
'and laughed again happily.'

This phase contains echoes of the narrator's self examination in Part II Back in the
classroom, but with an extended meditation by Wenli not on the composition classroom
but rather on her motivations for writing and the joy she has gained from it. A more static
narration introduces Wenli's extended "trawling" of her memory: Wenli takes up her
position on the bed (W31), Process pa lie prone' marked for target phase, gazes at her
letter for a long while (W32), Process chou 'look at' marked for completed aspect,
indicating the action bounded by a length of time, with a simultaneous change in the
outside environment (W33), Process hei 'to be black' marked for completed aspect
indicating the change in state of the sky bounded by a final point in time z.he shi 'by this
time'.

4. Verbal group systems in text

Then follow a series of memories introduced by the mental Process xidng 'think' marked 
for displacement phase qi 'up (into consciousness), i.e. 'think', followed either by a 
(usually complex) Phenomenon (W34-35,44-46) or by a projected clause / clause 
complex (W38-41,44). The first of these projections (W38-41) contains a number of 
material clauses representing different linked actions, standing at the window (W38), 
Process zhan 'stand' marked for target phase, gazing at the people in the street (W39), 
Process wang 'gaze' marked for durative aspect, indicating that the action persists over an 
unspecified period of time and as background for the following action of making another 
declaration to herself (W40-41), projecting Process shud 'say', with the projected clause 
marked for high probability modality yiding yao 'definitely will' (cf the similar declaration 
in (W24) above).

The following projection (W43) recalls the start of her writing career. Process kehua 
'portray' marked for temporal phase, kdishi 'begin', and for durative aspect, indicating an 
action that began at a specific point in time and then stretched into the future. The final 
memory (W46), of her 'small notebook', then brings forth an emotional reaction (W47),
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represented in a similar way to the memories, with Process yong 'well' marked for 
directional phase qi 'up', i.e. a warm glow welling up in her heart. Wenli then modifies 
her original posture (W48), Process sud 'shrink' marked for target phase, i.e. 'curled up 
on (the bed)', and then expresses this happier emotion (W49), Process xido 'laugh' 
marked for completed aspect, indicating an instantaneous action, and also a repetition of 
the similar past action in (W3), reinforced by the Sequence ydu 'again'.

Phase iv: To be a Tommy

4. Verbal group systems in text

W50.

W51.

W52.

W53.

W54.

W55.

W56.

Wfinli l iz h i  
Wenli resolve 
'Wenli determined'

zM y6u-sheng-zhl-nian 
at exist life SUB year 
'to be a Tommy for the rest o f her life,'

zuo
act-as

yi ge 
one MEAS

ta hai xi^ yi pian xin
s/he still want write one MEAS new
'she had to write a new composition,'

Tangml,
Tommy

zuowen,
composition

xiang - qilai 
think up

W57.

W58.

zhe niantou sh i ta yi
this thought cause she once
'this idea as soon as she thought of (it)'

jiu jidong.
then excite 
'made her excited.'

Ta shuo
s/he say 
'She said'

zhe gaibian - bu - lido ta mSi tian 
this change NEG:pot complete she each day 
yong feizao xl liSn I] de xiguan, 
use soap wash face SUB habit
'this couldn't change her everday habit of eating with chopsticks (or) washing her face with soap,'

que shi ta juede
however make s/he feel
'but made her feel'

[I yong kuaizi 
use chopstick

chi fan 
eat meal

[I mingtian daodi 
tomorrow in-the-end

jiang riihe I] 
will-be like-what

[I MSigud dS bu da Hake I] ylji 
America fight NEG fight Iraq and
yljing bu zai hua xia. 
already NEG at word under
'that whether America fought with Iraq and what tomorrow would be like were 
already of no account.'

This phase expands on Wenli's resolve to 'be a Tommy' for the rest of her life. She 
retums to decisive mode with a new resolve to be a Tommy (W50-51), and a practical 
resolution to write a new composition (W52), the clause marked for median obligation 
yao 'must'. The idea of this resolution causes a further emotional reaction (W53-54), 
with the idea itself marked as Agent by the causative logical complex sHi...xiang 'cause to 
think' (W53), Process xiang 'think' marked for displacement phase, qilai 'up' (cf similar 
examples in Phase (iii). She then expresses the opinion (W55), Process shuo 'say', that 
such a change will not have any effect on her daily habits (W56), Process gaibian
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'change' marked for negative phased potential modality, gdibian-bu-lido i.e. 'can't 
change', but gives her a new view (W57), causative logical complex shi...juede 'cause to 
feel' (cf W53 above), on the troubles of the world (W58), locational Process zai 'be at' 
metaphorical for being 'of account' zdi hud xia, literally 'under speech', i.e. worth 
talking about, the Carrier reaUsed by a complex coordinate nominal group linking the 
present situation (the story was written at the time of the 1990 Gulf Crisis) with an 
unknown future.

4. Verbal group systems in text

Phase V.- At least have a go
W59.

W60.

W61.

W62.

W63.

W64.

W65.

W66.

W67.

Biiguo
however

w6 hai shi 
I still be

r6n - bu - zhu gaosu  Wenli shuo:
telltolerate MEG:pot stand 

'However I still couldn't help telling Wenli;'

“Qishi nl yi beizi yS zuo - bu - chene
in-fact you one lifetime even act NEG:pot succeed 
' “In fact you'll never be able to be Tommy in your whole life,'

hiinxug.”
mixed-blood

cheng  Tangml

yinwei Tangml M  s h i
because Tommy NBG be
'because Tommy isn't a mixed blood.” '

Guo le b ^  nian,
pass ASPxompl half year 
'Half a year later,'

Wenli la i zhsio w6,
Wenli come look-for I 
'Wenli came to see me,'

“W6 vgxfl zhende zuo - bu  -  

I perhaps really act NEG:pot succeed Tommy
' “Perhaps I will never be able to be Tommy,”

ta anran de shuo,
s/he miserable MAN say
'she said miserably,'

“w6 wang - bu - li&o jiii
I forget NEG;pot. complete old
' “I can't forget the old...” '

“Y M  nl xin g ,” 
perhaps you be-okay 
' “Perhaps you'll be okay,” '

de...”
SUB

W68. W6 shenzhi
so-far-as-to

bii yuan
I so-far-as-to NEG wish
'I didn't even want to hurt myself,'

shang zijl 
hurt self

Wenli say

Tangml,
Tommy

le,”
ASP:perf

de
SUB

xin,
heart

W69.

W70.

W71.

“Nl 1 ^  
you can 
' “You can try'

sh i
try

zai
at

zuowen 
composition

7he
ASPidur.

li 
in

zuo,
act-as

'being (him) in a composition,'

yi ci 
one time

zuo
do

bu - hao
NEGipot good 

'(if you) can't be (him) properly once'
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W72. hai you  xia yi ci, 
still exist next one time 
'there's still the next time,'

W73. na M  yS ting haowan de7’
that not also very fun SUB
'won't that be a lot of fun?” '

W74. W6 kan - dao Wenli 
Wenli look reach Wenli 
'I saw that Wenli'

W75. you yi ci kaixin de xiao  le.
further one time happy MAN laugh ASPxompl
'once again laughed happily.'

In this phase the narrator re-enters the action in character as a friend and adviser of Wenli
to throw some cold water on Wenli's hopes for self-transformation. The narrator initiates
a dialogue with Wenli in a clear echo of her own original avowal of her love of
compositions in Part I In the classroom (CR23), in a projecting clause (W59) with a high
obligation modality expressed by a compound verbal group marked for negative phased
potential modality, ren-bu-z.hu 'can't bear, i.e. 'can't help (saying)'. The projected clause
containing the narrator's warning to Wenli (W60) is also marked for negative phased
potential modality, zud-bu-cheng 'won't be able to act successfully as (Tommy)', the
reason given (W61) that Tommy is not a 'mixed blood' - unlike, presumably, Wenli
herself.

After some time (W62), Process gud 'pass' marked for completed aspect, indicating it is 
bounded by a specific period of time, Wenli comes to see the narrator (W63), and repeats 
her doubtful assessment almost word for word (W64), with the addition of an Adjunct 
expressing a low probability modality, yexii 'perhaps', and then gives her own reason 
(W66), with the Process also marked for negative phased probability, wang-bu-lido 
'can't forget (the old)'. The narrator attempts reassurance in a series of modalised clauses: 
first saying she should be okay (W67), clause marked for low probability, yexu 
'perhaps', then indicating her unwillingness to hurt herself by such pessimism (W68), 
clause marked for negative median inclination, bii yuan 'not wish', and then again urging 
Wenli to try (W69), clause marked for low probability, kfyi 'can', with the Process shi 
'try' marked for durative aspect, indicating an action that by its nature needs to be done 
repeatedly.

Continuing her reassurance, she mentions the possibility of failure (W71), Process 
marked for negative phased probability zud-bu-hdo 'can't do properly, but notes that 
there is always a next time (W73), and then finishes with a strongly positively biased 
interrogative (see section 3.1.2 above) by which she tries to elicit a positive response 
from Wenli. Her gambit is successful, evidenced by her now seeing Wenli happier 
(W74), Process kan 'look' marked for result phase dao 'reach' indicating a change from
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a previous condition, and then Wenli's actual reaction (W75), Process xiao 'laugh' 
marked for completed aspect, indicating a repetition of a previous state, and implying that 
this state can now be taken as final; the short story ends on this optimistic note.

4. Verbal group systems in text
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Chapter 5: Contextualising verbal group marking: 
issues in the development of a text-based 
description of Chinese grammar

The previous chapters of this study traversed a descriptive "loop": "in" from context to 
text to clause to verbal group; and then back "out" again from verbal group to text and 
context. In this final concluding chapter, I would like to sum up the main issues that have 
arisen in the course of this progression, briefly characterising the nature of linguistic 
patterning at these different levels, and showing how grammatical description must be 
simultaneously "top-down", in terms of its contexts, and "bottom-up", in terms of its 
realisations. Finally, I will set the study as a whole in its context of application, for 
the present study, largely language teaching, but the principles relevant here would also 
be apphcable in any context involving the interpretation of texts.

5.0 Verbal group, clause and text: different patterns of organisation

In the conception of language guiding the present study, the first two units examined 
here, verbal group and clause, are internally related by constituency, i.e. each verbal 
group forms part of a clause, while collectively as ranks located on the stratum of 
lexicogrammar, they are distinguished extemally from the third unit, text, by a difference 
in stratincation, i.e. being at different levels of abstraction, verbal group and clause as 
units of wording, text as a unit of meaning. From another point of view, however, it is 
possible to see all three units related by each successive "larger" unit functioning as the 
context for the next "smaller" unit, and in reverse each smaller unit acting as the 
realisation of (part of) the meaning of the larger unit. Chapter 1 of this study approached 
the description of the clause in Chinese by way of the text, while Chapter 4, in contrast, 
approached the description of the text by way of the verbal group. It would therefore be 
useful at this point to sum up the nature of the patterning at each level (using this term 
informally to include both units on the same stratum and those on different strata).

text
The description of text patteming given in sections 1.2.2, 1.3.2, and 1.4.2 above was 
able to provide only a sketch of the relevant parameters (for fuller accounts of text 
patteming see, for example, Halliday & Hasan 1976, de Beaugrande & Dressier 1981,
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Martin 1992). Nevertheless, even from this brief account, the following generalisations 
can be made.

a. Semantic pattems extend over the text as a whole, whether in a step by step 
fashion, as with the interpersonal exchange structure in Memory (see section 1.3.2 
above), or scattered through the text, as with the texmal reference chains (section 1.2.2 
above) or the experiential lexical strings (section 1.4.2 above) in the same text.

b. Semantic options, i.e. patterned choices from the semantic systems, may be used 
to define the structure of the text as a whole: i.e. what in systemic functional terms would 
be termed its genre (e.g. HalUday 1978: 133-134; Martin 1992: 546-547). For example, 
the exchange structure of a spoken dialogue like Memory can be used to define phases in 
the text (compare a similar analysis in Eggins 1994: 325-330), the progression between 
these phases constituting the main organising principle of the structure of the text (See 
analysis in section 1.3.2 above). In contrast, a written exposition such as that analysed in 
Fang et al 1995 (Appendices), can be divided into paragraphs on the basis of its 
pattems of thematic progression. A mixed-genre text like Wenli's composition, analysed 
in section 4.4 above, if described in terms of its semantic systems would probably be 
seen to be organised in terms of not only experiential but also textual and interpersonal 
features, inside an overarching structure of a complex mix of narrative strands (see 
section 4.4 above).

c. Semantic systems are interpretable both in terms of the contextual (register) 
variables which they realise, and the lexicogrammatical features by which they are 
realised. The centrality of discourse-semantics in a systemic functional approach stems 
from its two-way role in linguistic analysis: firstiy, as a way of semioticising the 
contextual features relevant to language use; and secondly, as a way of interpreting 
pattems of wording (lexicogrammatical structures). While stressing the importance of 
semantics as a way of understanding text through both its context of situation and its 
wording, it must be pointed out that semantics remains the least understood and least 
comprehensively described of the strata of language. This is partly a reflex of the 
historical development of linguistics in this cenmry: from phonology through grammar 
and only comparatively recently to semantics; and partly because of the highly context- 
sensitive nature of the semantic stratum. As Halliday has pointed out (1994: xx);

At the present state of knowledge we cannot yet describe the semantic system of a language. We 

can give a semantic system of a fairly restricted register, and provide a general account of some of 

the semantic features of a language, but in one way or another semantic studies remain particular 

and specific.
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Most forays into the field of semantic description within the systemic functional 
framework (e.g. Halliday 1978; Martin 1992; Halliday & Matthiessen forthcoming) have 
used the categories of the lexicogrammar as a guide to possible semantic categories.
While from the point of view of the links between text and clause, such a procedure has 
advantages over cognitive or pragmatic approaches which seek to motivate semantic 
patterns in terms of factors from outside language, it is still open to the charge of 
"grammatico-centrism". The present study is of course deliberately "grammatico-centric", 
since the main focus throughout has been on ways of characterising the lexicogrammar of 
Chinese texts, but there certainly is a need for further research into the discourse- 
semantics of Chinese (cf Hu 1981; Leung 1994) which is more text-centred.

clause
The description of the clause in Chinese put forward in Chapter 1, and then modified and 
extended in Chapters 2 & 3, identifies characteristics distinct in a number of ways from 
those of the text.

a. When the text is interpreted multifunctionally, with different textual, interpersonal, 
or experiential pattems identified within it, these patterns are largely independent of each 
other. For example, it is not really significant that the reference chains and lexical strings 
analyses of Memory given in sections 1.2.2 and 1.4.2 above look superficially similar; 
more an accident of the way semantic features of REFERENCE and CONTENT RELATIONS 

are expressed in Chinese; i.e. both commonly as relations between lexical items (or their 
absence). In contrast, a multifunctional analysis of the clause must include the ways in 
which the different structures map on to each other (see section 2.3.2 above), since the 
clause is precisely where the different functional pattems of wording are unified into a 
single string (Halliday 1994: 34-35).

In other words, while the structures defined by the different lexicogrammatical systems 
of THEME, INFORMATION, MOOD, and TRANSITIVITY may be constructed on very 
different principles (see sections 2.2.1 - 2.2.3 above) in response to very different 
semantic and contextual pressures, ultimately because of the linear nature of language, 
they must be expressed as a single unit of wording. Although, as noted in section 3.0 
above, the clause is not a fixed determinate unit, but rather a compromise between four 
different units - the message, information, predication, and experience units - it is 
nevertheless still a useful concept for the analysis of wording in Chinese.

b . Following on from this first point, in contrast with the looser structure of the text 
as a semantic unit, where different semantic pattems seem able to "ignore" boundaries, 
the clause is much more tightly constmcted. It is organised as an assemblage of elements
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each with its own specific function: what Halliday (1994: 215) refers to as a 
multivariate structure, i.e. one formed by the combination of distinct variables. This 
means that the clause is able to express much closer relations between elements than the 
text. For example, the lexical strings analysis in section 1.4.2 above gives a much "looser 
fit" interpretation of the text than the transitivity analysis in section 1.4.3 (as was pointed 
out in the comparison of the two in section 1.4.4).

c . Clauses also enter into relations with each other as wholes, in a kind of structure 
halfway between the tight clause-intemal multivariate structure and the looser structure of 
the text. On the one hand, the structure of the clause complex (see section 2.3.1 above) is 
like that of the text in that it is relatively open-ended, with, in most cases, one clause 
being able to enter into a clause nexus with a preceding or following clause. In some 
cases, for example in a hypotactic clause complex where only the following (dominant) 
clause is marked, the dependent status of the preceding clause can only be assigned 
retrospectively. On the other hand, clause complexes can be defined in terms of a small 
number of variables; to that extent, then, they are like the clause. However, unlike the 
more closed structure of the clause, in the clause complex these variables are 
"recyclable", in what Halliday (1994: 216) refers to as a univariate structure, i.e. one 
formed by the repetition of the same basic variables.

In text, the features of the system of LOGICO-SEMANTIC RELATIONS, which define the 
clause complex, interact with the semantic system of CONJUNCTION (Martin 1992; Leung 
1995). This latter system was not examined in the present study, largely because the 
initial text Memory drew on very few of its resources. In an expository text like 
Disappointed in America, by contrast, these two systems together could be analysed as 
providing much of the structure of the text, ensuring that all the strands of a complicated 
argument can be linked together.

verbal group
In the description of the verbal group given in section 4.1 above, this unit was initially 
treated on a par with the clause, in that the central notion of process was treated as a 
defining feature of each. Indeed section 4.1.1 tested the descriptive hypothesis that all 
elements that are verbal in class are in some senses processes in their own right. This of 
course was subsequently shown to be only half true: while all verbal elements shared 
some semantic similarities, grammatically in most cases it was possible to draw a 
distinction between a "main" process, i.e. with a direct role in the transitivity structure of 
the clause, and various "associated" processes. Some of these elements were shown to be 
elements of clause structure, such as the auxiliaries realising interpersonal meanings of 
modality and experiential meanings of temporal phase. Others were analysed as
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constituents of the phrase, that halfway house between clause and group, which in 
conjunction with a following nominal group reahsed various circumstantial meanings (in 
one case, reinterpreted as indicating a kind of aspect).

Though the clause was thus able to account for all interpersonal functions of verbal 
elements and many of their experiential functions (as well as limited textual uses), there 
was still a significant number for which a separate level of structure needed to be 
recognised: that operating at group rank. The verbal group was shown to exhibit a 
number of characteristics that distinguished it from the clause.

a. Compared with the open-ended univariate strucmre of the clause complex or the 
tighter multivariate strucmre of the clause, the verbal group is even more tightly bound 
together. At the same time as having a multivariate structure of different elements with 
distinct functions, the verbal group, like the nominal group, also has a central Head, the 
Event, on which all the other elements of the verbal group are dependent. This structural 
closeness is often signalled phonologically, for example many of the postverbs realising 
Extension, particularly the more highly grammaticalised subtypes, are conmionly 
pronounced in the so-called "neutral tone", i.e. as clitics whose pitch realisation depends 
of the tone contour of the preceding verb realising the Event. Semantically, the meaning 
of the postverb realising Extension is often dependent on that of the verb realising the 
Event; for example, the same postverb, such as the widely used xid 'down' has a wide 
range of meanings according to the meaning of the Event (see sections 4.1.4, 4.2.2 
above).

b. While the verbal group thus exhibits a compound structure (Chao 1968: sections 
5.6.3, 6.6) in the realisation of Event and Extension as verb followed by postverb, it also 
enters into structural relations more characteristic of a complex. These may be of two 
kinds. The first leans structurally toward the compound, as in the realisation of Extension 
by a embedded clause joined to the Event by a clitic de (see section 4.1.4 above). Chao, 
for example (1968: section 5.6.4), distinguishes these two types as "bound 
complements", i.e. Extension realised by postverb, vs "free complements", one subtype 
of which are "predicative complements", i.e. an Extension realised by an embedded 
clause. This latter is like the compound postverb type in that it is fairly closely linked 
structurally to the Event, but is freer phonologically, being able to be set off from it by a 
pause and / or a textual particle (Chao 1968: 356). However, in terms of its internal 
structure, it behaves much more like a clause in a clause complex, being able to be 
expanded by modifying elements such as adverbs, and even to be marked for mood 
(Chao 1968: 356-357).

5. Contextualising verbal group marking
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The second kind, whereby the Process is realised by a verbal group complex, often 
expressing two actions joined in a relationship of purpose, or introducing an Agent 
participant (see section 4.1.5 above), can be analysed much more like a clause complex. 
In many cases each verb in the complex functions like a Process with its own participant, 
or else the verbs may "share" a participant, in what is traditionally known as a "pivotal 
construction" (Chao 1968: Section 2.13), like two clauses "telescoped" into one.

c. Moving further down the rank scale, the verbal group also exhibits structural 
characteristics like those of a word, in the abihty for grammatical affixes to be attached to 
it, in this case those expressing aspectual meanings. I have hesitated to call such elements 
"suffixes" since that suggests that they are part of word structure. As a compromise, the 
originally phonological term "clitic" has been used (cf Caffarel 1992), i.e. an unstressed 
syllable which "leans" on a preceding or following stressed syllable, although strictly 
speaking such a term could also be applied to many postverbs (see discussion above). 
Likewise I have not taken what might seem the obvious step of analysing them as part of 
group structure, since grammatically their presence is often "triggered" by the function of 
the clause as a whole, e.g. as a dependent clause in a hypotactic clause complex, or by a 
specified nominal group following the verbal group. Semantically, the distinction 
between perfective and imperfective aspect applies to the experience expressed by the 
clause as a whole, rather than specifically focussing on the Event, in the manner of many 
postverbs realising meanings in the PHASE system.

5. Contextualising verbal group marking

5.1 Top-down description: the contents of grammatical marking

If the three levels of text, clause (including clause complex), and verbal group are thus 
clearly distinguishable from each other, the obvious next question to ask is: how are they 
related? This problem is not the result of a theoretical requirement to make an artificial 
distinction between "autonomous" levels which must then be made to "interact" (cf Ellis 
1993: Chapter 4), but rather a descriptive realisation that while the patterning on these 
levels is different, by the same token all three constitute layers of the meaning of the text. 
Halliday (1993) argues for the necessity of adopting a "trinocular perspective" in 
grammatical analysis: establishing categories "from above", i.e. from the level of 
semantics; "from around", i.e. in interaction with other grammatical categories; and "from 
below", i.e. from their structural characteristics. Using this model, the present study has 
proceeded according to two analytical trajectories.

The first was that used to "move in" to the lexicogrammar in Chapter 1 and 2 via the text, 
in what may be called a top-down approach. Interpreted in terms of the relationships
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between the levels of text, clause and verbal group, "top-down" implies description in 
terms of contexts. When, for example, we examine a particular grammatical 
phenomenon such as the repetition of the Predicator in clauses realising moves in an 
exchange, and go on to note that for most clauses the presence of a Predicator seems vital 
for the expression of mood distinctions, such pattems can only be interpreted in terms of 
the semantics of the exchange, and of the text as a whole. Viewed "from below" there is 
not much to say about the Predicator. Unlike languages like say English (Halliday 1994: 
79) or Japanese (Teruya 1996), where the Predicator is structurally joined to another 
interpersonal function, the Finite (in English the two may be separate or conflated, in 
Japanese the Finite is realised as morphological marking on the verb), the Predicator in 
Chinese is not itself marked structurally, but can only be identified (and even then not in 
all cases) by the presence of other interpersonal functions like Polarity or Modality. 
Indeed most traditional grammars of Chinese ignore what it here called the Predicator 
function altogether: for example, Zhu 1982 does not even discuss declarative clauses, i.e. 
those realised solely by the presence of a Predicator, as a separate type.

Explaining grammatical phenomena from above is of course much more difficult than 
fi'om below, in that there are likely to be a number of semantic features involved, and the 
relative importance of each may be hard to determine. To continue using the example of 
the Predicator in Chinese, although clearly central to the mood structure of the clause in 
that the majority of clauses contain a Predicator, and the Predicator is precisely that 
element that gets "tossed" back and forth in dialogic exchange (see section 1.3.3 above) 
in a way analogous to the function of Subject and Finite in English (Halliday 1994: TI
TS), it is difficult to say exactly why this should be so.

Experientially-based explanations in terms of it somehow "borrowing" its status from the 
experiential function of Process with which it is normally conflated may seem to be 
begging the question: we might as well ask why the Process is conflated with the 
Predicator rather than the other way round. On the other hand, an interpersonal 
explanation in terms of its "attraction" of other interpersonal functions such as Polarity 
and Modality could be accused of being a circular argument: the Predicator is that element 
preceding which the Polarity and Modality are realised, and the Polarity and Modality 
take in their meaning from their combination with the Predicator. In general, as far as 
research into the interpersonal lexicogrammar of the clause in Chinese is concerned, the 
top-down approach still needs a lot of further detailed exploration, in contrast to the 
hitherto more widely studied textual and experiential lexicogrammar.

5. Contextualising verbal group marking
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A top-down approach, despite its difficulty, in central to a systemic functional analysis of 
language. As Halliday has explained in the introduction to his comprehensive functional 
grammar of English, (Halliday 1994: xx):

The fact that this is a 'functional' grammar means that it is based on meaning; but the fact that it 

is a 'grammar' means that it is an interpretation of linguistic forms.

Elsewhere, in an article discussing what it means to be "doing grammar" (Halliday 1993: 
8), Halliday reemphasises the centrality of top-down description in systemic functional 
linguistics when he states that "in a functional grammar [the] perspective ["from above"] 
is that which explains" (original emphasis). His proviso quoted above with regard to the 
"partial and specific" character of our knowledge of the semantics must, however, be 
restated here. In other words, although a top-down approach is crucial for our 
understanding of grammatical patteming, it is also very problematic. The present smdy 
can claim only to have sketched out how such an approach might be applied to Chinese, 
and much further research is needed to fill out the picture of the contexts of grammatical 
systems in Chinese.

5. Contextualising verbal group marking

5.2 Bottom-up description: grammatical marking as an organising 
principle of text

The second perspective employed in the present study is that termed by Halliday "from 
below", which interpreted in terms of the relationships between the levels of verbal 
group, clause and text, implies in terms of realisation. Although in the overall 
descriptive model this perspective is in some sense merely the obverse of the "from 
above" perspective (see Halliday's comment on the double implication of 'functional 
grammar' above), it can be applied more broadly to characterise grammatical marking as 
one of the principles of organisation of the text. This broader conception of bottom-up 
description was the one applied in the description of verbal group marking through a 
complete written text in section 4.4 above, where pattems of grammatical marking were 
used to define phases in the text. Here again a note of caution needs to be sounded. The 
recognition of interpersonal phases in the spoken text Memory (see section 1.3.2 above) 
or of textual paragraphs in the written text Dreams (see Fang et al. 1995: Appendices) 
was fairly straightforward, since the relevant types of grammatical marking were both 
metafunctionally simple, and related in a rather obvious manner to the structure of the text 
as a whole.

In contrast, a text like Wenli's composition, apart from being much longer than the two 
short texts mentioned above, is organised as a text not only by a combination of different 
functional types of meaning, particularly experiential and interpersonal, but also by an
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overarching generic structure , or rather mix of generic structures, which provides a 
distinct layer of organisation in the text. The complexities of the narrative strands and 
narrators' positioning cannot, therefore, be either reduced to or explained completely in 
terms of the grammatical marking, significant as this is in the organisation of the text. 
Furthermore, while the top-down description of Memory was deliberately designed to be 
comprehensive, or rather completely accountable, in that it set out to account for all the 
semantically significant features of the wording of the text in terms of its semantic 
features and contextual variables, the bottom-up description of Wenli's composition was 
just as deUberately restricted to a specific grammatical phenomenon at a particular rank 
and of a particular class. While this was obviously necessary in order to put some 
restrictions on the scope of the present study (a complete and comprehensive description 
of the text in terms of its semantic features and clause and group functions would be a 
thesis in itself), from the point of view of the polysystemic nature of grammatical 
description in a systemic functional framework, some of the relevant systems may simply 
have had to be ignored.

The description in section 4.4 above cannot therefore claim to be a complete "bottom-up" 
description in the sense of fully revealing the contribution of grammatical systems to the 
organisation of the text. The purpose of it was in fact twofold. Firstly, it set out to 
examine what seemed to be a gap in the literamre on grammatical systems in their 
discourse contexts in Chinese. While the phenomena of nominal anaphora (the realisation 
of semantic features of REFERENCE, in terms of the present study) and aspect marking 
have been widely studied, the system here referred to as PHASE has been almost totally 
neglected and its interaction with other systems like those of ASPECT largely ignored 
(with the notable exception of Cartier 1972).Secondly, it attempted to show what a 
dynamic account of grammatical marking might look like, in contrast to the largely 
synoptic orientation of previous studies, even those concerned with explaining 
grammatical marking in terms of its contribution to the discourse.

While I hope that the present study has gone at least part way in addressing the first 
issue, I cannot claim to have done more than perhaps open up the second. On the one 
hand from a systemic point of view, a full account of verbal group marking, as was noted 
in section 4.4 above, would need to address the contrast between the grammatical 
features that are chosen from a particular system and those that are not, including the so- 
called neutral feature, i.e. the absence of any choice from that system. On the other hand 
from a discourse point of view, a truly dynamic account of verbal group marking would 
need to model in much more detail the ways in which particular choices open up or 
restrict the environment of choice for further choices: i.e. what has been referred to as the 
process of logogenesis (Halliday 1995: Matthiessen 1995), or development of the

5. Contextualising verbal group marking
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system through the text (for a preliminary sketch of such an approach apphed to theme 
structure in English, see Ravelli 1995).

5. Contextualising verbal group marking

5.3 Grammatical description and the use of texts: issues in application

I noted at the beginning of Chapter 1 that the process of developing this description of the 
lexicogrammar of Chinese would be a critical, self-reflective one, evaluating the 
descriptive framework in the course of building it up. In the same spirit, the thesis as a 
whole could be regarded as embodying two contrasting perspectives on the use of texts in 
grammatical description, perspectives which have imphcations for the uses of 
grammatical description in its wider context of application.

The first perspective might be termed the pedagogical. The fact that the discussion in 
Chapters 1 and 2 was carried out to a large extent by borrowing some of the features of a 
pedagogical discourse was by no means accidental. The pedagogical use of texts in 
grammatical description (see McDonald 1994b) displays several specific characteristics 
that were central to the "project" undertaken in those chapters. From a pedagogical 
perspective the text data are always at the centre of focus, both as a unit of meaning in 
their own right, and as the explanatory context for grammatical patterning. In terms of the 
dichotomy set up in Chapter 3, in this approach the potential is always framed in terms 
of the instantiated. This has obvious pedagogical advantages, in that it gives a concrete 
basis for the student's developing understanding of grammatical patterns (cf Loke & 
McDonald 1996), but equally it has important theoretical and descriptive implications, in 
that it sets a high value on accountability, not of the text to the (theoretical) system, but 
rather of the (descriptive) system to the text.

The second perspective might be termed the scientific, taking the concept of "doing 
science" in its broadest possible sense: i.e. what Halliday (1993: 2) characterises as "the 
working practices of...scientists... - how they construct theories to explain the 
phenomena they are studying". The theorisation of the system in Chapter 3 and the 
description of the verbal group in Chapter 4 were carried out largely from this 
perspective. In this approach, the emphasis is on the theory, and on explaining the data 
in terms of the theory. As pointed out in section 1.0 above, this perspective is, for 
obvious reasons, much more common in linguistic research. It is important to stress, 
however, that this approach is not in any sense "basic", even though it is definitely 
privileged in academic discourse. In terms of Halliday's notion of "syntax and the 
consumer" (Halliday 1964/76), the scientific perspective is directed towards the needs of 
the discipline of linguistics, both in the theoretical and descriptive issues which engross
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it, and the institutional values which define it. A "pure" scientific discourse, as opposed 
to an "applied" pedagogical discourse, carries enormous authority in a discipline, because 
it is seen to be dealing with the basic general underpinnings of the discipline as opposed 
to restricted applications of that discipline.

I hope that the present study has been able to demonstrate in the way it has been set up 
and carried out that both perspectives are necessary and indeed complementary. The 
background of the present study lies very much in a pedagogical application of systemic 
functional linguistics to the description of Chinese grammar over a number of years (e.g. 
McDonald 1990, 1992, 1994b; Loke & McDonald 1996), influenced of course by similar 
work on Chinese (e.g. Mamey 1977, Teng 1977b) and on English (e.g. Sinclair 1990, 
Eggins 1994, Lock 1996). Many of the descriptive issues discussed in the present study 
were first raised in a pedagogical context, motivated by the requirements of that specific 
context of application.

Nevertheless, the sorts of issues raised in the present study - for example, the 
relationship between system and text, description and data, synoptic and dynamic 
perspectives, top-down and bottom-up description, pedagogical and scientific 
applications - are more generally relevant in an institutional climate where linguistics is 
under strong pressure to justify its usefulness, and at a theoretical and technological stage 
of development where it is increasingly becoming possible to test just how well linguistic 
theories account for their data: in short, whenever analysts must deal with the complex 
issue of how language makes meaning in context.

5. Contextualising verbal group marking
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Text 1: Memory
M = Mum; D = Dad; X = XiSoimng

M :l. Aiya, jlntian mang-si le!
oh-dear today busy die ASP
'Oh, today (I've) been really busy!'

D:2. A, mmg shenme ya? 
oh busy what MOD
'Oh, what have (you) been busy with?'

M:3. Aiya, sh ^ g  ban
oh go-to work 

'Oh, going to work,'
4. xiaban, 

finish work 
'finishing work,'

5. mSi cm, 
buy food
going shopping,'

6. hui-lai, 
return come
'(now that I've) come home,'

7. hai dSi zuo fan. 
still must cook meal
'(I) still have to do the cooking.'

8. ZhongwiJ dao youju 
midday reach post office
'At lunchtime (I) went to the post-office

9. ji le yi feng xin, 
post ASP one MEAS letter 
'and posted a letter,'

10. jingguo cmshichSng, 
pass-by market
'(and as I) went past the markets,'

11. hai mai le diSn cm. 
still buy ASP little food
'(I) did some more shopping.'

D:12. Hm, xiawiS x ia b ^  yihou,
hey afternoon finish work after
'Hey, in the aftemoon after finishing work,'

13. cmshichang hai km men ma! 
market still open door MOD
'the mmkets would still be open!'

M:14. Aiya nS’r ydu shijianne?
oh-dear where exist time MOD
'Oh, where would there be the time - i.e. where would (I) have had the time?'

15. xia le ban 
finish ASP work 
'Having finished work,'
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16. w6 hmdSi qu bSihuodMou
I still must go department store
'I Still had to go to the department store'

17. ggiXiaommg maiqiiixid 
for Xiaoming buy sandshoe
'to buy sandshoes for Xiaoming.'

D:18. Ei, w6 yao de nei b6n shu, rii ggiw6jiMai le ma?
oh, I want SUB that MEAS book you for me borrow come ASP MOD 
'Oh, that book I wanted, did you borrow (it) for me?'

M:19. Shenme? shenmeshu? 
what what book
'What? What book?'

D:20. N1 zgnme zheme j i^ w ^ g ?  
you how so forgetful 
'How could you be so forgetful?'

M:21. J i^ w ^ g ?  
forgetful 
'Forgetful?'

22. ni shenme shihou gen w6 shuo guo?
you what time with I speak ASP
'When did you mention (it) to me?

D:23. Chi zSof^ de shihou shuo de.
eat breakfast SUB time speak MOD
'I mentioned (it) when (we) were having breakfast.'

M:24. W6 mei ting-jian...
I NEG:perf listen perceive
'I didn't hear...'

25. Nl zSnme bii ziji qu jie?
you how NEG self go borrow 
'Why didn't you go and borrow it yourself?'

D:26. W6 sh^gwti sh^g  ban,
I morning go-to work
'In the morning I went to work,'

27. zhongwii pei waiguo kehu, 
midday escort foreign client
'At lunchtime (I had to) look after a foreign client,'

28. xiawii kai hui... 
afternoon hold meeting
'In the afternoon (I) had a meeting...'

29. NS’r ydu shijian? 
where exist time
'Where would (I) have had the time?'

M:30. W6 bii zhidao,
I NEG know
'I didn't know,'

31. nl mei genwd shuo.
you NEG:perf with I speak
'you didn't tell me.'
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D:32. ZSoshang yl qlchuang 
early-morning once rise bed 
'First thing this morning as soon as (I) got up,'

33. jiu ti- qi guo zh e ji^ sh i’r.
then mention up ASP this MEAS matter 
'(I) mentioned tMs matter.'

M:34. Wdya, yl qlchuang
I TEXT once rise bed 
'As soon as I  got up'

35. jiu gfiiriimen zuo zSofM... 
then for you PL make breakfast 
'I made breakfast for you both...'

D:36. W6 chizSofm de shihou hai shuo le! 
I eat breakfast SUB time still speak ASP
'I also spoke of (it) when (we) were having breakfast.'

M:37. Na nungtian qujie ma!
well tomorrow go borrow MOD
'Well go and borrow (it) tomorrow then!'

D:38. Mlngtian tiishuguan bu kai men. 
tomorrow library NEG open door
'Tomorrow the library is'nt open.'

M:39. Na jiu houtian qii jie!
well then day-after tomorrow go borrow
'Well borrow (it) the day after tomorrow then!'

D:40. Wd jln ti^  wtoshang yao yong.
I today evening need use
'I need to use (it) this evening.'

M:41. Na mei banfS.
then NEG-exist means 
'Well it can’t be helped.'

D;42. Ai, zhen tSoy^l
oh-dear really annoying 
'Oh, how annoying!'

M:43. Shenme? 
what 
'What?'

44. N1 shuo 
you say 
'Did you say'

45. wd tSoy^?
I annoying
'I'm annoying?'

D:46. Bu, bu... w6 shi shuo 
no no I be say
'No, no...l said”

A l. mei y5u nei b6n shu zhen tSoyan.
NEG exist that MEAS book really annoying
'not having that book is really annoying.'
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M:48. A!
ah
'Ah!'

X:49. Ba, Ma...
Dad Mum 
'Dad, Mum...'

M:50. S h ^ g  na’r le? 
go-to where ASP 
'Where have (you) been?'

51. Zfinme zhenme w3n a?
how so late MOD
'Why are you so late?'

X:52. Jintian xingqiliu, 
today Saturday 
'Today's Saturday,'

53. xia le ke 
finish ASP class 
'when (I) finished class'

54. hM y6u kewm huddong. 
still exist class-outside activity 
'(I) had after-class activities.'

M:55. Qiao nl mSn- tdu- da- h ^  de!
look you full head big sweat MOD 
'Look at you all covered in sweat!'

M:56. O, riiyao de qiuxie, wd gSiril mSi le.
oh you want SUB sandshoes I for you buy ASP
'Oh, those sandshoes you wanted, I got (them) for you.'
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X:57. Aiya, tm hSo le!
oh too good ASP
'Oh, great!'

58. Wd hai pa
I still fear
'I was afraid'

59. rii wang le ne.
you forget ASP MOD
'you'd forgotten.'

60. 7^i nS’r?
be-at where
'Where; are (they)?'

61. W6 kan kan.
I look look
'I'll have a look.'

M:62. YihuTr zm kan,
a-while further look
'Look at (them) in a while,'

63. ni xian qu xl yi xi.
you first go wash one wash 
'go and have a wash first.'
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X:64. Ei.
okay
'Alright.'

65. Huddong jieshu,
activity conclude
’(By tihe time) the activities were over'

66. yljing wiJdiSn le, 
already five o'clock ASP 
'(it) was already five o'clock,'

67. w6 hai qu le tushuguSn 
I still go ASP library 
'then I went to the library'

68. gSibaba jie shu. 
for Dad borrow book 
'to borrow a book for Dad.'

D:69. 6?
oh
'Oh?'

M:70. Shenme?
what
'What?'

X:71. Ba, n lr^ g w d  gSirii jie de shu, w6 jie - hui - lai le.
Dad you get I for you borrrow SUB book I borrow return come ASP
'Dad, that book you got me to borrow for you, I got (it) for you.'

72. Tushu-guanliyuan zhSo le bantian... 
library attendant look-for ASP half-day
'The library attendant spent ages looking for (it).'

D;73. 6 . . .
oh
'O h ...'

M:74. Hai shuo
still say 
'And (you) say'

75. w6 ji^w M g ne!
I forgetful MOD
'I'm forgetful!'
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Text 2:

(A = principal; B = the feed)

Boasting

A:l. Zhende he- zui le, 
really drink drunk ASP
'(If)(someone’s) really drunk,'

2: rii - de - chulai.
you see CAN out 
'you can tell.'

B:3. 6 ,  zhen he- zui le,
DSnr really drink drunk ASP
'Oh, (if)(they’re) really drunk,'

4. ni qiao- de - chulm. 
you see CAN out 
'you can tell.’

A:5a. Zhen he- zui de ren... 
really drink drunk SUB person 
'Someone who’s really drunk,'

B:6. Hng.
INT
'Hm.'

A:5.b. ta pa 
s/he fear 
'He’s afraid'

7.

8 .

B:9.

A: 10.

B :ll.

A:12.

13.

B:14.

ren shuo 
people say 
'people will say'
ta zui le. 
s/he drunk ASP 
'he’s drunk.'
6 ,  ta dao pa zhey^g.
INT s/he however fear like-this
'Oh, he’s afraid of that.'
Hng.
INT
Hm.'
Shi a. 
be MOD 
'Yep.'
Lia ren zM yikum’r
two+MEAS person at together 
'Two people drinking together, ah?'
lia ren dou zui le.
two+MEAS person all drunk ASP 
'Both of them drunk.'
Zgnmeymg?
like-how
'(So) what happens?'

he
drink

jia, a? 
alcohol INT
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A: 15. N1 ne,
you look TEXT 
■See,'

16. M ren duichul.
two+MEAS person mutual-boast 
'the two of them boast to each other.'

B:17.

A: 18.

22.

B:23.

A:24.

25.

B:26.

27.

O, lia ren
INT two+MEAS person 
'Oh, the two of them boast.'
Shei y6 bu
whoever even NEG
'Neither of them will admit'

chuiniu.
boast

chengren
admit

19.

B:20.

shei 
whoever 
'he’s drunk.'
Shi a? 
be MOD 
'Yeh?'

A:21. “W5 km
I look
'“I see yo u ,'

zm
drunk

le.
ASP

nl de 
you SUB

nl,
you

jifl wa. bu
NEGalcohol TEXT 

'your drinking, ‘s no good.”'
O, renjia bu xlng.
INT other-person NEG okay 
'Oh, the other guy’s no good.'
ZM he liSng bei, 
further drink two cup 
'“Drink another two glasses,'
nl jiu zui le. 
you then drunk ASP 
'and you’ll be drunk.”'
Shi a? 
be MOD 
'Yeh?'
Nei ge ne? 
that MEAS MOD 
'What about that one?'

xmg.
okay

A:28. “Nl kan,
you look 
'“You look,'

29. w6 mei gu^xi.”
I NEG+exist connection
'there’s nothing wrong with me.”'

B:30. Ta mei guanxi?
s/he NEG+exist connection 
'There’s nothing wrong with him?'
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A;31. “W6 zM he jin
I further drink half catty
'“If I drink another half catty,'

32. mei guanxi.”
NEG+exist connection
''it won’t make any difference.”'

B:33. Chiincui shuo da hua. 
sheer talk big speech
'Sheer bragging.'

A: 34. Nei ge y6 shuo da 
that MEAS also talk big 
'That one’s bragging too.'

B:35. Nei ge ren zgnmey^g? 
that MEAS person like-what 
'What's that one doing?'

A: 36. “N1 mei zui ya?”
you NEGiperf drunk MOD
'“You’re not drunk?”'

B:37. Hng.
Dsrr
'Hm.'

hua ya. 
speech MOD

A:38. “Z ^  M yi dui

B:39.

yi pmgr
you-me two+MEAS one pair one bottle
'“Let’s match each other bottle for bottle.”'
Huo, (ta) you chul- shang le!
INT s/he further boast on ASP 
'Ha, (he's) boasting even more.'

de
MAN

he.”
drink

A:40. “Nl, nl shuo hua shi,
you you talk speech time
'“You, (when) you speak,'

41. shetou dou duSn la.”
tongue already short ASP+MOD 
'(your) tongue’s got shorter.”'

B:42. Ta nei shetou y6 bii 
s/he that tongue also not 
'His tongue’s not nimble either.'

A:43. “M a he- zui
NEG;perf drink drunk
'“(I’m) not drunk.”'

B:44. He, he.
INT INT 
'Ha, ha!'

A:45. “Mei he -
NEG:perf drink
‘(If) you’re not drunk,'

46. nl \m zhetou’r.’ 
you come here 
'you come here.”'

ya.
MOD

ZUI,
drunk

lisuo la. 
nimble ASP+MOD
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B:47. Shenme ya? 
what MOD
'What?'

A:48a. Cong dou’r litou a... 
from pocket inside TEXT 
'From his pocket,'

B:49. Ha.
INT
■Hm.'

A:48b. ba shdudikitdng 
DISP hand-torch 
'(he) pulls out a torch.'

tao - 
pull

chu - lai de.
out come MOD

B:50.

A:51.

B:52.

A:53.

54.

B:55.

A:56.

B:57.

Sh6udi^bang. 
hand-torch 
'A torch.'
WSng zhuozi shang yl 
towards table top once 
'Puts it on the table,'

ge...
place

Gki-ma ya? 
do-what MOD
'What for?'
yl en di^men, 
once press switch 
'presses the switch,'
chu le yi ge guangzhu’r.
emit ASP one MEAS light-column 
'and a column of light comes out.'
Ei, neige guMg chu - lai
INT that MEAS light exit come 
'Oh, the light comes out.'
“Ml zhei ge.”
you look this MEAS 
'“You look at this!”'
A?
INT
'Uh?'

le.
ASP

zhuzi pa - 
column climb

A;58. “Ni shunzhe wd zhei 
you along I this
'“You climb up this column of mine!”'

B:59. O, nei shi zhuzi la?!
INT that be column ASP+MOD
'Oh, that’s a column!'

A:60. “Nl pa!”
you climb 
'“Climb!”'

B:61. Nei ge zgnmey^g a?
that MEAS what-like MOD
What does that one do?'

shang - qu!” 
up go
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A:62.

B:63.

A:64.

B:65.

A:66.

B:67.

Nei ge yg bii hanhu 
that MEAS also not vague 
'He’s not stupid either.'
Huo.
INT
■Hm.'
“Zhe... SUM - de - liSo 
this reckon POT complete
'“What’s this mean?”'
6
INT
'O h.'
“Zanmen jiu 
you-me+PLUR then

pa zhei ge 
climb this MEAS 

‘We’re going to cUmb this column.”'
A.
INT
'Ah.'

A:68. “N1

B:69.

hie zhei
you don’t bring this 
'“Don’t try that one on me!’
Hrig?
INT
'Hm?'

tao!’
set

A:70. “W6 ddng.”
I understand
'“I understand.”'

B:71. O.
INT
'Oh.'

A:72. “Rang wd 
get I
'“(You)’11 get me'

73. shMg - qu 
ascend go 
'to go up,”'

B:74. A.
DSIT 
'Ah.'

a...
TEXT

A:75. “W5 pa-
climb

dao bandao’r, 
reach half-way 

'“(and when) I get half way,'
76. nl yl guan di^men, 

you once turn-off switch 
'you’ll turn off the switch'

77. w5 diao- xia- lai le!” 
I fall down come ASP 
'(and) I’ll fall down!”'

wa.
MOD

shermie
what

ya?’
MOD

zhuzi ya.” 
column MOD
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Text 3; S h o p p in g

X = XiSomei; Y = Yurdng; B = Blnggun’r (iceblock) seller; Cl = Clothes seller 1;
C2 = Clothes seller 2; S = Shop assistant

X ;l. Ei, da jiSnjia!
oh big discount 
'Oh, a discount (sale)!'

2. zanmen jin-qu kte kan a.
you-me enter go look look MOD
'let's go in (and) have a look.'

Y:3. ffio  a.
good MOD 
'Okay.'

B:4. Blnggun’r! Blnggun’r! Naiydu binggiin’r! Xiaodou blnggun’r! 
ice-block ice-block milk ice-block red-bean ice-block
'Iceblocks! Iceblocks! Milk iceblocks! Red bean iceblocks!'

Y:5. Mai liSnggen’r blnggun’r. 
buy two MEAS ice-block 
'(I)'ll have two iceblocks'

B:6. Yao niiyoude haishi xiSodoude? 
want milk SUB or red-bean SUB 
'Do (you) want milk or red bean ones?'

Y:7. Liang gen’r xiaodoude.
two MEAS red-bean SUB 
'Two red bean ones.'

B:8. Yigong li3ng mao si.
altogether two ten-cents four
'(That'll be) twenty four cents altogether.'

9. Aiyo, nl mei y5u lingqian ma? 
oh-dear you NEG exist change MOD
'Oh, don't you have any change?'

Y:10. Mei y6u.
NEG exist 
'N o .'

B :ll. Zhao nl yikum qlmao liu.
give-change you one dollar seven ten-cents six.
'That's one dollar seventy-six cents change.' (lit. (I) give you....change')

Y:12. Yo.... bang w5 fkig-jin tibao li, hSo ma?
oh help I place enter shopping-bag in good MOD
'Oh, (could you) help me put (the change) in my bag, please?'

X:13. Ei, nl kM neiji^ .
oh you look that MEAS 
'Oh, look at that one.'

14. Nl juede 
you feel 
'Do you think'
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15. hSokki ma? 
good-looking MOD 
'it looks good?'

Y:16. Yansedao fing M ok^ de, 
colour CONC very good-looking MOD 
'The colour looks very good'

17. kgshi zhei zhdng shiy^g xi^M yljing bu 
but this kind style now already NEG
'but this style's out of date now.'

Cl;18. Kum Im mai!
quick come buy 
'Come and buy!'

19. Da jiSnjia! 
big discount
'A discount (sale).'

20. Sishikum q i^  y i j i^  la!
forty dollar money one MEAS ASP-i-MOD 
'Forty dollars each!'

X:21. N1 kan,
you look

stumao
fashionable

le.
ASP

22.

Y:23.

T ook '
nei ge ren chuan de yifu zhen piaoliang 
that MEAS person wear SUB clothes really pretty 
'the clothes that person is wearing are really pretty.'
Shi ya, 
be MOD 
'Yes'

a!
MOD

24. ykigzi ting xin 
style very new 
'It's the latest style.'

de.
MOD

X:25. Zanmen gu6-qu k ^  kan 
you-me cross go look look 
'Let's go over (and) have a look.'

a.
MOD

26. Ni km,
you look 
'Do you think'

27. zhei j i ^  hSokki 
this MEAS good-looking 
'this one looks good?'

ma?
MOD

Y:28. Dao ting shimao de.
CONC very fashionable 
'It's very trendy'

MOD

29. N1

X:30.

xihuan 
you like 
'Do you like it'
Xihuan.
like
'(I) do.'

ma?
MOD
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sh^g nSr 
to where

qu
go

mai
buy

Y:31. Na nl mai y i j i^  ba.
well-then you buy one MEAS MOD
'Well why don;t you buy one then?'

X:32. HSo.
good 
'Okay.'

Y:33. Wei, p i^y i yidian’r ba!
hey cheap a-little MOD
'Hey, (could you make it) a bit cheaper?'

Cl:34. Yljing gou pianyi de le!
a ln^ y enough cheap MOD ASP
'(It)'s already cheap enough'

C2:35. Sishi kum qian y iji^ , nil
forty dollar money one MEAS you 
'For forty dollars each, where (else) can you get (something like this)?'

X:36. Z6u, zdu, z6u...
leave leave leave 
'Let's go...'

Cl:37. Wei!...sanshijifl kuai z6nmey^g? 
hey thirty-nine dollar what-like 
'Hey, what about thirty-nine dollars?'

X:38. Sanshijid kuai?
thirty-nine dollar 
'Thirty-nine dollars?'

39. Cai bu yao ne! 
still NEG want MOD 
'(I) still don't want it!'

Cl:40. mo, hao...
good good 
'Okay, okay...'

41. Sanshiba, sanshiba kum! 
thirty-eight thirty-eight dollar 
'Thirty-eight, thirty-eight dollars!'

X:42. Hao.
good 
'Okay'

Y:43. Ei, nil kan nei shuang 
oh you look that pair

ya!
MOD

44.

X:45.

4 6 .

'Oh, look at that pair of black leather shoes' 
ting haokan de.
very good-looking SUB 
'(they) look really good.'

hei pixie, 
black leather-shoes

Aiya,
oh

wd
I

Jiu
just

xiang
want

mai
buy

zhei zh5ng 
this kind

'Oh, that's just the type of shoes I want to buy!'
Laojia, ggi w6 na nei shuang
excuse-me for I get that pair
'Excuse me, could you get me that pair of shoes?'

yangzi de 
style SUB

xie!
shoe

xie,
shoe

hao ma? 
good MOD
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S:47. N1 yao duo da 
you want how big 
'What size do you take?'

X:48. SanshUiii

hao
size

de?
SUB

49.

50.

S:51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

hao b ^ . 
thirty-six size half
'Thirty-six and a half.'
Ydu diSn’r xiSo, 
exist little small 
'They're a little small,'
y6u mei ydu smshiqi 
exist NEG exist thrity-seven 
'Do you have them in a thirty-seven?'
N1 d6ng yi deng a, 
you wait one wait MOD 
'Just wait a bit,'
w6 qu kan.
I go look look
'I'll go and have a look.'
Sanshiql hao mei y5u 
thirty-seven size NEG exist 
'There's no thirty-seven in black'
ydu huang de,
exist yellow SUB
'(but) there is a yellow,'

hao
size

de?
SUB

hei
black

de,
SUB

nl yao?
want

yao bu 
you want NEG 
'would you like (it)?'

X:56. Huang de?
yellow SUB
'Yellow?'

Y:57. N1 sh ish ik ^  ba! 
you try try look MOD 
'Try them on and see!'

X;58. HSo, 
good 
'Okay.'
ggi w6 kan kan. 
give I look look
'let me have a look.'

59.

60. Ng, ni k ^
hm you see 
'Hm, you think'

61. zgnmey^g? 
like-how
'what are (they) like?' 

Y:62. Zhen hSokki,
really good-looking 
'(They) look really good,'

(i.e. 'What do you think of them?')
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63. bl neishuang heide Mokan.
than that pair black SUB good-looking
'better than the black ones.'

X:64. Ng, ting shufu de.
hm very comfortable SUB 
'Hm, (they)'re very comfortable.'

65. mo,
good

'Okay,'
66. jiu yao zhei shuang ba. 

just want this pair MOD 
'(I)'ll take these ones'

67. DuoshSo qian? 
how-much money 
'How much are (they)?'

S:68. Sanshiba kuM. 
thirty-eight dollar 
'Thirty-eight dollars.'

X;69. Aiyo, hai cha yikuM
oh-dear still fall-short one dollar

wa.
five

'Oh no. I'm a dollar fifty short.'
Y:70. W6 zhe’r ydu hSngkum,

I here exist two dollar
T \e  got two dollars'

71. kgshi z^m en hai d6i zuo 
but you-me still must travel
'but we still need to catch the bus!'

X:72. Zhen dSomei! 
really unlucky 
'What bad lack!'

Y:73. Xiaci zm mSi ba.
next time further buy MOD
'Get them next time.'

74. Dui le! 
correct ASP 
'Oh, that's right!'

X:75. Ni zgnme 
you how 
'What's the matter?'

Y:76. Z6u ba!
go MOD 
'Let's go!'

che ne! 
vehicle MOD

la?
ASP+MOD
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Text 4: In the classroom

1. Xia ke qian de wfl fen zhong, 
finish class before SUB five minute clock 
'Five minutes before the end of class'
laoshl zM heibSn shang xig zhe:
teacher at blackboard on write ASPidur 
'the teacher wrote on the board:'
shengjing, hanghSitu, yi bgn guanyii ygsheng dongwii de shu, 
bible navigation-map one MEAS about wild animal SUB book
'Bible, navigation map, a book on wild animals,'
qiang, shdudi^tdng, ji^gluosan, dayl, shui (m6i ren san bei), 
gun pocket-torch parachute overcoat water each person three cup
'gun, pocket torch, parachute, overcoat, water (each person three cups),'
hu5chai, zHinanzhen, futejia, gukitou (mSiren san ting),
match compass vodka tin can each person three MEAS
'matches, compass, vodka, cans (of food) (three for each person),'
tmyangjing, yao, yflyl.
sunglasses medicine raincoat
'sunglasses, medicine, raincoat.'

2. Ta ting -xia b i , 
s/he stop down- pen 
'He put down his pen,'

3. X i^ M , riimen de feiji diao-zai le shamo shang, 
now you+PLUR SUB aeroplane fall at ASPxompl. desert on 
'“Your plane has crashed in the desert.” '

4. ta jigshi shuo, 
s/he explain say 
'he explained,'

5. Nlmen hai hud zhe.
you+PLUR still live ASP:dur
'“You’re still alive,'

6. wiibai li wm ydu ge
500 li away exist MEAS

ciinzhuang, 
village

'two hundred and fifty kilometres away is a village,'
7. riimen kgyl z6u 

you+PLUR can leave 
'you can go'

8. y6 kgyl liii- xia, 
also can stay down 
'or (you) can stay behind,'

9. mgiren zH zhiln dm wd ykig dongxi. 
each person only allow take five type thing 
'each person is only allowed to take five things...”'

10. N1 yiding yao na zhinanzhen. 
you definite must take compass 
'You’d have to choose a compass.'

11. W6 tdngzhuo xiSosheng dui w6 shuo.
I same-desk small voice towards I say
'My desk-mate said to me quietly.'
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12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

“Hui - qu xig yi xia qianym-hougu6 he rtaien de jueding.’ 
return go write one time cause-effect and you+PLUR SUB decision 
'“Go back (home) and write what happened and your decision.”'
Zhe shi xia ke ling xiSng le.
this time finish class bell sound ASPxom pl
'At this moment the bell rang for the end of class.'
Zhe xiSnran shi yi pian zuowen,
this obviously be one MEAS composition 
'This obviously was a composition,'
sulran mei y6u timii. 
although NEG exist topic 
'even if there was no topic.'
Naylhoude hSojl tian, wdylzhi zai xiSng zhejikishi. 
that after SUB good few day I continually ASP:prog think this MEAS matter 
'For quite a few days after that I kept thinking about this matter.'
Zhoumo de xiawii, w6 nS’r yg mei qu,
weekend SUB afternoon I wherever even NEG:perf go
'On Saturday afternoon I didn’t go anywhere,'
yige ren la- shang chuanglian,
one MEAS person pull on window-curtain 
'Alone, (I) drew the curtains,'
da - deng,
make start light 
'turned on the light,'
cong mSn chuang de zawu zhong chou - chu yi da bai zhi, 
fi'om fiill bed SUB mixed-thing among pull out one pad white paper
'from the mass of things on the l^d pulled out a pad of white paper,'
^ 6  you neng k^sH xi6 zuowen 
I further can begin write composition
'I could then begin writing compositions again.'

le.
ASPxompl/perf

W6 zhende r6n - bu -
I really tolerate NEGipot. stand
'I really can’t help telling you,'
sh ^ g  xue de sluhou, 
attend school SUB time 
'(that) when I was at school,
w6 shi duome xihuM
I be how-much like
'I really loved writing compositions,'

shi v/6 tianmi de

zhii
not

bu
tell

gaosu
you

ni.

[I xig 
write

zuowen I], 
composition

na
SUB

wSngshi.
past

de
EXT

that be I sweet
'that was my happy past.'
Qita ke hSoxi^g z5ngshi
other class seem always
'Other classes always seemed to be endlessly long,'
zM ydu zuowen ke duSn de 
only exist composition class short EXT 
'only the composition class was as brief as the twinkling of an eye;'

chang 
long

mei ydu 
NEG exist

zH shi yf 
only be one

bian,
limit

shunjian
moment
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28. shenzhi zhongyii jiao gSo zhihou, 
so-far-as-to finally hand-in draft after 
'SO much so that after I finally handed in the draft,'

29. w6 hai juede 
I still feel
'I still felt'

30. ta bing meiy5u wan. 
it EMPH NEG:perf finish 
'(that) it wasn’t finished.'

31. W6 zhidao,
I know
'I knew'

32. wd zM ylnyue dfingdM zhe shenme,
I ASPrprog indistinct wait ASP:dur something
'I was vaguely waiting for something,'

33. x i^ g  [Iwdylhou dSngdMguol] de mdu zhdng yuehui. 
like I afterwards wait ASP:exp. SUB certain type appointment 
'like some date I would have waited for afterwards.'

34. Shishi shang, ta shi mei wan, 
reality on it be NEG:perf finish 
'In fact it wasn’t finished,'

35. dang ISoshl z h ^ -z a i jiSngtai shang, 
when teacher stand at lecture-platform on 
'when the teacher stood on the platform,'

36. yibim dui quanban tongxue langdii w6de zuowen, 
same-time towards whole-class classmate read-aloud I SUB composition 
'reading out my composition to the whole class,'

37. y lb i^  tou - guo jingpim yduyi-wtiyi de 
same-time penetrate past lense deliberate-accidental MAN 
'and half deliberately through his glasses,'
piSo- shang w6 yi ySn shi,
look-sidelong on I one eye time
'gazing at me'

38. w dneike masusu de xin zhtog zMna’r 
I that MEAS numb-limp SUB heart ASP:prog at there 
'my numb heart was'
bengbeng luan-tiao ne! 
throb conftised-beat ASP:imperf
'thumping wildly!'

39. W6 y3nqian y ip i^  mohu,
I eye-before one MEAS blurred
'The scene before me was blurred,'

40. m3ny3n zM sheng - xia yi zhang zui 
full-eye only leave down one MEAS mouth 
'all that filled my eyes was a mouth'

41. zM na’r yl - zhang - yl - he. 
at there once open once close 
'opening and closing.'
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42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

51.

52.

53.

54.

5 5 .

Zhe cm x i^g  na p i^  zuowen zhenzheng de jiewfii.
this only-then be-like that MEAS composition genuine SUB ending
'Only this seemed to be the composition’s real ending.'
Zh5ngzh6ng yi ge zhoumo guo - qu
whole one MEAS weekend pass go
'A whole weekend passed,'
yi tian bki, du2n de zM shi yi shiinjian.
one day half short EXT only be one moment 
'a day and a half was as brief as the twinkling of an eye.'
W6 reng le yidi zMtuan,
I throw ASPxompl whole-floor paper-ball
'I covered the floor with balls of paper,'
diSn guo wiishu ci yan,
light ASP:exp

le,
ASPxompl/perf

wiishu ci
countless

i,'
time cigarette

b^ye zidian.
half-night dictionary

cha le 
consult ASP:perf
'looked up (words in) the dictionary for half the night,'
you yi daẑ LO dM zhe nei zh ^g
further one morning bring ASPidur that MEAS
'early the next morning, talang that piece of paper'
[IzM ydu jl bSi zil] de zH,
only exist few 100 character SUB paper
'with only a few hundred words on it,
qu le san ge difang,
go ASPxompl three MEAS place 
'I went to three (different) places.'

50. WSnshang, wd
evening I
'By evening I had an’

ydu
exist

le
ASPxompl.

yi plan 
one MEAS

[I bli hui ydu 
NEG can exist

renhe 
any

cuowu I] de 
mistake SUB

ylngya
English

'English composition that couldn’t have any mistakes.' 
w5 hui - dao jia.

zuowen,
composition

I return to
'I went home,'

home

Cl
time

bian.
time

yan,
cigarette

you reng le jl ge zhituan,
fiirther throw ASPxompl few MEAS paper-ball 
'threw a few more balls of paper (on the floor),'
you diSn le 
further light ASP:perf 
'lit a few more cigarettes,'
chSo le hSo
copy ASP:perf good
'made quite a few copies.'
W6 kan zhe 
I look ASP:dur

ji
few

Jl
few

na zhang 
that MEAS

zhfingjie
whole-clean

de
SUB

'I looked at that clean sheet of paper,'

zhi,
paper
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56.

57.

58.

59.

60.

61.

xig - shang 
write on

ziji
self

chi
eat

le

de mingzi.
SUB
),'

name

sw piw
three
Is,

pill

de he - shangranhou
afterwards satisfied MAN close on
'and then contentedly closed my eyes.'
Zhe shi zhSngge chengshl dou 
this time whole city all
'By this time the whole city was asleep.'
Xingqlyl, wd jiao le w6 de 
Monday I hand-in ASPxompl I SUB 
'On Monday I handed in my composition,'
wd yijing neng dao-bei-m-liii 
I already can reverse recite like stream
'I could akeady recite it off by heart.'

annSijin,
analgesic

le
ASPxompl

shui
sleep

yanjing.
eye

le.
ASPxompl

zuowen,
composition

le.
ASP:perf
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Text 5: Disappointed in America

A:1 Neme, guanyu shenme zhtiti ne?
well concerning what topic MOD 
'Well, what topic (should I talk) about)?'

B:2. M  shuo neige Mgiguo...
you talk that MEAS America 
'Talk about um America...'

3. = rii ganggang 
you just-now 
'you were talking just now...'

shuo...
talk

A:4. = Guanyu dui Mfiigud de 
concerning towards America SUB 
'About hope and disappointment about America, yes.'

5. D ^sh i v/6 biishi zhuanjia, 
but I NEG be expert 
'But I'm not an expert,'

6. w6 zM shi biSoda wd 
I only be express I 
'I'm only expressing my own opinions.'

B:7. Zhe hSo.
this good 
'That's fine.'

xIwMg he shiw ^g, dul.
hope and disappointment right

zijide xiSngfS. 
self SUB opinion

juede,
feel

gen nl 
with you

jiSng
speak

de
SUB

guojia
country

A:8. Yinwei w6 yizhi
because I continually
'Because I've always thought'

9. shuo, nigud, w6 gangcai 
say if I just-now 
'(I) mean, if, I was just telling you'

10. "there is only country", 
there is only country 
'there's only one country'

11. bini x i^g  zhemeyige 
for-example resemble such one MEAS 
'like for example such a country'

12. ydu yi'tao wanzhfingde fSlii de xit5ng - "legal system", 
exist one set complete SUB law SUB system legal system 
'that has a complete legal system, "legal system", no?'

13. \m bSozhMg tade gongping de jingzheng, 
come protect it SUB fair SUB competition 
'to protect its fair competition'

14. d^sh i quan shijie de race and culture and sudydu de 
but whole world SUB race and culture and all SUB 
dou nenggou zai neibian jingzheng; 
all can at there compete
'but where all the races and cultures and ideologies in the world can compete;

15. neme zheige guojia, zhi y6u 
well this MEAS country only exist 
'well this country, there's only one country'

shi ma? 
be MOD

yige 
one MEAS

sixiSng
ideology

guojia,
country
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16. jiu shi Mgiguo. 
precisely be America 
'(and) that's America.'

17. Wd bfinlai ylwei
I originally consider
'I used to think'

18. nashi yige feichang feichang wfiidade guojia
that be one MEAS extremely extremely great SUB country
'that was a really really great country'

19. - queshi ta xikizm y6 h5n w6ida- 
indeed it now also very great 
'of course it's still (a) great (country)'

20. d ^ sh i wd houlai cai juaie 
but I afterwards only-then feel 
'but it wasn't till afterwards that I realised'

21. ta haishi ydu feichang yanzhongde "discrimination" de. 
it still-be exist extremely serious SUB discrimination SUB 
'that it has very serious "discrimination".'

22. Shduxian, shi zhdngzii shang de.
firstly be race on SUB
'Firstly, in terms of race.'

23. Ta renwei 
it consider 
'It thinks'

24. cdng luohou de guojia Im de ren de slxiSng, y6 shi luohou de 
from backward SUB country come SUB person SUB thinking also be backward SUB 
'(that) the thinking of people from backward countries is also backward'

25. zheige shi buyiding de. 
this MEAS be NEG necessarily SUB 
'This isn't necessarily the case.'

26. Di er dian, jiushi shuo, tade dulwenhuade qishi,
number two point precisely-be say it SUB towards culture SUB discrimination 
'secondly, that is to say, its cultural discrimination,'

27. yinweitade neige canzhaoxi, tade nei ge "standard system", 
because it SUB that MEAS reference-system it SUB that MEAS standard system

ta y5u zheme yf ge slxiSng,
it exist thus one MEAS thinking
'Because its system of reference, its "standard system", it has this kind of
thinking'

28. ta y6u yige biaozhiin: 
it exist one MEAS criterion 
'it has a criterion'

29. zhei ge biaozhiin shi yi shenme ren wei qianti de ne? 
this MEAS criterion be take what person as premise SUB MOD 
'what kind of person is this criterion premised on?'

30. ydxfl shi Yinggelan ne, 
perhaps be England TEXT 
'perhaps it's an English (person)'
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31. y6xfl shi Aidrlan ne, 
perhaps be Ireland TEXT 
'perhaps it's an Irish (person)'

32. ySxii shi... fSnzheng shi bairen de nei ge biaozhtin. 
perhaps be anyway be white-person SUB that MEAS criterion 
'perhaps it's... in any case it's a white people's criterion.'

33. W6 jfl yige lizi,
I cite one MEAS example
'Let me give an example,'

34. cong ylxue shang Im shuo. 
from medicine on come say 
'taking the case of medicine.'

35. Neme, Y ^houde ylxue zmMSigud jiu shou-dao qishi.
well Asia SUB medicine at America precisely receive reach discrimination 
'Well, Asian medicine has suffered discrimination in America.'

36. Zhongyl, zhongyl, jlqiannian yilai dou bei zhengming 
Chinese-medicine, Chinese-medicine, several thousand year since all PASS prove 
'Chinese medicine, for several thousand years has been proved'

37. shi feichMg y6u xiaogud de, 
be extremely exist effect SUB 
'to be really effective,'

38. dui hSn duo jibing de zhihSo shi hSn yduxiao de. 
towards very many illness SUB treatment be very effective SUB 
'to be very effective in the treatment of a lot of illnesses.'

39. Neme, zhonggudren hgn duo h6n duo ren cong xi^o dao da zhi bing 
well China-person very many very many person from young to old treat illness 
'Well, many many Chinese from young to old (in) treating illnesses'

40. shi yong zhongyl zhi de; 
be use Chinese-medicine treat SUB 
'use Chinese medicine to treat (them)'

41. erqiS zhengming 
furthermore prove
'and (this) proves'

42. shi y6u xiaoguC de. 
be exist effect SUB 
'that (it) is effective.'

43. D ^sh i zm M6igu6, M6igu6ren bu zhiln, bu zhiin Y^houren yong zhongyao 
but at America America-person NEC allow NEG allow Asia-person use Chinese-drug 
'But in America, Americans don't allow Asians to use Chinese medicine

44. \ai zhi bing; 
come treat illness 
'to treat illness'

45. tamen renwei 
they consider 
'they think'

46. zhongyao shi huangtang de.
Chinese-drug be absurd SUB
'Chinese medicine is absurd.'
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47. H6n duo hgn duo wenhua shang de qishi, dou shi zheiy^g de, 
very many very many culture on SUB discrimination all be this-way SUB 
'There are many many (instances of) cultural discrimination that are like this,'

48. w6 juede.
I feel
'I think.’

49. Erqifi x i^ M  duiyimm dexiaizhi y6shide. 
furthermore now towmds immigrants SUB restriction also be MOD 
'And it's the same now with restrictions on immigrants too.'

50. Bu zhiln... bii ximg yiqian,
NEG allow NEG resemble previously
'They don't let...it's not like before'

51. rii kgyl cheng yi sou chuan, 
you can travel one MEAS boat 
'(when) you could get on a boat'

52. nl zMyao zM zhel ge "trip", zm zhei ge Ititii Kbian bu slwang dehua, 
you only-must at this MEAS trip at this MEAS trip in NEG die in-case 
'As long as you didn't die on this "trip", on this trip'

53. nl daodaM6igu6, 
you reach America 
'(when) you reached America'

54. ril jiu hui yiSu yi ge feichang zhSnxIn de tiandi, 
you then could exist one MEAS extremely brand-new SUB world 
'you could have a completely new world'

55. nJ xiSng-jin b ^ fa  
you think exhaust means 
'You think of every way'

56. dao Melgud, 
reach America
'to get to America'

57. lijiing q i^ x in  wankii,
go-through 1,000 hardship 10,000 suffering 
'go through all sorts of hardships'

58. nl liji hui juede 
you immediately can feel 
'You straightaway might feel'

59. hi dao le yige ziydude shijie. 
you reach ASPxompl one MEAS free SUB world 
'(that) you've reached a free world.'

60. Danshi ximzM bii shi: 
but now NEG be 
'But now that's not how it is:'

61. nl qu le zhihou, 
you go ASPxompl after 
'after you've gone'

62. nl jiu hui bei zhua-qilai, 
you then could PASS arrest up 
'You can be arrested'
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63. nl shi tou- du de, 
you be slealthily cross SUB
'(on the grounds that) you've entered illegally'

64. xikizM yijing meiydu ziyouyinun neigegm ni^  le, 
now already NEG exist free immigration that MEAS concept ASP:perf 
'Now there has ceased to be the concept of free immigration'

65. shijieshang meiydu yikuM ziydude tCIdi, xikizM. 
world on NEG exist one piece fi^e SUB land now 
'There isn't a free piece of land in the world, nowadays'

66. Sudyi shuo, 
therefore say 
'So (I) mean'

67. zhe shi Mfiigud rMgren zui shlwMg de wenti. 
this be America make person most disappoint SUB problem 
'this is the problem that makes people most disappointed with America.'
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Wenli's Composition I: In the classroom

1. [IXia ke qiani] de wi3 fen zhong, 
finish class before SUB five minute clock 
'Five minutes before the end of class'
ISoshi zai heibSn shang xi6 zhe;
teacher at blackboard on write ASP:dur 
'the teacher wrote on the board:'
shengjing, h^ghSitu, yi bfin gu^yii ySsheng dongwu de shu, 
bible navigation-map one MEAS about wild animal SUB book
'Bible, navigation map, a book on wild animals,'
qiang, shdudiMt^ng, jiMgluosSn, dayl, shui (mfii ren san bei), 
gun pocket-torch parachute overcoat water each person three cup
'gun, pocket torch, parachute, overcoat, water (each person three cups),'
hudchai, zM n^hen, futejia, gu^tou (m&ren san ting),
match compass vodka tin can each person three MEAS
'matches, compass, vodka, cans (of food) (three for each person),'
tmy^gjing, yao, yfiyl.
sunglasses medicine raincoat
'sunglasses, medicine, raincoat.'

2. Ta ting -xia b l , 
s/he stop down pen 
'He put down his pen,'

3. “X i^ m , riimen de feiji diao - zai le shamo shang,” 
now you+PLUR SUB aeroplane fall at ASPxom pl. desert on
’ “Your plane has crashed in the desert.” '

4. ta ji&hi shuo, 
s/he explain say 
'he explained,'

5. “Nimen hm hud zhe, 
you+PLUR still live ASP:dur 
' “You’re still alive,'

6. wiibai li wai y6u ge cunzhuMg,
500 li away exist MEAS village
'two hundred and fifty kilometres away is a village,'

7. riimen kgyl z6u 
you+PLUR can leave 
'you can go'

8. y6 kSyi liu- xia, 
also can stay down 
'or (you) can stay behind,'

9. m6i ren zH zhiln dm wfl y ^ g  dongxi...” 
each person only allow take five type thing 
'each person is only allowed to take five things...”'

10. “Ni yiding yao na zHnanzhen.” 
you definite must take compass
' “You’d have to take a compass.” '

11. W6 tongzhuo xiaosheng dui w6 shuo.
I same-desk small voice towards 1 say
'My desk-mate said to me quietly.'
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12.

13.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21 .

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

2 8 .

“H m -qu xigyixia qianyln-h6ugu5 he ifimen de jueding.’ 
return go write one time cause-effect atri you+PLUR SUB decision 
' “Go back (home) and write what happened and your decision.” '
Zhe shi xia ke ling xiSng le.
this time finish class bell sound ASPxompl
'At this moment the bell rang for the end of class.'
Zhe xianran shi yi p i^  zuowen,
this obviously be one MEAS composition 
This obviously was a composition,'
sulran mei y5u timu. 
although MEG exist topic 
'even if there was no topic.'
Na ylhou de hSojl tian, 
that after SUB good few day
w5 ylzhi za  xi3ng zhejim shi.
I continually ASP:prog think this MEAS matter
'For quite a few days after that, I kept thinking about this matter.'
Zh5um6 de xiawii, wd nSr yg
weekend SUB afternoon I wherever even
'On Saturday aftemoon I didn’t go anywhere,'
yi ge ren la - shang chu^gUm,
one MEAS person pull on window-curtain 
'Alone, (I) drew the curtains,'
da - kai deng, 
make start light 
'turned on the light,'
cong mSn chuang de zawu zhong chou - chu 
from full bed SUB mixed-thing among pull out

mei
NEG:perf

qu,
go

yi da 
one pad

'from the mass of things on the bed pulled out a pad of white paper,'
le.
ASP:compl/perf

bai zM, 
white paper

zuowen

gaosu
tell

nl,
you

wd you neng kaisM xig 
I further can begin write composition
'I could then begin writing compositions again.'
W6 zhende rSn - bu - zhu bii
I really tolerate NEG:pot. stand not
'I really can’t help telling you,'
shang xue de shihou, 
attend school SUB time 
'(that) when I was at school,
wd shi duome xlhuan xi2
I be how-much like write
'I really loved composition class,'
na shi w6 tianmi de wSngshi. 
that be I sweet SUB past
'that was my happy past.'
Qita ke hSoxiang zdngshi chang de
other class seem always long EXT
'Other classes always seemed to be endlessly long,’
zhi y6u zuowen ke du3n de 
only exist composition class short EXT 
'only the composition class was as brief as the twinkling’of an eye;'

zuowen,
composition

mei y6u 
NEG exist

zhishi yi 
only be one

bian,
limit

shunjian
moment
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29. shenzhi zhongyii jiao gSo zhihou, 
so-far-as-to finally hand-in draft after
'SO much so that after I finally handed in the draft,'

30. wd hai ju ^ e  
I still feel
'I still felt'

31. ta bing meiydu wan. 
it EMPH NEG:perf finish 
'(that) it wasn’t finished.'

32. W6 zhidao,
I know
'I knew’

33. w6 zm yinyue dSngdm zhe shenme,
I ASP:prog indistinct wait ASP:dur something
'I was vaguely waiting for something,'

34. x i^g  [I w6 ylhou dSngdm guo I] de mdu zhdng yuehui. 
resemble I afterwards wait ASP:exp. SUB certain type appointment 
'like some date I would have waited for afterwards.'

35. Shishi shang, ta shi mei wan, 
reality on it be NEG:perf finish 
'In fact it wasn ’t finished,'

36. dang ISoshi z h ^ -z a i jiSngtai shang, 
when teacher stand at lecture-platform on 
'when the teacher stood on the platform,'

37. ylbim dui quanban tongxue l^gdii wd de zuowen, 
same-time towards whole-class classmate read-aloud I SUB composition 
'reading out my composition to the whole class,'

38. ylbian tou- guo jingpiki yduyi-wuyi de 
same-time penetrate past lense deliberate-accidental MAN 
piao- shang w6 yi ySn shi,
look-sidelong on I one eye time
'and half deliberately gazing at me through his glasses,'

39. w6 nei ke masusu de xln zheng zai na’r 
I that MEAS numb-hmp SUB heart ASP:prog at there 
bengbeng lu^-tiao ne!
throb conftjsed-beat MOD
'my numb heart was thumping wildly!'

40. W6 yanqian yi pim mdhu,
I eye-before one MEAS blurred

'The scene before me was
41. sheng - xia yi zhang zui

full-eye only leave down one MEAS mouth
'all that filled my eyes was a mouth'

42. zM na’r yi - zhang - yl - he. 
at there once open once close 
'opening and closing.'

43. Zhe cm x i^g  napian zuowen zhenzheng de jiewgi. 
this only-then resemble that MEAS composition genuine SUB ending 
'Only this seemed to be the composition’s red ending.'
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52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

5 8 .

wushu ci >
countless time c

banye zidiSn,
half-night dictionary

44. Zh6ngzh£ng yi ge zhoumo guo - qu le, 
whole one MEAS weekend pass go ASP:compl/perf 
'A whole weekend passed,'

45. yitianbm , duSn de zM shi yi shunjian. 
one day half short EXT only be one moment 
'a day and a half was as brief as the twinkling of an eye.'

46. W6 reng le yidi zMtuan,
I throw ASPxompl whole-floor paper-ball
I covered the floor with balls of paper,'

47. dian guo
light ASP:exp 
'lit countless cigarettes,'

48. cha le 
consult ASPrperf
'looked up (words in) the dictionary for half the night,'

49. you yi d^So dm zhe nei zh^g  
further one morning bring ASP:dur that MEAS 
[I zha ydu jl b5i zi I] de zM, 
only exist few 100 word SUB paper
'early the next morning, taking that piece of paper with only a few hundred words 
on it,'

50. qu le . sange difang, 
go ASPxompl three MEAS place
'I went to three (different) places.'

51. WSnshang, wd ydu le yi pian 
evening I exist ASPxompl. one MEAS
[1 bii hui ydu renhe cuowu I] de ylngyiS zuowen,
MEG can exist any mistake SUB English composition
'By evening I had an English composition that couldn’t have any mistakes.'
wd hui - dao jia,
I return to home
'I went home,'
you reng le ji ge zhltuan,
further throw ASPxompl few MEAS paper-ball 
'threw a few more balls of paper (on the floor),'
you dian le ji ci yan,
fiirther light ASP:perf few time cigarette
'lit a few more cigarettes,'
chSo le h5o ji bian.
copy ASP:perf good few time
'made quite a few copies.'
W6 kan zhe na zhMg zhgngjie de zM,
I look ASP;dur that MEAS whole-clean SUB paper
'I looked at that clean sheet of paper,'
xi6 - shang ziji de 
write on self SUB
'wrote my name on (it),'
chi le san pian annSijin,
eat ASP:perf three pill analgesic
'took three sleeping pills.

mingzi,
name
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59. ranhou manyi de he - shang le ySnjlng. 
afterwards satisfied MAN close on ASPxompl eye 
'and then contentedly closed my eyes.'

60. Zhe shi zhgngge chengshi dou shui le.
this time whole city all sleep ASPxompl
'By this time the whole city was asleep.'

61. Xingqiyi, w6 jiao le w6 de zuowen,
Monday I hand-in ASPxompl I SUB composition
'On Monday I handed in my composition,'

62. wd yljing neng dao-bei-ni-liu le.
I already can reverse recite like stream ASP:perf
'I could already recite it off by heart.'

Wenli's Composition II: The composition

1. “Na shi wdmen ydu-sheng yilai diyi ci zuo feiji, 
that be I+PLUR exist life since first time travel aeroplane 
“ 'That was the first time in our lives we'd been in a plane,'

2. w6men mei y6u qian,
I+PLUR NEG exist money
'we didn't have any money,'

3. kg Shmigdi yu^yiggi w6men zheigejihui.
but God wish give I+PLUR this MEAS opportunity
'but God wanted to give us this opportunity.'

4. Neitian ti^q i feichang hSo, 
that day weather extremely good 
'That day the weather was really good,'

5. mei y6u feng,
NEG exist wind 
'there was no wind'

6. mei y6u yiin,
NEG exist cloud 
'there were no clouds,'

7. mei ydu yiqie;
NEG exist everything 
'there was no anything.'

8. shenzhi Uan Shmgdi dou zM dui w6men weixiao. 
so-far-as-to even God all ASP:prog towards I+PLUR smile 
'So much so that God was smiling on us,'

9. KS ta shi zM yong liSnde Imgyi miki 
but s/he be ASP:prog use face SUB other one face

dui zhe wfimen xiao,
towards ASP:dur. IPLUR laugh
'but (the fact) that he was laughing at us on the other side of his face'

10. zh esh id ^ g  wdmende feijI mfingde d iao-x ia-la i shi 
this be when we SUB plane abrupt MAN drop down come time 
was something that when our plane abruptly dropped (from the sky)’
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12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

11.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21 .

22.

23.

24.

2 5 .

wdmen cm imngbai
I+PLUR only-then understand
only then did we understand.
FeijI xiaoshi le, 
plane vanish ASPxompl
'The plane disappeared,'
wdmen hai huo zhe, 
we still live ASP:dur
'we were still alive,'
mei ren
NEG+exist person 
'nobody knew why,'
y6 mei ren gaosu
also NEG+exist person tell

de.
MOD

zhidao weishenme, 
know why

w6men.
we

'nor did anyone tell us.'
W6men x i^ g  yiqun niSo yiyang

same
zhour^
abruptI+PLUR like one flock bird

lu6 - zai le shatan shang,
fall at ASPxompl sandbank on
'Like a flock of birds we had abruptly fallen on to a sandbank,'
que bii neng ximg niSo neiy^g 
however NEG can like bird that-way 
'but we couldn't like birds fly away again.'
W6men bii zhidao 
I+PLUR not know
'We didn't know'
wdmen neng hud duo jiii,
I+PLUR can live how long
'how long we could stay live,'
d ^  [I rieng huo zhe I] ydngyuSn
but can live ASPidur always
'but Staying alive was always the best.'
Shangdi, bu, w6 bii xiSng shuo 
God no I NEG want say
'God, no, I don't want to mention God...'

[I bl wdmen

zai
fiirther

f e i '
fly

qilai.
rise

shi
be

[I zui hao I] de. 
most good MOD/SUB

shangdi...
God

da I] de
SUB

zdngzhi, nei ge
in-summary that MEAS compare we great 
bing bu xiSng fmgqi ta de quanli,
EMPH NEG want abandon s/he SUB power
'anyway, that person greater than us didn't want to abandon his power,'
ta g& wdmen liu- xia le yixie
s/he for I+PLUR leave down ASPxompl some
'he left us some things.'
Z6ng shi zheiy^g, 
always be this-way 
'It's always the way,'
hgn duo zheiykig de shike, z6ng ydu shenme 
very many this-kind SUB moment always exist something 
'a lot of these sorts of times there is always something'

ren
person

dongxi.
thing
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nenggou b i nl liu - xialai. 
can DISP you leave down
'that can enable you to stay behind.'

26. Wdmen bixu xuSnze,
I+PLUR must choose
'We had to choose,'

27. suiran w6 mngyu^ bu xuinze. 
although I rather-wish NEG choose 
'even though I would rather not have to choose.'

28. Yixie ren zhiinbei li- kai, 
some person prepare separate away 
'Some people got ready to leave,'

29. yinwei wflbSi D wm ydu ge cunzhuang; 
because 500 li away exist MEAS village 
'because 250 kilometres away there was a village;'

30. er wd yu^yi liu - xia. 
however I wish leave down 
'but I wanted to stay.'

31. zhe dao bu guang shi yinwei w6 xiSng - dao 
this however NEG only be because I think reach
'this wasn't only because I thought'

32. huoxii hui y6u biede feiji lai jiu wdmen, 
perhaps can exist other plane come save I+PLUR
'there might possibly be another plane (which would) come to save us,'

33. geng wei w6 shi ge [Ishengpa zm lei 
even-more because I be MEAS life fear further tire 
zhe zijl I] de ren.
ASP:dur self SUB person
'more because I was the sort of person who doesn't like to tire themselves.'

34. W6 yao [I shi5yu w51] de nei fen shul he guantou.
I need belong-to I SUB that portion water and can
'I wanted the water and the cans (of food) that were my share.'

35. W6 yao neibSn guanyii ySsheng dongwu de shu,
I need that MEAS about wild animal SUB book
I wanted the book on wild animals----

36. [Iw6 xiSngdii tal] bu shi wei [I zhSngwo shenme zhishi
I want read it NEG be for grasp what knowledge
qii diyu wmlai de qinlue 1],
go resist outside-come SUB aggression
'(the reason) I wanted to read it wasn't to gain some knowledge to resist outside 
aggression,'

37. er shi xiSng zai km ta shi 
but be want at read it time 
'but (I) wanted when (I) read it'

38. neng li ySnqiande chdjing yuSn yidiSn. 
can distant-from eye-before SUB plight far a-little
'to be able to be a little further away from the trouble before our eyes.'

39. W6 hai yao neige ji^gluosSn,
I still need that MEAS parachute
'I also wanted the parachute,'
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40. ta huoxil zM [I xia yil I] de shihou bum yilyl hao, 
it perhaps at fall rain SUB time not-equal raincoat good 
'it perhaps when it rained, wasn't as good as the raincoat'

41. zM [Ihanlfingl] de shihou biini dayl nuSn, 
at cold SUB time not-equal overcoat warm 
'when it was cold, wasn't as good as the overcoat'

42. d ^  ta geng quanmi^; 
but it even-more comprehensive 
but it was more all-round(useful);

43. ta ji kSyl zai baitian zhe-yang, 
it both can at daytime block sun 
'it could both block out the sun during the day,

44. y6 kgyl tM yewSn yu - han. 
also can at night keep-out cold 
'and prevent the cold at night.'

45. Zui zhdyao de, da- qi ta, 
most important SUB put up it 
'Most important, (if you) put it up.'

46. jiu shi yi ge jia 
then be one MEAS home 
'(it) was a home'

47. k6yl shen - li- ming. 
can shelter body establish life
'(where you) could settle down and carry on with life.'

48. Ta hai shi yige xinhao, 
it still be one MEAS signal 
'It was also a signal,'

49. rugud zhen you qita feiji cong zheU fei - guo dehua. 
if really exist other plane from here fly past in-case 
'if another aeroplane really were to fly by here.'

50. W6 hgn xiSngyao hudchai,
I very want match
'I really wanted the matches,'

51. d ^  w6 geng xiSngyao yan, 
but I even-more want cigarette 
'but I wanted the cigarettes even more.'

52. w6 bu zhidao 
I not know
'I didn't know'

53. [Imei ydu yan I] de rizi duiwdlaishuo shi shenme, 
NEG exist cigarette SUB day towards I come say be what 
'what the days would be, as far as I was concerned, without cigarettes,'

54. su6yl [I mei y ^  I] de hu^k:hai dui w6 
therefore NEG+exist cigarette SUB match towards I 
genbgn mei yong.
basic NEG+exist use
'So matches without cigarettes were quite useless to me.'

55. Zai shuo, s h ^ o  hSoxiang yS zhSo-bu- dao muchai 
further say desert seem also seek NEG:pot reach firewood 
'What's more, (it) also seemed that (you) couldn't find firewood in this desert'
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56. kgyl qH hu5 zuo fki. 
can get fire make meal 
'which (you) could (use to) make fires or cook.'

57.

58.

59.

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

7 1 .

Wd huoxil hui yao nei ping futejia, 
I perhaps can need that bottle vodka
'I perhaps might have wanted the bottle of vodka,'
shei zhidao,
who know
'who knows,'

r6n hSoshou 
person easy-endure

xie.
some

ydu shihou, jiii hui sM 
exist time alcohol can cause
'sometimes alcohol can help people endure (things) better,'
Kfi ta weishenme bii shi [I w6 xlhuan I] de
but it why NEG be I like SUB
lingwm yi zhfing jii5 ne?
other one kind alcohol MOD
'But why wasn't it another type of alcohol that I liked?
[I MiSnqiSng I] de chenzui, hai shi s u ^  le ba. 
force SUB get-drunk still be reckon ASPxompl. MOD
'Forcing (yourself) to get drunk, it's better to forget it.'
W6 xuanze le tMyangjing,
I choose ASPxompl. sunglasses
'I chose the sunglasses,'
weile y6u liydu 
in-order exist reason 
'in order to have a reason'
dui ziji shuo: 
towards self say 
'to say to myself:'
hSohao zM shat^  shang zuo
well at sandbank on do
'have a good sunbathe on a sandbank!'

ge riguangyu ba! 
MEAS sunbathe MOD

Renhe zhenzhengde xiSngshou dou shi neme lai-zhi-bii-yi. 
whatever real SUB enjoy all be so hard-earned
'Any genuine enjoyment is this hard-earned.'
Dang nl gSn - dao 
when you feel reach 
'When you feel'
shi - qu le yiqie de shihou,
lose go ASPxompl. everything SUB time 
'(that you)'ve lost everything,
ni buni gen ziji km ge hSo wanxiao. 
you better with self play MEAS good joke 
'you might as well have a good joke with yourself.'
W6 xuSn - hSo le [I shfiyii w6 I] de
I choose complete ASPxompl. belong-to I SUB
'I finished choosing the things that would be mine,'
zuihou w6 hai yao gfii wdmen xuSn yi ge hSo
final I still must for I+PLUR choose one MEAS good 
'(so) finally I have to choose us a good ending:’

dongxi,
thing

jieju:
outcome
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7 2 .

73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

wdmen dou hud - xialai le,
I+PLUR all live down ASP-.perf
'we all survived,'
bingqiS wdmen zheng zuo - zai yi ge
ftirthermore I+PLUR ASPrprog sit at one MEAS
mingling de jiaoshi li
bright SUB classroom in,
'and we're sitting in a bright classroom,'
guo zhe yi duan xin shenghud.
pass ASP:dur one section new life
'having a new stretch of life.'
Dan rii huoxil bii xiSng xiao, 
but you perhaps MEG want laugh 
'But perhaps you won't want to laugh,'
wdmen hai zM pinming de xuSnze...
I+PLUR still ASP:prog risk-life MAN choose
'we're still trying very hard to choose...'
yinwei wdmen ylran hud - zai shamo li.’
because I+PLUR as-before live at desert in
'because we're living in a desert as before.' ”

Wenli's Composition III: Back in the classroom

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7 .

W6 zhidao,
I know
'I knew'
ta bing mei wan,
s/he EMPH NEG:perf finish
'it really wasn’t finished,'
wd you zm ylnyue
I further ASP:prog indistinct

dfingdm zhe 
wait ASP:dur

'I was again vaguely waiting for something,'
xikig w6 cdngqian [I dfingdm guo I] de 
resemble I previous wait ASP: exp SUB
'like some date I had previously waited for.'
Shishi shang, ta shi mei
reality on it be NEG:perf
'In fact it wasn ’t finished,'

mdu zhdng 
ceratin kind

wan.
finish

shenme,
something

yuehui.
date

shang.
on

dmg ISoshi zhan-zai ji^ngtai 
when teacher stand at lecture-platform 
'when the teacher stood on the platform,'
yibim dui quanban tdngxue l^gdii
same-time towards whole-class classmate read-aloud
'reading out my composition to the whole class,'

wd de zuowen, 
1 SUB composition
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8. yibian tou- guo jingpimi yduyi-wuyi de 
same-time penetrate past lense deliberate-accidental MAN 
kki - shang wd yi y3n shi,
look on I one eye time
'and half deliberately looking at me through his glasses,'

9. wdneike ch^weiwei de xin zheng zmna  
I thatMEAS falter SUB heart ASP:prog at there 
ylnyln zuotong ne!
faint feel-ache ASP:imperf
'my faltering heart was dully aching!

10. Wd ySnqian y ip i^  mdhu,
I eye-before one MEAS bluired
'The scene before me was blurred,'

11. mSnyan zH sheng-xia yizhang liSn 
full-eye only leave down one MEAS face 
'all that was left before my eyes was a face'

12. za  hu - ming - hu - an.
ASP:prog now bright now dark
'now clear now dim.'

13. Dan zhe bingbiix i^g  zhe pian zuowen
but this EMPH MEG seem this MEAS composition
zhenzhengde jiewfii. 
genuine SUB ending
'But this seemed not to be the composition’s real ending.'

14. Wd shenzhi ydu zhdng gSnjue,
I so-far-as-to exist type feehng
'I even had a kind of feeling:'

15 na yiding bu shi [I wd xigi] de zuowen,
that definitely NEG be I write SUB composition
'that definitely wasn’t the composition I had written,'

16. wd na shi y6xii zheng zm shamoli ku ne! 
I that time perhaps ASP:prog at desert in cry MOD 
'Perhaps at that time I was crying in the desert!'

17. Wanshang, wd tSng-zai chuang shang, 
evening I lie at bed on
'In the evening, I lay on (my) bed,'

18. wang zhe tianhuabSn, 
gaze ASP:dur ceiling 
'gazing at the ceiling,'

19. wd za  qian bSi ci de wen ziji:
I ASPiprog 1000 100 time MAN ask self 
'I asked myself over and over again:'

20. ni zhende yiwei 
you really consider 
'don’t you really think'

21. [1 riimen zSoyl jieshou I] de yiqie bu shi 
you+PLUR long-since receive SUB everything NEG be 
gen-shen-di-gu de ma?
deep-rooted SUB MOD
'that everything you long ago accepted is deep-rooted?'
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22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

3 7 .

Wd zM mgiyige qingchen z5u-jin jiaoshi,
I at each one MEAS early-morning walk in classroom
'Early every morning I walked into the classroom,'
zhe shi sudydu de meng dou yljing zuo - wan le.
this time which-exist SUB dream all already do finish ASP:perf/compl
'at this time all (my) dreams have already been finished.'
Zhe’r, rii qiao 
here you look 
'Here, you look,'
chabuduo tongy^g de fangjian, 
almost same-type SUB room
'almost the same type of room,'
chabuduo tongy^g de guangxian, 
almost same-type SUB light-ray
'almost the same type of light,'
ShijiniM  jiu xiaoshi le. 
ten some year then vanish ASP:perf
'more than ten years have vanished.'
X i^ g  qita ke yiymg chang de [I mei ydu bian I],
like other class same long EXT NEG exist limit
'like other classes become endlessly long,'
you ximg zuowen ke neiymg duSn de [I zM shi yi shunjian I]; 
further like composition class that-way short EXT only be one moment
'again like composition class become as short as only the twinkling of an eye.
buguSn fasheng shenme shi,
no-matter happen what thing
'no matter what happens,'
buguan zai guo duoshao nian...
no-matter further pass how-many year
'no matter how many more years are to be passed,'
wd xin zhong ylnyue de dSngd^ daodl shi 
I heart in faint SUB wait finally be
what is the thing I am vaguely longing for in my heart?
Na ylhou de hSo jT tian, v/6 yizhi zM xiSng
that after SUB good few day I continually ASPiprog. think 
'For quite a few days after that, I kept thinking about this.'
W5 xikig wSngchang yiyMg 
I like habitual same
'I sat in the classroom as I used to do
zhe shi [I w6 xlhuan I] 
this be I like
This was the room I liked,
zhe shi [I w6 xihuan I] 
this be I like
'this was the light I liked,'
v/6 zhende r6n - bu -
I really tolerate NEG:pot
'I really can’t help telling you,'

shenme ne? 
what MOD

zhe j i ^  shi. 
this MEAS matter

zuo - zai jiaoshi li.
sit at classroom in

de fangjian.
SUB room

de guangxian,
SUB light-ray

zhu bli gaosu ni.
t. stand not tell you
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3 8 .

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

w6 shi duome jdhuan [I xi6 zuowen I],
I be how-much like write composition
'I really loved writing compositions,'
na shi w6 m&hao de jiyi.
that be I beautiful SUB memory
'that was my beautiful memory.'
W6 shenzhi ceng wei-ci luo guo
I so-far-as-to once because-of this drop ASP:exp
'I even shed tears over this,'
na shi ylnwei y6u tian v/6 faxian,
that be because exist day I discover
'that was because one day I discovered'

lei,
tear

chul - bu - dSo, 
blow NEG:pot topple 
zheykigjlngcSi juzi I] 
this-kind brilliant sentence

‘Eight thousand storms

di yi ge [I xi6 - chu “baq i^  ge fengbao 
no. one MEAS write out 8,000 MEAS storm
jidwki ge leitmg y6 nan - hong”
90,000 MEAS thunderbolt also difficult rumble 
de ren bing bu shi v/6.
SUB person EMPH NEG be I 
'(that) the first person to write the brilliant sentence 
can’t blow (it) down, ninety thousand thunderbolts can’t drown (it) out 
wasn’t me.'
W6 zhende wei-cl mdm le h5o duo tian,
I really because-of this dismal ASPxompl good many day
'I was really low because of this for quite a few days,'
sulran w6 bS ta yong - zai w6 de zuowen shi, 
although I DISP it use at I SUB composition time
'although when I used it in my composition,'
ta sihu tongy^g jlngcSi. 
it seem same-kind brilliant
'it seemed equally brilliant.'

Wenli's Composition IV: Tommy’s composition

1. Yu-ci-tong-shi Wenli zheng zm ling yi chu 
with this same time Wenli ASP:prog. at other one place 
kaixin de xiao zhe.
happy MAN laugh ASP:dur
'At the same time in another place, Wenli was laughing happily.'

2. Yige [I jiao Tangirttl] de nanhai 
one MEAS be-called Tommy SUB male-child
zm jinxing tade zuowen kSoshi,
ASP:prog undergo s/he SUB composition exam
'A boy called Tommy was doing his composition exam,'

3. timu shi: wd de gdu. 
topic be I SUB dog 
'the topic was: my dog.'

4. ZhishSo yao xig 150 zi. 
at-least must write 150 word 
'(He) had to write at least 150 words.'
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5. Tangirii xiSng le xiang.
Tommy think ASPxompl think
Tommy thought a bit,'

6. kaisM xi6: 
begin write
'(and) began writing:'

7. “W6 ydu yitiao gdu,
I exist one MEAS dog
' “I have a dog,'

8. wd jiao ta Baobl ,
I call it Bobby
'I call it Bobby,'

9. wd M wdde gdu,
I love I SUB dog
'I love my dog,'

10. ta qu^shen dou shi heise de, 
it whole-body all be black-colour SUB 
'it’s black all over,'

11. zHi y5u bizi shi bm de.” 
only exist nose be white SUB 
'except for (its) nose (which) is white.” '

12. T^girQ ting- xialai.
Tommy stop down
'Tommy stopped,'

13. 21 ge zi.
21 MEAS character 
'21 words.'

14. Ta jixu xig: 
he continue write 
'He continued writing;'

15. “m giti^ , w6 dou dm Baobl qu gongyuan sanbu, 
each day I all take Bobby go park stroll
' “every day I take Bobby to the park for a walk,'

16. d ^  nagu6 t i^  xia yil, 
but if sky fall rain 
'but if it's raining,'

17. w6 jiu bu dai ta qu sanbu.”
I then NEG take s/he go stroll
'I don't take him for a walk.” '

18. You shi 24 ge zi, 
fimher be 24 MEAS character 
'Another 24 words,'

19. ta shil le shu,
he count ASPxompl. count 
'he counted (them)'

20. yigong 45 ge zi. 
altogether 45 MEAS character 
'altogether 45 words.'
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21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

3 6 .

Tangnfl xiSng le jl fen
Tommy think ASPxompl. few minute
'Tommy thought for a few minutes'
jiezhe xiS, 
next write 
'and then wrote,'

zhong
clock

“W6 jingchang g6i Baobl xl 
I often for Bobby wash
' “I often give Bobby a bath,'
ta xihuan 
it like 
'it likes'
^  zSo, 
wash bath 
'to have a bath,'

zSo,
bath

26. bingqig.
moreover 
'and I like'

w6
I

yg 
also

zSo,
bath

xihuan
like

shi.”
matter

jdhuan
like

le
ASPxompl

ggi ta
for it wash 
'giving it a bath,'
w6men dou
I+PLUR all
'we both like'
zuo zhejim 
do this MEAS 
'doing this.” '
Ta you shil 
s/he further count 
'He counted once more,'
yigong 67 zi.
altogether 67 wc*d
'altogether 67 words.'
Tangnfl nao zhe 
Tommy scratch ASP;dur
'Tommy scratched his head,'
wang zhe tianhuabSn,
gaze ASP:dur ceiling
'gazed at the ceiling,'
xiang le hao yi
pass ASPxompl good one 
'thought for quite a while,'
d ^  mei xi3ng - chu
but NEG:perf think out
'but couldn't think of anything.'
Ta tm le k6u
s/he sigh ASPxompl. mouth 
'He sighed,'

yi bian, 
one time

tdu,
head

hui‘r,
while

shenme.
anything

qi.
breath
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37. zHde xi6: 
only-can write 
'(and) could only write:'

38. “Baobl h6n )dhuan 
Bobby very like
’ “ Bobby really likes'

39. chi tang, 
eat sweets 
'to eat sweets,'

40. wd y£ yukiyi g6i ta tang chi,
I also wish give it sweets eat
'I also want to give him sweets to eat,'

41. d ^  nigud jiMi mei ydu tang, 
but if home-in NEG exist sweets 
'but if there aren't any sweets at home,'

42. wd jiu bu g& ta chi tang.”
I then NEG give it eat sweets
'I don't give him sweets to eat.” '

43. T^gnii ting- xialai,
Tommy stop down
'Tommy paused,'

44. nao zhe tdu, 
scratch ASP:dur head 
'scratched (his) head,'

45. w ^ g  zhe tianhuabSn,
gaze ASPidur ceiling
'gazed at the ceiling,'

46. ta kaisha jilsMg le...
he begin disheartened ASPxompl.
'he was beginning to get disheartened...'

47. Turan, ta xiSng - chu yige hSo zhiiyi, 
suddenly s/he think out one MBAS good idea 
'Suddenly he thought of a good idea,'

48. Tangmi gaoxingde xiao zhe,
Tommy happy MAN laugh ASP:dur.
'Tonmiy laughed happily,'

49. suiji feikuM de xig- qUai: 
immediately fly-quick MAN write begin 
'and straightaway started writing rapidly:’

50. “D ^ g  w6 xiang r ^ g  Baobi jin wu shf,
when I want get Bobby enter house time
' “When I want to get Bobby to come inside,'

51. w6 jiu jiao: Baobl;
I then call Bobby
'I call: Bobby;'

52. nigud ta mei jin wu, 
if it NEGiperf enter house 
'if it doesn't come inside,'
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5 3 .

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

60.

61.

w6 jiii zm jiao: Baobl, Baobl;
I then further call Bobby, Bobby
'I call again: Bobby, Bobby;'
rugud ta hai mei jin wu
if it still NEG:perf. enter house
'if it Still hasn't come inside,'
w5 jiu d^heng jiao: Baobl, Baobl, Baobl;”
I then big-voice call Bobby, Bobby, Bobby
'I call loudly: Bobby, Bobby, Bobby.” '
Tangmi sM le yi b i^  zi.
Tommy count ASPxompl one time word
'Tommy counted the words,'
149.
149 
■149.'
Ta zM jiew6i duo jia le yige
s/he at ending more add ASPxompl one MEAS 
'He added another Bobby at the end,'
xig - shang zijl de mingzi,
write on self SUB name
'wrote his name on (it),'
ranhou mSnyi de jiao - gei le 13oshI.
afterwards satisified MAN hand to ASPxom pl teacher
then, satisfied, handed (it) into the teacher.

B M ,
Bobby

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7 .

Wenli's Composition V.Wenli's volunteer letter

Wenli life zhe zul
Wenli grin ASPidur mouth
'WenU grinning'
nu zhe y2n,
narrow ASP:dur eye
'(and) screwing up her eyes'
bu - guSn - bii - gu de xiao de ySnqian - tongli^g,
NEG care NEC attend MAN laugh EXT before-eyes brightly-lit 
'laughed wholeheartedly as she saw the light,'
wanshi y u ^ a i rucl jiSndan.
all-things after-all like-this simple
'of course, everything is this simple.'
Naylhoude hSojltian, Wenli yizhi zM xiSng z h e ji^ sh i. 
that after SUB good few day Wenli all-along ASP:prog. think this MEAS matter 
'For quite a few days after that, Wenli kept thinking about this.'
Zhoumo de xiawd, Wenli nS’r yg
weekend SUB afternoon Wenli where even
'On Saturday afternoon Wenli didn’t go anywhere,'
yige ren la- shang chuanghan,
one MEAS person pull on window-curtain 
Alone, (she) drew the curtains,'

mei
NEG:perf

qu,
go
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8. dS- kai deng, 
make start light 
'turned on the light,'

9. cong man chuang de zawu zhong chou - chu yi da bai zM, 
from fiill bed SUB mixed-thing among pull out one pad white paper 
'from the mass of things on the bed pulled out a pad of white paper,'

10. ta you neng xi6 zhiyu^shu le.
she further can write volunteer-letter ASPxompl 
'she could then write a volunteer letter again.'

11. “Dongfeng chul, 
east wind blow
' “The East wind blows,'

12. zhangfl lei 
war drum beat 
'the war drams beat,'

13. xiaizM shijie shang jiujing shei pa shei...” 
now worid on after-all who fear who 
'who in the world now is afraid of who...” '

14. Jiyi zhong zui shouxide ziySn suo-du2n zhe 
memory in most familiar SUB wording shrink short ASP:dur 
ta he Tmgirfl zhijian de chaju,
s/he and Tommy between SUB difference
'The most familiar words in her memory reduced the distance between her and
Tommy.'

15. Wenli jixu xi6:
Wenli continue write
'Wenli continued writing:'

16. “W6 zhiyu^
I volunteer
' “I volunteer'

17. zuo yige TangmJ, 
act-as one MEAS Tommy 
'to be a Tommy,'

18. ylnwei TangmJ shi zm yiizhou lingdSo xia de xianjin dmbiSo, 
because Tommy be at universe leadership under SUB advanced representative 
'because Tommy is an advanced representative under the leadership of the 
universe,'

19. shi huoxue huoyong de sixiang diSnfan, 
be flexible-study flexible-use SUB ideology model 
'(he) is the ideological model for flexible study, flexible use,'

20. shi zhOguan shijie he keguan shijie de yduji jiehe,
be subjective world and objective world SUB organic combination
'(he) is the organic combination of the subjective world and the objective world,'

21. shi shldm de xuyao, weilai de zhaohu^ 
be age SUB necessity fiiture SUB beckon 
'(he) is the necessity of the age, the beckoning of the future,'

22. shi [I gSizao shijieguan I] de jianju zhongren.” 
be transform world-view SUB arduous important-task 
(he) is the arduous task of transforming (the) world-view.” '
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2 3 .

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

3 8 .

Wenli juexin yl xia.
Wenli resolution already lay-down
'Wenli had already formed her resolution.'
“W6 yiding yao kefu chongchong
I definitely will overcome layer-layer
' “I will overcome endless difficulties,'

kunnan,
difficulty

yl Tangmi wei bSngy^g, 
take Tonuny as model

zhao Tangni de hua 
according-to Tommy SUB word

qu
go

zuo,
do

'acting with Tommy as my model, according to Tommy's words,'
z5u-jin ri-xin - yue - yi de xin shidm!” 
walk in day new month different SUB new age
'(I) will enter a new age that changes with each passing day! ” '

zhi.
paper

Wenli zhe neizhang zhSngjie de
Wenli look ASP:dur that MEAS whole-clean SUB
'Wenli looked at that clean sheet of paper,'
Xi6 - shang zijl de mingzi, 
write on self SUB name
'wrote her name on (it),'
tu - hSo yi ceng jiaoshul,
spread complete one layer glue
'spread over (it) a layer of glue,'
ranhou mSnyi de tie-zai le chuangtou.
afterwards satisfied MAN stick at ASPicompl bedhead
'then, satisfied, stuck (it) on the head of the bed.'

zai chuang shang
at bed on

Ta pa - 
she lie-prone 
'she lay on her bed'
chdu le 
gaze ASPxompl

h6n ji(5, 
very long-time 

'(and) gazed (at it) for a long while,'
zhe shi tian ji^jian hei le.
this time sky gradually black ASPxompl
'by this time, the sky had gradually grown dark.'
Ta xiang-qi xiiduo congqian de shi,
she think up very-many previous SUB matter
'She thought of many things (that had happened) in the past,'
xiang - qi xiSoxue shi yi p i^  zuowen de timu
think up primary-school time one MEAS composition SUB topic 
'thought of the title of the composition she had written in primary school'
shi: w6 de jianglai. 
be 1 SUB future 
'(which) was: my future.'
XiSng - qi 
think up 
(She) thought of
ta ceng zhm - zai yf ge wd ceng lou de chuangk^u
s/he once stand at one MEAS five storey building SUB window 
'(how) she had once stood at the window of a five-storey building'
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39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

5 1 .

daidai de 
blank MAN

w ^ g
gaze

zhe 
ASP:dur

jieshang de renliii
blank MAN gaze ASP:dur street-on SUB person
■blankly gazing at the stream of people in the street'
bing dui ziji shuo: 
and towards self say 
'and (how) she had said to herself:'

n-stream

v/6 yiding 
I definitely
'I will grow up.'
Xiang - qi 
think up 
(She) thought of

yao zhSng - da. 
will grow big

ta jiu neiymg 
she just that-way 
zuowen li 
composition

mSi yi p i^  
each one MEAS 

zijl.
in

kaisM renzhen de zM 
begin serious MAN at 
bliduM kehua zhe 
unceasing portray ASP:dur self

'(how) just like that she had begun conscientiously in every composition to 
unceasingly portray herself,'
xiang - qi ta zhexie nian lai xinzhong yinyinyueyue de dSngdm, 
think up she many year since heart in vague SUB wait
'(she) thought of the vague longing in her mind these past few years,'
xiSng-qi ta . yuelaiyue bu zhenshi de xinqing, 
think up s/he more-and-more NEG real SUB mood
yljl ta [I you cl er de - dao I] de manzii he pingheng... 
and s/he from this and gain reach SUB content and balance 
'(she) thought of her more and more unreal moods, and of the satisfaction and 
equilibrium she had gained from this...'
Htiran, Wenli xiSng - qi xiSo shihou nd ge [I xiS - mSn le
suddenly Wenli think up young time that MEAS write full ASPxompl 
j^ lu  geyan jtogju I] yljl [I houlai you btl-shang xdduo
note maxim epigram and afterwards further supplement up very-many
wiibi wanmgi de xingrdngci I] de bljibgn, 
matchless perfect SUB adjective SUB note-book
'Suddenly Wenli thought of the small notebook which she had filled with 
notes, maxims, and epigrams, and afterwards supplemented with many 
matchlessly perfect adjectives,'
xintou jing ydng - qi yi gd wennuSn de xuSIiii.
heart actually well up one MEAS warm SUB blood-flow 
'a warm glow welled up in her heart.'
Ta suo - zai chuang shang 
s/he shrink at bed on
She curled up on the bed
you kaixin de xiao le. 
further happy MAN laugh ASPxompl 
'and laughed again happily.'
Wgnli lizhi 
Wenli resolve 
'Wenli determined'
zai y6u-shen-zhl-nian zu6 yi ge Tangml,
at exist life SUB year act-as one MEAS Tommy 
'to be a Tonmiy for the rest of her life,'
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5 2 .

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

6 6 .

ta hm yao xi6 yi pian 
s/he still want write one MEAS 
'she had to write a new composition,'
zhe ni^tou sM ta yi 
this thought cause she once
'this idea as soon as she thought of (it)'
jiu jldong. 
then excite 
'made her excited.'
Ta shuo 
s/he say 
'She said'

xin zuowen, 
new composition

xiSng - qilai 
think up

zhe gSibim - bu - liSo ta
this change NEG:pot complete she

yong feizao liSnl] de
use soap wash face SUB

[I yong kumzi chi 
use chopstick eat meal

m6i tian 
each day 
xlguan, 
habit

'this couldn't change her everday habit of eating with chopsticks (or) washing 
her face with soap,'
que shJ ta juede
however make s/he feel
'but made her feel'

[I mlngtian daodi jiang nihe I]
tomorrow in-the-end will-be hke-what

[I M6igu6 dS bu da I l^ e  I] yljl 
America fight NEG fight iaq and
yljing bii zm hua xia. 
a l i^ y  NEG at word under
'that whether America fought with Iraq and what tomorrow would be like were 
already of no account.'

Biiguo w6 hai shi r6n - bu - zhu gaosu Wenli shuo:
however I still be tolerate NEG:pot stand tell Wenli say
'However I still couldn't help telling Wenli;'
“Qishi nl yi beizi yS zuo - bu - cheng Tangrru,
in-fact you one lifetime even act NEG:pot become/succeed Tommy 
' “In fact you'll never be able to be Tommy in your whole life,'
yinwei Tangnfi bii shi hunxug.”
because Tommy NEG be mixed-blood
'because Tommy isn't a mixed blood.” '
Guo le b ^  nian,
pass ASPxompl half year 
'Half a year later,'
Wenli 1^ zhSo w6,
Wenli come look-for I 
'Wenli came to see me,'
“W6 ygxii zhende zuo - bu - cheng T^grrii le,”
I perhaps really act NEG:pot become/succeed Tommy ASP:perf
' “Perhaps I will never be able to be Tommy,”
ta ^ a n  de shuo,
s/he miserable MAN say
'she said miserably,'
“w6 w ang-bu- liSo jiu de...”
I forget NEG:p)ot. complete old SUB
' “I can't forget the old...” '
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67. “Y6xfl rii X ing,” 
peiiiaps you be-okay
' “Perhaps you'll be okay,” '

68. W6 shenzhi bii y u ^  sh ^ g  zijl de xin, 
I so-far-as-to NEG wish hurt self SUB heart 
'I didn't even want to hurt myself,'

69. “Ml kgyl shi zhe 
you can try ASPidur.
' “You can try'

70. zM zuowen U zuo,
at composition in act-as 
'being (him) in a composition,'

71. yici zuo- bu- hSo 
one time do NEG:pot good 
'(if you) can't be (him) properly once'

72. hai ydu xia yi ci, 
still exist next one time 
'there's still the next time,'

73. na bu y6 ting hSowan de?” 
that not also very fun SUB 
'won't that be a lot of fun?” '

Appendix 2. Texts for Chapter 4

74. W6 k m -  dao ‘ Wenli
Wenli look reach Wenli 
'I saw that Wenli'

75. you yici kmxin de xiao le. 
fijrther one time happy MAN laugh ASPxompl 
'once again laughed happily.'
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